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INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this introduction to examine
the probiem of creative continuity which faces the American
Jewish c~mmunity , comment upon the generally ineffectual
response being made , particularly in the fie l d of Jewish
education , and direct attention to the potentialities of
the Jewish summer camp as an effective ally in meeting the
challenges to our youth of Jewish identification , knowledge ,
and commitment .

A.
1.

Statement of the Problem

Jewish Youth on Campus
The f ace of the American Jewish Communi.ty of tomor-

row may be seen on the c ollege campus today .

According to

Rabbi Benjamin M. Kahn ,
the unprecedented interest in the college
campus today flows from a new recognition
of the importance of higher education -in
the shaping of the future of American
civilization . This development is of
particular significance for the Jewish community in light of the . fact that at least 80% of

1

2

all young <- e is~-:. men aEd ~•:omen of college age
matriculate at~ un i- ersi~y . l
1;,

By 1972 , it is es t i=a~ed t~at this figure will rise to close
to 90 per cent .
The implicat~on s of these statistics are obvious .
The identificat ion -•.-i th , the commitment to , the quality of
Jewish life will , i~ large measure , be dependent upon these
young people .

The :ewish corn::.unity has good reason to view

with alarm and con s-':ernation t he fact that "only a minority
of our student popu~ation is intensively involved in Jewish
l l' fe . '112

a.

Hillel

The B' nai B ' ~itn Hillel Foundations claim a national
membership of between 75 , 000 and 80 , 000 students -- only 20
per cent of the 400,000 Jm·:ist collegiate enrollment .

Since

Hillel repre sents t:r-_e Je-1·rish community on campus , it seems
to follow that 80 per cent of our youth have determined not
to identify with the

11

Je 1;rish establishment ."

This has var-

iously been ascribec to the natural rebellion of the young
against parental values , the "search for identity ," that is
typical of the younger generation and is frequently accompanied by a rejecti on of the values of their culture--ant i~
1 Benj~min M. Kahn, The Organized Jewish Community and
the College Campus (';lashington , D. C. : B ' nai B' ri th Hillel
Foundation , 1967) , pp . 1 - 2 . ("•_ime ographed . )

2Ibid.
~

3
esta blishment, anti-institu t ional, an ti-tra dition . 3

Rabbi

Max Ticktin , National Director · of Leadership Training,
I

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation , feels that the impact of
Hillel has not been effective because of staff limitations
and inadequate resources . 4

While this is undoubtedly a fac -

tor, it cannot completely account for the fact that 320 , 000
young American Jews on campus do not affiliate .
b.

Social Concerns

Our · Jewish young men and women on campus sha re with
their non- Jewish classmates the social upheaval and turmoil
that surrounds them .

Both reject a nd rebel against the

values of American society .

They are deeply resentful of the

non-involvement of most adults in the burning social issues
of the day--the war in Viet- Nam , resistance to the draft ,
problems of poverty and the ghetto, the black revolution , and
so on .

They become alienated and very critical of the total

adult community .

In addition , they face the problems common

to all young people in late adolescence and early adulthood .
The college experience itself provides new dimensions in
their lives , such as living away from home _and parental controls, meeting many individuals of diverse and unfamiliar

3Kenneth Keniston, Uncommitted : Alienated Youth in
American Society (New York : Harc ourt , Brace and World , 1965) .

4see Memorandum to Committee on College and University
Students (Philadelphia : Federation of Jewish Agencies of
Greater Philadeiphia , June , 1968 ) , p . 4 , (Mimeographed . )

4

backgrounds exposure to the exhilarating world of ide as and
studies and a quest for knowledge and a drive fo r selfrealization . 5
c.

Apathy

The danger of Jewish continuity is manifested in the
acculturation , alienation , and ofttim e s complete rejection
of Jewish values and i dentific ation by s i gnific ant numbers ,
re presented only in small part by thos e identified with the
New Left and S . D. S .
One of our principal problems is the number of
students who are and remain apathetic toward Jud a ism
•• •. It is beyond our power to change the Jewish
home , to improve the pre - coll ege system of Jewish
educ ation , · or to dffset the failure of the synagogue
in the short span of time . during which the s ~udents
are accessible t o us . 6
As will be seen mo re clearly 1·ater , when problems of
camp staff are discussed , the college student becomes a de te rrent to Jewi sh programming because of the attitudes h e
brings to camp .

Among camp direc tors ' rep orts , we find

such statements as :
There is consid erable evidence among staff of selfhatred around Jewishness . Th ey consider any type of
Jewish programming as religious indoctrination .
Some staff feel quite uncomfortable about anythi ng
Jewish, whe ther it i s i n discussion , obs ervance or
language .
5Richard E . Peterson , The Student Left in American
Higher Education (Howard University Center for I nte r national Affairs , 1967)
6
.
Yehudah M. Cohen , Campus 19 66 : Change and Challen~~
(Washington , D. C.: B ' nai B' ri th Hillel Fo undations , 1966

5
The major problem in implementing the Jewish educational goals of our camp is the resistance fre quently encountered among our counsellors , themselves
young Jewish adults , many of ·whom have not yet re solved their attitudes and feelings regarding their
own Jewishness .
The search for identity and an acceptable set of personal values which is characteristic of a ll your;i.g collegians
further affects the Jewtsh student in that the purposes and
values of Jewish life , ash~ childishly understands them ,
appear to be irrelevant to their daily lives .

The idealism

arid social action
interests which he holds seems to
find
.
.
lit~le respon se in the organized Jewish community .

Many of

the se students view the Jewish community as unrelated to the
broad social issues and overly concerned with its own narrow welfare to the exclusion of all else .

They lack the

mo st elementary understanding of the purposes and significance of the organized Jewish community and the actual
breadth of it~ enterprise and concern .
d.

I ntermarriage

The disaffection ·of many of these young people with
their own Jewish group is also evident in the increasing rate
of intermarriage .

The apparent irrelevancy of Jewishness in

their .own lives makes i ntermarriage not only possible but
perhaps even more probable with the passing years: 7
7 Erich Rosenthal , "Studies of Jewi sh Intermarri age in
the United States ," American Jewish Yearbook , Vol. 64 , 1963 ,

pp. :3-53.

6
e.

Jewish Faculty

The problem is further aggravated by the nature of
I

the increased number of Jewish faculty on campus .

Many of

them, not very far removed in either age or background from
their students are disassociated fro m J ewish communal life .
They frequently use their _p ositions of authority , their
facility with words and ideas to negatively influence their
charges , who , on campus , rarely have the opportunity to encounter other points of view .
2o

The Challenge of Freedom
Paradoxical as it may seem , the open society and the

freedom we have achieved present a grave challenge to Jewish creative continuity in America .

The college student , a

product of this environment , seems impervious to the his torical process through which the Jewish people have struggled as i t strove toward equal rights , individual , and group
emancipation , recognition of itself as a people among peoples.
a.

The Gentile World

For the past two thousand years , Jewish continuity
has be$n aided by the presence of two concurrent pressures .
On the one hand , there was the external pre ssure of the
gentile community .

Jews were clearly identified as Jews .

Large parts of the gentile world variously forced the Jew

7

to either live in ghettos or pales of settlement , wear th e
yellow star or other visible means of identification , limited
and proscribed a re as of livelihood and occupation , created
special taxes , re s tric t ed movement and t r avel , established
a "nume:i;-us clausus " for the pursuit of secular educati on , incorporated anti~semitism as a policy of the stat e which at
some times and places fostered inquisitions , organi z ed and
conducted pogroms , led to the holocaust . 8

The ch urch al s o

played a varying role in assuring clear identity to the Jew .
His subjugation was on- going example of the " superiori ty "
of Christianity and the church --a lesson for i lliterat e
peasants to ponder . 9
b.

The J ewi sh World

On the other hand , in many +a1:1ds there was the wellorganiz ed internal pressure of the Jewish community .

Dur-

ing its· l ong years of service , the Synagogue, Rabbinnic al
synod s , and Kehillot exerted , not only moral suas ion to re tain identity , but real and physic a l pressure .

A " state

within a state ," the Jewish individual had little ident ity
with the secular state other than through his membership in
the Jewish community .
I n many cases , if not in all , the various medieval
governments exacted the taxes en masse f r om the
8 Solomon Grayz el , A History of the Jews (Philadelphia :
Jewish Publication Society , 19 63) , pp . 487- 88 , 577 , 638- 39 ,
773 .
9 Ibid ., p . 483 .

8

Jewish c om=u...."'li ty; and left the collections of th is
lump s um to the officials of the synagogues . 10
Rabbinic courts , th e thr eat of excommunication , even prisons
as serted the a~thority of the Kehilla .

A plethora of com-

munal organiza~ions and i nst i tut ions prov ided for the total
educ ati onal and welfare n eeds of the people in cons onanc e
with the hign e st mora l and e th ic a l values of the tradition . 11
Guided by a cocbination of the erudite and the economic ally
powerful , self- c ontained in great measure , the Jewish communi ty , pa r t icularly in East ern Europe , was the rock upon
which Jewish cont inuity was anchored •
• • their transcending concern was with remaining
apart fro m th e non- Jewish world . Rather than seeking dis solution in t h e Gentile sea surrounding them .
they bent all efforts to mai ntain their identity within the s mall island into which they were forced or
withdrew voluntarily . Th ey wanted · to live in peace
with their non- Jewish neighbors without changing their
own way of living . Politically and socially , t h e
Gentile ma jority rejected the Jewish minority ; psych ologically a nd spiritually , the Jewish minority rejected
the Gentile ma jority .1 2
c.

America is Different

Neither of these two pressures operate in like manner
10 r srael Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages
(New York and Philadelphia : Meridian Books Inc ., and the
Jewish Publicat ion Socie t y , 1958), p . 41 .
· 11 Simon M. Dubnow , His t or of the Jews in Russ ia and
Poland, I (Phi lad elphia : Jewish Publication Society , 1916 ,
103-113.
12
Bezalel C. Sherman , Th e Jew With i n American Sociill (De troit: ·wayne Sta te Univ ersity Press , 1961) , p . 219 .

9

in America toda y !

Th e gentile conm1uni t y , far from poin t i ng

its finger at the J ew and demanding t h a t he retain his identity , prov ide s an environment which encourages him to con form to the g ene r al pattern of American lifeo

The Ameri-

caniza~ion of Jewi sh life can be seen i n the f act that ,
collectively American Jews regard thems elv es as first of
all a religious c·ommuni ty .

"Nin e ty- seven per cent of the

adolescent s in the Riverton study stated that a Jew was one
who ident ified h ims elf with the Jewi sh faith . 1113

Jud a ism

has been redefin ed by these adolescents in exclus i v ely religious terms .

Statistics offered by th e Cou_ncil of Church es ,

listing church affiliation , adv ise us that there are 87 million Prote stants , 45 million .Catholics , and 5½ million Jews ,
while internal J ewish stat is t ics sh ow that perhaps as many
as 50 per cen t of Jews in America .are not affiliated with
synagogue s .

This re - definition is significant b ecaus e i t

has led to a n ew Jewish self- i mage on campus .

Many young

people , Jews and non- Jews , reject organized relig~ on .

The

Jewish student , in rejecting Jewish th eology , a lso mistaken~
ly rejects his Jewishness .

He does not compreh end that even

if religion may be regarded as the basis for Jewi sh exis tence j it does not negate Jewish peoplehood .

It is con-

ceivable that one may be an athie st and yet remain a part
of the Jewish people and participat e in i t s cultural and
13Marshall _Skla re and Mark Vosk,- The Riv erton Study
(New York : Americ an Jewish Commi tt ee , 1957) , · p . 22 .

10

national l ife .

The J ewish student on campus has rarely

fo und the opportuni ty to consider his Jewish identity in
terms other than religious observa nce or ritual .

Inter-

dating , inter-marriage , i nter- racial relations increase .
Few or none of the re strictions previously dic tat ed by th e
gentile majority prevail .
gentile pre ssure on c ampus

The Jewi sh stud ent f ac e s little
to

remind

h im

of h i s Jewish-

ness .
d.

No Organi zed Jewish Community

There i s no organiz ed J ewi sh community i n America
today which approaches the Kehilla of the past .

Each Jew,

in freedo m, has assumed the right to determine for himself
the extent of his Jewi sh identity , the depth of his J ewish
commitment , the scope of his Jewi sh consciousness and the
intensity of his Jewish practices .

All of this is dependent

upon whatever voluntary commitment t o Jewi shness h e chooses
to makeo
Confronted with the re a lity of American freedo m and
without wanting t o . diminish i t an iota , and
faced with the
.
re ali ties and problems of American Jewi sh life , what must
the Jewish community do to assure its existenc e?

In what

ways can th e Jewish summer camp make a cont ribut ion?
e.

The Desire to be Jews

Paradoxic a lly , despite all of the implications of the
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factor s d~sc us s ed, evid en tly many of our young people on
campus , _ de spit e their rebelliousn ess and outwa rd apathy ,
somehow we.nt to be Jews .

This was dramatically borne _out

-during t he days of crisis in 1967 , wh en Israel faced the
pro s pect of annihilation .

During the crucial days just

prior to th e ou tbreak of the war , thousands of these very
apathetic college· students volunteered for service i n Israela
The experience of the Philadelphia Office of Volunteers for
Israel was typical of the nation .

As one would have expected ,

......__

the first volunteers were young people from the Zionist Youth
movements and from Jewish colleges .

But i nterview after in-

t erview rev e a l ed young men and women unrelated or ident ified
with Jewi sh life , coming f rom h ome s with parents who were unaffiliated with the organized communi ty , young people who had
already been l ab eled as alienated and _n egat i v e , wh ose Jewish
conscious~ess was somehow touched by the danger to Israel .
While undoubt edly cri s is - orient ed , this experience point s
out the significant fact that college students are acce s sible and dare not be written off as potent i al memb ers of
tomorrow' s Jewish community .
pre sents th e challenge .

How and where to re a_c h them

On campus?

As members of staff

of Summer camps ?
f.

Abysmal Ignorance

Most important of all , however , is the uncontestable
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fact that the overwhelming majority of college students are
8fbysmally ignorant of things Jewish .

B' nai B' rith con-

ducted a study of 400 i nc oming fre shman in three coll eges . 14

Admission to these colleges is selective and

among these 400 young people were merit scholarship winne r s
and graduates i n the uppe r 10 per cent of the ir high school
classes .

They were bright , studious , intelligent collegians .

Th ey were tested i n basic areas of Jewish knowledge and th e
vast majority of them failed miserably .

Only 13 per cent

could identify Hanukkah and describe its significance .

The i r

knowledge of Jewish history , holidays , customs and ceremonie s , and Israel was infantile .

Most painful of all was the

fact that most of these young people had attended Jewi sh
religious elementary schools .

The minimal Jewish education

of more than 90 per cent of college students and their nonpart icipation in Jewish studies or activities during their
teen years , brings them t o the campus uninformed , uncommit ted , and unidentified Jews .

Most a re bitter and n egat i v e

about their Jewish religious school expe rie nc e .

Exposed to

the Univers i ty , curious , thirsting for le a r ning , int ellec tually re ady for studies i n ph ilo s ophy , s ociology , and comparative religion , i nvolv ed i n dialogues with non- Jewish
peers , the Jewi sh knowledge they rely on is a v est ige of
14 B 1 nai B'rith Study of Jewish Knowledge on Campus .
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childish , infantile concepts of Jewishness they vaguely re member from their elementary childhood Jewish education .
It is quite understandable that Jud a ism , as they understand
it, is relevant to their lives .

3.

Challenges to the Jewish Educational Establishment
a.

The Time Factor

In l959 , . it was estimated that over 80 per cent of
American Jewish children received some Jewish educ ation in
the course of their elementary school attendance . l 5
l967 , the estimate dropped to 70 per cent .

By

Whereas thirty

years ago a prime problem of Jewi sh education was getting
y oungsters to enroll in "Hebrew" schools , today the pattern
of Jewish suburban living has established a norm of attendance during the ages of 8 through ·12·.

The growth of Jewish

nursery schools may reduce the age to 3.
More than 90 per cent of these children attend schools
sponsored by synagogue groups .

The remainder attend schools

which are communally sponsored , secularist , Yiddishist , or.
Zionist .
More than half of the children in attendance in any
given year attend a on e - day- a - week school .

Most of these

l 5Alexander H. Dushk.in and Uriah Z. Engelman , Jewish
Education in the United States (New York : American Association for Jewish Education , l959) , Po 44 .
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are Reform Religious school s, although the old stereotype
is changing and many Refor= Religious schools are begin.~ing
to offer two and three- de.y- a - -,;eek programs .

Children at -

tend approximately three hour s a week , an average of thirtytwo weeks a year, and, if - 11e~- continue through confirmation ,
ultimately will have had a to~al of approximately 840 hours
of formal Jewish studyo
Of the other 50 per ce~t , some 37 per cent attend an
elementary Jewish relig i ous scnool for three days a week
for approximately 5½ hours per week , 34 weeks a year , for
an average of 4 years .

Since ~ore than 85 per cent of this

group terminate their sc~oolirg at the time of Bar Mitzvah
or Bat Mitzvah , their hovis of formal Jewish study come to
fewer than 1 , 000 .
The r emaining children atte~~ Jewish Day Schools or
c ontinue i nto Hebrew Hig".l Schools .

The National Day School

f i gures are somewhat ske~·red by New York City statistics ,
whe r e approximately 24 per cent of Jewish children attend
such schools .

Aside fro ~ Kew York City , national f i gures

ar e closer to 7 or 8 per cent .

This growth will undoubtedly

continue but , at best , will probably neve r exceed more than
20 pe r cent of the Je,·rish child population of the country .
Most American Jews seem cocmitted to the Public School and
t o the proposition that Jewish religious education shoul d
remain supplementary .

A f actor which may effect Day Sch ool
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enrollment , is the future quality of public education .
Many Jewi sh parents , particularly in New York City , are
sending their children to Jewish Day Schools for questionable reasons .

It is rather because they are disenchanted

with the public school and its attendant racial problems
than because they are committed to the educational ideals
· of the Jewish Day . School .

While many Jewish educators view

these schools as either the sole or at least the primary
solution to the dilemma of knowledgeable identification and
look to the graduates of the Jewish Day School to supply
the intellectual leadership of the Jewish community , the
overwhelming majority of Jewish children are still being
Jewishly educated in a one- day- a - week or three- day- a - week
supplementary Jewish religious schools .
Aside from the qualitative im.plications , we are faced
with a simple quantitative reality .

Eighty- seven per cent

of Jewish children receive a Jewish education which averages
le ss than 1 , 000 hours ; less than the number of hours a child
s pends in a single year in his secular school !

This is the

time allotted for the transmittal of a total heritage extending over a per iod of some 3 , 500 years .

Clearly an im-

possible task !
I n a ddition t o the negative factor of time , which in
i tself makes adequate instruction virtually impossible ,
schools are faced with many other serious problems .
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b.

The Curriculum

In the Jewish religious school children are con fro nted with some eight een areas of curriculum during the ir
76
years of attendance . The child attending .class three
days a week , on a daled lev el , for example , studie s the
Hebrew language i ncluding mechanical reading as part of
Siddur study , l anguage per se , writing and composition ;
Bible , i ncluding selected chapters of Genesis in an edi ted
edition ; Hi st ory ; Cus t oms and Ceremonies ; Holiday celebr a t i ons ; _Current Ev en t s ; Pre paration for Relig ion and Rit ual .
Clas st i me is also allotted for Keren Ami collections or
special school campaigns , prepa r at ion for assemqlie s or
special programs , such as the model seder or Purim ca rnival ,
participat ion in art and music programs , and , of cours e , th e
t eacher must take time for class organi zat ion , taking roll ,
giving and receiving h omework assignment s , and allowing time breaks to take into account the attention span of the young
pupils .

All of this i n

5½

h ours a week !

Aside fro m the problem of allocating class time for
all of the subjects listed and structuring a program and a
viable cour s e of study , there rema i ns the important ques tions of the philo s ophy of the school and it s relationship
to the co urse of study , as well as th e specific g oals and
16 0bjec tives and Standards for the Congregational
Scho ol (United Synagogue Commiss ion on Jewish Educat ion ,
1958 ) , pp. 9- 14 .
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objec tives in ea ch a rea of study .

Dr . Avi Adar , Professor

of Education at the Hebrew University , upon his completion
of a six- month survey of J ewish education in the United
States and Canada , fo :nd that
while Jewish educato Ts talk a great deal about the
'aims' and ' phi_o s op~1y ' of Jewish educat ion , very
li ttle thiILking is devoted to specific objective s • • •
The f ailure to define objectives clearly for each
area of study· le ads t o a failure in developing appro priate methods of t e~c _ing , and thus techniques and
materials are i ~adequat e • • • 17
In addition t o th e inadequacy of i nst ruc tional mat erial , the limited use of educati onal media continues to
widen the gap be tween ge~eral education and the Jewish
religious school .

Wn...:...le

the pace of learning i n the good

public and privat e sch ool has accelerated considerably , the
tempo of learning i ~ the Jewish school lags behind .

Chil-

dren who are sophis t icated in the ·u nderstanding of s cience
and space beyond their years , are still faced with childish
challenges i n the Jewish school .
c.

The Educ ato r

Central to w~ateve r learning takes place in the Jewish religious school is t he educator .

His knowledge , dedi-

cation , commitment t o Jewish life, ability to develop rapport

17 zvi Adar , Je.-ris~ Education i n the United States and
Canada , Report to Jewis h educato r s held in New York unde r
the sponsorship of th e Philip W. Lown School of Judaic
Studie s of Brandeis University , summarized i n Compass , a
newsle tte r i ssued by th e Union of American Hebrew Congre gations for the Com:nission on Jewish Education , Rabbi Jack
D. Spiro, ed ., Vol . II , No . 2 .
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with his students and become t h eir mentor and guide is crucial to the educational process .
Dr . Is~dor Margolis , late Executive Secretary of the
National Board of License rep orts that of more than 16 , 000
persons employed in full or part- time positions in Jewi sh
schools , only 4 , 000 are presently licensed teachers who meet
the criteria set by the Board . 18

(The Board of License is

sponsored and financed by the American Association for
Jewish Education and is composed of representatives of the
accredited Hebrew Teachers Colleges , the Bureaus of Jewish
Educ ation , the National Council for Jewish Education , the
Hebrew Teachers Federation , and accredited affiliated
Boards of License in nine communities . )
Seventy- five per cent of persons holding teaching
positions in Jewish Religious Schools do not meet the minimum requirements for certification and licensing!
national figures .

These are

The situation becomes more disturbing

when one realizes that the distribution of qualified teachers varies throughout the country .

There are proportionally

more qualified teachers in the larger communities ; the
smaller communities may be completely devoid of licensed
teachers .
It is axiomatic to say that without properly and
18 Isidor Margolis , in the PedagqgiQ__Reporter ,
published by the American Association :for~Jewish~ucation ,
Vol . XX, No . 2 (December , 1 968) , p . 40 .
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adequatel; pr epared t ea ch ers on e cannot expect a meaningful
Jewish educat ion .

There was a time when Ea stern Europe

provided t h e core of dedicated , dev oted and qualified teachers .

No ::::1ore .
d.

Th e Israeli Teacher

Ahad Ha Am dreamed of an Israel which would be the
cultural center for all of Jewry and which could service the
various communities of the diaspora . 19
It i s estimated that close to 25 per cent of the
teachers curre~tly employed in American Jewish religious
schools are indeed from Israei . 20

Unfortunately , large

numbers of them are not trained teachers •

.Many are stu-

dents themselves who seek part - time supplementary income ,
or simply men and women who obviously know Hebrew , their
native tongue , but are in no way prepared educators .

They

frequently have an inadequate knowledge of English and have
little understanding of the nature and psychology of the
American Jewish children they must teach or of the · American
Jewish community in which they find themselves .

The relative -

ly few who are professional educators or exchange teachers
l9~J1ad Ha ' Arn , Sele cted Essays (Philadelphia : Jewish
Publication Society , 1912) , p . 294 .
20 oscar I . Janowsky, ed ., The Education of American
Jewish Teac~ers (Boston : Beacon Press , 1967) , p . 227 (an
estimate by Rabbi Hyman Chanover , Director , Department of
Community Planning , American Association for Jewish Education .
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will not begin to solve the licens ed teacher s h ortage in
the country .
e.

Teacher Education

Teachers for our . Jewish religious schools will have
to come.from our own indigenous sources .
In "The Education of American Jewish Teachers , " 21
questions regarding the effectiveness of Jewish teacher educational programs and the ways in which teacher training
colleges serve the present needs of Jewish religious schools
are raised .

The answers are quite discouraging .

Dean Walter I . Ackerman , of the University of Judaism
in Los Angeles , notes that while the number of teachers '

c olleges has increased and that the numbers graduated in
1965 - 66 represents an increase of

~6?

per cent over the nwn-

b er of graduates in 1948- 49 , the percentage of enrolled students who receive teachers ' diplomas or degrees in education
is no larger .

Dr . Ackerman concludes that

this would seem to substantiate the view that the
Hebrew teachers ' colleges are as far today (1967)
from coping with the shortage of personnel in
Jewish education as they were 18 years ago .
He further notes ,
On the basis of information received from seven
of the eleven accredited schools , we learn that of
all those graduated in June 1964 (198) , only 70 men
and women (ca 37%) took full time or part- time posts
f or the following sch ool year 1965 - 66 . 22
21 Ibid ., see Introduction .
22 Ibid ., see Chapter III .
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The shortage and i 1-adequacy of teachers in nonHebraic schools i s as criLic al as in all the others .
Abraham Segal , nat ional direc t or of teache r education of
the Union of Ame ric an Hebrew Congregations , re ports that
in a fairly extensive s~ucy covering twenty- nine institutions i n twenty-four co::imu.n i ti es known or presu..med to have
progr ams for n on - Hebraic t e ache r education , "apathy i s
widely prevalent . •

o

the programs offered are generally

i nadequate and haphazard . 112 3
Dr . William _Ch omsky , Pro fessor Emeritus of Education and former Chairma~ of· the Faculty at Gratz College ,
PhiJ_adelphia , su..rns up the problem as follows :
Jewish educ ation is trapped in a vic ious circle .
Since the profes sion offers few , if any , incentives
and motives to our capable young_ people , · the number
of those ch oo sing it (Jewish ed~cation) as a c a re er
i s tragically small . Consequently our schools are
inadequately staffed and are ill- equipped to mot i vate and prepare students t o continue their Jewish
education on a seco~dary and advanced level . Our
colleges a re accordingly handicapped i n their effor ts to educ ate t eac~e r s for our schools . 24
Unfortunat ely , ev en among those who are trained and
certainly among those who are n ot ,
the quant ity of time allotted for Jewish education
is less cri t ical than th e quality of the teachi ng
in that time . A pedestrian teacher c an succeed
only i n making 10 hour s twice as boring as 5 h ours
of class time! • • • teaching is based on th~
23 Ibid ., p. 1 55 .
24william Chomsky , Review Article , Jewi sh Social
Studie s , XXXI , 1, Janua ry, 1969 .
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routine , the stereotyped . There is l i ttle experi mentation because the educational leadership lacks
a sense of co urage and of daring . 25
Where are the teachers of tomorrow to come from?
How c an Jewi sh youth b e inculcated with the idealism and
the d es~re to s erve the ir people by preparing themselves
as J ewish communal wo rkers?
to bear , and where?

What i nfluences can be brought

Can the camp play a rol e?

So , added t o insufficient time and a monumental
curriculum , is i nadequat e teachi ng personnel .
f.

Elementary Jewi sh Education

To all int ents and purposes , to the overwh eiming
majority of this generation , Jewish education is simply
elementary school education .

The Bar Mitzvah and increas -

ing Bat Mitzvah syndromes are deeply established patterns
of American Jewish middle class life and the Synagogue .
Recipro cal trade agreements are mad e between parents and
child in which the child accepts th e drudgery of attending
his religious school for the promise of "-liberation" at
age 13 .

The Jewi sh mother , so often caricatured as domineer-

ing and ov er- protective , over- solicitous , and i nterfe ring , i s
evidently perfectly willing t o give up her pre:-ogative and
re spons i bil i ty for at le ast the Jewish education of her
child .

The writer can attest to count le ss i nter views with

children wh o were candidates for admission t o the Hebrew
25 __.._....;;...._c
op . ;;,...i_. t

. ,

. Ad ar .
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High School, wh ere t h e paren ts turn to the child and indicate that it is his or her choice as to whether or not to
continue in Jewish education .
The best Jewish religious elementary school , operating under optimum conditions , and few do , can only provide what it is organized to provide --an elemen t a ry Jewi sh
religious education .

The finest graduate of the finest

school has , at best , gained but an infantile , child - view of
his Jewish culture , religion and heritage .
notions last a life - time !

These childish

Is it any, wonder that as the child

grows and matures his self- image as a Jew deteriorates , leading , as we have seen , to reje ction , alienation , or apathy
among masse s of Jewish young adults .
The children of the "people of the book " no longer
know the Bible .

At best they may have studied selections

from Genesis and Exodus .

Many of our young people , deeply

involved in the struggle for civil rights on the one hand ,
have no knowledge of Prophetic Judaism ; have never . read or
studied Isaiah or Amos .

Those of the mis - led Left who mouth

acrimony against Israel , have no knowledge or sense of Jewish history .

Jewish bigots lack historical insight into ·

the struggle of their people against the forces o~ discrimination and persecution , of Jewish sources relating to the
relationship between man and man and man and society .
list is unending .

The

24

g.

A New Emphasis on Secondary Educat ion

Jewish communal leaders , prodded by Jewi sh educators
long aware of the consequences of this ongoing pattern,
have turned their attention t o secondary Jewish education
and to the problems of continuity of J·ewish study .
are some smal l s i gns of progre ss .

The re

In Philadel phia , during

the past ten years , the number of students enrolled i n
secondary schools has more than trebled .

Approximat ely 50

per cent of the graduates of three - day - a - week Jewish re ligious schools i n Philadelph ia continue into the Hebrew
High School at least for three additional years .

But the

overall national pattern has not changed signific antly
since 1959 and the Jewish community still f aces th e challenge of fi nd i ng f ur ther ways and means of r aising the level
of the Jewish s chool and of promoting continuity of study . 26
h.

The Role of Home and Parent

Parental and h ome apathy are also f actor s which must
be conside red as de te rrents to th e J ewish educational process .
Uriah Z. Engelman writing on Jewish educat ion i n the
American Je wish Yearbook repor ts that only 25 pe r cent of
parents sending the ir children to Jewish religious schools
c an name a single sub jec t i n th e school curriculwn . 27
Seventy- five per cent of par ents have no ide a of what their
26 Gerhard Lang , National Census of Jewish Schools
(New York : Informat io n Bulle tin No . 28 of the Anierican
Association for Jew i sh Educat ion , 1967) , p . 6 .
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childr en a re studying .

Most pa re n ts , l acking fundamental

k~owledge themselves , are unable t o assist their childre n
/

with their Jewish religious school work.
The dichotomy between h ome and school also arises
from the f act that with 90 per cent of elementar y Jewish
educ at ion being offered in synagogue schools, parents must
affiliat e with a synagogue in order to s end their children
to school .

The co ns equences and r amific at ions of this

phenomena have been di s cus sed by many Jewish sociologists
who point out that many Americ an Jews who a ffili ate with
synagogues do so with lit tle concern for th e religious
or theologic a l principles of the synagogue they join. 28
Most adults join synagogues because th ey want to simply
identify with Jewish life .

The proximity of th e synagogue

t o their home is also a fac tor .

The ~eputation of the

synagogue school is of great importance t o those with
school age chi ldre n in choosing where to a ffili at e .

To

many , the social prestige of belonging t o a particular
synagogue stimulated membership .

Many pa rents retain

their membership only as long as their children attend
the religious school .
In a study of "Value Systems of th e Jewish Adolescent , "
J oel Carp define s Jewish identific ati on in terms of h ow the
28Herbert J . Gans, "Th e Origin and Growth of a
Jewish Community in the Suburbs : A Study of the Jews of
Park Forest . " in The Jews : Social Patterns of an American Group , edited by Marshall Sklare (New York : The Free
Press , 1958) , pp . 205-248 .
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respondent ' acts out ' his Jewishnes s . 29

He selected as

indicators , the nature of the indiv idua l ' s Jewish education ,
Kashrut observance , Synagogue attend ance a nd membership ,
and Sabbath and holiday knowledge and observance .

Lazer-

wit z , in a similar study of a large sample of Chicago ' s
Jewish population adds , attitudes towards traditional be li ef s , organizational activities i ncluding f und - raising ,
attitudes toward Israel , the nature and frequency of participation in Jewish community centers , the handling of
Chri stmas in the home , i nterdating , i ntermarriage , and conversion , and attitudes toward the religious and ethnic compo s ition of the neighborhood in which the individual re side s o30
The positive child growth that occurs at school
can be negated to a large ext~nt whe n home and community experiences do not support it . Growth i s a
c ontinuous process . If children are to experience
the maximum amount of growth each day , the gap that
f r equently exi sts b etween the out - of- school and inschool environments must b e closed . 31
The dicho t omy b e tween the teachings of a specific
r eligious school h olding a particular reli gious philosophy
and the practices of the home a re cons iderab le , to say the
least .

In t h e school that teaches Kashrut - - the home i s

29 J oel Carp , Val u e s Syst ems of th e Jewish Adolescent
(paper pre s ented at the Annual Meeting of the Nat ional Confer ence of Jewish Communal Service , 19 65 (Mime ograph ed ) .
30 B. Lazerwitz , The Analysis of the Religious Living
Surv ey , National J ewish Welfare Board Research program at ·
Br andei s Universit~ (working paper , mimeographed . )
31 chester T. McNerney , The Curriculum (New York :
McGraw- Hill , 1953) , p . 37 .
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usually non-observant; most schools which encourage or mandat e attendance at religious services find that parents attend infrequently (they deliver the child and drive off);
children do report Christmas trees in their homes , and Jewish holidays , with the possible exception of Passover and
. Hanukkah (which has been elevated to a major holiday) , are
rarely celebrated . ·
J udaism , as practiced by mo st parents , is child centered .

Whatever ritual is ob s erved usually meets the

specification · of being (1) capable of being re - defined in
mode~n terms , (2) of not demanding social isolation , (3)
of being in accord with the religious customs of the larger
community , and (4) of not being performed too frequently . 32
Everything is done "for the child ."

The child , no fool ,

soon realizes that he has but to wait beyond childhood and
again , become "liberated ."
Where can the child find an environment , even for a
l imited period of time , when Jewish living is cheerfully and
meaningfully practiced by adults and children alike?

I s this

a major contribution the Jewish Summer camp can make?
Most American Jews would probably agree with the
thesis of Harry L . Lurie to the effect that
32 Marshall Sklare , Joseph Greenblum , and Benjamin B.
Ringer , Not Quite At Home (New York : Ins t itute of Human
Relations Pre ss , 1969) , pp . 14- 15 .
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however far American J ews have strayed from Jewish
tradition , however much they may be criticized for
irreverence and outright secularism , they have
still puncti.l iously ob served one crucial- religious
commandment - the mitzvah of tsedakah . 35
In an article entitled t1 The Future of Jewish Giving ,"
Marshall Sklare notes that " there is evidence enough on the
oth er side to make it clear that a wide gulf exists between
the i mage and the· re alit y of Jewi sh philanthropy .!1 34

In

the four ma jor centers of Jewi sh population , New York , Los
Angeles , Philadelphia , and Chicago , less than 35 per cent
of Jewi sh households contribute t o the Federation .

In

Philad elphia , 2 per cent of the contributors provide 62 per
cent of the funds raised .

I n Essex county , those who con-

tribute le ss than $100 . constitute an overwhelming 87 per
cent of all givers , and 50 per cent of them contribute unde r
$1 0 . 35
Even on the leve l of "philanthropic Judaism " most
parent s serve as poor examples for their children .
The child in the Jewish Religious school , v iewi ng
his tot al environment fro m his vantage point , is faced with
the spectre of hypocrisy .

Hi s home , almost completely de -

v oid of Jewi sh content , whose patterns of living are fre quently in dire ct conflict with what he is taught in his
33Harry L . Luri e , A Herita e Affirmed : The J ewish
Federation Movement in America Philadelph i a : Jewish Pub l ic ation So ciety , 19 61)
34Marshall Sklare , The Future of Jewish Giving .
Commentary , December , 19 62 .
35 Ibid .
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religious school , soon learns not to take his Jewi sh studies or the synagogue seriously .

He also develops a marked

schizophrenia about himself as a person , as an AmericanJ ew .
i .

Americ an- Jewish Schizophrenia

Only a minor i ty of Lakeville parents have been
able to help their children develop a viable life
pat tern which will combine both their Jewish and
general identity (italics mine) . . . Chi ldren have
falle n heir to only a ' meager Jewishness 1 despite a
majori ty affiliation with synagogues , and despite
the frequency of religious school attendanc e . 56
All too frequently Jewish children v iew themselves
as "Jewish " wh=i.le in the religious school or the synagogue ,
or sometimes on the Sabbath and some h olid ays .

They s ee

themselve s as "Americans " at a ll other times .

The psych o-

logic a l re ality that they are " tot°a1" 11 human beings , that
id entify is the total self , including the components of
self- image and self - esteem , eludes them . 37

They require the

experience of living in a well- integrated American- Jewi sh
environment--an environment a good J ewish Summer camp can
provide .
j.

Fragmentat io n Within the Community

As re cently as 1 944 Edid in c ould write ,
36 Marshall Sklare and J . Greenblum , Jewish I dentity
on th e Suburban Frontier (New York : Basic Books , 19 67 )

37 Irving Brodsky,"Jewish Ide ntity and Jewish Identification ," Journal of Jewish Communal Serv ice (Spring ,
1968) , p. 256 .
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The Talmud Torah or Daily Hebrew School is the
basic Jewi sh school in America today , and is likely
to remain the predominent type for many years to
come . In New York City , nearly two - thi rds of the
pupils attend Talmud Torahs ; for th e country as a
whole , ove r half of the total Jewish school gopulation , or 55% , are in this type of school . 3
Alas , the vic i ssitudes of history have proven this predic tion incorrect .

Less than 10 per cent of our children at -

tend communally supported or sponsored schools .
As previously noted , 90 per cent of the children at tending Jewish schools attend Jewish religious schools
sponsored by synag ogue s , Traditional , Conservative , Reform ,
and a few Reconstructionist . 39

The demise of the communal

school and the concommitant growth of the congregational
school pose problems , not only in the sphere of education
per se , but a lso in the evolving nature of the Americ an
Jewish community .

"Empire building , " institutional and

congregational rivalry , the struggle for membership ,

11

edi -

fice complexes ," continue to fragment the Jewish community
away from the ideal of Klal Yisrael . Jewish children grow
up with i nstitutional and movement loyalty .

They identify

as hyphenated Jews to "my synagogue " or "my rabbi " and not
to "my people ."

It is conceivable that a Jewish child ,

growing up in a Reform congregat ional school for example ,
will never have the opport unity to set down and discuss common concerns about Jewish life with a child of another
38 Ben M. Edidin , Critique of the Hebrew School Curriculum , XIV , 2 (Jewish Education , 1944) , p . 11 .
39 see p .
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denominational group .

In the evolution and development of

~he synago gue to a synagogue center , with recreational and
leisure time activities , with it s own indigenous youth
groups , Men ' s clubs and Sisterhoods, the unifying role long
played by the Jewish Center Movement has become weakened ,
This is not to negate the legitimate role the synagogue must
play in American Jewish life .

It is rather to focus on the

dire need of the total Jewish community to provide opportunities , _in greater measure , for all Jewish children ,
adolescents and young adults to meet and live together as
equal members of the total Jewish community .

The camp i s

almost the last institutional frontier still largely able
to afford such opportunit ies .
k.

The Rising Encroachment.

of

Public Education

Since the overwhelming numbers of the children at tending Jewish religious schools also attend public schools
and , in fact , the structure of American Jewish education
has been fashioned to accommodate itself t o this phenomena ,
it is well to take note of the difficulties this partnership brings on further diminishing the effectiveness of the
J ewish religious school .
The last five to ten years in particular have wit nessed growing pressure for more i ntensive and more
demanding study in the public schools . Homework as signments have become more onerous, competition for
grades and scholarships has become more intense , academic standards have become more rigorous , and the
demands on the time of the student have become
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increasing~y ov erb earing . The result is that pupils
in the pub~ic s cnools of today - especially the
brigh~es ~ s t ~i e~ts , wh o often take accelera ted and
expa nced p~og~2=s of s tudy - mus t devote more time
and effort t o t ~eir public sch ool studies than at
any ti:ne L: t ~e h istory of the Americ an educa tional
syste:::1. S:'. . :_ce -=~ere are only a fixed number of hours
in the day a~d a finite store of energy to be expended ,
the studen -: ' s Jewish studies must 6orrespondingly
suffer , 40
The pre ssure of the public school , in curricular and
co- curricular =atte:::~s may partially explain low continuity
rates i n seconcary vewish schools .

The desire t o gain ad -

mittance to prestig:'...ous colleges which require high scholasti·c standing::: , and the insi stence of College counsellors
that co - cu:ric~iar act iviti es ' make a difference ,' detract
fro m Jewi sh stl:_dies , which are vieued , in any case , as les s
important and ~ert iary .
level is not m~ch bstter .

The s ituation on the _el ementary
Parents ; and Jewish parents in

particular , pla~e high priority on a fter - school music or
dance l essons , scie~ce enrichment programs or other school
sponsored ac t i vities wh ich will add to the general cultural
vista of the c~ild--at the expense of his Jewish education .
Crowded sc~ool conditions have led to staggered at tendance sessio:is i r_ Philadelphia whe reby pupils i n certain
class sections are Lot di smissed unt il 5 : 00 P . M. 41

The demo-

graph ic f acts of l ife , which plac e large numb ers of our
children i n suc·.1rban school s requiring complicated schedules
40 Le on H. Spotts , Jewish Education and the Publ ic
Schools - The Dec t and t h e Dangers " Jewish Educat ion ,
XXXVII , 3 (Spring , 1967) , 1 30 ,
41-b.d
..L.2_., p . 134 •
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of bus transportation , also detract from time spent in the
Jewish s·cho ol .

Extending the day or extending the school

year is being given serious consideration in many school
districts .
The encroachment of the public school on the traditional time for Jewish religious education offers yet another reason for seeking new avenues for educating our young ,
and looking to the camp for assistance .

1.

Budgeting and Fiscal Irre sponsibili t y

I n 1959 , the editors of the National Study of Jewish
Education estimated the annual expenditure for elementary
and secondary Jewish education at $60 million exclusive of
capital funds . 42

By 1966 , the investment was probably 15

per cent - 20 per cent higher , considering the gradual rise
i n instructional and non- instructional costs . 43
Federations , taken as a whole , prov ided only 7 per
cent of the total cost of Jewish education in the United
States in 1959 , 44

By 1966 the percentage ro s e to 11 , 7 per

cent . 45
Meager , insufficient , and outrageous as these figures

42op . cit ., Dushkin and Engelman , pp . 107- ios .
43Hyman Chanover and Morris C. Horowitz , Communal
Financing of Loc al Jewish Educ ation , Information Bulletin
No . 30

44 op . cit ., Dushkin and Engelman .
45 op . cit . , Chanover and Horowitz , p . 11 .
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are , they represent giant statistical strides forward in
9omparison to the past .

In twenty- two communities , for

example , loc a l J ewish education in 1966 was receiving nearly
double the share of th e community dollar allocated to loc al
Jewish needs than thirty years earlier . 46

In eighty- tw o

cities whose central Jewish f unds contri buted to loca l
Jewish educ ation , · th ey allocated a grand total of $55 , 844 , 774
for all lo cal Jewish needs through th eir Federat ions and
Community Chests .

Of this sum only , $6 , 540 , 000 was ear-

marked for loc al Jewish educat:i_on . 47
I n most communities today , Federations have taken
the view that elementary Jewish education has been pre - empted
by the congregations and that community fisc a l i nvolv ement
should be direc t ed to secondary and higher Jewish education .
Where centra l agencies for Jewi sh education exis t ,

funds

are allocated to service elementary educat ion through the
consult at ion and super v i sory function s of bureau personnel .
Excep t for smaller communit ie s there · i s li ttle direct subsidy for elementary education .
If Fede r at ions a re re ady to concen trat e their fiscal
educ a tional effort s on secondary and high er J ewish educ a tion , the J ewish Summe r camp , which also services this age
group , should become eligible for communal funds .
46 Ibid ., p . 16 .

47 Ibid o ,

p . 11 .
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The effect of low fisc al priority for Jewish relj gious schools is self- evident .

There is insufficient money

to properly staff the schools , assuming personnel were
available ; instructional media i s either non- existent or in
scarce supply ; rese a rch and experimentation too expensive ;
small , properly graded classes beyond reach ; administrative
and supervisory costs kept at a minimum , leading to part time principals so involved in administrative trivia that
they cannot ser vice the classroom, or the rabbi , usually an
un- trained educator , in addition to his other duties being
asked to run the school .
Al l these deficiencies lead to negative and traumatic
Jewish educational experiences for the vast majority of our
children .

The proof lies , at least in part , in the rejec -

tion by so many children of the Jewish school and noncontinuity into the secondary level .

Can camps help stem

this trend?
m.

The Jewi sh School--By Default

"As the intensity of modern life -has increased , parents have expected the schools to assume more and more re sponsibility for the education of the young . 11 48

If this is

true in public education , it is even more valid an observation in J ewish education .

The Jewish religious school , by

d efault , has been charged with responsibilities traditionally
48~
op___
. c_i·t_. , MN
c erney , p . 257 .
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carried by home and community .

However , we have already

seen the limitations which preclude the Jewish school from
adequately coping with these responsibilities .

Lack of

sufficient time , the very nature of elementary education ,
a broad curriculum , inadequate teaching personnel , the Bar
Mitzvah syndrome , the nature of the Jewish parent and the
home , fragmentation within the community , budgeting and
fisc a l irre sponsibili ty , th e rising encroachment of public
educati on , freedom and the open society , the weaknesses of
Jewish communal organization and life , all mitigate against
the . effi cacy of the Jewish religious school .

The multi-

tudinous problems f ac i ng the American Jewish community in
providing and assuring a mea~ingful , dynami c , and creative
Jewish life for the present as well as for the coming generation , make it mandatory that serious consideration be
given every medium of education which may f urthe r the effor ts of the Ame ric an Jewish community in imbuing its youth
with these ideals .
B.

The Challenge and Opportunities of
the Summer Camp

For these r easons the Jewish summer camp , whose
potentialities as an important instrument fo r Jewish education have long been recognized , must now re ceive i nc re ased
at tention .

Properly organized , financed , programmed , and

sta ffed , these camps can advance Jewish. educational a i ms .
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The importance of the Jewish - sponsored summer camp
lies in the fact that it controls the child ' s total e nvi ron ment for twenty- fo ur hour s a day, eight weeks a year , and in
this time c an provide more experi ence in Jewish living than
an entire school year of class instruct ion .

A good c amp

c an create a Jewish atmosphere , i mpart knowledge , motivate
commi tment to a Jewish way of life , and de monst r at e t h e
relevance of Judaism to t h e c h ild's and couns ellor ' s experience .
As f ar back as

1916 , Charles W. Eliot , President of

Harvard University, claimed that " the organized summer c amp
i s the most s ignificant cont ribut ion to education that America has given to the world .

11 ~

9

Surpri singly , despite the

fact that summer camping i s a functio nal manifestation of
progre ssive educa t iona l ideas , as ·r·hope to point out in my
study, little reference t o camping is fo und i n the general
literature of education .

Cremin ' s The Transformation of

the Schooi, 50 which is probably the finest exposition of
pro gressivism in American education , does not have a single
refer ence in the e nt ire book to this subject .

Ev idently ,

the potential of the summer camp as an effective instrument
in education e vaded the educa tiona l phil6sophers and theo ri sts .

There were e xceptions .

Kilpa t rick , on e of the le ad -

49 As quoted in Camping at the Mid - Century (Chicago :
Americ an Camping Association , 1953) , p . 6 .
50Lawrence A. Cremin , The Tra n s for ma tion of the
School ( New York : Alfred A. Knopf , 1961) , 387 pages .
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i ng progressives of the twenties noted that
in spite of all limitations , the swnmer camp stands
as a wonderful opportunity to show both school and
home how education may be conducted on the i nherent
demands of educati on and life , _two names for the 51
s ame process if only we conceive them ad e quately .
Among Jewish educators , the educ ational s i gnificance
of the summer camp has long been recogni zed .

Dr . Samson

Benderly , pioneer · and founder of modern Ame ric an J ewi sh education , in 1 908 , advocated keeping Hebrew schools open during the summer months , 52 but later , noting that those re maining open were in a state of disorganization , since most
of.the children did not attend , viewed the swnmer months as
the "bane of the J ewish schools . 11 53

Dr . Benderly , however ,

saw in this critical period a boom for Jewi sh education-" a ston e which the builders re j ect.e d" which could ul timately
be made " the cornerstone " of American Jewish education . 54
By 19 31 , he could write ,
A way must b e found whereby the Hebrew Scho ol
can, so to s ay , be mov ed into the count r y for those
ten weeks (o f the summer ) . There we will have an
oppor tunity not only to teach our pupils about the
Jews but to live with them as J ews . 5~
.
51William H. Kilpat rick , in the Forward to Camping
and Cha r acter , Dimock and Hend r y , ed . (New York : Association
Pre ss , 1 929) , p . xi .
52 sams om Benderly , "Jewish Educ at ion in America ,"
Jewish Exponent , J anua r y 17 , 1908 .
53 David Rud avsky , "Th e Bureau of J ewish Education
Af t er 1918 ," Jewish Educ ati on , X..X , 3
54 Ibid .
55 s amson Benderly , "What Can the Summer Camp Do For
Us , 11 Parents Bull etin , 1 , 4 (:r-:ay , 1 931)
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Dr . Gannes, in an article about the Kvutzah and Camp Achvah
e~tablished by Dr . Benderly , reminisces that
Dr . Benderly was greatly impressed with the amount
of learning that could be encompassed during the
summer if the abundance of leisure time were only
exploited properly . It was his earnest belief that
if students devoted half a day daily during a ten
week session exclusively to study , they could ac - 56
oomplish more than during an entire academic year .
In camp . . . . children have ample time , and
through an interesting Jewish cultural program , the
camp can create the necessary environment . . . it
can· implant a love for and an interest in things
Jewish , and arouse in the child a desire for Jewish
}.{nowledge . 57
Jn marking th~ thirtieth anniversary of the founding

of Cejwin Camps , Dr . Isaac B. Berkson , educational philosopher and Jewish educator endorses the role of camps
which ,
in various ways make their contribution toward the
upbuilding of Jewish life • . . · which explicitly
embody a modern educational idea as it applies to
the needs of Jewish education in America . This
idea is that all genuine education implies a form
of living as well as knowing , that learning and
living are parts of the same process . The basic
aims and method of education therefore becomes
participation in Jewish life in all its aspects -cul tural , social , and communa1 . 58
Dr . Albert P ~ Schoolman , a disciple of Benderly and
" the ' father ' of J ewish educational camping i n America , 11 59
56 Abraham Gannes and Levi Soshuk , 'The Kvutz~h and
Camp Achvah , " Jewish Educat ion , XX , No . 3 (Summer , 1 949) , 63 .
57 samson Benderly , "Camp Achvah Program ," Jewish Educa~ i on , XX , No . 3 (Summer , 1949) , 109 .
58 I saac B. Berkson , " Thirty Years of Cejwin Camps ,"
J ewish _Education , XXI , No . 1 (Wint er, 1 949) , 7 .
5 9Alexander M. Dushkin , "A. P . Schoolman- The Story of
a Blessed Life ," Jewish Education , XXXVI , No . 2 (Wi nte r, 1 966) ,

71 .
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founder and long term director of Cejwin Camps --" the first
pioneering prototyp e of Jewish cultural camping " notes
it (the camp) offers a golden opportunity to utilize
for our pu rpose s wholly and fully the time of the
child without conflict or st r uggle with any other
force s in the co mmunity . We should stop bemoaning
the limitation of unavailable time a t school and
60
make · use of the free time we do have at our disposal .
Dr . Abraham P . Gannes , successor to Dr . Schoolman as
director of Cejwin Camp , adds ,
. . . the children are fr ee fro m the distractions
and pre ssures of the normal school year , the most
important contribution that the J ewish c amp has made
is the cre at ion of a pleasant , aesthetic and joyous
milieu in which the campers experi ence the dynamics
. of day- to - day Jewish group living . 61
In light of these claims , the J ewish summer c amp
must be carefully studied t o ascertain whethe r or not i t i s
f ulfilli ng these potentia litie s , and how effectively it is
being exploi ted as an educat ional i n~trument of the Jewish
community .

Are the camp spons oring agencies fully and

creatively utilizing the educational opportunties of their
summer camps ?

How successful a re these camps in achiev ing

the educ at ional goa l s they have set for themselve s ?

How

effectively are they translating t heir educationa l purposes
into programme d activit i es ?
60 Alber t P . Schoolman , 11 J ewish Educational Camping I ts Po tentia litie s and Real i ties , 11 Jev,ish Education , XXXVI ,
No . 2 (Wint er , 19 66) , 81 .
61 Ab r aham P . Gannes , "Camp - A Ch ildren ' s J ewish
Community ," J ewish Education , XXXVI , No . 2 (Winter , 1966) ,
89 .
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C.
1.

Purpose of the Study

To ascertain the contributions representative

resident J ewish summer camps are making to formal and informal Jewish education .
2.

To study the camping practices and educational

values i n general and Jewi sh programming current to repre sentative resident Jewish summer camps .

3.

To project the potential educ ational contribu-

tions of Jewi sh summer camps and suggest a program of growth
and development in light of current trends in J ewish education and communi ty social planning i n America .
D.
1.

Procedures of the Study

The Ques t ionnaires
a.

An eight page , comprehensive "Jewish Camp
Questionna ire " was prepared by the writer prior
to the 1960 camp season .

Based on a " stratified

r andom sampling ," categories determined . by the
writer , _questionnaires were distributed to 58
camps repre s ent at ive of each category to which
27 camps re sponded during the summers of 1960- 65 .
b.

The American Association for Jewish Education
c irculated an " Inquiry on Communal Jewish Cam pi ng " at t h e end of the summer of 1963 to more
than 100 c amps culled fro m t h e Direc tory of
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Resident Summer Ca-·2s w1der the auspices of
Jewi sh communal or 6 anizati ons prepared by the
National Jewish We~fare Board .

Replies were

received fro m 61 c ~~ps.
c.

Where applicable , aata obtained from both ques tionnaire s has bee2-:. integrated for the purposes
of this study .

2.

Visits to Repre sentative Camps
a.

The writer persona::;_ly visited 58 camps of the
100 camps included in this study .

b.

The extent of the individual camp visits varied
f rom a minimum of one day to a maximum of five
days .

In the cour2e of the five summers of

major visitation , several . camps were visited
several times .
c.

The writer has ser~ed as professional camp consultant to Camp Ga_il , a Labor Zionist camp ,
and to the New Jersey "Y" camps .

He has thus

spent long periods of time in two representative
type camps -- the Zionist camp and the Center camp .
As a child he attended a Workmen's Circle camp
and Camp Kinderwelt .
d.

Ninety per cent of the writer ' s questionnaires
were answered durirg interviews in depth with
the camp direc tors at the time of the camp
visit .
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3.

Int erviews
a.

Additional personal interviews were conducted
by the writer with administrative personnel ,
r epresentatives of staff , campers , members of
Boards of Directors of camps , representatives
of sponsoring agencies , repre sentatives of the
Americ~n Zionist You th Foundation (in connection with I s r aeli staff) , Federation communi ty
planning personnel, National Jewish Welfa re
Board , and American Association for Jewish Education camp consultants .

4.

Camping c onfer ences
a.

The writer has participated in four con fere nces
of the Full Time Exec ut i v e s of Jewish Communal
Camps and has been elected t o s erv e as th e c ha irman of a " Task Force" charged , by the 1969 Confere nce , to prepa re a formulat ion for the 1970
Conference for the establishme nt of a " National
Conference for Jewish Sponsored Camps ."

The

proce edings of these con fere n ces , papers , and
minutes of discus s ions are i nco rporated in the
study .
b.

The writer was i nvi t ed by the National Council
of Federation and Welfare Funds to present a
summary of h i s fi nd i ngs for the p u rpose of
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charting the future role of Federations and
Welfare Funds in Jewish communal camping .

The

proceedings of these meetings are incorporated
in the study .

5.

Camp Survey
a ..

During the summer of 1964 , the writer was invited to evaluat e Camp Kinderwelt .

The findings

of this evaluat ion , conduct ed i n greater depth
than at any other camp , are i ncorporated i n the
study .

The complete evaluation is a part of the

appendix .
6.

Reports
a.

Annual reports of the Consultant on Camping of
t he F ederation of Jewish Philanthropies of New
Yor k were made available to the writer as were
the reports of its Functional Committee on
Camping .

Also , annual reports of the Jewish

Vacation Associates , Inc .
b.

Reports of various camps and camping as$ociat i ons , published by these groups provided es sent i al and useful informati on .

7.

Camp Literature
Comprehens i v e samplings of camp brochures , camper
application for ms , staff application form s , medical
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forms , parent bulletins , clothes lists , daily and
speci al program schedules , sample c amp programs
(dramat ic pre sentations , holiday celebration
s c ript s , evening programs) , ·camp manuals , and other
printed or mimeographed literature produced by
c amps were assembled by the writer and provided important primary sources of i nformati on .
8.

General and Jewish .Literature
References i n journals , periodicals , books , and
unpublished materialo

CHAPTER I
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR JEWISH CAMPS A PROJECTION
A.

Cri teria for Evaluation

Since a purpose of this study is to study the educational values in the Jewish and general programs of repre sentative Jewish sumri:J.er camps , a set of criteria must be pro jected by the investigator listing his conception of what
the major aims of the Jewish sponsored camps should be .

The

value - judgments permeating this study as to the effective ness of these camps will be based on .these goals and objec tives ; it being clearly understood , however , that the camps
themselves , in determining their own stated and real goals
and objectives , may , or may not , accept any or all of the
writer ' s criteria .
Despite the · fact that the writer feels very strongly
about the " total child " in a " total camp setting ," paradoxical as it may appear , the goals and objectives are divided
and listed in two areas : general educational ob jectives and
Jewish educ at ional objectives .

This is predicated on the

belief that there are universal aspects of good camping
46
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practices which apply to all camps , regardless of their
specific orientation , affiliation or individual goals and
_objectives ~

Camps in America exist under many auspices .

Civic groups , business and labor groups , youth organizations ,
public and private philanthropie s , and various religious and
e thnic groups support and administer camps . 1

Specialized

camps for l anguage_, weight r eduction , the handicapped , music
and art , tennis , basketball , etc . have been organized and
are flouris hing . 2

Despite the different auspices , purposes ,

and site possibilities which produce very different individ ual· c amps , it is the writer ' s contention that they all share
the general educational objec tiv es .
Camps which are Jewish sponsored have , in add i t i on
to universal camping re sponsibilitie s , part icula r goals and
ob jec tives pertaining to t h e "J ewi sh .component . n

Within the

community of Jewi sh camps the re is also gre at diversity .
Nev erthele ss , th i s wri te r b elieves that the re are Jewish
"univ ersal" elements which , to greater or lesser degree ,
apply t o all Jewish sponsored camps .
1.

General Educational Ob jectives
It was Herbe r t Spencer ' s· definition of "education

for complete l iving , " a composite of the various areas of
1

'
Helen Haskell , et a l ., Camping Is Educat ion (Martins ville , I nd .: American Camping Association , 1960) , p . 26 .

2Note the Camp Advertisement Section of the New York
Times Magazine Section , Decembe r 31 , 1967 , pp . 31- 36 .
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human living , that captured the imagination of American educators and the public , in the latter part of the nineteenth
I

I

c~ntury .

He was probably the most influen tial writer in

stimulating the inclusion of post - Darwinian science in education , as well as emphasizing individual happiness and
social welfare .

His compendium of the activities of human

life which should form the basis , the aims and goals of educ ation were adapted , in large measure, in similar listings
which were to follow ,
1.

those which minister to self- preservation ,
i . e ., health of·body and mind . (He included
knowledge of such sciences as physiology ,
hygiene , physics , and chemistry) ,

2.

securing the necessities of life , i . e ., earni ng a living (securing of food , clothing .
shel ter) ,

3.

th e rearing and discipline of offipring , i . e . ,
bringing up a family (this had been wholly
negl ected and was a reaction against the notion
that any parent is presumed capable of bringing
up a child wi thout any preparation) ,

4.

maintenance of proper political and social re l at ionships , i . e ., the training of the citizen ,

5.

th ose whi ch occupy the leisure part of life , i .
e., utilizing r esources of happiness supplied ·
by natur e (here he included knowledge of lit e r a ture, art , aesthetics , including foreign
l anguages and literature , which , since occupying
th e leisure of life , should also occupy the
l e isure of education) . 3

3 r saac B. Berkson , Education Faces the Future (New
York : Harper and Brothers , 1943) , p . 99 ; Paul Monroe , A Text
Book in the History of Education (London : Macmillan Co .,
1 930) , p ~ 228 .
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In 1918 , the Commissio~ on Reorganization of Secondary Education of the Natio::_al Education Association enumerated seven educational ai~s re presenting the purposes of
American education .

These came to be known as the "Cardinal

Principles of Education " and. exerted great influence on the
fur ther development of American education . 4

These seven

aims are :
l .

Health

2.

Command of the fundamental processes

3.

Worthy home membership

4.

Vocation

5.

Ci tizenship

6.

Wor thy use of leisure

7.

Ethical character

These are basically Spenc er 1 s projections simply
a ddi ng more emphasis on "fw_da::::.ental processes " and " ethical
i nstruction " which Spencer had implied in dealing with the
br inging up of children in the home .

Even more interesting

i s a comparison between the " Seven Cardinal Principles " and
Aristotle ' s almost identical aims for -education . 5
I n 1924 , Chapman and Counts listed "six great interests " which must always concer_ man . 6

These are

4 c ardina l Principles of Secondary Education (Washingt on : United Sta tes Bureau of Education , Bulletin No . 35 , 1918) .
5Frederick Eby and Charles F . Arrowood , The History
and Philo sophy of Education Ancient and Medieval (New York :
Prentice - Hall , ~nc ., 1940) , p . 423 .
6
J . C. Chapman and George S . Counts , Principle s of
Education (Bost on : Houghton Mifflin Co ., 1924) , p . 194 .

1.

Caring for their bodies

2.

Rearing of their children

3.

Securing the economic nece s sities

4.

Organizing for civic action

5 . · Engaging in recreation
6.

Satisfying their religious cravings

Again we have what is basically Spencer ' s list with
the add i tion of a special listing for "religious cravings ."
At about the same time , Bobbitt , making use of an
. "act i vity analysis " based on an examination of materials
r anging fr om newspapers to the Encyclopedia Britannica , in
whi ch h e sur veyed human experience , then d i v i ded them into
ten ma jor fi el ds , as follows : 7
1.

Language activities - social i nte r communication

2.

He alth act i vit ie s

3.

Citi zenship activities

4.

General social activities - meeting and mingling
wi th others

5.

Spar e - time activities , amusements , recreations

6.

Keeping_mentally f it - mental hygiene

7.

Rel igious activities

8.

Parental activities - responsibilities in the
r aising of children and the maintenance of
pro per home life

7 Fr anklin Bobbitt , How To Make a Curriculum (Boston :
Houghton Mifflin Co ., 1924) , pp . 11- 29 .
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9.

Unspecialized non- vocational practical activities

10 .

Vocational activities - the labors of one' s
calling .

Spencer's list is clearly the basis for Bobbitt with
the addition of languag e· and religious activity .
Thorndike and Gates , concerned with the wants or
needs of men , prepared a listing in two divisions of five
groups each , 8

The first group relates to the needs of ad-

justing to the physical and social environment ; the second
group with the type of needs required in personal development .
1.

Needed adjustments to situations in modern
life
(a) Adjustments t6 the physical world
(b) Adjus tments to economic situations
(c) Adjustments to family situations
(d) Adjustments to social situations
(e) Adjustments to civic situations

2.

Needed types of personal equipment
(a) Physical health
(b) Mental health and balance
(c) Recreational resources
(d) Ethical and religious resources
(e) Intelle ctual resources

8 E . L . Thorndike and A. I . Gates , Elementary Princi ple s of Education (New York : Macmillan , 1929) , p . 34 .

5

2

The American Council on Educ a tion , in 1937 , published
a list of
I

11

type s of life needs as educational objectives, "

This list was a repetition of the others with the exception
of a listing for "preparation for con t inued living . 11 9
The Education Policies Commission , in their publication The Purpos es of Educ ation i n Ame ric an Democ r ac y set
forth the following ob j ectives in 1938 :
1.

The Objectives of Self~Realization-- The Inqui r i ng Mind , Speech , Reading , Writing, Number ,
Sight and Hearing , Health , Health Habits , Public
Health , Recreation , Intell ec tual Interes ts ,
Esthetic Interes ts , Character .

2.

The Objective s of Human Relationship--Respec t
f or Humanity , Friendships , Cooperation , Court esy ,
Appr eciation of the Home , Conservation of the
Home, Homemaking , Democracy in the Home .

3.

The Obiectives of Eco n omic Efficienc y--Occupat ional Informati on , Occupat iona l Choice , Occupa t ional Efficiency , Occupat ional Adjustment , Oc cupationa l Appreciation , . Personal Economics ,
Consumer J udgment , Efficien cy in Buying , Consumer
Pro tection .

4.

The Objectives of Civi c Reponsibility--Socia l
Justice , Social Activity , Social Understanding ,
Cri t i cal Judgment , Tolerance , Cons ervat ion ,
So cial Application of Science , World Citizenship ,
Law Observance , Economic Li te r acy , Political
Ci t i zenship , Dev otion to Democracy . 10

For th e pur poses of this study , the writer i s offeri ng one f inal listing , f ormulated in 1 947 by the President ' s
Commission on High er Education , as " establishing t_he goals ":
9Harl R. Douglass , Secondary Education for Yo uth i n
Modern America (American Council on Education , 1 937) , pp .
J~7- 25 .
J_OQuo t ed i n Ch e ster R. McNerney , The Curriculum (New
York : McGraw- Hill Book Co ., Inc ., 1953) , p . 5 .
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1.

To develop for the regulation of one ' s personal
and civic life a code of behavior based on
e thical principles consi s tent with democratic
ideals .

2.

To participate actively as an informed and
re sponsible citizen in solving the social ,
economic , and political problems of one ' s
community , State and Nation .

3.

To recognize the interdependence of the different peoples of the world and one ' s personal
respo~sibility for fo stering international
understanding and peace .

4.

To u_nderstand the common phenomena in one ' s
physical environment , to apply habits of scientific thought to both personal and civic problems , and to appreciate the implications of
scientific discoveries for human welfare .

5.

To understand the ideas of others and to express
one ' s own effec tively .

6.

To attain a satisfact ory emotional and social
adjus tment .

7.

To maintain and i mprove his own health and to
co operate actively and . i~telligently in solving
community health problems .

8.

To understand and enjoy literature , art , music ,
and other cultural activities as expre ss ions of
personal and social experience , and to participate to some extent in some form of creative
activity .

9.

To acquire the knowledge and attitudes basic td
a satisfying family life .

10 .

To choose a socially useful and personally
satisfying vocation that will permit one to use
to the full h i s particular interests and abilit ie s .

11 . ., To acquire and use the skills and habits involved
in cri tical and constructive thinking . 11
11Hi her Education for American Democrac , 1 (New
York : Harper and Brothers , 1947 , 50 ff .
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Essentia lly , all of t h e aims , goals, and objectives
we have reviewed to the present are basically related to the
.responsibilities a n d function of the sch ool.

However , as

these objectives have evolved over rece n t years as a result
of the continuously growing complexity of the world and the
society in which we live , it becomes abundantly clear that
"child development . cannot be accompli s hed by the school alone
·
· l
b u t d eman d s ~h
Le coopera t ion
o f ou t si·d e socia

·
agencies
.l 2

McNerney notes that ,
since education grows out of life , and is supplementary to and preparatory for life, it seems only
re asonable · to recognize and use all educ a tive forces
(italics mine) present in the community to meet the
l ife needs of our continuing unselected school
population . l3
What are the aims and objectives which best lend
themselves to the camp setting?
The American Camping Association has defined Resident
Camp Standards thusly :
Organized Resident Camping is an experience in
group living i n a natural environment . It is a sustained experience under the supervision of trained
leadership .
Camping provides a creative educational experience in co - operative group living in the out - of - doors .
I t utilizes the resources of the natural surroundings
to contribute significantly to mental , physical , social ,
and spiritual growth . 14
l2

Berkson , op . cit ., p . 240 .

l 3McNerney , op . cit ., p . ll .
l 4 Res ident Camp Standards (Martinsville , Inc .: American Camping Association , l960) , p . 2 .
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After cull ing th e l ite~atur e , th e wri t er be l i eves that
the followi ng n i n e obj ec t i v e s e,r e ge r mane to a ll s ummer re s i dent camps . 1 5

The li sting suggests th e g en era l are as of

c amp life wh ich c an reflec t these goals .
lo

To develop the skil l s and ca pacities t h a t
make for compe t ent c it i zenship in a demo cratic society .

In a democrat ic camp c ommuni t y, "participa tory democ racy" is the key .

Do campers and s taff feel that they hav e a

share in the operation of t h e camp a nd that their i n tere s t
and help are solicited?

Are re gular s t aff meetings and con-

ferences scheduled? · Are there s t aff and c amper committees
elected to assist in programmi2g?

Is the camp structured to

provide for freedo m-- to choose , change prog ram , to plan, to
explore , to play , to be alone?

Is there a camp

council?

Is there democratic give and take within the organized gro ups?
Are American holidays celeb ra t ed?
fl ag?

Is there reverence for the

Is the camp community i nformed of local , national , and

world events?

Do campers and s taff feel responsible for what

happens in camp?

These are so ~e of the questions which

should be answered affirmatively if the camp is to beeffec tive in living democratically a nd helping prepare future
democratic citizens for Americ an life .
1 5Note : The writer pre .9ared h is formulation of the
"Goals and Objectiv e s for t h e Jewish Summer Camp" in 19 60 .
A similar listing was publish ed by the Community Planning
Services Departmen t of the Na t ional Jewish Welfare Board in
1965 .
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2.

To cult ivate independence , j_nterdependence ,
self-confidence and become dependable , selfre sponsible , cooperative , and s ocially wellor j_ented human beings .

Camping should emphas ize group living .

Small units ,

living and working toegher allows for the integration of the
individual campe r into the group .

Placing the camper in his

proper group with the right counselor should be a primary
concern of the cam·p administration .

Harmonious group living

begins with knowing the individual camper .

What procedure s

doe s the c amp follow to try to assure proper placement and
take into a ccount indiv idual differences?
Camp , as a child-cent ered community away fro m home ,
freque ntly affords the child his fir st opportunity of being
away fr om the daily supervision of h i s parents--a most important experience in growing up .

Does he learn to take

c are of his belongings , his clo the s , le a r n to think i nd ependently or mak e his own decisions?

Th e camp i s generally the

only place where th e child really lives with his own peer
group and must learn t o accommodate himself t o g roup co operation and socialization .
of the group?

Does he become a depe ndable member

As a social being , does he gain a feeli ng of

"belongingness "--of responsib ility to the g roup--of a movement from eg ocentrism , fro m the

11

I 11 t o the "We " ?

Only effective camp le adership can help accomplish
these goals and ob je ctives --n ot only i n this particul ar are a ,
but i n all the others as well .

The quality of the camp
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· staff , co·_;::1selors in particular , since it is the individual
counselor ·,,ihO wields the most direct influence on the individual c2.=:.:9e2-~ ~ is of paramount importance .

'The relationsh ip

of the ch~ld with the counselor is a totally new experience
in the re2lm of c hild - adult relat ionships .

It should b e

completel~ d~fferent from parent - child or teacher- child re lationshi i: , eve:'.1 though it has elements of both .
the camp select i ts staff?

How does

How are they oriented to the

specific I'::-ograo of the camp?

How are they supervised?

To

what exteLt coes the camp administration reco gnize that staff
is as muc~ a part of educ at ional proce ss as is the child? 16

3.

'I'o ac(luire the physical skills and habits
needed for efficient , healthful living .

C2.:np _:_ng , as an out - of- doors experience which emphasizes the en :oyment of simple living , gives the camp com.munity ample oppo rtunities to face the ·bas ic concerns for daily
functional living .

Vigorous outdoor exercise , sports , work

projects , ~earty appetites , cont act with nature are all conducive to learning .

The camp where children eat three meals

a day has 3.n unusual opportunity to teach good food habits .
Proper res ~ , dress , cleanliness , order , and safety are also
natural ar-eas for instruction .

Are camp conditions uncrowded ,

a r e healtt conditions closely supervised , are children
1 6~etty Lyle , Camping, What is It? (Martinsville , I nd .:
American Camping Association , 1959) ,
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examined by competent pb2.-si cia:-_s before camp and medical
r ecords kept at camp in a prorerly organiz ed infirmary with
adequat e medical staff?

Are go od manners , g ood fellows h ip ,

relaxed atmosphere encouraged?
for concern?

Is personal hygiene a matter

Are skills properly taught in sports , activity

groups , on hikes , and boa~ing trips?
mode sty and privacy fos te re ci?

I s a healthy sense of

Does the child learn to do

things right?

4.

To dev elop tte ~haracter traits that make for
good personal adjustments in l i fe -- the achieving
of constructive social attitudes .

The camp , as a self- contained community , in creating
i ts own .milieu and atmosyhere , establishes its own value
system and sets the commun i ty id eals for individual and group
behavior .

It rewards or ad~onishes members of the camp com-

munity accordingly .

Ge ne rally , c amp·values and the values

of the non- camping commur_ity a re in consonance with each
other ; some times they are not .

Character traits would include

honesty ; generousness , c our age , friendliness , consideraten ess ,
b elieving in and having th e habit of working hard , being ac curate and responsible , belief in democra cy-- tolerqnce , worki ng f or the common good , free d iscussion , loyal acc e ptance of
gr oup decisions , unselfishne s s , cheerfulness , temperance , inventiveness , intelligence and rationality , persona l and social
e f ficiency , budgeting ti2e intelligently and effectively be tween work , recreation , friend s , f amily , civic responsibil-
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ities , artistic intere s t and s ~iritual life . 17
All of these chara c ~er~stics should be present in
camp .

Does the camp have a

WO::'~

program?

What kind of

canteen does t h e camp sponsor--unlimited spending by childr en--a system of K~pa , wh eTe children share , regardless of
e conomic background?

Is "rugged individualism " encouraged

or is there a cooperative atmosphere?
ages permitted in camp?
11

pot

or

11

11

LSD 11 ?

Are alcoholic bever-

What ~s the camp attitude toward

I s the camp a-':::nosphere relaxed , conducive

to good humor , or te~se?

Does the daily camp schedule re -

fle ct a good balance · betweer: tte various aspects of pro gr amming?

5.

To develop critica~- mindedness as a basis for
j udging and evalua~ion .

Children learn to judge and eval uate on the basis
of a

11

r econstruction. of experie~ce . "

The experiences at

camp , their physical maturatio~ , and the functional evoluti on of behavior , all help the child to better understand
himsel f and his role in relation to objects , events , and
pers ons . 18

Prescott offers sev en proces~es , all significant-

l y present in the ca:np setting , by which the developing child
a cquires the meanings that differentiate and develop him as a
11

s elf . 11

Does t h e camp offer er:ough opportunity for the child

17Luther H. Gurlick , Education for American Life
( New York : McGraw- Hill , 1938 ) , pp . 39- 40 , 49- 50 .
18Daniel A. Prescot , 1~e Child in the Educative Pro c ess (New York : McGra w- Hill BooK Co ., Inc ., 1947) , pp . 387392 .
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to interact with the physical world?
what his body can do?
cate with others?
the culture?

Does the child learn

Can .he symbolize meanings and communi -

How does camp help the child

11

i nternalize 11

Is the child encouraged to play social roles?

Has the child developed codes of conduct?

Does the child

learn to identify with other i ndividuals or with groups?
Does the camp provide opportunities for exploration ,
investigation with competent guidance of natural and scientific phenomena?

Doe s the camp experiment with program?

Is

the camp " tradition bound " or willing to make changes based
on new realities of life?

Is free and open- ended discussion

encouraged ?
Learning is a continuous process of action and
reaction of organism and environment, a process of
experiencing , of trying something, of undergoing
the consequences of the trial , of interpreting the
experience . The product of such iearning is new
insights, new values , new abilities . I n the light
of his experience the learner reorganizes his ideas
and extends the control of his conduct ; he is a
changed personality . 19
6.

To develop cultural appreciations and advance
aesthetic experiences .
Despi te the fact that camp is primarily and es sen-

tially a place for "informal" learning as opposed to "formal "
educ ation , it is fraught with cultural and aesthetic opportunities .

Does the camp have a library?

selection of books?

How is it used?

What kind of a

Is there a camp news -

19William Chomsky , Teaching and ·Learning (New York :
Jewish Education Committee Press , 1959) , _p . 27 .
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paper , or other publications?

What is the nature of the

dramatic , music , and arts programs ?

Since the camp site is

.most often chosen because of its aesthetic natural setting ,
how are the beauties of nature overtly brought to the children?

Is there a cosmopolitan staff-- including "foreign

counselors " ?

I s staff selection , are the cultural interests

of the candidates a matter of concern?
brought to camp?

Are guest artists

Are actual classes conducted?

are " interest groups " ?

How varied

Is there a theatre or amphitheatre?

What is the nature of camp architecture?

Is food not only

nutritional , but aesthetically prepared and served?

7 . To gain a knowledge of the physical world and
man ' s relationship to it .
One of the most significant aspects of camping , that
which makes it unique among all other educational experiences , i s the utilization of an out- door setting to its full e st i n order to develop positive attitudes and understanding
of man ' s r elationship to the land and man ' s responsibility to
other living things and to his total environment .
f or l ife " is a ma j or concern of camp . 20

'' Reverence

Do es the camp provide meaningful contact with f ields
and forrest , stars and clouds , animals and fossi l s?

Does

th e child learn how to depend on nature to satisfy _his basic
needs ?

I s there a garden in camp where children may grow

s ome of their own food?

A garden of f lowers and plants?

20 John J . Kirk , "Camping Can Be Unique ," Camping
Magazine , June , 1969 , p .
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· Are animals kept in c amp?

Are c ~ i lcL ren given the opportuni-

ty to visit farms in the neighbo rho od?

Did camps provide

the opportunit y for the c h ildren to v iew the first moon
landing?

Are exper ts of the p~ysic&l world employed on staff?

Are scientific guests invited to c ~ p? . How extensive is the
"pioneering" program?

Are the natural assets of the camp and

area fully utilized?
8.

To develop a capacity f or the wholesome use
of leisure time .

A properly planned and cond~cted camp program is
replete with interests and skills w~ich can be developed s o
that the camper can pursue them throughout his life .

Par-

ticipatory activities as opposed to spectator activities
should be stressed so that these dev eloping interests may
be active , creative , and self- propulsive in character .

Does

the camp provide a variety of potential leisure - time pursuits --some physical , some social , some artistic , and some
inte l lectual?

9.

To explore vocational i n terests .

Whil e a study has yet to be conducted on the direct
e ffect of the camp experience on career· choices , if is the
wr iter ' s subjective contention , based on more than twentytwo years in the field of Jewish co::::munal service , _that significant decisions were made because of positive camp experiences , which prompted many young men and women to become
social workers , teachers , rabbis , biologists , or go on

11

aliya "
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and become farm workers in kibbutzim in Israel .
Do es the camp participate in the

11

Careers in Social

Work Program" instituted through the recommendations of the
Personnel Department of the National Jewish Welfare Board ?
Is there a guidanc e program at camp?

Are visitors , re pre -

senting various disci pli nes invited to meet with older
campers and staff? ·
2.

Jewish Educational Objectives
Little attent ion need be given to the question of

aims and goals in J ewish education in America prior to the
onse t of massive Jewish immigration from Eastern Europe
during the l ater part of the nineteenth century .
Wi thout disparaging the significant achievements
of American Jewry during the 19th century , one must
recognize as an historical fact that the earlier
strata of American J ewry had allowed an attenuation
of Jewi shness to take place . 21
During the early years of the nineteenth century
most communities provided for J ewi sh schools , not only
for rel igious training , but also , since the public
school system did not come into being till about the
middle of the century , for comple te secular education ;
parents in remote places often sent the ir children to
such schools . 22
Once public schools to ok hold , such Jewish schools disappeared ,
not to re turn in any signific ant numb ers until aft er the sec ond World War .

Sunday schools , modelled after th e type of

21
Leon L. Honor , "Forces Shaping Jewish Culture , 11
Jewish Education , XVII I, 3 (Summer, 1947) , 17.
22 Ismar Elbogen , A Century of Jewish Life (Philadelphia : Jewish Publicati on Society , 1946) , p . 1 21 .
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religio us educ ation given to Protestant children , were organized .

The program of study infers the goals of such

schools .
The amount of informat ion impa rted to the children obviously coul d not be greato Instruction was
l imited to the broad· principles of Jud a ism. Leeser
prepared a catechism , that is , a series of questions
and answers , on religious subjects for pupils to
le arn by he a rt . There was little time for the study
of Hebrew or of Jewi sh History . . , 23 ·
Eastern Europe an Jewry brought with them their institutions of the ghetto and Shtetel and tried to transplant
them on American soil .

The Reder and the Talmud Torah and

the· Folkshuln , basically reflected the goals and aims of
the religious , nationalistic , and secularistic ideologies
respe ctively of the "old home ."
Our foc us must be directed to the indigenous development of Ame r ican Jewish education ~nd first and foremost
to that pioneering group of educators , led and inspired by
Benderly , whose concept ions have been described as " The
Communal- Hebraic - Progressive Viewpoint ."
Benderly , himself , projected four major goals for
Jewish educ ation which were to form the basis for most of
the listings of aims and objectives which were to follow .
1.

To think of Jewish education in community
te rms and organize it around community re sponsibility .

23 solomon Grayzel , A History of the Jews (Philadelphia : J ewish Publication Society , 19 63) , p . 626 .
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2.

To Americanize Jewish educ a tion in technique
and philosophy , according to the best that
is available in general American education .

3.

To relate the work of the Jewish schools
(or camps) and teachers (or staff) to the
dynamic historic struggle to build the
Jewish homeland in Eretz Yisrael .

4.

To teach faith in the future of American
Jewry and in its spiritual power to survive
and create . 24

According to Berkson , in light of the community
theory ,
The purpose of Jewish education may be defined as
the conversion of an individual who happens to have
been born a Jew . into a person who consciously accepts
·his re sponsibility as a Jew and who remains a J ew be cause of his realization of the values inherent in
J ewish life and thought . . .
The direct aim of Jewish education is to induce
participation in Jewi sh institutions in the forms that
are in harmony with American life , and to advance Ameri can Jewi sh lif e as a paramount cente r of the world - wide
J ewish community . . .
·
The problem of Jewish education is to interrelate
a Jewish and American thought in the consciousness of
the growing child s o as to develop a well- integrated
personality . The effort to do so will not lead to a
compromise , but to bringing out the ideal , the uni versal aspects in each he r etage . 25
Dushkin lists some thirteen aims of Jewish education
in the diaspora .
1.

Summarized , in brief , they are :

To educate the human being for _c omplete living ,
understanding of the world in which he lives ,
ability to order his life toward the achieve ment of freedom and happiness , the will to be
the partner of the Almighty in the betterment
of the world , cognizance of his Jewish rela-

24 Ale xander M. Dushkin , " The Personality of Samson
Benderly .- His Life and Influence , 1' Jewish Education , XX , 3
(Summer , 1949 ) , 6 .
25 Quoted in Judaism and the Jewish School , pp . 46 - 47 .
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tionships , accep t h is Jewis hne ss re a dily ,
direct his Jewi s h life towa rd the completeness of his life as a huma n being .
2.

J ewish life relationships
(a ) t o family and home , reflected in traditions and ways of life
(b) to fellow Jews , obligating participation
in the life of the community , its vari ous forms of mutual aid , and the building
of I s r ael
( c) to non- Jewish neighbors
(d) an outlook on life and a cultivated attitud e toward humanity and toward God .

3.

Compl ete system of education or supplementary
s yst em.

4.

Sinc e most children will follow the supple mentar y pattern , its aim must be to deal with
t h os e l ife a r eas in which Jewish relationships
express themselves .

5.

Common goal of maze of educational forms to
make J ewish teaching derive directly from
source material s in th e Hebrew language . The
conc omitant goal , to promote Hebraic atmosphere not only within the schools , - but also
outs i de of them by means of the Hebrew summer
c amp , as one example . This Hebraic element is
t he har d kern el of diaspora education .

6.

Not d i f ferentiate between nationalism and
r eligion .

7.

To teach Jewish life in accordance with the
J ewish way of l iving--past tradition an~ present
expe ri ence , f unction generally in the festivals
and Sabbath , customs , practices and culture of
s ynagogue , community endeavers on behalf of
soc i a l services , education and I srael .

8.

Hebrew language and Is r ael studies not only
nationalist but should r eceive r eligious emphasis .

9.

Educati on toward aliyat ha- regel and

lO .

Aliya--not as a c ondit i on of diaspora education which basically must teach that Jews may
liv e their lives as Jews wherever they are .
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11 .

Partici0ation in life of local Jewish community ~nd desire t o i mprove this community
for eff~cient democratic organization .

12.

Defense against anti- semitism .
. curricu
. l a . 26
Deve 1 op common th emes in

13 .

Gamoran , a disciple of Benderly , and a graduate of
Teachers College , Co_umb ia Univ ersity , during its h eyday of
early progressivism , came under the direct influence of
Dewey and Kilpatrick and was deeply affected by their teachi ngs which were refl ected in his own formulation of the aims
of Jewi s h education .

Beginning , as must a ll progressive

educ ators , with the _ife needs of the individual , and n ot
overlooking his Jewish needs , Gamoran suggests that the
greatest needs of the Jew i n American society are :
1.

A sense of psychological security in his
Jewishness --a fe eling of wor thwhi leness .

2.

Socialization , which h e ne eds as a Jew and
as a human being , into an ever- widening
group-- t~e home , the school , th e synagogue ,
and the J ewish community .

3.

Satisfaction in h is life as a Jew fro m a
spiritual, cultural , esthe t i c point of
view . 27

The aims of· Jewish education formulated by the Bend erly group , i nt o t h e second generation , were f undamentally
similar to those listed above by Dushkin , with minor varia~
tions and differing points of emphasis .
26 Alexander I-1. Dushkin , "Aims of Jewish Education i n
the Dia~pora , " in J udaism and The J ewish School (New York :
Block Publ ishing Co ., 1966) , pp . 61- 67 .
27:Emanuel Ga_oran , Changin Cance tions i n Jewi sh
Educat ion (New York : The Macmillan Co ., 19 24 , Part II ,
p . 47 .
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The writers in this group may disagree on the
place of religion in the curriculum , the interpre tation of the Zionist ide a , the role of the synagogue , and the stress on Hebrew . But they agree
that the Jewish people constitutes a wo rld - wide community , that the State of Israel is both a fullfill ment of an age - old dream and the most i mportant
f actor in the enhancement of Jewish life in the dias p ora , that Hebrew is bentral in any scheme of J ewish
education and that the Jewish community is greater
t han the sum of its component constituents . • . 28
I s i dor Chejn , in reacting against the two traditiona l defi nitions of "What is a J ew , " suggests that
a p erson is a Jew to the extent that he experiences
himse l f as a J ew ; things , events , and actions are
Jewish to the extent that he experiences them as
uniquely related or relevant to himself as a Jew-i . e ., t o th e e xtent that he experie nc es them as
Jewish . 29
Chein is c oncerned with developing ways of
integr ating Jewishness into our broad patterns of
living , of d evel oping , systematically certain areas
of k n owledge , and of developing the ability to recogni z e the polit i cal , economic , and other implications
for Jews of events on the general scene . 30
Horace Kall en , an outstand i ng exponent of the theory
of an American plur alistic society , points out that
• • • the dynamic of a soc i ety ' s struggle for survival and notab l y of the society of American Jews ,
whi c h i s an aggregation of groups and factions c ompe t itively identifying themselves by creed , cul t , and
cul ture , and st r uggling to carry on in a non- Jewish

28 Judah Pi l ch and Meir Ben- Horin , eds . , Judaism and
a nd the J ewish School : Selected Essa.son the Direction and
Pur pose of Jewis h Educati on New York : Block Publishing Co .,
1 966) , a publication of the National Curriculum Research I n stitut e of the
29 Ibid . , I sidor Chein ," The Challenge of I ndividual
Needs and Aspir ations fo r J ewish Education , 11 p . 157 .
3 oib id . , pp . 1 63 - 164 .
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social milieu freely aggregated of numbers of others
such . Each of these others embodies alternatives of
value systems which spontaneously offer themselves
to the choice of the next Jewish generation for
l oyalty and support . As I see it, both the immedi ate and remote goal of Jewish education for American
Jews is not merely to win over this competition on
whatever level and in whatever area it is encountered .
It i~ to enable the generations freely to perceive ,
to understand and to cherish the social and cultural
herit age of the Jewish people , and freely to choose
them , and the communities which are their carriers ,
for the most intimate center of their total and always expanding system of loyalties . It is by the
methods of free inquiry to gaiD , to hold and to enhance their personal commitment to the configuration
thus envisioned . 31
American orthodoxy has changed very little .

Its aims

and goals are essentially those of the nineteenth century
traditionalists .

Lookstein addresses himself to what he

considers the "common strains and obvious qualitie s that were
present in _every period of Jewish existenc e" :
1. 1,miversality of Jewish educ ation
2.

insistence upon maximalism

3.

religious motivation , and

4.

uncompromising rev ere nce for it

5.

practical consequenc es

The "final goal " must be the " cultivation of a religious and ethical personality ."
What is a "good " Jew?

We must develop " good " Jews .

Lookstein offers a comprehensive list ,

each item of which must be viewed as an aim of Jewish education .
31 Horace Kallen ," Goals for Jewish Education ," 2..l2 ·
cit ., Pilch and Ben- Horin , quoted on pp . 176- 177 .
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1.

One who loves his people and takes pride in
being one of them .

2.

One who not alone accepts but observes the
f aith of his people .

3.

One who seeks to live in accordance with
the tradition of Israel .

4.

One who believes in the God of his fathers
and wishes to transmit that belief to his
children .

5.

One who is devoted , with passion and fervor ,
to his culture .

6.

One who is committed to democracy as a way
of life and is ready to surrender his life
on its behalf .

7.

One who practices the ethics of Judaism in
his rela tionship with fellow Jews and fellow
men .

8.

One who takes pride in the miracle of Jewish
statehood and participates to the utmost in
the effort to achieve peace , stability , aid
securi ty for the land of his fathers .

9.

The "good " J ew , with a capital "G" is one who
i ncorporates in his life as much as possible
of all these definitions . 3 2
In juxtaposition t o the orthodox view , with signifi-

cant similarities , are the aims of Jewish education as formulated from the Curriculum for the J ewish Religious School of
the Reform Movement .
1.

To inspire our children with positive and abidi ng faith in the Jewish religion according to
the Lib eral Reform tradition .

3 2 Joseph H. Lookstein , "Goals for J ewish Education ,"
op . cit ., Pilch and Ben- Horin , quoted on pp . 214 - 218 .
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2.

To stimulate their sense of community with and
responsibility toward fellow Jews in all parts
of the world , with deep concern for the State
of Israel and i ts people .

3.

To guide them in self- identification with the
Jewish people of the past , emulating its
heroes , aspiring to its ideals , and devoted
to its continuance .

4.

To provide them wi th happy , interesting , and
aspiring experiences as the practice of Judaism
i n the home , the school , the synagogue , and the
communi ty , and i n the appreciation of Jewish
art , music , and li terature .

5.

To prepare them to utilize the religious faith ,
e thical standards , and traditional insights of
J udaism i n meeting their personal problems .

. 6.

7.

To inculcate i n them the universal ideal of
I srael ' s prophets and sages , leading toward
their dynamic involvement in service for free dom, brotherhood , and peace .
The curriculum , which attempts t o achieve these
aims , must begin with the actual experiences of
our children , and must add ' many i mportant ele men ts of th e Jewish heri4age which are not
pre sent i n the e xperience of the average Jewish
child i n America . The study of Hebrew is an
i ndispensable element in the achievement of this
purpos e and must play an important part in our
course of study . Above all , our purpose must he
t o stimulate a process of continuous learning _
which extends b eyond the prescribed program of
the rel igious school and l asts as long as life
itself . 35

Ben- Horin , profess or of education at The
Dr6psie University , as one· of the ~ost articulate
exponents of the "Communal - Hebraic - Reconstructionist
33 1awrence Meyers , ed. Teaching in the Jewish Reli gious School (New York : Unio n of American Hebrew Congregati ons ,
1967) , Experimental edition , Department of Teacher Education ,
p. 9 .
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Formulatio~1sll of the goals of Jewish education , cites the
need for a "new" education, not merely for "more" education
or for more intensive learning of the already known .

He is

convinced that "for modern Jews the issue is that of the basic
relevance and worthwhileness of their fq.ith . 11
Perhaps it is not too bold to affirm that what has
motivated modern Je-1·rish nationalism , cul turalism and
religionism is .the belief that Judaism was , is , and
will be able to demonstrate its significance and rele vance for men ' s efforts to cope with the hazards and
the promises of their generations , Now , as mankind
seems headed for catastrophe while seeking redemption
from i ts me~ace , Judaism i s challenged to furnish ,
through works (italics mine) evidence in support of
this belief .
Since , to Ben- Horin , Jewish education is the Education of Judaism , as such it is the responsibility of Jewish
education to dev elop Judaism ' s answe r to the present challenge .

Jewish education must be the principal generator of

this response .

There are three responsibilities Jewish edu-

cation must accept .
l.

It must make the Jewish people aware of the
fact that they face the challenge of basic
rel evance .

2.

It must lay the groundwork for a distinctive
response , by motivating Jews to acquire the
knowledge , the loyalties , the discipline and
the "will to create ."

3.

It must convert motivation into actual learning , by designing and operating programs of
education in which learners inquire into the
nature of basic challenges encountered by
I srael in the past and into the respo nses by
which they were met . 34

34 Heir Ben- Horin , "Jewish Education : The Deeper Challenge ," Je~dsh Soectator , XXIV, 7
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The writer , in evolving a formul a tion of the aims and
o jectives of Jewish education applicable to the camp setting ,
is most indebted to the philosophy of Mordecai M. Kaplan and
to William Chomsky , himself closely attuned to reconstruc tionist thinking , who prepared a listing of aims and objec tives for the Gratz College School of Observation and Prac tice . .
According to Kaplan,
the only raison d ' etre for Jewish education is the
assump tion that without it the Jew cannot possibly
know what to make of his status as a Jew . To be
illiterate as a Jew is to be the victim of unreso l ved
conflic ts , to be a source of irritation to oneself
and to s ociety .
Self- fulfil lment , in the most socialized and spiri tual sense ,
is the prime need of the Jew.
To be t~aincd as a J ew should mean to be given
habits that would help one f unc t ion creatively in
all of life ' s situations .
To Kaplan , Jewish educat ion , which faces the danger of being
excluded fro m the child ' s life because of th e exigencies of
secular life , must become so effective
i n enlarging the mental scope of the child ' s life , in
socia li zing his attitude toward h i s fellowmen , in
i nculc at i ng in him an appreciation of life ' s worth
and sanctity , that parents will rejo ice to have such
a training imparted to their children .
To Kapl an , the aims of Jewish educati on may be de fined .thusly :
1.

To pa r t icipat e in J ewish life .

2.

To understand and appreciate the Hebrew
language and literature .
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3,

To put into practice Jewish patterns of conduct both ethical and religious .

4,

To appreciate and adopt Jewish sanctions and
aspirations .

5.

To stimulate artistic creativity in the expression of Jewish val~es .

Further , the objectives of Jewish education from the
standpoint of the child are :
1.

To give insight into the meaning of spiritual
values and their application to different types
of experience , religious , moral , social , and
political ; Jewish life as a developing civilization ; the spiritual cha racter of that civilization ; the relationships of Jewish to other
civilizations in the past ; the course that
J ewish life must henceforth take in the different c ountries of the world , and especially in
America .

2.

To f oster an attitude of respect toward human
personality as such ; tolerance toward other
gr oups , races , faiths ; intellectual honesty ,
open- mindedness and responsibility ; social and
i nter- national mindednesq ; loyalty to and part i c ipation in Jewish life in this an~ other
countries .

3.

To train appreciation of individual and group
creativity i n the values of civilization ;
Jewish creat i v i ty i n r eligion , ethics , language ,
and literatur e , mores , laws and folkways , and
th e arts .

4.

To inculcate ideas of justice and kindness in
our social and economic relationships ; peace
and tolerance , a just , thriving , creative
J ewish homeland in I srael , a creative Jewish
l i f e in Ameri ca .

5.

To condition habits of reflective thinking ;
pur posive expe r iencing ; using leisure to de v el op personali ty ; affiliation with the synag ogue or Beth Arn ; celebrating Jewish Sabbaths ,
fe stivals , etc .; observing Jewish customs and
ceremonies ; reading Hebrew books and periodi c als , Anglo - Jewish books , Anglo - Jewish press ,
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Yiddish press , Bible , Talmud , etc .; contributing to the upbuilding of Israel ;
helping to support social- service and educational institutions ; attending Hebrew and
Anglo - Jewish theaters , concerts , etc .;
pat ronizing Jewish arti_stic endeavors ; buying J ewish books , works of art , etc .
6.

To i mpart knowledge of the Hebrew l anguage ;
Jewish history ; the outstanding selections
from the Bible , the Talmud , and subsequent
Jewish wri tings ; history and meaning of
Jewish cus toms and ceremonials , religious
beliefs , ethical ideals ; current Jewish
problems , institutions , endeavors ; Jewish
arts and crafts , home furnishings , cooking ,
etc . , , , 35

Chomsky ' s list follo ws :
1.

Genera l Goals
( a) To prepare our pupils to participate ac tively and readily in Jewish living in
all it s aspe cts .
(b) To build up in our pupils wo r thwhile
loyalties and positive attitudes , espec i a lly with regard to .the Synagogue ,
I srael , the He br ew language, and Jewish
learning ; as well as conduct - traits in
consonance with Jewish trad itional standards and i deals .
(c) To equip our pupils with the ability and
the de sire to progress from one level to
another in all the sub j ect matters of the
curri culum , as well as to co ntinue the ir
stud i es beyond the elementary school
level .
(d) To cultivate in our children the attitude
that J ewish learning is a dynamic on- going
l ife process , and cannot be termin~ted at
at any particular stage .

35 Morde cai M. Kaplan , Judaism as a Civilization
(New York : The Re constructionist Press , 1957) , pp . 479- 487 ;

505 - 507 .
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2.

Goals i_ C_ili ' s Personality Development
(a) The sc~oo_ sho~ld encourage , stimulate ,
and guide acti·vi ties with the view to
achieving the following objectives :
(1) To cul tiva~ e a capac ity and an attitude of cooperation , mutual understanding , and readiness to share
Jev;ris:_ e xperiences .
(2) To foster the attitude of identifying o~e ' s ersonal interests with the
interests of the Jewish group .
(3) To provide training in the practice of

engag~ng wLoleheartedly and intelligeI'-tlr in communal projects , as well
as i n loca_ projects of the synagogue ,
ralmud Torah , or neighborhood center .

(4) To util ize areas of child- centered
exper~ences as centers of interest or
"leads" around which learning of subject
matter may be integrated and rendered
f unctioI'-al . If the various sub ject s can
be i ntegra t ed naturally in a life - like
pattern as a uni t this should be done .
No exLrinsic devices should be employed
to force an artificial correlation .
( 5) To provide for individual differences

and variations in interest and ability ,
a~d to sti , ul ate individual and group
experiences which call for initiative ,
resourcefulness , independent thinking ,
and creativ e self- expression in Jewish
intellectual and in esthetic aspects of
life.
(6) To cultivate avocational interests , as
well as habits and attitudes of spending
leisure tie profit ably , wholesomely arid
creatively , such as reading boQks of
J ewish interest , listening to Jewish
music , visiting exhibitions of Jewish
art , and the like .

(7) To engender an attitude to the J ewish
school as a place of living and experiencing and not merely as a place for
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formal instruction . Both pupils and
teacher should le a rn to meet on a
level of comradeship and not just on
a " classroom level . "
There are , of course , distinctive similarities be tween the goals of general education and those of Jewish
education .

Since the laws of growth and psychology apply to

all human beings , J ew and non-Jew alike , educators in secul a r and J ewish schools have identical concerns .

Competent

citizenship in a democratic society may be connoted s.s relat ing t o the Americ an political state as well as to the Jewish
community within tha~ state .

Critical mindedness must apply

equally well to Jewis h thought and continuity .

The whole -

some use of lei sure time relates to Jewish avoc ational interests as well as general cultural interests .

Exploring

voc ati onal int ere sts i n the Jewish summer camp .needs to be
focused on Jewish communal service opportunities .

One need

not belabor the similarities , but what a re the different and
specific goals that a re achievable i n the Jewi sh summer camp?
1.

To develop a sense of healthy $elf- acceptance
as a Jew and clear and positive feelings of
belongingness to the Jewish people .

Psychologists , psychiatrists , and social workers as
well as educators , agree that mental health is a sine qua non
for assuring human beings the ability and capacity _for living
full and happy live s .
One vital characteristic of mental health is self acceptance . A person who is mentally healthy recognizes his strengths as well -as weaknesses . He learns
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t o accept his limitations and handicaps and endeavors
to fulfill himself to t he limit of his capacities
within these limitations . He does not fret and go to
pieces because he is different fro m others , and cann ot achieve in certain areas some of the things that
others are capable of achieving . . . I t is not what
we have or can do that makes us ha py , but how much
we en joy what we have and can do . 3

6

Kurt Lewin writes :
. an early bui ld up of a clear and positive feel i ng of bel ongingness to the Jewish group is one of
t h e f ew effective things that Jewish parents can do
for the l ater happiness of their children . In this
way parents can minimize the ambiguity and the tension
i nherent i n the situation of the Jewish minority group ,
an d thus counteract various f orms of maladjustment re s ul ting therefrom , 37
"Bl ack is beautiful " has become the clarion call of
militant .fugroes who too , are i n search for self - identity
and a po s i tive sel f - image , s o essential for self- acceptance .
The J ewish campe r and staf f member no less , must be enveloped
i n a mili eu where these values are plearly defined .

It must

b e unmi stakenly a J ewish camp , with Jewish staff , J ewish
progr am, and J ewish concer ns .

I n a staff discussion on j ust

this point , the writer recalls a non- Jewish member of staff
wh o n o ted that " this camp is no different than any other
c amp I ' ve ever been · t o "--i t is precisely this situation
whi ch must be avoided -- th e Jewish summer camp must be differ ent !
A sense of security comes from a feeling of belonging
36 ch omsky , Teaching and Learning , p . 17 .
37 Kurt Lewin , Resolving Socia l Conflicts (New York :
Ha r per and Brothers , 1948) , p . 183 ,
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as well as satisfaction and pleasure .

In addition ,

a strong feeling of being part and parcel of the group
and having a positive attitude toward it is , for children and adults a like , sufficient condition for the
avoidance of attitudes based on self- hatred . 38
What kind of a physical milieu does the camp provide?
The very ·name of the camp , its divisions and cabins , streets
and walks , buildings and terminology, sets a tone .

From the

moment of arrival , is it clear that one is in a Jewish camp?
I s there a relationship between camper and camp that
pre - dates the camp season itself .

Does the child belong to

the youth movement th.a t sponsors the camp , to the Center that
operates it?

What percentage of the campers are re turnees

with a sense of loyalty and devotion to the institution which
tempers their total outlook and gives them a feeling of "be longing " ?
Do es the staff serve as proper examples for the camper?
Are they well adjusted , self- accepted Jews?
Purpose is yet another ingredient of mental health .
Does the camp evidence Jewish ideals and objectives?

With

clear stated and acted- upon purposes to guide the camp , the
individual campers or staff members , or the group , are not
easily demoralized by temporary fail ures -- the overall purpose
provides a

11

faith - for - living ."

What kind of activities go on in camp that engender
feelings of belongingness?
38 I bid ., p . ·199 ,

Is there a Jewish flag?

Is
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kashrut observ ed?

Is the Sabbat h celebrated?

Is the camp

aware of the individual differences among the campers , not
_only in terms of intellectual or social development , but in
terms of r eligio - cul tural difference s '?
child fe el that he

11

belongs 11 ?

Can a

11

t r adi tional 11

Or a non- observer?

Is th e

camp re ady t o acc ommodat e itself to meet summer Jewi sh educat iona l needs of the child recommended by his religious
school'?
These are but a few of the questions that need to
be posed to try to determine how effective the camp i s i n
meeting this g oa l .
2.

To develop a positive att i tude toward and a
f amiliarity with the sources of Jewish cultural ,
religious , literary , and a r tist ic self- expres sion .

Is the program of the camp predic ated 6n the b ro adest
po ssible definitio n of plur alistic J udaism, t r anscending
denominational differen ces and chauv enism , or is it narrow
a nd provincial in its approach?

How a re the s tated J ewish

aims of the camp translated i nt o pa r t icipatory act i v i ty on
the pa r t of the total c amp communi ty?
fine the "Jewish component " ?

How does the camp de -

Is pseudo - religious ceremony

the only mani festation of Jewish civilizat ion?

Are the re

classes , discussion groups , visits of Jewish cultural re source persons and groups?

I s there a c amp library , and , if

ye s , doe s it have books , magazines , periodic als , records of
Jewish content ?

Are child ren encourabed t o make use of these
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f -a cili ties?

During "storytelling times " are selections from

Hebrew and Yiddish literature included?

When folksinging

I

and dancing are taught , is Jewish music and dance integrated?
Does the arts and crafts shop include Jewish thematic creativity ?

What of the dramatics program--any plays or skits

on Jewish themes?

Is there a camp newspaper or radio station

that gives space or time to items of Jewish concern?

In the

camp application forms , are questions relating to the Jewish
background and experiences of the child included?

In the

sele cti on of staff , are skills , abilities , educational background , concerns and -i nteres ts in "Jewishness " inquired into ,
re quir ed or in any way el i cited?

Just as "specialists " are

empl oyed i n all other areas of camp programming , are specialists " i n the "Jewish component areas , 11 however the camp de f ines them , sought out?

I n camps w:;;i1?-g a " thematic " approach

t o programming , are Jewish themes i nc luded?

3.

To develop an appreciation for and the adoption
of J ewish ethical and religious conduct .

Th e essence of Jewish teaching , throughout the ages ,
Biblical , Ra bbinic , Medieval , or Contemporary lies in the
admonition to do , to act , through works and deeds of daily
behavior , the principles inherent in Judaism .

"Just as God

cl othes the naked (Adam and Eve ) so should man clothe the
naked ; j ust as God visits the sick (Abraham) so should man
make it h i s duty to visit the sick . 11 39
39 Bereshit Raba 8 .

Psalm 15 sets forth
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·the conduct and char a cter expected from the virtous ma n .
" The blameless man acts uprightly , and speaks the truth in
He neither slanders nor hurts nor insults his

his heart .

. He keeps his word at his own risk , and does

fellow man
not r etract

. . ..

II

Our literature and tradition is replete with ethical
concepts and it is.not necessary to review them at this point .
J udaism has a_lways been concerned with the relationships of
man to man and man to society as well as with man to God .
Fostering

an

attitude of. respect toward human personality is

a primary function of the summer campo

Is the camp community

made aware of th e Jewish roots and sources of what most of
our young peopl e today view as

t

uni versal ideals . "

1

For the

positive self- image to come to fruition , it i s essential that
our youth recognize that , f or example 1 "You shall l ove your
n e ighbor as yourself " comes from Leviticus and not
from the Go spels !

Are there Jewishly knowledgeable people

i n camp , who , tn the cours e · of the typical discussions cur rently in vogue , on sex , drugs , civil rights , war , poverty ,
i nt er - racial issues ; etc ., can offer clear understandings
and i nsights from a Jewish consciousness?
treat i ts hired help?

How does the camp

What is the role of the "foreign

counselor " and how do campers and staff relate to them?
i s money dealt wi th in camp?

How

How does the canteen operate?

-Are "materialistic " el ements encouraged , in clothing , services ,
fo od1

Good social work process , so highly regarded in most
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camps , focuses on the individual and his growth .

Is the

camp doing a job in this area?
I

I n those camps sponsored by denominational groups
or having _specific religi ous orientation , standards of re l igi ous conduct are prescribed--defining "religious " conduct
i n its narrowest sense .

The diversity within the American

J ewish community is evidenced in most other camps .

Finding

s ome common denominator , usually the absolute lowest , be comec general camp practice .

What are the attitudes of the

c amp toward the variations of religious conduct?
the nature of the r eligious service?
t ory?

Is attendance manda-

What is the level of tolerance to those pn the extremes

of the r el igious gamut?
t er ms?

What is

Is "religion " offered on

11

Protestant "

Or, does camp ope~ate in such a manner that "learners

(r ead , campers and staff) inquire int~ the nature of basic
challenges encountered by I srael in the past . . • and lay a
groundwork for a more distinctive response . 11

How is "reli-

g ious conduct " made relevant in the life of the camp communi ty?

4.

To pr ogress in the study and/or use of the
Hebrew and/or Yiddish language .

nTh e most effective medium for coming into possession
of J ewish v alues , standar ds , modes of thought and feeling ,
i s the Heb r ew language " writes Dr . Chomsky in Teaching and
Learning . He adds :
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The Hebrew language has been the i ntimate companion , or correlate , of the Jewish people and its
relig io-e thnic creativity throughout its history .
In times of stress or str ain , of spiritual anxiety
and mental anguish , as well as of joy and exultation , they resorted to it as an outle t and means
of articulation . I n modern times it serves , like wise , as a symbol of the Jew ' s spiritual and national
renais sance . A Jewish creative life and education
without He brew i s , accordingly , an unthi nkable
anoma ly . 4O
The Hebrew language provide s a v ertic a l (hist orical)
and horizontal (present world community) tie between Jews .
Kaplan points out t hat "Hebrew can no.more be omi tted from
the child ' s train i ng as a Jew than English fro m h i s training
as an Americ an . 41
By the same token , the Yiddish language is a potent
means of nurturing Jewish identification and the phenomena
known as Yiddishkei t .
Yiddish , however , must be ~aught not only as a language but as a civilization , as a culture , as the way
of life of a thousand - year old Jewish community wh ich
perish ed by all the most horrible means of death de vised by man . This tragically- destroyed way of life
is an absolutely indispensable source of values from
which the developing Jewish community in America must
draw to shape i ts physiognomy . It must assimilate
these values in orde r to strengthen itself ideationally
and natio nally . I t must maintain this continuity as an
expres sion of the completeness , the unb rok enness of the
chain of Jewish existence , of the interconnection be - 42
tween one period and ano ther , of the new with the old.
4O william Chomsky , "This I Believe ," Je wish Educ.ation ,
XXXIX , 1 (January , 19 69) , 1 2 .
41Kaplan , op . cit ., p . 483 .
42 William Glicksman , "One Man ' s Opini on - Concerning
the Place of the Yiddi sh Secular Scho ol in America Today ,"
Jewish Education , XXXIX , 3 (July , 1969) , 21 .
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'What role does Hebrew and/or Yiddish play in the
s wnmer camp?

If used at all , how effec tively are these

languages employed &s a part of programming?

If there are

formal classes , how well and by whom are they conducted?
What i s the differe~ce between the Hebrew- speaking and
Hebrew- centered camps?
so- called Yiddish .ca~ps ?

How much Yiddish doe s one find in
What are the goals and objectives

of the various camps vis a vis the languages?

5.

To devel op th e habits and skills of participation in Jewish ritual , ceremonial and
holiday practices .

Undeniably , camping is not s chooling .

Notwithstand-

ing the relatively small number of "camps " that have simply
moved the school to a country setting , the ov erwhelming
majority of camps are adament in their refusal to perform
what they consider t o be the func t ions and respons ibilities
of other educational agencies i n both the general and Jewish
c ommunitie s .

As we s hall see , significant numbers of Jewish

sponsored camps view themselves primarily as lei sure time ,
r ecreational agencies .

It is within this con t ex t that a

struggle of ideas t"akes place in relat ionship to this pa rticular goal .

Without "tea chingtt in the formal sense , without

proselytizing , how c an the camp h elp dev elop these habits and
skills .

If there are Sabbath services , h ow "free " and " open -

ended " are they?

Who prepa re s and conducts them?

campers and staff i nvol v ed?

Are the

Is there any attempt at crea -

tivity--new forms , new mus ic or use of mus ic , i nvolvement of
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girls as well as boys --are girls permitted to read from the
Torah (assuming there is even a Torah in camp)?

For the

. camper who shows an interest or an inclination , is there
someone at camp who can instruct in Trop , or assist campers
to otherwise read , conduct or participate actively in what ever the type service there is?

Or is the service a stereo -

typed (following qne denominational pattern or another) ,
attenuated , and devo id of meaning , emotion , or Kavana h?
What of some other " common denominator" rituals?
How doe s camp handle Blessings before and/or afte r meal s ,
the lighting of candles , Havdalah .

(There comes to mind

that camp which scheduled Havdalah at 5 : 00 P . M. because it
11

fi tted. in better with the schedule ." )

ferent?

How? Is TishahB ' Av observed?

mitted on the Sabbath?

Why?

Is the Sabbath difHow?

(either way)

Is smoking perHas the camp

given any serious consideration to its " religions philos ophy " ?

Does it really have a point of view?

Or is it a

conglomerate , eclectic , pragmatic , and non- theological?
r itual

And is

meaningless?
What of the · camp that makes a fetish proclaiming

itself a democ ratic , community camp--can any child of the
c ommunity attend and feel comfortable with a true sense of
ttbelongingness "?
6.

To promote the acquisition of such distinctive
ideals as "love of learning ,'" ' Tz edakah , 11 (as
distinct fro m charity) 11 Tsa ' ar Baale Hayyim ,"
(protec tion of animals) prophetic ideals , of
socia l just ice and human brotherhood , and the
like .
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Does the camp create the CL :-_ - i tions , through play
and project activities , where by ~ar::.~ers and staff grow in
cooperative living?

How is the ind~vidual helped to under-

stand and feel the interdependen~ e , and interrelationship ,
between himself and the group?

Is -::he _camp community ac -

tively related to the communi ty 2.bci.t them?

Does the camp ,

situated as it is _in natural sur:::-otJ..::_dings , relate the natu ral world with the human experience?

Does the camp conduct

activities which may serve as fu.:-:d - ~aising sources for Jewish communal purposes?

Is the val~e of human and animal life

reflected in programming?

What of ~he war in Viet Nam?

The listing of "distinctive ideals " is only sugges tive ; a f ull listing inexhaustab_e ,

How does camp activity

and programming express these va~io·_;_s ideals?
7.

To develop an active ide ntification with
I srael .

Whether one believes in the centrality of Israel in
the life of a Jew , wherever he may ~eside , as expressed in
some forty camps sponsored by varic~s Zionist movements , or
Dr . Simon Greenberg ' s formulatio n , -:hat " the peoplehood of
I srael is bound up with Ere t z Yisrasl, the land of Israel ,
as a pol itical reality , 11 43 or agrees with Jack Cohen that
" the study of Israel • . . should be geared to stir the
child to an awareness of Israel as~ live option in his
43 simon Greenberg , "The Tangibles of Jewish Educati on ," Jewish Educ ation , Vol . xxx:r , ~ o . 2 (Winter , 1961) , 5-10 • .
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striving for personal fulfillment , ,A 4 there is little question but that Israel is of deep concern to .American Jewry .
What role does Israel play , on any level , in camp
programming?

Are there Israeli counselors on staff?

What

is their function in camp and how are they used as resources?
Does the Jewish National Fund Caravan visit the camp?

Is the

culture of Israel present in the music , dance , or the arts
in camp?

Are there any specific projects in camp intended to

create a bridge between American Jewry· and Israel?

How did

camps react in the period immediately following the 1967 war?
An attempt wi°ll be made to answer these , as well as
the other questions raised in the writer ' s formulation of his
conception of the general and Jewish goals and objectives of
the summer camp .

44 Jack Cohen , Jewish Education in Democratic Society
(New York : The Reconstructionist Press , 1964) , p . 198 ,

CHAPTER II
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CAMPING -A BRIEF REVIEW

A.

General CaJnping

Considering the fact that American camping is dedi cated to the "mental , physical , social , and spiritual growth
of lndividual campers ," it is of historic interest and significance , that , without any evidence of communication , the
f irst t hree ma j or attempts at organized resident camping in
the United States were made by an educator , a physician , and
a clergyman . 1
I n 1861 , Frederick William Gunn and his wife took
t he entire student body of their school , the Gunnery School
for b oys i n Washington , Connecticut , to a site at Milfordon- the - Sound , for two weeks of hiking , fishing , working , and
sle eping out of doors .

This was the first organized camp

in America which might be c l assified as a "school camp " and
which gained for its founder the recognition of being the
1 Gerald P . Burns , "A Short History of Camping and
the American Camping Association ," Camping Magazine , XXI
(February , 1949) , 15 .
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"f oun d er o f orga~ize
· d camping
·
. 11 2

It has been suggested

that the impact of the Civil War and the exploits of the
soldiers on the battlefield and i n the camps excited the
i magination of the young students and that this , added to
the desire to fi nd something for the students to do during
the summer , motivated this first trip .
It is also important to underline the wo rd
i z ed a"

11

organ-

Camping itself was certainly not new to America

during the mid - nineteenth century .

The entire e a rly his -

tory of this nation was closely allied to living and coping
with the out - of- doors .

Early settlers and fro ntiersmen were

able to survive because of their knowledge of field and
f orest .

Organiz ed campi ng , however , g oe s far b eyond mere

camping out .

It is defined as "an educational v enture

which provides the part icipant s with opport unities for work ,
recreat ion , and social living in an outdoor group setting . 113
This definit ion has been refined and broadened by the American Camping Association to re ad :
Or ganized resi dent c amping is an experience in
group living in a natur a l environment . It is a
sustained exper·ience under the supe·r v ision of
trained l eadership . Camping provides a creat ive ,
educat ional expe rience i n co operative g ro up living
in the outdoors . It ut iliz es the resource s of the
natural surroundings t o cont ribut e s ignificantly 4
to mental , physic al , social , and spiritual growth .
2Robert E . McBride , Camping a t the Mid Century
(Chicago : American Camping Assoc i ati on , 19 53 ) , p . 1 .

3Reuel A. Bens on and Jacob A. Goldberg , The Camp
Counselor (New York : McGraw Hill Book Co ., Inc ., 1951 ) , p . 1 .

4st andards Report f or th e A~creditation of Organiz ed
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The second organized c amp was founded near Wilkes Barre in 1876 , by a physician , Dr . Jo seph Rothrock .

His

primary objective was to i mprove the health of "weakly u
boys .

Dr . Rothrock ' s camp extended thr ough four months of

the summer and the c ampers , all boys , lived i n tents and
engaged in a variety of physical activit i es prescribed by
the good doctor • .
The fir st religiously orient ed c amp was established
by the Reve re nd George W. Hinckley ~ as part of his church
program.

In 1880 , with only seven campers , he organi z ed a

program of rel igious and educational activities during the
morning , and r ecreational activities in the aftern oon , at
Gardiner ' s Island , Rhode I sland .
Ernest B. Ba lch , however , is considered the re a l
founder of the organiz ed camping movement in America .

Per-

haps t his is b ec ause , b efore opening his private camp in
1881 , he made careful plans and set go od educational ob -

jec tives .

While Rothrock ' s camp was also private , i n the
I

sense t hat it was owned and operated wi th the objective of
making money , it was discontinued at the end of just on e
summer .

Balch ' s c amp had a history of nine years · of success -

ful operati on .

Balch believ ed in "learni ng by doing" and

involved the campers in planning their own recreational
pro gr ams .
~

Developing a " sense of responsibility " for s elf

(Martinsvill e , Inc .: American Camping Association ,
19 66) , p . vii .
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and others and an "appreciation of the worthwhileness of
work 11 were his primary objectives . 5

By giving his camp an

I

Indian name , Camp Chocorua, he paved the way for the count less numbers of c amps adopting similar identifications and
the rise of the cult of Indian lore which was to typify
American camping for so long a time .
Between 1881 and 1900 , a momentum was developed in
the organization of camps .

In addition to private camps ,

organizational and public camps began appearing .
Organization camps are identified by the fact that
n on- profit , private , or communal organizations sponsor them .
Th i s cat egory of camps includes those sponsored by churches ,
Boy Scouts of America , settlement houses , YMCA'~ and the
like . 6
Th e f irst "Y" camp dates back to 1885 when Sumner
F. Dudley took a group of members from the Newburgh , New
Yo rk

11

Y11 on an eight day trip .

By 1951 , nY' s " were operating

over 600 camps across America .
Until 1900 , all camps were organized to accommodate
b oys only .

One exception occurred in 1891 when Camp Arey ,

a private camp owned by Professor Arey of Rochester , New
Yo rk , opened his camp for a four week period for girls , after

5Benson and Goldberg , op . cit ., p . 7.
6 Fo r a listing of the dates of founding and the
sponsors_ of these camps , see H. W. Gibson , "A History of
Organized Camping , " Camping Magazine (July 1928) , p . 2 ;
(January , 1936 through December , 1936) ; (May , 1941) , p . 11 .
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· the regular season for boys .

The first private camp for

girls was founded in 1900 or 1902 on a regular basis .

The

pattern of serving children in a one - sex basis continued
until the 1920's when co - educational camping was introduced .
To this very day , however , many of the .larger camps still
segregate the sexes in separate camps for boys and girls ,
within the framework of a single camp administ ration .
Publi c camping is defined as those operated by taxsupported agencies .

These include school camps , municipal

camps , camps operated by state park~ and camps operated by
the Department of Agriculture extention division (4- H camps) .
School camping was first introduced by a school
system in Dubuque , Iowa in 1912 .

However , this type of

camping was very slow in developing .

Only in recent years ,

particularly after the second World War , has camping , as a
public functio n , been proposed and bec oming accepted .
Overnight school camping has grown steadily . • •
It is difficult to ascertain completely how many
schools have put this into the curriculum , but a
r ough estimate fro m data acquired in a recent S•tudy
is about on e hund red and fifty towns and cities . • •
The time spent i n camp r anged from three days to
three months , with a majority of these schools offering one week for each group . Some camps are operated
on a year- round basis , while others are operated on a
short camping season either during the school year or
during the summer . 7
Educators have long supported the school camping
7 H. Manley and M. F . Drury , Education Through
• School Camping (St . Louis : C. V. Mosbey Co ., 1952) , p . 27 .
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movement as an educ a tionally sound activity.

Schoolmen have

argued that many skills and attitudes needed by young people
can be taught more effectively out-of- doors than indoors ,
and while they do not claim that the school camp is a
panacea for all the ills of society , " some of the direct
experiences needed by young people are best found in a
school camp environment . " 8
There is much interest today in school camping .
The cost of conducting a school camp in relation to
the cost of regular school programs is the biggest
obstacle in the way of a rapid expansion of this
type camping . It has been estimated that the cost
i s approximately three times greater per child than
·that of providing a regular school program . If
c amping is to be expanded , it will most likely be
i n th e areas of school camping and other public
c amps . 9
By 1 949 , more than forty colleges operated camps .
Most of these camps were organized as an adjunct to Teacher
Training , particularly in the areas of physical- education
and recreation .

Preparing counselors or learning how to

teach outdoor living were the primary objectives of these
camps , the first of which was organized in 1910 .
Public camps trace their origins to Los Angeles in
19110

These camps are generally operated by municipal

government through their recre a tion departments , as free or
low- fee camps design ed for children who cannot afford to go
~J ohn W. Gilliland , Sch ool Camping - A Frontier of
Curriculum I mprov ement (Washington , D. C.: National Education Association , 1954) , p . 2 .
9 Benson and Goldberg , op . cit ., p . 8 .
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to private or organizati onal camps .

They are usually non-

'

sectarian with no restrictions as to race, color, or
creed . 1O
State and Federal parks maintain camp facilities
and lease these camps to public or organizational groups
who operate them .

In New York state , for example , in the

Bear Mountain section of the Palisades Interstate Park ,
there are almost seventy compl etely equipped camps leased
t o agencies from the New York City area . 11
During the past seventy years , the variety of camps
and their purposes and objectives matched the variety of
needs of children , as society developed a consciousness of
these needs .

There ar e camps for all kinds· of physically

handicapped , for the blind , for - the deaf , for the crippled ,
and for those with cardiac or diabetic conditions .

In ad-

dition to such special camps which have general camping
programs with particular sensitivity to the campers individual problems , camp educ ators have urged that handicapped
children go to regular camps , since the afflicted child
must learn to adapt to general society , and "normal 11 children
learn to appreciate and accommodate themselves to those among
then who are "different . "
Inter- racial and international camps have .been with
1OReynald Carlson , "Camping and Municipal Agencies ,"
Camping Magazine (April , 1945) , p . 5 .
11 Julian Salomon , "Organized Camps in State Parks , "
Camping Magaz i ne (March , 1938) , p . 23 .
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us since 1934, when Camp Rising Sun was organized, whose
purpose was to bring about better understanding among the
youth of the world .

Campers were brought together from all

parts of the count ry representing a cross - section of social
customs_, religions , and races.

The pressures for inter-

.
.
·
t o grow . 12
. 1 , non- sec t arian
racia
camping
con t inues
Since our- study is restricted to "organized re sident camping , " we merely note in passing the dev elopment
of Day Camping , credited to the Girl.Scouts who i ntroduced
this type of camping in 19 22 , and Trip camping , which , while
certainly organized and sometimes of a temporary- residential
nature (Boy Scout overnights , for example) , are not usually
sustained experienceso
The early development of the organized re sident
camp took place during a period of economic and social
ferment .

The years between 1890 and the fir st World War

witnessed a vast immigration into American cities , not only
from abroad , but from its own rural areas .

Urbanization

-

and rapid industrialization caused untold suffering and
wretched conditions among great masses of people .

Slums and

their attendent social problems rising out of the density of
population concentrations and proximity of living conditions
12 For descriptions of inter- r acial and interna t ional
camping , see , as examples , Sidney Gulick , "Something New for
Summer Camps ," Camping Magazine (June , 1928) , p . l ; Elmer
Ott , uworld Democracy Through Camping , " Camping Magazine
(June , 1949), p . 14; Donald Watt , "An Experiment in International Living , " Camping Magazine ( J anuary , 1936) , p . 3 ;
Harry Serotkin , "Experiments in Inter- racial Camping , " Camping Magazin e (May , 1 944) , p . 10 ; Basilla Neilon , _"Integra-
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led to expanded juvenile delinquency and breakdowns in moral
and ethical standards .

In addition ,

o
••
Most Americans , especially the industrial and
white - collar classes (were) alienated from some
crucial life experiences - from the soil , from independent enterprise, from the ownership of tools,
13
from the sense of c'raft and the dignity of work • • •

Cynicism toward democracy was a concommitant of the
political "bossism" rampant in the l arge city ghettos where
votes could be bought and the stifling exploitation of the
"common man " by the great monopolistic industrial corporations, the trusts and holding companies which made a mockery

o1 equalitarianism .
These harrowing conditions aroused the conscience
of liberal social , political and philanthropic leaders and
led to the beginnings of individual , group , and fi nally
government action to alleviate some of the most bl atant
ills of society .
While the first state labor bureau was establi shed
in Massachusetts in 1869 and employment of children under
ten was prohibited by law, the same law permitted employment of children b~tween the ages of ten and fourteen , re quiring an eight - hour work day and s i x months schooling a
year.
tion Teaches Campers Lessons in Living ," Camping Magazine
(June, l965), Po 11.
13Max Lerner , America as A Civilization (New York :
Simon and Schuster , l957) , p . 232 .
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By the end of the cenLury one-half the states
set a mini:iun age of twe1--e years in manufacturing
industries a~d a maximum of ten hours a day , but
only a do zen states regulated child labor in all
types of occupations . 14
By the latter part of the nineteenth century , Americans , in inc reasir..g numbers , were becoming alarmed at the
rate at which the nation ' s natural resources were being exploited , and this l .ed to a co:'.lservation and park development movement .

President Theodore Roosevelt led the strug-

gle to preserve the great out - of- doors for future use , and ,
at the same tiwe , becaus e of his own life experience , stimulated the development of camping as a value for all American youth .
The growth of camping was , therefore , stimulated
by a combination of factors at work in America at this
time .
I n the beginning , campi ng expe rience was primari ly r ecreat ional in purpose and content . The emphasis
was on rugg ed out door experience , the recapturing of
the pioneer spirit and manne r of life , the regaining
by the city dweller of the liberating and refre shing
c ontact with the resource s of nature . In a sense ,
camping was viewed as a wholesome antidote or compensation for the effects of industrialization and
ur banization on our culture . 15
Many of these early camps , particularly those operated by non- profit organizations , were founded to give
underprivileged children an opportunity to get out of the
1 4 Arthur C. Bining , The Rise of American Economic
Life (New York : Charles Scribner ' s Sons , 1943) , pp . 411- 412 .
1 5Hedley S . Dimock , ed . Administration of the
Modern Camp ( ew York : Association Press , 1950) , pp . 24- 25 .
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hot , crowded city slums , and spend a brief holiday in the
out - of- doors .

The free summer months , the decline in child -

l abor , the rise in settlement houses and in youth organizations such as Boy Scouts , Girl Scouts , "Y' s ," Camp Fire
Girls , .Salvation Army , a l l contributed to the growth of
the organized resident camp movement .
The three cardinal concerns , epitomized by the profe ss ional i nte r ests of the three "found i ng father ," health ,
educat i on , and rel i gious values , formed the basic programming of these camps .

I t was almost taken for granted that

i nnat e t o c amping i tself , character dev elopment , and social
adj ustment would take place , j ust as an i nevitable concomitant of s i mply being exposed _to outdoor g roup l i ving .
I n t h os e days i t was assumed that cha_r acter was
contagious and therefore was ' caught ' r athe r than
' taught ,' or achi eved by an unde r standing and control of the conditions later known to be essential
for i ts d evel opment . Pr ogram i n many camps was
highly organi z ed , almost to the point of r egimentation , and participation in it was stimulated by
elab orate systems of competition , awards , points
a nd prizes .16
Thi s phase i n the development of camping has been
called t he "recreational stage " and i s generally used as
de sc r i ptive of camps unt il the l 920 ' s .
Before we leave this period it would b e well t o
point ou t t h e f act that whil e t he n on-pr ofit camps we r e
widely "we l fa re" orient ed , l arge l y because of the character ist i c s of t h e s ponso r ing group and t h e institui onal exper16 Ibid.
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i ence of the early professional workers , nevertheless :
• the camping progra~ , even in the early days
was not re stricted to the poor ; healthful life in
the out - of- doors was soo~ recognized as beneficial
for all children . . . Co~sequently , camps were
established for children whose parents could pay
more for the service . So~e camps were started as
private enterprises to serve children from aff luent families . 17
Camping really became a movement and a force in
American education when the early camps , which were organi zed and administered by individual owners or founders ,
began meeting with other camps to discuss mutual problems
and interests and to begin acting in concert along cooperative lines .

The first Camp Directors ' AEsociation was

fo rmed in 1910 ; this was followed in 1916 by the organizat ion of the National Association of Girls ' Camps and the
Mid - West Camp Directors ' Association in 1921 .

In 1924 all

thr ee united into the Camp Directors ' Association of America .

By 1935 it was apparent that interest and concern

for camping dar e not be limited only to Camp Directors-t h ere were many other interested parties - - and consequently
t he American Camping Association was founded in Cleveland
tha t year .
Th e Ame r ican Camping Association is a voluntary
prof essional organi zat ion made up of individuals ,
r epresentat i ves of agencies , and institutions interested in the development of organized camping . I ts
17 Asher 0 . Melzer , "U. S . Jewish Camping is 70
Years Old ," National Jewish Monthly (February , 1968) , p .
40 .
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membership consists of camp directors , members of
camp staffs , educators , and others directly as sociated with the opera tion of camps or interested
in the camping movement . It repr esents private ,
organization , church , public , i nstitutional , and
special purpose camps . The American Camping Asso ciation has well over 5 , 000 members of all creeds
and r aces . The purpose of the American Camping
Association is to fur ther the i nterests and welfare
of ·children and adults through camping as an educative a nd recreat i ve ex peri ence . 18
Th e post - war period of the twenties brought a t r ansi tion fro m the "re creational stage " to a greater empha s i s on
educat ion .

As with all transitions , • it is impossible t o

delineat e exact divisions , and , more important , some as pict s of the earlier stage cont i nue into the newer dev elopment , and i n a ll t oo many instances , the early stage persists beyond a ll reas onable limits .

Many camps , operat i ng

in the sixties , are still oriented almost exclusively to
the "recreational stage ."
The greater emphasis on education in camping can
be r eadily unde r stood in l ight of the r evolution that was
taking plac e in general education .

The a dvance s that we re

being ma de in the social sciences-- in psychology , social
psychology , mental· hygiene , progre ss ive education , group
leadership , social group work t echniques , and personnel
adminis tration--began being reflected in progre ss i v e cam ping as well.

The literature of camping , spar se enough ,

began offering s uch titles as Camping and Educ a tion , Camping
18 McBride , op . cit ., pp . 2- 3 .
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and Character , Creat ive Campi ng , Educa tion and the Summer
~amp , and Organ i z ed Camping and Progressiv e Educ at ion o19
From early camp objectiv e s - such as removing the
rich boy to the wholesomen es s of the outdoors , away
fro m the sophistication of summer hotels ; ' fresh air '
outings for the poor boy ; relig ious conversion ; and
discipline - we have come to the threshold of a
social , mental hygiene objective of the adeQuate
personality functioning succe s sfully in group living .
From the earlier leaders hip of ' good men , 1 athletes ,
and character (at all costs) enthusiasts , we have
come to the w1derstanding group leader and personal
counselor . From the nurturing of the ' soul ,' the
building up of the body , and the perfecting in skills ,
we h ave come to the development of the whole persona li ty in the whole situation . 20
Camp leadership , direction , and staff evolved from

v olunteers to paid (albeit small salaries) professional and
semi- professional personnel , mainly public _school teachers ,
themselves affected by the ferment they ~xperienced i n
their own teacher training institutions , or in the schools
where they worked during the non- camp season .

The notion

that health , personality , and character came about by
19 see for example , Bernar d S . Mason , Camping and
Education (New York : The McC a ll Co ., 1930 ) ; Hedley
S . Dimock and Charl e s E. Hendry , Camping and Character (New
York : Association Press , 1929) .
This book is of particular int ere st in that Kilpatrick wrote the Foreword and
put the i mprimature of progressive education on camping) ;
Jo shua Lieberman , Cr eative Camping (New York : Association
Pre ss , 1 931) ;
L. B. Sharp , Education and the Summer
Camn (New York : Bur8au of Publications , Teacher College ,
Columbia University , 1930)
(noteworthy as representative of an early doctoral dissertation with camping as th e
subj ect) ; Carlos E . Ward , Organ ized Camping and Progressive
Education (Arlington , Va .: C. E. Ward , 1935) .
201ouis H. Blumenthal , Group Work· in Camping (New
York : Assoc i ation Press , 1937) , p . 2 .
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11

contagio n 11 or "osn.osis " previ 01.;;_sly held by camp adminis -

trators , was abandoned , and camping became deliberately
educ ational in purpos e , program , method , and leadershi p .
Camps began experimenting with "progressive educationa l
ideas " such as units , thematic approac_h es to programming ,
more emphasis on arts and crafts , music , dramatics , and
similar activities .

The regimentation and autocracy so

prevalent in early camps gave way to i ndividualization and
mental- hygiene insights were employed to better understand
the individua l camper .

External awards were frowned upon

and the emphas is was on intrinsic incentives and motivations .
The thirties brought with them the Great Depression
and with the advent of Roosevelt and his

11

New Deal " a

heightened soc i al consc iousness throughout the nation .

These

years also witnessed the continued growth of f ascism in
Italy and Spain and the rise of nazism in Germany which was
to lead irrevocably to war at the end of the decade .
The se national and world conditions affected the
s ummer camp in at least three discernable ways .

The s ocial

planning craze which emanated from Washington accelerated
a like re spouse in camping .

A rather systematic and cooper-

ative effort was l au...'1.ched to both formulate and then apply
standard s to the operations of camps .

Various committees

of the American Camping Asso ciat ion began formulations
covering eve~y f acet of c amping-- organization , administration , health , safety , sanitation , program , and personnel .
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In November of 1940, a Worksh op on Camp Standards was conducted and .a report published which represented a synthesis
of many formulations in which hundreds of camp people were
involved .

Entitled Marks of Good Camping , it was the fore -

runner of further camping standards wh_ich eventually led to
an elaborate procedure of accrediting camps by the American
Camping Associati.on .

By establishing universally recognized

standards , a tremendous impetus was given the entire camping
movement to work toward betterment and self- improvement .

.
out

pointing

In

the values of accreditation , the American Camp-

ing Association states :
An accredited ACA Camp may :
1.

Use the ACA Emblem of Accreditation on
its li te r ature and advertising ,

2.

Be l isted in the ACA National Directory
of Accredited Camps ,

3.

Feel j ustifiably proud in the realization
that it is one of many camps associated
t ogether in a great cause -- the education
and protection of children and the conservation of America ' s greatest heritage ,

4.

Above all , have a reasonable certainty that
an ACA _Accredited Camp is of high quality 21
in its leadership , program , and operation .

A s econd effect , already j_mplied above , was the
fac t that camps moved from isolated , individualistic , and·
laissez - faire operations to greater concern for cooperat ive
planning .
21

This planning understandably first related to
Standards Repor t , op . cit ., p . iii .
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similar type camps and associations of like - operated camps
9egan functioning .

For example , in 1940, a group of private

'
camp
directors fro m the New York , Pennsylvania , and New

England area organized a professional association ca lled
the Association of Private Camps .

With a membership of more

than 250 camps they set their purpose to "elevate the standards of camp work through mutual understanding , cooperation
and effort ."

The Association provides services for members

which include a counselor placement bureau , research and
study groups , a referral service , issuance of a

newsletter ,

i nformation on insurance and legislation , preparation of

. t e d f orm~ an d publ·ic re 1 a t ions
·
prin
. 22
E-ven more significant , ho~.rever , was the in vol vemen t
of camps with local social welfare structures .

Serious at -

tempts were made to begin determining the camping needs of
the total cornr1iunity and focusing on how f unding and other
r esources might be found and how existing camps , or new
c amps to be developed , might serve these needs ,

In Phila-

d el phia , the Health and Welfare Council established a camp~
i ng section , in Chicago , the Camping Association operates
a s a part of the Council of Social Agencies .

Cooperation

b etween organizational and public camps and local government
accele r ated while national services developed at a much
slower pace .
22

United Funds and Community Chests began allo-

Benson and Goldberg , op . cit ., p . 16 .
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eating more meaningful funds to their neighboring welfare
camps while the Federal government assisted by providing
surplus fo ods , tax exemptions , cooperating in the ''Importation of Foreign ·workers , " thus enabling camps greater
latitude in employing foreign counselo~s , assisting in
nationwide recruiting programs for workers for summer camp
positions , interpreting interstate commerce provisions with
regar d to the transportation of campers across state lines ,
trip camping and travel camps , in such a way as to enable
camps to operate these functions as "private carriages , "
thus affecting substantial savings in camp budgets . 23
Government impact on private and organizational resi dent camping had to wait until the late fifties and the sixties when the nation was challenged by the deepening crisis
in the black ghett o .

Spurred on by problems of segregation ,

chronic unemployment, broken homes , inadequate educational
s ystems , poor heal th care , a spars ity of re c reational and
cultural opportunities , and the like , the Pre s ident of the
United States , in February of 1967 , delivered a message t o
Congres s entitled nRecommendations for the Welfare of Children "during which h e stated :
With th e h elp of Congress , we can .
. enrich
the summer months of boys and girls and , I might
add , to give them a sense of direction which may
23 Legislation Affectin Camping (Martinsville ,
Ind .: American Camping Association , 1968)
A manual de signed to provide ACA members with information
on State and Federal Legislation .
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influence their live s . . . We can , with the help
of public - spirited local organizations bring fresh
air and cool streams to the slum child who must
sleep i n a crowded fire e s cape to get relief from
heat • . . We can enlist the volunteer help of many
citizens who want to give n e edy children a happy
summer . 24
Aside from the philo s ophical retrogression to the
first decade of the twent ieth century where ghetto conditions affec ting other groups brought about the same reac tion , although not fro m government sources at that time , t h e
governmen t, shaken by the prospect s of inner- ci ty revolut ion
today , is grasping at all straws to cope with the problems .
To implement his recommendati ons , the President proposed :
1.

Establishment of a Cabinet - level Council
headed by the Vice President to promote
summer youth opportuni t ie s .
·

2.

Through this Council , public facilities were
to be made availab le to pro vide camping opportunities for additional ne edy ch ildren .

3.

Public and privat e groups were to b e asked
to sponsor and operate thes e c amps and to
enlist college students and othe r s to work
in them.

4.

I n·addition , the President recommended legis lation to provide f unds for the construction
of summer camp f acilities for at least 100 , 000
children in 1968 . The building of these camps
would be contingent on an agre.ement with private institut ions or loc al g ov ernment agenci es
to operat e and fi nance them .

These recommendatiems have yet t o come t o fru i ti on ,
but the direc ti on has been set and actually had it s genesis
during th e New Deal ye a rs of th e thirties .
24-b
'd ~

1

pp . 0r5 - oc6 ,
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The threat of democracy which increased after th e
defeat of Republican Spain , the German march int o the Saar ,
I

the Japanese invasions of China , we re reflected i n the
greater attention given by the camping movement to the is sues of democracy and the democratic living in camp . 25
The war years themsel v es , aside from the difficulties camps faced , _particula rly with shortages of personnel
which affected the quality of program , saw few basic changes
. th e d eve 1 opmen t of c amping
. . 26
in
The third stage of camping , that of social orientation and responsib ility , gained momentum during the fif ties and continue s to this day .

Great er articulation re -

gar di ng the needs of social adjustment are now widespre a d .
Emphasis on campers learning about themseJ_ves and about
other people finds expression in the c amp progr am in the
encour agement of campers to make decisions , decide the
rules which will gov ern the ir c amp community and providing
the opportunity for each camper _to live as a personality
with a minimum of adult dominat ion .

Despite the fact that

25 Among the a rticles appearing in Camping Magazine
during this period , see Hedl ey Dimock , "The Contributions
of the Camp to Democracy 11 (April , 1939) , p . 7 . During the
war years , articles i nc l ud ed Norman Studer , 11 Wa rtime Education f or Democracy at Camp 11 (February , 1943) , p . 10 ; Bert
Gold , 11 Rev olution and Camp Councils " (May- J une , 1943) , p . 2 .
26 11 camping ,"

Social Work Yearbook 1 ~ (New York :
Russel Sage Foundation , 1947) .
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the overwhelming majority of ca~pers are in the eleven to
fourteen age grouping , camps are exerting much effort to
serve greater numbers of teenagers .

A research study in

Los Angeles , conducted in 1950 , revealed that "in the areas
of least need was fo und the most camping . . . economic
level has a significant influence on the possibilities for
camping experience . "

Another interesting finding was that

"on the whole , it was discovered that non- Chest private
agencies are serving mino rity groups mo re in proportion to
their t otal camping constituency than Chest agencies , 11 27
Camps , many of whom - are deeply concerned with their social
re sponsibility , are seeking ways to broaden their service
potential .
Trends in camping were enumerated in a most compre hensive study of American camping undertaken by the American
Camping Association and published in 1953 , 28

This study ,

which was in fact a census of organized camping , provides
us with the most valid recent statistics on the state of
camping in Ame r ica .

It also points up serious deficiencies

faced by the camping movement .
1.

Th ere are extreme variations in practices , a
condition which i ndicat es the need for closer
working relat ions hips among members of the

27 camp and Camners in the Lo s Angeles Area (Los
Angele s : Re search Department Welfare Council of Metropolitan Los Angeles , Report -o . 9 , June , 1950) .
28Mc Bride , op . cit .
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camping movement in order that better
camping may be provided .
2.

The need for better interpretation to
parents and to members of related move ments such as education and recreation is
apparent.
Some means must be found for
developing a better understanding if the
elements that constitute a good camp and
of the contributions of camping to the
live s of campers .

3.

Continuous gathering of information about
camping and using that information for the
improvement of camping practices is neces sary .

4.

There should be a closer working relationship be.tween the agencies of government
charged with the safeguarding of health
and safety and those groups concerned with
camping .

Some of the trends projected in 1953 and in process
of re alization since, would i:r,clude :

1.

Camping for all --a growing trend . to p:rOVide
more c amping opportunities for those of all
economic levels as well as for more specialized
groups , such as teen- agers , golden agers ,
family camping, culturally deprived , " problem
childre n ," and the like .

2.

Dec entralized camping--mass type camping is passe
and detrimental to the individual camper who was
"lo st in the shuffle ." Camps are being constructed · to allow for small units , villages ,
independent decentralized areas which provide
oppor tunities for more democratic and educationa lly s ound programming .

3-

Indi genous Activities - - a ·response to a developi ng philosophy that campers should do those
things in camp which can best be done in the
outdoors and which do not duplicate urban experiences . Less out - of- camp activity .

. 4.

!

Health and Safety--more attention i s being
given during pre - camp training sessions to the

I
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importance of counselors' awareness to physical
and mental health .

5.

General Counselors -- the direction is toward
using more general counselors than specialists based on the understanding that the
primary task of the camp is to help the camper
grow through close leadership which is best
given throu.gh direct and continuous contact
between the camper and mature camp leaders .

6.

Fle xible and Balanced Programs --as with p ro gressive school programs , where the line be tween curriculum and co- or- extra curricular
activities are fading , camp programs are now
being interpreted as consisting of everything
the campers do in camp , planned and unplanned .
The pro gram is not administered as an end in
itself , but a means whereby the campers may
develop those personal qualities , attitudss ,
skills, and interests that are the primary
value s of camp life . Consequently there must
be a more balanced program .

7.

Coop erative Planning--" participatory democracy "
allow s for campers and staff having a greater
share in planning and carrying out programs
and implementing camp policies and procedures
which they have had a hand in formulating .

8.

Profe ssional Training and Leadership-- the crux
of any camp program lies in the calibre of staff .
Recruitment , i n - service training , both befo re
the camp season for orientation , and a f terwards
for evaluat io n , and during the year for e xtended
learning of concepts , skills and method , must
receive much greater att ention .

9.

Year- round Camuing-- the utilization of camp
facil ities and trained staff for week- end , school
c amping , semi nars , and re treats is increasing .
Wint erizing facilities should be considered by
all camps to increase their servic e to th eir
constituency and the community at large .

10.

School Camping-- community pressure must be ap plied to local and state legislatures to give
every child enrolled i n a scho ol the oppor tunity to pa rtic ipate in a camping exp er i ence .
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The census estimated that in 1951 there were approximately 1 2 , 600 organi zed c amps in the United St ates , servicing a t leas t 4 million campers .

Organiz at ional camps

accounted for approximately 68 per . cent of campers in some
8 , 500 camps ; private camps served 8 per cent of the total
camp population in about 2 , 400 camps and the rema ining 24
per cent of the children attended the almost 1 , 700 other

types of camps .

Significantly , of the 32 million children

en ro lled in elementary and secondary schools in the United
States in 1952 , only 12 per cent received an organized camp
expe r ience .
The American camping mov ement is looking forward to
the day when "a camping exper_ience will be considered a
normal part of th e educational a nd recreational experience
·o f every American child . n 2 9
B.

J ewish Sponsored Camping

The history and development of J ewish sponsored
camps in America parallels , in large measure , but with s i g nifi cant di fferences , the development of general camping .
To t he extent that Jews in Americ a f aced the same vicis si tudes of life affecting all Americ ans , Jews r esponded i n
like or at lea st similar manner .

Where !! Judaism differed ,"

Jewi sh re actions and responses took on a flavor of its own .
29 I bid .
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Mass immigration of Jews into the United States ,
~ainly from Eastern Europe , began during the 1880 ' s and by
/

1900 some 450 , 000 Jews had poured into a few Eastern ports ,
notably New York .

From 1900 on, approximately 100 , 000 new

Jewish immigrants arrived each year .

This flo w of humanity

paused during the war years , and then c ontinued at a some what lesser pace , . until restrictive immigration laws slowed ,
then stopped the t id e by 1924 .
In 1 920 the J ewish population stood at about
3,500 , 000 in a total population of about 106 million . In the forty years which witnessed the
doubl ing of the total population , the Jews grew to
· be four teen times their number (250 , 000) of 1880 .
Only one- half of 1 per cent of the population of
the country when the eastern migration began , the
Jews re ached the proportion of 3½ per cent in
1920 . 30
This inundative influx brought with it intensified
problems of economic , social , and rel igio - cultural import .
But aside fro m th ese " it must never be for g ot ten that the
immigrant s came into an exist i ng and ongoing Jewish life .
They did not start J ewish life anew . 11 31

The fric ti on that

exi sted between t h e old German Jewish settlers , who , by the
latter part of the nineteenth century , were well on their
way to acculturat ion , had ad j usted to American life in
language , dres s , behavior patt erns , and ps yc hology , and the
30 osc ar I. J anowsky , "Histo ri cal Background " in Th e
Americ an J ew - A Composite Portrait (New York : Harper and
Brothers , 1 942) , pp . 10- 11 .
. 31 solomon Grayzel , A History of Contem}orary Jews
(New York : Meridian Books-and the J . P . S ., 1960 , p . 24 .
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new immigrants becace a f act or of consequence in the stab lishment and operation of many institutions , including
c amps .
Furthermore , the diversity in origin of the Jews
who immigrated int o th e Ne\·r World occasioned a multi plication of agen cies . The Sephardim of New York
Ci ty organized tne Hebrew Benevolent Society . . . in
1 822 , but 22 years later , the recent arrivals from
Germa:.__y es tablished t h eir own German- Hebrew Benevo lent Society • . . the East Europe an Jews quickly
expanded beyond the synagogue and established noncongregational fraternal associations ~ hospitals ,
orphan asylums , and similar agencies , J2
The duplication of internal community services
arose , i n part , fro m deep resentment felt by the new immigrants to~ard their more fortunate settled brothers , whose
att itudes toward them were somet imes fraught with shame ,
embarrassment , lack of unders tanding , and sympathy , and perhaps above all , fear , t hat these newly arrived , shabbily
dressed , for eign- looking and speaking people with ~'au tmoded "
patterns of religious behavior , would reflect negatively on
them, in rela ti onship to the general population .
Bezalel Sher man , in his book , The Jew Within Americ an So ciety , .notes _tha t "The Polish Jew .is the dirtiest of
all creatures and thalks to him , the word 'Jew' is· h ereto
coming to be used as an insult . 11 33

Sherman further reports

32 Abraham G. Duker , "Structure of the Jewish Community " i n The American Jew , op . cit ., p . 135 ,
33 Quo ted in Bezalel Sherman , The Jew Within Ameri c an Society (Detroit : Wayne State University Press , 1961) ,
p. 66 .
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that
A B ' nai B ' rit h lodge i~ Chicago explained that
it declined to accept Polish and Rus sian Jews as
members because . . . they were not yet civil ized,
were inclined to Ort~odoxy and not fit to belong
to a respectable orga~ization of American Jews . 34
Concerted atte!npts ,.-rere made to reroute immigrant
ships fro m Eastern seapo~ts to such places as Galveston ,
Texas .

It would be unfair , and historically probably untrue ,

to deny the Sephardic and Ger~an Jews proper credit for real
humanitari an and Jewish broLherly feelings toward the new
immigrant , but even these feelings found expression in
paternalism .

It would take s e v eral generations before these

deep- rooted animosities would subside and a semblance of a
united community arise .
The new immigrant f ac ed multitudinous problems of
adjustment to his new e nvi r oru:L.ent .

First and fore most was

the economic struggle he faced immediately upon landing ,
the severity of which made it difficult for the immi grant to tell which aspect of his new life h e found
most distre ssing : the rapid tempo of work . . • the
all - pervad ing , unashamed acquisitiveness , with the
rewards of success e ntai ling a complete reversal of
social status . • . giving up his old cultural and
religious value s and customs in order to attain a
degree of comfort and security . 35
Earning a

living i n the sweatshops of the needle

trades , where it is estimated mo re than two - thirds of the
immigrants began their American working experience_, took so
much of their time and e ne rgy that most of the immigrants
34 Ibid .
35 Grazel , op . cit . , pp . 24 - 25 .
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became resigned to this fate .

"Their hopes of success were

transferred
to their children , and their personal disap,
pointments were expre ssed in dr eams of social change . 113 6
While the general descriptive term "East European
Jew " is used , it must be noted that this term encompasses
a bro ad variety of countries of origin , background , and
orientation and that these difference s were reflected i n
American Jewi sh community organizati on and institutional
life .

Jews , in the strangeness of America , and in the ab -

sence of governmental assistance --these were the days before
social security , workmens compensation , hospitalization
plans , etc .--perpetuated "old world" associations by forming Landsmenschaften , fraternal orders and relief agencies
for purpose s of mutual aid as well as socialization .

The

new immigrants also brought with them the various ideological differences which had already become acute and divi sive in Eastern Europe .

"Intellectual and social move -

ments were already afoot in all of them , whose basic character was secular • • . Haskalah .
movement . • • radical socialism . n37

• the Jewish national
The Yiddish language

and culture served as the great unifying force in their
lives , but it became an important f actor in the developing
estrangement between parents and children who learned in
36 Ibid ., p . 27 .

·37 Rufus Learsi , The Jews in America (Cleveland :
The World Publishing Co ., 1954) , p . 142 .
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time to look down with contempt at the Yiddish , which they
nicknamed the ".jargon" of their parents (and) transferred
some of this contempt to the religion of their fathers as
well .
The inner sociological adjustment struggles which
took place on the part of the fir st , and between the first
and second i mmigrant generations , had long lasting effects
on the development of the .American Jewish community , effects which are still evidenced today in the relationships
be tw ee n second , third , and four th generation American Jews .
The tight family of the pea sant community or of
the Jewish tradition was sub j ected to the strains and
disloc at ions of the new society ; often it was f atally
split , although those that survived found that the
ties of cohe siveness were strengthened by the fact
of their members having to face together an ali en
world . Most tragic of a ll , the immigrants often
found that their own child ren - adapting more easily
to the new ways , caught up in the new rhythms , accepting the new life goals , and eager to me r ge themselves
with the new environment --drifted away and became
alienated fro m their parents . Perhaps i n order to
wip3 out the cleavage between themselves and their
new fellows , they saw their mother and father through
the eye of ' Americans' and c ame t o think of them as
outsiders and strangers - in sh or t , as object s . The
c ircle of alienation was completed , 38 ·
I n light of this analysis , it is not difficult t o
underst and the fac t that the first Jewi sh sponsored resi d ent camps were organized by philanthropic and Fed eration
agencies , primarily to serve n ewly arrived immigrant children .

The first such c amp was probably Camp Lehman , founded
381erner , op . cit ., p . 87 ,
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in 1893 by the Jewish Working Girls ' Vacation Society and
no~ operating as Camp Isabella Freedman . 39
Li sted below i s a chart indicating the date ss of
found i ng , by decade, of the 100 camps included in this
study .

Sinc e these 100 camps r epresent a stratified random

sampling of all the Jewi sh camps , under all types of aus piced , reference will be made to some camps , not included
i n the study , but significant in the history of the de velo pment of Jewish camping .
TABLE 1
DATES OF FOUNDING , BY DECADE , OF 100 CAMPS
INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY
Dates

Spons orship
PR

1900-1919
1 920- 1 929

1

1930- 1939

3

1 940-194 9

2

1 950- 1959

8

F

C

E

y

4

1

1

1

2

7

20
14

1

3

3

4

1

1

6

2

25

5

7

8%

6
2

8

3

1 ·

-

Private
Federation
Cente r
Educ at ional
Yidd ish

Z
P
·D
H

-

18

4

10

32

1

. 4

8

13

10

17

1

KEY
PR
F
C
E
Y

Total

1

3

1

H

1

1

3

14

p

5

1960- 1965
Total

3

z

Zionist
Philanthropic
Denominat ional
Hebrew

39 Ram on F . Berger , "Jewish Camps a re as Diverse

100%
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Of the 28 camps founded between 1900 and 1929 , 6
were sponsored by Federations and 7 by philanthropic groups !
I

Centers accounted for 8 camps , while the majority of Yiddish camps appeared during the twenties and the first
Zionist , Private , and Educational camps were organized ,
there were no denominational camps yet on the horizon .
This distribution is completely in keeping with the
develo pment of the Jewish community itself .
The origins of Jewish sponsored camping are difficult to ascertain .

A definitive history of Jewish camp-

ing is yet to be written .

Records were po ory kept , camps

were founded and disappeared without an hist oric trace , and
there i s a l most no literature of camping duri-ng this period .
Certainly among the first camps was the Educational
Alliance Camp , organized in 1 901 and loc at ed in Cold Spr~ngs ,
New York .
92nd Street

This ca.mp , i n 1912 , was jointly sponsored by the
11

r

1

for eight years and then , in 1 920 , i nc orpor-

ated a s Surprise Lake Camp , t he name under which it f unctions
as Jewi sh Life Itself ," National Jewish Monthly (Febr uary ,
1967) .
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to this very day .

Now under ?ederation sponsorship it is

one of the largest communally sponsored camps in the country .
In 1903 , the Teigh"bor::_ood Centre of Philadelphia , a
settlement house , founded the La Grange Camp for Young Women .
Neighborhood Centre , establis~:_ ed in South Philadelphia , in
the heart of the Jewish ghetto , was so pathologically concerned with the hastening of t he "Americanization " process
that it had a rule that Yiddish dare not be spoken inside
the building .

This attitude ~as typical in the more than

ninety-five YMHA ' s established by 1890 and in the estimated
seventy- five Jewish neighborhood centers and settlement
houses which appeared by 1910 . 40

Disdainful of the f act

that " the two major cultural :-ossessions iri the baggage of
. the Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe (we_re) the ancient
faith and the Yiddish language , 1141 the overwhelming majority
of these early camps did not provide kosher food , despite
t he fact that , at least during the fir st three decades ,
most of the immigrant childreu came from observant homes
where kashrut was observed .

Overt , concerted attempts were

made to strip th e child of any v estige of hi s so- called "old
world II culture .

I t was felt tha t

11

the sooner they acquired

the l anguage (English) and mar_~ers of America the sooner
40 se e B. Rabinowitz , 'J:·he Young Mens Hebrew Associations (1854 - 1913) (New York : _;ational Jewish We lfare Board ,1948)
pp . 9- 1~
H. L. Lurie , A Heritage Affirmed (Philadelphia :
Jewish Publication Society , 19 61) , pp . 16 - 18 , 52 - 56 .
41 Learsi , op . cit ., p . 147 .

l 2l
they would feel , and they hoped , be made to feel , at home . ,r4 2
The immigrants , and everything that characterized them ,
sometimes including their religion , were disparaged .

These

early camps were almost-completely devoid of any Jewish
orientation , or , the orily facet of Jewish programming was
an attenuated religious service on the Sabbath eve .
The early camps were organized essentially as
social welfare agencies with philanthropic lay
leaders serving as members of the governing boards ,
assuming responsibility for financial support ,
policy making and employment of staff for the camps .
Campers came from the most economically underprivileged Jewish families and paid minimal fees , if any .
Counselors were volunteers for the most part , serv. i ng during several weeks of their summer vacation • • •
The tradi ti on of Tzedakah, and a concern for the welfare of children of poor Jewish families has continued as one ma jor theme in the conduct of camps under
J ewish communal auspices ~4 3
The earliest Center camp in our study is Camp Wise ,
of the Cleveland Jewis h Community Center , founded in 1907 .
If problems of Jewish adjustment to America , followed by
problems of Jewish identification , plagued the large Jewish
population centers , how much more so did these problems affect the smaller Jewish communities .

Through the years ,

many small communities , either alone or in cooperation with
others , exerted great effort s to establish camps , which
fr equently became th e sole Jewish socialization force in
the lives of the children from summer to summer .

Camps

42 Grayzel , op . cit ., p . 4l .
43 Bernard Warach , "Jewish Communal Camping Trends , "
J. W. B. Yearbook l960- 61 , Chap . III , p . 42 .
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grew from Main e (C amps Jo s eph and Naomi , 1933) to Oreg on
(Camp B' nai B' rith , 1923) .
The 1'fresh air " and "good citizenship " phase of
Jewish camping which we identified in our survey of general c amping as the "recreational stage , 11 moved into the
" educational stage" in the twenties as did non- Jewish
camps .
Fo r Jewish sponsored camps , the " educational stage "
has dua l implications .

I n the f irst place , all of the

fac tors which i nfluenced general camping , the advances in
the social sciences , progressive educational theory and
practice , etc ., de scrib ed previously , had their impact on
J ewish camps as well .

Perhaps even more so , since Jews

were tradi tionally more sensitive to the role of education
and knowledge to life .

More important , however , was the

fact that Jewish educato rs and educational institutions
began recognizing the opportunities and the challenges of
the summer months to help offset the frustrations they faced
in educ ating Jewish children .

Three camps were founded dur-

ing these years in· response to these chall enges , and , as one
who is f amiliar with the h is tory of Jewish education might
expect , all three camps were the product of Benderly 1 s far re aching influence in the field .
In point of time , Cejwin Camps , organized in 1919 ,
were the fir st pioneering efforts in " educational camping ."

1 23
Beginning with a dozen children who were sent fora vacation
to the "mountains " by the Women ' s Auxiliary of the Central
Jewish Ins titute , these camps grew under the guidance ,
leadership , and directorship of Dr . A. P . Schoolman , who
is still associated with the camp .

A _d isciple of Benderly ,

Schoolman formulated the basic principles which were to
guide Cejwin through the years , including the observations
that the camp should be operated on the same standards as
well conducted privat e camps and should appeal to a clientele of lower middle - class families who send their children
to the more progressive Jewish schools in the community and
that educationally the camp should be an integral part of
the Central Jewish Institute (articulation between school
and camp) and that the art of Jewish living b e emphasized . 44
Camp Modin , a private camp , organized in 1922 for
children of parents who sought a Jewi sh educational program
within the framework of a small private institution , was
fo unded by three of Benderly ' s followers , Drs . Dushkin ,
Berkson, and Schoolman .

The camp was under the direction

of Mrs . I. B. Berkson for many years , is still in existence ,
but after passing from the Berkson hands , no longer repre sents the same commitment to Jewish education as it did
historically.

44 Albert P. Schoolman , "Th e Jewish Educational Summer Camp - A Survey of Its Development and I mplications ,"
Jewish Educ ation , XVII , No . 3
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Benderly himself e stablished two c amps ,

Signifi-

~antly , these were the first camps under the sponsorship
I

'
6f
a Bureau of J ewish Education .

Also of import anc e is the

f act that the first effort , The Kvutzah , founded in 1927 ,
was the·first Hebrew s peaking camp in the country .

As one

might expect from an educ ator of the stature of Benderl y ,
the principle s under which the camp f unct ioned were in
full consonance with progressive educational ideas .

The

campers themse l v es undertook the direc ti on of the act ivities
and cared for all their needs ,

There was no hired help--

the entire camp was a unique experiment in democratic living and planning .

During the five years of existence

Benderly u tilized the camp setting to influence his "second
ech elon " of young le ad ers for careers in Jewi sh Education ,
In 1932 , the camp operation moved to Godeffroy , New York ,
became Camp Achvah , and changed its objectives to approxi mate those of Cejwin . 45
Four of the five Yiddish camps in our study were
organized between 1919 and 1927 .
In 1919 Sh.o lem Aleichem Folk Shul #1 l aunched a
projec t enabling the children of that . school to
spend their summer vacations out of the city i n an
atmosphere of play , learning and lei sure . Only the
parents of five boys and fiv e girl s agreed t o avail
themselves of this opportunity . The program consisted
45 A. P . Gannes and Levi Soshuk , "Th e Kvutzah and
Camp Achvah , " J ewish Educ a tion , XX , No . 3 (Summer, 1949 ) ,

61- 69 . .
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of play , singing Jewish songs and reading some of
the works of Sholem Aleichem . It was then and
there that the children decided to name the place
' Boiberik , 1 after the name of the summer resort
46
which figures in some of Sholem Aleichem ' s stories .
Leibush Lehrer , the spirit and guiding light of
Boiberik , acknowledged the influence of Dewey and Kilpat rick in formulating the general educational philosophy of
the camp .

Howev er , the motto of the camp , "The Most Humane

Education for a Jewish Child is a Jewish Educ ation ,u was
the camp' s answer to the -pressure of a sizeable group among
Jewish secularists and old line "Bundists " who felt that the
aim of education , including Jewish education , should be concentrated on universal humanistic ideas .

There were vari-

ations in leftist , secularist , anti- Zionist , Yiddishist
groups which led to the fo unding of various organizations
and fr ate r nal groups such as the Workmen ' s Circle and the
Sholom Aleichem Folk I nstitute , to the operation of Jewish
schools and t o the es tablishment of J ewish- Yiddish camps .
Most were ideologically united in negating "religion " and
in the repud iation of ri tual observances .

Overpowering all

else , however , was ·the love of the Yiddish l anguage and of
the folk-c ulture of Eastern Europe .

The Bund , organized in

1897 , represented , among the Jewish wo r kers , " the revolutionary strivings of Russian socialism while recognizing the
46Leibush Leh rer , Cam Boiberik - The Growth of an
Idea (New York : Sholom Aleich em Folk Institute , 1959 , p .

s:--
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folk -- though not the national--characte r of the Jewish popy-1ation and appealing to it through the Yiddish language . 11 47
Many of these trans planted "Bundists " became completely
alienated from the mainstream of Judaism through the twenties and thirties and only the aftermath of nazism softened
their views .

Other secularists _a dhered to the thinking of

Simon Dubnow , who preached a unique spiritual nationalism
which was diaspora centered and negated any need for political Zionism .
Kinderland , founded in 1923 , is today sponsored by
"a representative body of Jewish secularists dedicated to
the cultural and social enrichment of the progressive Jewish
community ," but was originally founded by the Workmen's
Circl e who lost control of the camp to leftist communist
elements in the organization .

Kinder- ring , sponsored and

now fully controlled by the Workmen's Circle , and was founded
in 1927 .
Kinderwelt , sponsored by the Fa rb and - Labor Zionist
Order , while clas sifi ed among Yiddish camps , differs rad i cally fro m the others .

Founded in 19 25 , it was , first of

a l l , the first camp with a specific Zionist orient ation , a
l abor- Zionist philosophy, established as an adjunct of the
Folkshuln , the pioneer Yiddish- Hebrew secularist school
system in America , and torn by a "Kultur
· 47

·
.
Grayzel , op . cit . , pp . 34- 35 .

Kampf" between
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extreme Yiddishist and Hebraist proponents .

Linguistically

the c amp provided a Yiddish milieu , but Hebrew was always
present , in greater or lessor degrees .

Today , none of

these camps are in any way linguis.t ically Yiddish --while at
the outset the drive to educate the second generation in
Yiddishkeit with particular emphasis on the Yiddish tongue ,
was the primary motivation for establishing these camps .
A secondary purpose of these camps re volved around
the interests of the Je wish Labor Movement .

According to

Epstein , Jewish labor had three distinctive fea tures :
· . . . the veterans were militant adherents of radi cal beliefs - there was no ' neutral ' among them . . •
ideol ogical and political beginnings preceded indus trial organizat ion . . . young intellectuals had a
decisive part in its formative stages . 48
A fervor of spirit and social romanticism permeated
the camp programs .

The writer recalls attending Camp Hoff-

nung , a Workmen ' s Circle camp in 1928, when he was a very
young boy , and the memory of listening for the SaccoVanzetti verdict and the experience of meeting Norm2n
Thomas , the leader of American socialism , has remained untarnished through the years .

Involvement in social issues

and causes became a part of the camp program .
When the Jewish immigrant population began to ascend
into the middle class , and Jewish vocational goals became
48Melech Epstein , Jewish Lab or in U. S . A. (New York :
Trade Union Sponsoring Committee , 1950) , p . ix .
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white collar and professional , the ties to t~e Labor Move ment began to weaken .

Political radicalism persisted , how -

e ver , and significant numbers of immigrant Jews and their
c hildren were swept up by leftist·movements in the thirti es and forties .
status , the

1

Despite the change of work and economic

' oldtimes 11 persisted in the life - patterns and

id eologies of thei r early years .

The Yiddish Press ,

p a r ticularly The Forward , was most responsible for guiding
t he thought processes of these people .

The camps , popu-

l at ed by second and third generations , were soon in conflict
with the i r elders and the original ideals and motivations
for organizing the c amp became dissipated , wat e red - down
u n til th er e is l ittle relationship between the early camps
a nd the same c amps as operating today .
In 1 926 , at the suggestion of th e director of the
F e derati on of Jewi sh Phi lanthropies of New Yo r k , th e Jewi sh
Vac ation Association was formed .

Its pur pose was

to for m

11

a pe rmanent or ganization for c oordinating summer camp
ac t i vities . ''

This association pe r formed . valuable services

in six areas :
1.

S erved as the c amp department for three
l a r ge J ewish casework agencies and handled
a ll of th e ir camp placements .

2.

Conducted a camp application bureau to
whi c h any J ewish agency , or any persons
no t i d entified with any social age ncy could
turn for · assistance in placing chil dren in
c amps .
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3.

Acted as a consult ant on camp planning and
intake for eleven camps with a t otal capacity
of 4 , 000 persons . Intake for seven of these
camps was completely centralized through the
headquart~rs of the association .

4.

Maintained cooper a tive relationships with
a larg e number of other camps to which re ferrals were made in accordance with the
needs and intere sts of the applicants .

5.

Collected information about the needs of
each . camp appl icant , i ncluding his economic
status .

6.

Gave each candidate refe rred to a camp a
medical examination . 49 ·

The coordination of camping services unde r Federa tion sponsorship was a significant move forward in increasing the number of children who could g o to camp and
trying to enrich their experiences .

Efforts at coordinat ing

c amping services were initiated i n other parts of the country as well .
Twenty per cent of the camps in our s urvey were
organized during th e twenties , of these , 35 per cent were
center camps ; 30 per cent organiz ed by philanthropic agencies ; 20 per cent by Yiddish speaki ng groups ; 10 per cent
by Federations or Welfare Funds ; and one Zionist camp and
one Private camp .
Two of the largest Center camps organiz ed during
this period were the New Jersey "Y" camps (1920) and the
49 rda Oppenheimer , "A Central Camping Service , "
Survey Mid monthly (May , 1944)
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Philadelphia

11

Y" camps , Arthur and Reeta (1925) .

These two

camps were to be c ome the prototype of the Center camps which
were to c ontinue developing during each succeeding decade
and were to become the largest single grouping of camps
serving the greatest number of Jewish children of all Jewish communally sponsored camps .
The world:-wide economic depression which b egan in
1929 and extend ed t hrough the thirties brought politi cal
and social upheavals and turbulence in its wake .

The tw o

rev olutionary authoritarian movements which profited from
the -situation had f ar- reaching effects on all people , but
particula rly t r agic and t r ying effec ts on Jews .

The h or-

r endous pers ecut ion , disloca tion , and fi nally destruction
of European J e1-·rry by the nazi sub- humans on the one hand ,
and t h e false messianism of Russian communi sm on the other
were mirrored i n t h e thought , concerns and activity of the
American Jewish communi ty during this decade .

The struggle

of the Jewi sh Yishuv in Pales tine toward the res to r ati on of
a J ewish National home , its conflict with the Arabs , its
ordeal with the British mandate authoritie s , its frustra t ions in trying to provide refuge for European Jewry , particularly children organized under Youth Al iyah , reve r ber~
a ted throughout the Jewi sh world and he lped b ring . about
r enewed interest in Zionism and _the development of the Zioni st youth movements , of Hachsharen centers and of the fir st
Zionist camps .
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This period of Sturm und Drang was also a time of
great theore tical conflicts within the American Jewish
commun ity as to the place of ethnic and religio-cultural
groups in the framework of American democracy and the evolving social and poli tica·1 philosophies of the time .

We have

seen that substantial numbers of first generation immigrants
were already indifferent to affiliation with organized
religion of any kind , but that they expressed their Jewishness in other varying ways .

The second generation , oftimes

referred to as .a "lost generation " vis a vis Judaism , since
their parent s were too preoccupied by the i mmediate problems
of economic survival in America and could give little attention to educating their children Jewishly , coupled with the
terrible dichotomy between the transplant ed European Reder
or even Talmud Torah and the public school with its nons ensical "melting- pot '' orientation , led to notions that
adjustment to America demanded obliteration of all differences .

Lack of J ewish consciousness on the part of large

segments of second generation Jews in the thirties , may also
be attributed , according to Grayzel , " to the special suscept i bil ity to rationalist influences .

and the inability

of immigrant parents to transmit their heritage in terms of
the new environment . 11 50
Thi s inner struggle was manifested in the types of
50 Grayzel , op . cit ., p . 52 .
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programming that evolved and the philo s ophical and social
overtones which appeared , particularly in Center and communal camps .

Too many of the social workers were personally

effected by communist ideology and this was reflec ted in the
values they brought with them to the camps they served .
"There was much confusion and lack of knowledge about Jews
and Jud aism .

The . struggle for the evolvement of a sound

philo sophy for Jewish communal camping was at i ts peak . 11 51
Miriam Ephraim, who served until recently as Direc tor of Program Services of the National Jewish Welfare
Board wri tes :
I t was also during this period , with the stimulating and provocative leadership of . . . outstanding social workers . . . that the workirs in recre ational and informal educational settings such as
cente r s and camps intensified their experimentation
with the new method of social group work , · which was
based on the creative use of the group experience ,
with the help of a trained group leader , for individ ual growth and the achievement of group goals . Combin i ng progressive educational and soc ial work ob jec tives and drawing upon new knowledge in the fields
of psychology and sociology , as well as other relate d
disciplines , the social group work method was readily
adopted in both camping and center programming . 52
Unfortunately , a ma j ority of social work practitioners , while deeply concerned with the individual , minimized ,
prac tically to the point of exclusion , the f act that

11

the

personality development of the individual Jew and his ad just 51Miri am R. Ephraim , " A Look at Jewish Communal
Camping ," Jewish Education , XXXVI , 2 (Winte r , 19 66) , 99 ,
52 Ibid .
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ment to his environment could be achieved most efficiently
through meaningful Jewish , as well as general , group exper1

i~nce s . 1153

This led to a situation in the thirties where

a substantial proportion of Center and communal camps ,
Federat ion and Philanthropic as well , and Private for sure ,
were almost completely devoid of any meaningful Jewi sh pro gramming or consciousness during this entire period , de spite
the unmistakeable le ssons which should have been apparent
to all Jews in light of world conditions and events .

The

tragedy , from the point of v iew of meaningful , creative
J ewish survival in America , is the fact that these attitudes
of the thirties have taken a long time in changing and
v e stiges of Jewish non- concern and Jewish illiteracy among
the staffs of t h ese camps , despite radical changes in upper
echelon thinking , persist to thi s day in too many of these
c amps .
· The economic effects of the depression brought serious deprivat ion to large numbers of Jews along with the
re st of the population .

Jewish communal services were also

affe cted by the financial crisis , but , on the other hand ,
the funds available were allocated primarily for welfare
purpo s es .

Camping became a concern of councils of social

agencies , of Jewish Federations , and of non- sectarian agencies which also serviced Jewish children .

53 I bid .
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The Zionist movement entered the camping arena with
the founding by Hashomer Hatzair of its first camp in 1928 .
Hashomer

Hatzair was originally a Zionist scout movement

organized independently in various cities in Galicia and
Poland in 1913 .

It

after the first World War it began

t o emphasize Palestine and the revival of Hebrew .

With thi s

it combined a s ocial ist program thus forming a synthesis of
Mar xism and (Jewish) nationalis m. 11 54

Camp Kvutzah , organized

i n 1933 by the Young Poale Zion Alliance (which became Habonim
i n 1 935) started in Accord , New York , and , today , has a net work of nine camps nationally .

Camp Judea , of the general

Zionist movement , began in New England in 1938 and the re ligious halutz movement , originally called Hashomer Hadati
and now B' nei Akiva organized its first Camp .Moshava in
1 937 . 55
Understandably , only 14 per cent of the camps in
our study were organized during the thir ties .

It i s r eally

surprising that there were even this many , considering tre
economic conditions of the times , except that most of the
Zionist camps were f ounded on a shoestring with generally
rented s i tes and the most primitive conditions which re quired li ttle capital i nvestment .

A numb er of the Center

camps organized duri ng this period made use of State camp
54 shoshanna Sankowsky , A Short History of Zionism
(New Yor k : Block Publishing Co ., 1947) , p . 108 .
55 Avr aham Schenker , " Zionist Camping in America ,"
Jewish Education , XXXVI , 2 (Winte r, 1 966) , 1030
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facilitie s and were faced only with operational budgets .
The Second World War , the holocaust and the struggle and a ttai112ient of statehood by Israel were the focii
of attention of the American Jewish community during the
for ties .

The impact of these events brought significant

changes in the thinking and behavioral patterns of the community .

In ca~ping , eleven of the eighteen camps in our

study founded during the fortie s , were established by Educational (3), Zionist (4), Denominational (3)(appearing
for the first time in the history of the development of
camping) , and Hebre-w Speaking (1) institutions .
Bureaus of Education and Colleges of Jewish Studies
also entered the camping field .

It took aimost twenty years

for Bureaus of Jewish Education to follow the_ pioneering
example of Benaerly in 1926 .

The Chicago Board of Jewish

Education founded Camp Avodah (1943) during the war to
"provide young people with the opportunity of working on a
farm combined

,;-.i th

Jewish living . 11 56

The Bureau also co -

operated with th e Chicago College of Jewish Studies in organizing Camp Sharon and was instrumental i n the fo unding
of the first Camp Ramah in Wisconsin in 194 7 ..
Camp Yavneh was established as a study camp by the
Boston Hebrew Teachers College in 1942 and in 1944 Camp
Galil was opened by the Cleveland Bureau .

Cincinnati oper-

56 Abraham P . Gannes, Central Community Agencies for
Jewish Education (Philadelphia : The Dropsie College for
Hebrew and Cognate Languages , 1954) , p . 85 .
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ates Camp Mac ab ee and the Maine Cbrnmittee on Jewish Education established Camp Lown in 1946 .
The fir st denominational camps were organized by
the Orthodox group--Camp Aguda in 1941 and Camp Bnos in
1946 .

As noted , the Conservative Movement began in the

field of camping i n 1947 with the establishment of Camp
Ramah in Wisconsin .

The first camp of the Reform Movement

appeared in 1951 .
The Hebrew Camp , sponsored by Hanoar Ha ivri , appeared in 1941 under the name Camp Ma ss a d .

While not the

fir st Hebrew speaking carnp--this honor goes to Benderly ' s
Kvutzah in 1926--Massad was the first camp of its type open
-to c ampers of all ages . 57

Now developed on three separate

sites , it is in reality the only Hebrew speaking camp in
America .
By the for t i es , philanthropic and Federation camps
were no longer being organiz ed , and Federations began providing · s ubsidies to non- Federation sponsored camps while
continuing t o support and expand i ts own previously organi zed camps .
We have already mentioned the effect of the activities of the Ame ric an Camping Association on general campi ng .

The s e effects were felt on increasing numbers of

57 Shlomo Shulsinger , "Heb rew Camping - Five Years
of Massad , 11 J ewish Educ a tion , XVII , 3 (June , 1 946) , 17 .
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Jewi sh camps as well .

Many profes sionals of Jewish camps

were active in the affairs and discussions of the ACA with
I
I
a net result that 58 per cent of the camps in our survey
are members of the association .

The significance of these

membership fi gures will be discussed in a later chapter .
Notice should also be taken of the fact that , except
for Zion ist camps , volunteerism practically disappeared as
a f actor in camp staffing and leadership in re sident campi ng became more and more the province of the professionals ,
most of whom were employed by Jewish community_ centers or
11

Y1 s

11

on a year round basis , assigned to their camps for

approximately fo ur months of the year .

Full- time camp

directors began appearing on the scene towa·rd the end of the
fortie s , although there were a selected few , i . e ., Schoolman
at Ce j win , even earlier .
The aftermath of the Second World War wrought a
r evolution in the Jewish Center Movement which led to a
basic re-eva'luation of the fund amental purposes of the Jewi sh community center .
The original emphasis of centers , YM and YMHA ' s ,
Jewish settlement houses and neighborhood centers
had been on the ' Americanization ' of i'mmigrants , and
hence on programs designed to increase mastery of
English and general acculturation . After World War
II, however , the emphasis at least in administrative
and professional deliberations , if not consistently
and universally in actual program practices , turned
to what has loosely been labeled ' Jewish content '
and 'J ewish values . ' 58
58 cha r les Levy , " Jewish Communal Services " in Oscar
I. J anowsky , The American Jew - A Rea p r aisal (Pniladelphia :
J ewish Publication Society , 19 64 , p . 263 .
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The Center Movement , always an important factor in
J ewish communal life , expanded its membership rolls from
427 , 000 to 646 , 000 , and its annual expenditures from
$7 , 171 , 000 to $25 , 051 , 000 between 1945 and 1960 . 59

Two

signif~cant trends were discernable in the membership fig ure s ; members under four teen (camp age) constituted approxi mately one- third of the total membership , and members over
the age of sj_xty began to be a quantitatively si,gnif j_cant
segment of the Center population .

Center camping reflected

these trends in the expansion of camping services to both
age groups .
An historic study , the recommendations of which we re

to effect th e entire Center movement from the time of it s
appearance to this very day , was undertaken by the National
Jewish Welfare Board i n 1947,

The fi ndings , known as the

Janowsky Rep ort or the JWB Surv ey , led to nationwide dis cussions and the adoption by the National Jewish Welfare
Board of some twenty- two recommendations covering all as pe cts of JWB services .

I ncluded was a " Statement of

Principles " providing guid elines for centers and camps i n
the clarif ication of thei r purpo ses and goals .

J anowsky

summarized his conclusions as follo ws :
The most important conclusion of the Survey is
that the Jewish Center should have a Jewish purpo se 59 J . W. B. Yearbook 1960- 61 , "The Jewish Community
Center Field , 11 Ap:pendices , pp . i , ii , vi .
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that it should be an agency with which the Jew might
id entify himself in order to satisfy his specialized
Jewish needs . From this premise , it follows logi c ally that the program of the Jewish center should
de vote primary attention to J ewish content , without ,
of course , excluding or ignoring the general ac tivi ties which are essential for a well - rounded
center program .
Thi s position f ~rther implies that J ewish
cen'ters cannot be non- sectarian agencies . I maintain
that non - sectarian neighborhood centers are highly
de sirable . But , if special Jewish centers are es tablished , they must have a Jewish purpose . They cannot be Jewis h and non- sectarian at the same time . If
Jew ish cen ters a re truly non- sectarian , they have no
re ason for e xistence as Jewish agencies . 60
What J anowsky wrote about the centers appl ied equally
to. the c amps sponsored and operated by the centers .

However ,

as with all revoluti onary and innovative ideas , it was to
take a very long time to institute changes .fro m the " ideal"
to the "real ."

Our study will address itself , in terms of

the actual practices of center camps , to these very questions .
The events le ading to and the e stablishment of the
State of I srael s purred on the accelerated development of
Zionist c amps .

I n 194 5 , there were mo re than thirty such

c amps operat i ng throughout the United States and Ganada .
By now , all of the . Zionist youth movements wi th the exception of Betar and Left Poal e Zion , which fo unded their camps
in 19 5 3 and 1950 re spe ct ively , were servicing over 6 , 000
children duri ng th e summer .
The l argest si ngle d ecade of growth and deve lopment
60

Osc ar I. Janowsky , The J . W. B . Survey (New York :
Th e Di al Press , 1948) , p . xxii i.
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of camps unde : .~ Jew i s h sponsorsh ip were the fift ie s .

Thirty-

two per cent of al_ the camps in our study were founded
during this peri od, of which th irty- one per cent were de~
nominationa l ca~us .
Sklare, in his study of Conservative Juda ism written
in 1955 , poin-: s ou t that " tho s e wh o feel the most guilty
about having c;.. Cce_dei to the Conservative pattern of Jewish
education are the rabbis . 11 61

He then cites Gordis , who

writes :
• • • procably the most crucial (of our we aknesses)
has been our widespread lack of success in Jewish
- educ ation . . . The Hebrew School • . . has generally been the stepchild of our educational system
instead o: bei~g the cornerstone . Instead of fight i ng the t~end ( toward the reduction of standards) we
(rabbi s) ~ave all too often surrendered , 62
Dissa~isfaction with the s t ate of Jewish religious
education in Conservative sch ools resulted in increased
efforts to persuade schools to raise their standards and a
slow process of upi·:3-rd trends began .

In addition to advo -

cating all ma~~~er of changes to intensify the school program ,
s ynagogue leac ers began seeking other opportunities to improve the qua lity of education for their children .

Re alists ,

they recognized th&t whatever was to be offered , it would
have to take place -.-ri thin the framework of the existing
pattern of CoLservative education--Hebrew and Sunday school
61 Marshall Sklare , Conserva tive Juda ism (Illinois :
The Free Press , 1955) , p . 154 .
62 I bid ., quoted from Robert Gordis , "The Tasks Be for e Us ," Co n2 erv a t i v e Judaism , I, 1 , October , 1944.
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programs .

Suppl ementary instruction in Hebrew langua ge and

in "Jewish living " cou ld easily take place in a camp setting
a.nd Camps Ramah were born .
Katzoff , in his study of the ·philos ophy of the Conservative Congregational School, repo rts that :
At a two - day educat ional conference of the Rab binica l Assembly , h eld at the end of l94 6 , the
achievements of . the Conservative schoo l s were
weightily pondered and several solutions were propo sed . Emphasis was placed especially upon the
utili zation of the free summer months for Jewish
educ 8.tion , by way of c amp programs .· I mplementati on
of this proposal was effec ted by the establishment
of Camp Ramah , the fir st Conse 5xative camp i n the
country in the summe r of 1947 . )
The l947 Ramah camp was in Wi sconsin and s erv iced
children mainly fro m Chicago .

This was followed by Camp

Ramah in the Pocono s , in 1950 , for children from the Philadelph i a ar ea , and Ramah in Connecticut in l9 53 for youngsters fro m the New York area .
and Cana da i n 1963 .

California followed in l954

These camps, while se rving loc a l a re as

and opera +; ed by loc a l camp boards , are pE:. rt of a natio nal
system of camps, centrally controlled .
The Union of ·American Hebrew Congregations
e stablished five camps during the fifties beginning
with the Union Camp Institute i n Minn es ota in l951 .
Camps Saratoga and Hess Kram er were opened in l952 -the fir st served the San Francisco area and the second
organized by a Reform Congregation Lo s Ange le s .

York :

During the

63 1ouis Katz~ff , Is sues in Jewish Education (New
Block Publishing Co ., 1 949) , p . 148 .
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su.mmer of 1958 , three mo r e camps were opened , Camp Joseph
Ei sner in Massachusetts , Camp Harlam for the Philadelphia
area , and the Union

Camp

Institute in Indiana .

The seventh

Refo rm Jewish Camp opened in 1962 in Georgia and serves
Southeastern United States .

All of these camps , except Hess

Kramer , are guid ed through the Department of Camp and Youth
Education from UAHC headquarters i n New York City .
Of the fourte en private camps included i n our study ,
e i ght were organized during the fi fties .

By this time the

"affluent society" was i n full swing and Jewish class
mobtli t y shifted fro m lower- middle to middle - middl e and
upper- middle strata .

Jew i sh parents could more easily a f -

ford to send the ir children to camps , but the camps had to
conform to nouveau riche qualifications .

Many of these camps

were simply summer re sor ts for children .

One estimate has

be en made that there are approximately seventy- five private
camps that c at er excl us ively to J ewish clientele , 64 a second
estimate places the number of such camps at 250 with 50 , 000
children enrolled . 65

Unfortunately there· are no valid

statistics avail able on the t otal number of private camps
and the nature of their campers .

In most states camps need

not re gister or be especially licensed and membership in the
Americ an Camping Association is voluntary .

It is possible

to review the listings of camps i n the ACA Directory , try
to recognize Jewish names of owners and assume that the camp
64 Melzer , op . cit ., p . 40 .

65B erger , op . ci· t .
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serves Jewish children .
this process .

The "250 11 were probably estimated by

This rather unscientific procedure does not

account for the probably countless thousands of Jewi sh
children who attend non- sectarian, Boy Scout , YMCA , and
other camps sponsored by non- Jewish agencies or owners .
It is possible that larger numbers of Jewish children attend
non- Jewish sponsored camps than camps under Jewish auspices .
The Federation of Jewi sh Philanthropies of New York ,
through its Functional Committee on Camping , based on data
gathered between 1955 and 1957 , outlined a blueprint for
the development of voluntary agency sponsored resident camp
services for the Jewish community in the New York City area .
The recommendations were in tpe areas of priority of services , exis ting sites , and f acilities , additional sites and
facilitie s , capital funds and organization of camping services , non- Federation camps under Jewish communal auspices ,
operating costs , and research and study needs .

A most com-

prehensive study , it has for med the basis for camping ac tivities under Federation guidance to thi s very day .

Among

the recommendations worthy of particular note were :
1.

Federation camp services should be primarily
for families unable to afford private or selfsustaining camping facilities .
(This i s in keeping with the traditional at titude of Federation toward camping . )

2.

Construction of new facilities should be
primarily for elementary age school children , where the greatest demand has been
evidenced .
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3.

Equitable opportunities for camping services should be maintained for both sexes ,
geo graphic areas , agency membership , and
the community at large .

4.

Of all the various reported categories of
camps , potential expansion seems most likely
to occur amongst the self- sustaining , Jewish ,
r eligious camps .
(This prediction has indeed been realized . )

5.

There is relatively little expressed demand
fo r camping services for teenagers . The
least demand for teenage s ervices comes from
th e l ower income group , with an increased
d emand coming from middle income groups primarily for girls . • . Despite this low
de mand the community is eager to encourage
c amping service s to this age group , because
of its educational potential for fut ur e
le adership .

Of pa r ticular significance in this very detailed
study was the fact that no attention was given to the Jewish
purposes and programming of these Federation camps .

Concern

was shown for all aspects of the camp , except for its most
e ssential e l ement .
The f irst half of the sixties saw the continued
growth of denominational

camping .

The orthodox camp move -

ment was most active in purchasing former private camps and
c onverting them for use by yeshivot , Lubavitcher groups ,
Yeshiva University council groups , and the like .

Re f orm

c amping added a camp , and just recently a $100 , 000 gift from
a n i ndividual was cont r ibuted toward the establishment of a
Re f orm Camp for the New Englan d area .

Ramah camps expanded

int o the Berkshires and Israel .
A s l ow but st e ady metamorphosis is taking place
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within Center and Federation camps in the direction of expanding and enhancing Jewish programmatic content , as a
reaction to the previous historic tendency to minimize the
Jewish component .

To . help initiate this process , the JWB

sponsored a two - day national conferenc·e on resident camping
i n New York in Decemb er , 1961 .

More than a hundred camp

leaders from all over America participated in deliberations
which , in addition to the usual concerns about such matters
as camp facilitie s , fee setting , budgeting and financing ,
purchasing , food services , the role of the camp committee
or Board , etc ., also addressed itself to the fundamental
i ssues of the purposes , goals

and objectives , programming ,

s elec tion , and training of staff in light of newly evolving
understandings of the Jewish communal responsibilities of
these c amps .

The JWB Year Book of that year highlighted a

s tudy and analysis of Jewish communal camping trends , writ t en by Bernard Warach of the Associated "Y' s " of New York ,
a nd i n 1 965 Arthur Brodkin , the JWB consultant on camping
compiled a Directory of Summer Camps under Jewish Communal
Aus pices .

This directory listed some 100 camps , located

mai nly in New York and Pennsylvania .
Th e American Association for Jewish Education , c ogniz ant of the growing demand for an emphasis on education
in J ewi sh camping , sent a questionnaire in the summer of
1 963 to more than 100 camps , not including private camps ,
of wh i ch 61 responded .

Based on the statistical findi ngs ,
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the Hrite:r of thi s study , pre:;iare d an a nalysis of the re spons es , which wa s publish ed i n t he American Jewish Yearbook of 1966 .

Th is article s erv ed in s mall part a s a c a talytic

agent , in precipitat ing i n cre as ed a ttention to the is sue of
the Jewish purpo s es of camps opera ting. under Jewish communal
auspices .
The Conference of Ful_- Time Executives of Jewish
Communal Camps was organized in 1957 by a handful of camp
dire ctors who recogn ized the b en efits that could be gained
by meeting togeth er and shari~g their experiences .

Annual

conferences were convened , wi~h Harold Beker , then director
of the Philadelphia "Y" camps , as convener .

Topics dis -

cussed over the years were varied , but were mainly concerned with general camping procedures and pr_oblems .

Since

most of the camp directors were employed by camps affiliated
with the JWB it was natural t hat the yearly conferences
became a functional responsibility of the JWB and its camping consultant , and conference papers were published by the
JWB .

The preface to the 1 967 proceedings is of particular

significance i~ that a new trend became discernable.
In addition to the values inherent in the examination and discussions of t :_e concerns of administering
an effec tive camping program , the Conferen ce has also ·
served as a ma jor vehic le for interpreting the important and significant contribution which a camping
experience can make to the camper and the community .
The role and function of the re sident camp unde r
J ewi$h coJI·riu..n.al auspices '_as taken on new meaning as
ways are sough t for s t rength ening the individual ' s
id entificat ion with the Jewish people and the Jewish
community . Th e theme of t h e 1967 Conference- , rprogram ,
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Policies and Practices to Achieve the Ob j ectives
of the Jewish Communal Camp ," highlights this interest on the part of the camp directors to assure
that the services and activities of their camps
are fulfi lli ng these most important objectives and ,
at the same time , providing these services on the
hi ghe st professional leve1 . 66
The 1967 Conference i ncluded papers on such items
as "Use of In take Process in Relation to Purposes and Ob jec tives of Camp ;·" Rol e of Staff on Achieving Purposes and
Obj ectives ," as well as general camping concerns such as
"Current Salary Information and Personnel Practices for
Full -Ti me Camp Staff " or "Th e Use of Camp on a Year Round
Basiso 11
While the 1968 Conference reverted to emphasis on
general camping issues , it did include a session on "Use of
Israel Program and Staff i n Camp ."
An historic "first " took place in Januar y of 1969

when t h e JWB , the AAJE , a nd the Conference of Full- Time
Executives spons ored a National Conference on Jewi sh Camping ,
who s e theme was "S trengthening th e Jewish Expe rienc es of th e
Children at Camp ."

Attending th is conferenc e were repre -

sentatives of s ome 200 camps including thos e sponsored by
Federations , Jewi sh Community Cente r s , bureaus of Jewish
Educ ation , synagogue b odies , Zionist organizati ons , and Yid dish c ultural groups .

Sessions included such topics as

Bas ic I ssues in Jewish Camping , The Role of Isra el in th e
67 con fer ence Papers , Conference of Full- Time Executives of Jewi sh Communal Camps (New York : Jewi sh Welfare
Boa rd , 1967) , Preface .
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Camp Program ,

Enriching J ewi sh Life Experiences in the

Camp , ' 'Staff TrainL":.g for Strengthening Jewish Identification and Practice, and

Dev eloping Effective Communication

Among Camps to StreT.gthen Jewish Experiences of the Camper .
An interesting by- p~oduct of th e conference were the meet-

i ngs of similar- puryose groups .

For example , this was the

first time , after a~most forty years of co - existence, that
"Yiddish " camps met as a group .

The same was true for

Zionist camps , and , as a result of the conference , an As sociation of Zionis t - Sponsored Camps is in the process of
organization which will incorporate the more than forty
such camps being operated by the various Zionist youth movements .
Of greatest import for the future development of
J ewish camping were the re solutions passe d unanimously by
, the conference giving direction for the coming years .

Two

of them are worth noting :
1.

It is the cons ensus of those i n attendance at
the first National Conferenc e on Jewish Camping that the deliberations and discussions
which _took place is the beginning of sharing ,
l earning , and exploration that need to take
place continually in order to strengthen the
Jewish dimension of the camp programs . It is
therefore resolved that this group meet again
next year to continue the work now begun • • •

2.

·The Conference urges that a Task Force be es t ab l ish ed to explore and assess the need for
and feasibility of organizing a national body
f or J ewish camping . If such an organization
is f ound feasible and _useful , it should be the
r espons ibili ty to project the purpose , struc tur e , f unction , and budget for such an organ i zation • • •
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Another important development for Jewish camping took
place in New York in 1962 , when a meeting was held to consider the establishment of a central organization for all
Jewish sponsored camps operating out of the New York area .
A certificate of incorporation was issued in 1963 , and fin ally , in April of 1964 , the Association of Jewish Sponsored
Camps , with Ramon Berger as director , began functioning .
By 19 68 , thirty- seven camps, representing a wide spectrum
of Jewish communal camping , were affiliated . 67

The Associa-

tion i s supported by a subvention fro m the Federation of
J ewish Philanthropies of New York and by dues from member
camps and cooperating agencies .

Among the important activ-

i ties of the Association is the publication of an Annual
Direc tory of Member Camps which attractively and succinctly
provides basic information about each camp for prospective
campers .

A Newsletter is published monthly and provides

important and i nt ere sting information .

A sampling of re -

cen t i ssues inc ludes such diverse items as Informat ion on
Federal Surplus foods , a report on the development of
Hasidic--Yeshivah C':linps indicating that there are now (July ,
19 69) twenty- six such camps operating , Information on low
cos t construction materials for camp buildings , a Department
of Social Services memo , Report on a Summer Reading Program
prepared by UAHC , and the like .

The Association was instru-

. 67 Fifth Annual Report . 1967- 1968 (New York : Asso ciation of Jewish Sponsored Camps , Inc ., 1968) .
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mental in developing the very first manual written on Kash-

-rut
,!

in camping .

The Preamble to its by- laws states :

The Association of Jewish Sponsored Camps , Inc . ,
in its endeavor to provide the best possible camping
services to the people of the Greater New York metro politan area will be comprised of many camps , cooperating organizations , and interested individuals
repre senting a variety of spiritual , educational ,
and social purposes in both their philosophy and
practices . In matters pertaining to dietary prac tice s , Sabbath observance, religious content , and
other spiritual concerns , the ASSOCIATION recognizes the wide variety of practice of it s members
and re spects the autonomy of each organization . 68
The Association in..herited the functions of the Jew-

ish Camp Application Bureau , a referral and information
service for the unaffiliated community at large .

It has

also helped member camps find new camp sites , helped establish Judaica and gene r al libraries in most of its affiliated
camps , recruited medical and non- pr ogram personnel , and
helped people in key camp positions , developed a re source
library and file used by camp directors seeking ideas and
information .

One of i ts more interesting projects has been

I

extending camp services to members of the black Jewish community .

The director visits member camps during the summer

and serves as a consultant to them .
Another i ndic at ion of the rising interest and concern of camp directors i n the role they and their camps can
play in educating children and staff toward a better understanding of the relevance of Judaism to contemporary living ,
68
Abstract of By- Laws , Association of Jewish Sponsored Camps , Inc .
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is the participation of these individuals in seminars for
camp staff conducted by JWB in Israel .
I

.

.

The diversity of American Jewish life is mirrored
i n its many- faceted camps .

Like most institutions , they

lag behind the -more progressive thinking of the intellectual
leadership .

The full significance and historical impor-

tance of the J ewish summer camp lies in its future development and is yet to be written .
Israel is becoming more and more of a factor in
American Jewish camping .

On the one hand , thousands of

Americ an children have had the opportunity to spend their
summers in I srael in camping settings .

On the oth er hand ,

American camps are employing more Israelis on their staffs .
During the summer of 1969 , more than 200 Israelis were
brought fro m Israel just to work in summer camps .

Addition-

al numbers of Israeli students, temporary residents of the
United States , are also employed at camp .

This "human-

bridge 11 will do much to es tablish better understanding between American and Israeli Jews , and will also afford the
opportunity for Jewish college youth to interact on an
ideational level with their counterparts from Israel .
Another development which should auger well for the
future of Jewish education a nd camping was the establishment
of a Depa r tment of Camping by the American Association for
Jewish Education and the appointment of a part-time con-
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sultant in the person of Asher Melzer .

The AAJE , which re -

l ates to bureaus of Jewish education throughout the country , c an serve as a stimulus for _g reater i nvolvement by
bureaus i n camping .

The last bureau to organize a camp

did so in the for ties .

CHAPTER III
GOALS .AND OBJECTIVES IN JEWISH CAMPING
A.

Types of Camps

For the purposes of our study , we have classified
the one hundred camps into nine categories , according to
institutional sponso r ship .

Type of Camp

Number

1.

Private

2.

Federation

3,

Jewish Center

4.

Educational

7

5.

Yiddish

5

6.

Zionist

13

7.

Philanthropic

10

8.

Denomi national

17

9.

14
8

25

(a) Traditional
(b) Conservative
( C ) Reform

4
6
7

Hebrew

1
Tot al

100

It should be noted that many of the camps could easily
fit i nt o two or more categories and that the rationale for

15 3
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as s i gni ng them to a p a r t icula r c a teg ory depen ded not on ly
upon their spons ors hip but a l s o upon their primary fun ction .
For example , all of th e de n ominationa l c amps a re al so educational and some are either Hebrew- sp e aking or Hebrewcentered~

However , their primary fun ction is related to the

purposes of the denominational group which sponsors them ,
I

and thus they are categorized as " Denominational ."
A number of Center camps and some Philanthropic
camps receive subventions from Federations.

In some i n -

stances , the most significant part of their budgets come
fro m Fed eration allocations .

In one case , a B ' nai B ' rith

region subsidizes a Center camp .

Again , the camp was placed

in its particular category be~ause of the nature of its
service and the formal sponsorship of a specific agency .
Most Zionist camps are Hebrew-centered and a few
are Hebrew- speaking .

A Hebrew- centered camp is one where

Hebrew plays a central role in program .

There may be

Hebrew classes , announcements may be made in Hebrew , camp
terminolo gy is Hebraic , and so on .

It differs from the

Hebrew- speaking camp in that the spoken language of camp ,
the language empl oyed by most campers and staff in daily
activ i ty , is English .
· Th e category , "Yiddish" camp , is a mis - nomer if one
conceives of these camps as Yiddish language speaking or
even centered .

Of the five such camps in our study , only

one makes any re al pretense t oward such a d~finition .

These
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c amps are sponsored by adult Yiddish language oriented organiz a tions .
Private camps are generally commercial enterprises
operat ed for profit , catering to a Jewish clientele .
ever, several private camps are also educational .

How-

Where ,

in the judgment of the writer , the educational program of
the camp was truly significant , the camp was listed under
the category "Educat ional ."

The majority of the camps in

this category are sponsored by non- profit agencies , such
as bureaus of J ewish education , school s , or national organizations like B' na i B' rith .
The Philanthropic c amps are sponso r ed by private
philanthropic organizations or are inst itutions set up
specifically to operate camps , usually for "underprivileged "
children .
Federat ion camps are those which were establi shed
by Federations or Welfare Fund agencies and wh ose operating
budget is depend ent on Federation allocations .
The single Hebrew- speaking camp in our study was
organized by an i nd ependent Hebrew cultural organi~ati on and
while the c amp has evolved as an institution which services
children fr om ma i nly orthodox affiliations , it is still
listed in its own category .
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B. Goals and Objectives are Viewed by :
a) Owners, Sponsors , and Camp Directors
The goals and objectives of the nine categories of
camps as classified in our study vary in accordance with
the purposes of the sponsoring organiz a tions .

Broad vari -

ations occur within a single category thus making overall
generalizations difficult and sometimes misleading .

Con-

sequently , all generalizations will be hedged in recognition
of the deviations within the category .
Caution must also be exercized in taking cognizance
of the fac t that the goals of sponsors are usually interpreted by the directors and that the actual program of the
camp is more readily a reflection of the director on- the job , than of the sponsor , who is ofttimes an absentee overseer .

In many cases , the sponsor consists of a lay camp

committee , frequently with diverse points of view , who
generally , frequently by default , leave the operation of
the camp to the professionals who themselves do not a lways
agree with the stated purposes of the sponsoring agency .
In some instances the only re al continuity in the .operation
of the camp lies in the professional staff and the camp ,
over the years , takes on the particular flavor of a particular personality .
As we shall see , the true nature of the camp , what ever the category, is first and foremost dependent on
whether or not it has a competent staff , in every area of
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camp prograrnming --from the director to the bunk counselor
to non- educational pers onnel .
11

The dichotomy between the

real "--the actual ope r ation , and the "ideal "--the ex-

press ed and projec ted goal s , are ve ry often far apart .
One must also take into account the fact that most
goals and obj ectives are broadly defined l eaving much l ee way for emphasis • . The physical site of the camp , its
f acilities , and those of the neighboring area also effects
the goals and objec tives .
On the basis of written and verbal statements ,
listed below are the goals and objectives of a sampling of
the camps in the study .
1.

Private Camps
The aims of thes e camps a re mot i vat ea primarily by

the profi t motif .

The children must be kept happy and

healthy so that th ey and their parents will ch oo se to return
to the same c amp the following summer .

The fr ank director ,

after seeking assuranc e that the name of his camp will not
be reve a led and that h i s remar ks will remain anonymous ,
bluntly adv ises that the kei t o camp is f un .

Keeping the

camper happy and the parents satisfied , particularly i n th e
areas of health and welfare , is the main preoccupati on of
the staff .

The private camp owner generally sets his sights

on a particul a r socio - economic clientele , and organizes h i s
program accordingly .

Recognizing that today ' s pa rents , es -

pecially fro m the upper- middle class , a re more often than
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not college graduates , the owners are careful to couch their
aims in sophisticated educational language .

A few examples

should suffice .
It is the aim at . . . to give every child a
summer of happy and meaningful experiences and to
help him in his physical , social , and emotional
development . He will add to his maturity by learning to accept certain re sponsibilities , his social
life will be enriched by the new friends he makes ,
and his emoti onal urges will be tempered by more
serious thinking . Our program is planned but not
re gimented , and each camper is helped to develop
his own personali ty and individual abilities .
In a guided environment of growth and fun , they
(campers) are given the opportunity to live in harmony
and acquire an appreciation of the outdoors through a
sense of secure relation to the world of nature about
them . A diversified schedule of Cultural and Esthetic
activities is planned to develop creative hobbies and
to disclose hidden talents . A complete variety of
athle tics under the supervision of competent specialists helps to build healthy bodies and to stimulate
in the minds of th e young people an awareness of
their character developm~nt and the part they , themselves , must play in that development .
• • • enjoy a ~rnnderful summer in an environment
fe aturi ng a balanced program of recreation, culture ,
learning and sports . . . where child - care and child
develo pment are our prima ry concerns .
Camp • • • is dedicated to meeting the needs of
each camper by offering opportuni ties for individual
expre ssion and wholesome , happy living .
There are private camps that are sensitive to Jewish needs .

These camps are generally operated by owner/ .

direc tors who have had previous camping experienc e in Jewishly- ori ented camps , Zionist or Center , before venturing
in private camping enterprise .

Notice how the Jewish com-

ponent becomes integrated in the statement of aims .
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The challenge is this - h ow to make each child ' s
stay at Camp . . . exciting , rewarding and above all fun ! To help them grow stronger and taller , To help
them gain confidence i: themselves and in their normal
soc j_al relations with others . To heighten their sensitivity to the Arts , so as to understand and enjoy
the richness of imaginative expression in music ,
drama , literature , crafts and ballet . To help them
lea rn by living , or about their heritage and their
fu ture , as young American Jews . To help them mature
through par ticipat ion in a democratic community of
their own making , i n which they enjoy both the privileges and respons ibilities of membership , I n a word to help them grow a "notch ," physic ally , mentally ,
emotionally and socially .
Camp . . . a ims to de velop qualities of initiative , self - reliance , and leadership in its campers ;
to inculcat e skills i n athletic and esthetic activities i n an environment that makes for healthy , ro bust bodies and prope r mental attitudes . Under the
expert guidance of mature and experienced personnel ,
we offer an unforgetable su.mmer of vacation fun ,
planned to develop the physical , social and character
growth of each individual camper . The entire camping
prog ram flourishes in a wholesome Jewish spiritual
and cultur al environment , designed to make Judaism a
beautiful and l iving re ality .
2.

Federation Camps
In the main , Federation camps s eem to be intended

pri marily for children whose f amilies cannot ordinarily afford to pay th e c amp fees of othe r types of camps .

Th ese

camps a re g ene r ally organized to ac commodate a maxi mum number of children during a summer by dividing th e summer into
a minimum of three , three- week- sessions .

Of the eight

Federat ion camps in our st~dy , a broad gamut of aims are
evident .
To provid e an educational experience in a country
se tt i ng with fre e program of activities for each age
group (children , parents and senior citiz ens) . To

l60

enl ighten campers on the role Education plays in the
community . To provide vacations for those who cannot
afford fees of private set - ups . To encourage demo cratic participation i n programming through a campers '
council . To work closely with communal agencies ,
making referrals where necessary .
To provide camping services for the population
~ ewish?) living in the Metropolitan New York area ;
to provide camping services to enhance the physical
a nd emotional well being of campers .
To provid~ for the social , recreat ional and educational needs of our campers i n an i n formal s etting .
To provide a healthful vacation experience for
teen- age Jewish girls .
To provide a therapeutic environment for emo tionally disturbed children - (occas ional· Jewish
programs) .
For orthop edic handic a pped only (no Jewish
program) .
As we have seen , five · of the eight Federation camps
make no reference to Jewish purposes of the camps .

Three

of them do .
To help develop the · social - cultural abilities of
the campers i n a low t ension atmosphere . To help increase the campe rs' skills and self- acceptance . To
est ablish a democ r at ic climate fo r the inculcation of
broad Jewish values .
To help campers to develop a balanced persona lity .
The s mall g ro up unit i s th e basis for discussion and
dec ision making . Cooperation and competition a re
blended with cultural and Jewish experiences .
The c amp gives f ull recognition to our rich Jewi sh
Heri tage through r eligious and cultural activities embodying Jewish customs , val ues and traditions • . .
Today , many Federation camps prov ide se r vices for
children with specia l needs and emphasize the social and
physic a l growth of ·the campers .
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3.

Center Camps
There are twenty-five Center camps . included in our

.study , the overwhelming majority of them adjuncts to Jewi sh
Community Centers and "Y' s " which f unction throughout the
year .

As one director sticcinctly put it , the purpose of

his camp was " to provide an experience in camping within
the philosophy framework of the Jewish Community Centers . "
As we have indicated , the National Jewish Welfare
Board adopted a "S tatement of Principles and Jewish Center
Purpo ses " in May , 1948 .

These goals and purposes were in-

tended to provide guidelines for camps operated by Centers
and "Y' s " who are affiliated with the JWB , including all of
the camps in our study .

Wara~h , in his summary of the

" Statement " notes :
This statement emphasized the goals of the Jewish
Communit y Center as an agency of Jewish identification ,
includ i1Lg all the Jewish people in the community ; as
an agency of personality development , providing ric h
and meaningful Jewish content , and as an institution
dedicated to furthering the democratic way of life .
The use of the social group work method , and recreation and informal education , to achieve these purposes
was enunciated . . .
The se distinctive goals and purposes are based on
the premise that ' the individual American Jew is identified with every phase of }unerican life and is politically, economically , culturally and intellectually a
part and parcel thereof . In addition , he recognizes
certain aspects of life which concern him as a J ew . 1
. • . The resident camp is therefore an agency service
with which he identifies himself voluntarily to satisfy
his needs . Jewish content is fund amental to the pro gram of the resident camp . In its total program , the
re sident camp would seek to develop and enrich human
personality and group association . As with the Jewish
community center , the resident camp -' should fulfill
it s Jewish purpose , although participation . . . is
ope n to all inhabitants of the community . 1
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The functions of the resident camp should include :
1.

Service as an agen cy of Jewish identification .

2.

Service as a common meeting g round for all
J ews . Participation at camp is open to the
entire Jewish community , no one to be excluded by reason of Jewish doctrine s or
r itual or because of politic a l or social
views .

3.

Service as an agency of personality development . . The total needs of the individual , his
inter ests , and capacities for growth and his
needs for meaningful Jewish living in particul ar , are basic to the aim and method of the
camp program .

4.

Furtherance of the democratic way of life .

5.

Assistance in the integra tion of the individual
J ew , as well as of the Jewish group into the
t oal American community . l

I n light of these 1948 guidelines , let us examine a
sampl ing of the stated aims and objectives of our twentyfive Center camps .
Beside group work and educational goals - individual development through the group ; learning of new
s kills , etc .
To provi d e a healthy , happy experience for childr en in group living in a ' natural ' surrounding . To
fo ste r growth in health , maturity and in group situations . To provide as much leadership experience as
i t i s practical with age groups . To acquaint children
wi th nature , and to pr ovide experiences in all phases
of pr ogram such as camp crafts , sports and social
re sponsibility .
To provide opportunities for the child to grow
physically , soc i ally and spiritually . To provide an
experience that buil ds self- respect and self- confidence
1

Warach , op . cit . , pp . 45 - 46 .
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i n a child . To create conditions under which children can appreciate themselves for what they are - and
to learn to appreciate others for wha t they are . To
help the child accept the limits that social living
imposes on the individual . To demonstrate the meaning
of justice and reciprocity . To provide an experience
that reveals a child ' s limits to him in such a way
that he is not discouraged but challenged . To provide
sufficient opportun ities to orient the camper to the
outdoors - and to an awareness of the Creator in the
Master Plan of Life .
To provide a sound camping experience for Jewish
children in the
. area .
These goals and objectives are representative of a
considerable number of Center camps whose stated purposes
lag far behind the l948 "Statement ," and still operate as
did Center camps in the twenties , thirties , and forties
where these camps restricted Jewish content . or minimized the
Jewish component .

The evolving change from this position ,

by increasing numbers of Center camps , is evidenced in the
following stated goals .
Give youngsters three meaningful weeks at camp in
a relaxed but structured atmosphere . To expose the
child to situations of cooperative living in a Jewish
spons ored camp . Try to offer an appreciation of
Jewish culture and values through art ; dance , music ,
etc .
. is devoted to providing the total J ewCamp
ish community of . . . with a quality camping experience through children , teen age , family , adult and
older adult camping programs . The emphasis is on
Jewish content , skill teaching , and small group
learning experiences .
• . . To appreciate their Jewish heritage through
interesting Sabbath services , stories , songs , group
discuss ions .
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To help children achieve wholesome personalities ;
to help children participate in and underst and the
democratic process ; to help children gain a more
positive Jewish identification in Jewish life .
To develop the potentials of the
self- reliant American Jews through a
and creative summer experience in an
outdoor setting and to satisfy their
int imate group experience outside of
home , synagogue , and school .

campers as
happy , healthy .
attractive
needs for an
the family ,

We are concerned with people and their attitudes
ra ther than with the implementation of skills . . .
provide each youngster with opportunities and experiences which will give them a sense of belonging to
the Jewish people , and through participating in
programs emphasizing Jewish cultural experiences
-and positive attitudes toward Jewish living .
Several of the Center camps whi ch service children
fro m small communities add another more explicitly stated
dime nsion-- simple Jewish socialization .

For example :

To give a Jewish camp experience to children coming fr om sections of the country not having enough
Jewi sh children for normal Jewish associations .

4.

Educational Camps
Ther e are seven educational camps included in our

study .

Their overa ll goals and objectives are quite simi -

lar; their programmatic and methodological . techniques diffe r .

Several of the camps include formal classes , several

do not .

Some emphasize the Hebrew language , others i nclude

a Hebra ic atmosphe r e but place no emphasis on language per
se .

Among the stated goals are :
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To fulfill a long felt need for a modern camp
which would provide , not only adequate physical
facilities and an athletic program conducted in a
Hebrew environment , but also a cultural and educational program thoroughly in keeping with tradit tional Judaism . . . a way of life . Our boys and
girls continue their Jewish education by actually
living it in their daily activities - in sporting
events , cultural discussions , mealtime and Oneg
Shabat .

To give each camper an enjoyable camping experience . To be interested in each camper as an indi vidual ~ to provide for his social growth and personal development . To provide for the campers an
inspiring Jewish Studies program . To offer a wide
ohoice of camping activities . Through the Jewish
~ctivities in the camp program to provide an unforgettable experience in the joy of Jewish group
living in a miniature Jewish community . To develop
fluency in the use of the Hebrew language through the
life situations of the camp environment . To provide
a relaxed atmosphere with emphasis on cooperation and
democratic group living .
, , • achi eves a dual purpose by providing an out~tanding Hebrew environment for campers whose interests are similar , plus a well integrated program of
H~brew education . . .

To

give our campers an opportunity to enjoy
"Jewish - group living 11 in an informal , natural and
happy atmosphere . We also use as our motto , ' The
experience of life are more beautiful when in them are
r eflected the wisdom of Jewish lore and the beauty
of Jewish tradition .' Jewish group living expresses
i tself in thr ee major interrelated motivations : educ~tional , cul tural- religious and communal .
In addition to being a sett i ng for a good general
camp program , it is also our intention to uti l ize the
camping experience for enrichment of Jewish life and
f or- in:fluencing the children in a positive Jewish
manner .
It i s this special Jewish content which
makes camp • . . different from other non- profit
organizations which may be running summer camps as
p art of thei r p r ogram . Jewish programming in camp
means that a spirit prevails in camp life , in which
certain practices and observances of religion become
aooepted as part of the life (kashrut , blessings ,
r eligious services) , and i n which program content
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draws o'n tTewish culture sources (literature , music ,
arts , dance , in campcraft , dramatics , arts and
crafts, stories) that learning takes place - Jewish
learning too . . . To summarize , our objectives then ,
we may say , are that in addition to a good full
c amping program , we genuinely try to build an appre ciation of Jewish life and culture through carefully
planned activities at camp .

5.

Yiddi sh Camps
There a re . five camps in our study that b~ar the

identifi cation of " Yiddish " camps .

In our discussion of

the historical d evelopment of Jewish camping , we have already pointed out the f act that thes e camps are mis - named ,
sinc·e t he Yiddish language does not play a signi ficant role
in all of the camps but one .

The stated objectives of these

camps , in most i nstances , do not even include Yiddish among
it s purpo ses .
We have two ma jor objectives . . . The development
of a creative well - i ntegrated camper , able to relate
to his peers and staff in the camp community ; and the
cul tural character of our camp - its secul ar J ewish
content .
To provide sound camping experience for Jewish
children and i mbue them with the educational values
of wholesome fun , recreation and cooperative living :
to give effective expression to the campers ' cons c iousness of Jewish belonging and have the feelings
arisi ng therefrom translated into meaningful activities .
Zionist and Ame ric an- Jewish indoctrination .
Meaningful Jewish living and expression where
appre ciation of our history and traditions , a knowle dge of Hebrew and Yiddis h , a love and understanding
for the State of Isra el and the Jewish people , are
chiefly stressed .
(These two objectives , i mmediately above , are
st atements fromfue same camp . The first was submitted
to the AAJE - the second was given to the writer
during his visit . )
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The evolution of the goals and objectives of one
of the Yiddish camps as reflected in a statement of the
I

'

founder s during the late twenties and of members of staff
in recent years .
To provide Jewish children with a summer recreational program , away from the c ity .
To supplement the educational programs taught in
the W. C. schools .
To impres s upon the children socialistic ideals .
To continue and utilize Yidd i sh , as a spoken
language in the camp setting .
To bridge the gap between the i mmigrant gener a · tion and their children .
Camp . . . is now a very l a rge i nst i tut iona l c amp
that stresses sports , recreation and general camping
activities . There is no Yiddish utilized at all . . .
• The educationa l program of Camp . . . is completely
bereft of Jewish education as well as of Yiddish . 2
6.

Zionists Camps
All of the Zionist camps a re i nst i tut ions created

and sponsored by various ideolog ic a lly differing Zionis t
youth mov ements independe nt of , or in conj unction with ,
their senior Movements .

As the Center camps , it is po ssible

for the Zionist camps t o be brief and sucQinct in expressing
their camp aims , thus :
Supplement the year round club activities of
Youhg Jude a in the most optimum surroundings with the
best h adrachahand environment .
Give the c ampe r basic Jewi sh background and Labor
Zioni st Educ at ion .
2Quoted in Reuben Luckens , The Je wis h Educ at ional
Summer Camp - A Portrait (unpublish ed doctoral dissertation ,
Jewish Teachers Seminary , 1968) , pp . 71- 72 .
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The c amp strives to educate its campers toward a
p ersonal identification with modern Zionism and Jewish values through a knowledge of Jewish history ,
Hebrew language and culture , contemporary Israeli
and J ewish problems and achievement , Israeli songs
and dances , and the spirit and accomplishments of
the Kibbutz .
The philosophy and the principles upon which Zioni st camps ar e based assumes the centrality of I srael within
the totality of J ewish peoplehood .

I chud Habonim , the Lab or

Zionis t Yo uth Movement , sees in the work of the Halutzim and
the Kvutzah and Kibbutz in I srael the highest expression of
it s nationa l and social ideals .

Accordingly , the nine

Habonim camps throughout the country and Canada try to
Simula te

these I s r aeli i nstitutions and the principles of

Habonim camping are i nspired by them .

Thus , the aims and

goals of the camps affiliated with the Habonim Camping As socia t ion include the follo wing :
1.

Avodah Atzmi t ( self- labor ) --Th rough this princ i ple we attempt to teach th e dignity of lab or
and the satisfaction of creative achievement .
In keeping with this principle , an intensive
work program within the capabilities of the
campers , i s an integral part of camp life .

2.

JlByr...a_ . (democratic g ro up living) --We st riv e
to dev elop within the individual a sense of
socia l re sponsibility ; the ability to live
within a group . We attempt to teach him the
responsibilities and privileges of a demo cra tic socie ty through the ase fab klalit (th e
general meeting of staff and campers) and its
elected commi tt e es .

3.

Shittuf (cooperation) - - This principle instills
i n the c ampe r the ideas and practices of co opera tion and shari ng .
It is implemented
through the kupah(communal f und) and our genera l approach to programming .
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4.

Tzofiut (scouting and physical fitness) -Through tzofiut we educate towards physical
fit ness , love of the outdoors, self- reliance and spo r tsmanship . This is carried out
through a program of sports , swimming , hiking
and camp craft .

5.

Ivriut (Heb r aism) -- Ivriut implies not only
the Hebrew i anguage but also the cultural
and tra ditional values of Judaism that have
been develo ped over the centuries . The means
used by Habonim camping to instill thes e
values a re discussion groups , h oliday and
Sabbath celebrat ions , Hebrew songs and dances ,
spoken Hebrew, study of Hebrew , and a g enera l
atmosphere of Hebrew and _Judaism .

6.

A Labor Zionist Education Program--Our social
orientation and our Zionist ideology are expre ssed . through a program of discussions . I t
is our purpo s e to give the camper an understanding of Zionism , Judaism , and social jus tice . We attempt , in all parts of our program ,
to develop the camper into a socially conscious
individual and a nationally conscious Jew . 3
Habonim camping strive s t o realize th ese princi-

ple s through a camping approach that stress es life experience
or "learni ng by living, " an informal educational approach
rather than forma l educ ational me thods .

However , several

Habonim camps have formed classes too .

7.

Philanthro pic Camps
It is rather amazing and at the same time dis -

turbing to report that , on the main , the s e camps have not
changed their purposes or goals in over fifty years of
existence .

Fre sh air , character building , citizenship train-

311 The Philoaophy of Habonim CaJnping ," i n Cumulat i v e
Report , 1964 Season (New York : Habonim Camping Association ,
1964) . (Mimeogr aph ed . )
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ing , personality enrichment or bargains in camping are
still their hallmark .

In the minds of many people on the

Boards of these camps (this applies almost equally well to
Federation camp Boards) , camping is es sentially a health
and welfare service .

It is also important to note that

these camps are more involved with the question of sectari anism than any of the other categories of camps .
At this very moment (1965) the Board of one of
our community (philanthropic) camps in Philadelphia
is split on the question of sectarianism . One group
feels that the camp should become completely nonsectarian and interracia l in intake and program . The
other group wants to serve only Jewish children , but
· with the non- sectarian program . 4
The issue of sectarianism is vital since it effects
the basic purposes of the camp and its programmat ic goals
and objectives .

This can be easily seen in some of the

stated aims of the ten philanthropic camps in our study .
To service under- privileged children who otherwise would not have the opportunity to enjoy a campi ng experience .
Our camp serves different economic , ethnic and
r eligious clientele . Our basic purpose is to help
each camper become aware of his own potential and
his own cultural background . It is - then used as
our reference group to aid the campers become more
id entified with his in- group as well as develop
s kills in being able to live harmoni ously and cre at ively with the out - group .
Through scouting to develop character , citizens hip and physical fitness .

40harles Miller , "The Potentials of Summer Resi d ent Camping under Jewish Communal Auspices , 11 paper de livered at the 1966 Conference of Jewish Communal Service ,
p. 3 .
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To give orthope dic ally handicapped children an
o pportun ity to e xpe ri ence a normal
act ivi ty program .
,
To enable und erprivileged girl s of the Jewish
f aith to experience three weeks of summer camping .
8.

Denominational Camps
These c amps are the offsprings of the three major

the ologi cal de n ominat ions within religious Jud a i sm .

Each

camp serv es , almost exclusivel y , the children of its own
movement and may be genera lly described as educ at ional ,
l anguage , and rel ig ion centered .

The tra ditional c amps ex-

pre ss their go als in the simplest yet broadest terms : " To
orient the children i n the spirit of the Torah ."
S i nce all of the Ramah camps are centrally controlled, the stated purposes of one whould apply to the oth ers .
These camps are viewed and operated as a natural
e xtension of the year- round educational program of
t h e child . The opportunities provided by a tw entyfo ur hour living experience are exploited in imple me nting the educational objectives of the camp .
Conducted entire l y in Hebrew , th e camp program
offers regul ar instruction in Jewi s h classical t exts ,
t he Hebrew language , religious life and cont e mpo r a ry
Jewish prob l ems ; in some c as es , unique and experimental
texts are especially created for this purpose . The cimp
program also offers an intensiv e experience i n reli gious life , focusing on daily worship _, Sabbath o bs ervance and ethical conduct . As a natura l compleme nt to
t hese ob j ectives , stress i s placed on the creat ive use
of the outdoors , on personality development and on the
sharpening of both skills and interests . A classical
program of craft s , athletics , th e arts , pione ering and
so f orth , is tailored to meet the i n dividual needs and
interests of campers . All Ramah c amps are co - educational
and are conducted on an eight week bas iso
The plan o f
the total camp experience is to give each camper a
di rect personal experien ce of Jewish living .
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I find it significant that this statement makes no
specific reference to Israel .

In 1955 , Morris Freedman

interviewed Dr . Judah Goldin, then the Dean of the Seminary ' s
Teachers Institute, who noted of Ramah , "We're not a Zionist
camp .
i sm .

Not that we exclude Israel and the subject of ZionIts just that our program is not one that revolves

predominantly abou_t Israel • . • 5
The Reform camps , while also technically centrally
c ontrolled , have a greater degree of independe nce .

The

statement below , undoubtedly , applies to all UAHC camps .
To provide campers and staff with rewarding ,
chall enging and pleasant experiences in a reli gious environment , and to aid in the development of
knowledgeable , believing and pract icing Reform Jews .
To provide opportunities to study Torah at
graded levels of understanding and appreciation .
To develop , through the natural setting of a
UAHC camp , an awareness of the presence of God in
all life .
To develop an appreciation and an understanding
of the sacred relationships between man and God , and
b e tween man and man .
To develop an understanding that life is filled
with purpose and is good beyond its materialistic
manifestations .
To provide youth and adults with opportunities to
experience the fullness of Jewish life through prayer
and other meaningful religious experiences .
To provide youth and adults with intensive traini ng for roles -0f lay and professional leadership within
the Reform Jewish community specifically , as well as the
J ewish community at large .

Key ,

11

5Morris Freedman , "Camp Ramah : Where Hebrew is the
Co mmentary (May , 1955) , p . 429 .
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To translate religious concepts into real experiences , developing or modifying personal character
and group behavior in consonance with the ideals of
Jud aism .
To provide a creative setting for Jewish
learning and living, through integrated religious
camp programming .
A most noteworthy aspect of the above set of purposes is that this is the only such expression among all
the listed goals and objectives among all categories of
camps that includes staff as well as children .

These camps

reco gni ze that their educational responsibility goes beyond
the camp er .

However , it must also be pointed out that

despite th e f act that no other camp specifically includes
the staff i n it s statement of purposes , a number of camps
do provide some educational programming for their staff , as
we shall see in a l ate r chapter .

9.

Hebrew Camps
The one ind ependent , non- denominational Hebrew camp

in the country is Massad , which , in f act , operates three
camps and

leadership training as well .

The Hanoar Haivri

Organi zation which he l ped establish Massad did so because of
the following set of convictions :
1.

That the He brew movement must serve as the
found ation and the guide for an organized
Jewi sh community in America .

2.

Tha t the Hebrew l anguage is not only a means
for impart i ng knowledge but i t is the very
soul of Jewish culture .
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3.

'I-i-:.at the instruction of our children in
He~re~ cultural values , past and present ,
th~ough the mediWL of the Hebrew language,
is a prime essential in building a generation of Jews capable of preserving and enriching the cultural treasures of the Jewish
pe ople .

4.

That the establishing of Hebrew cultural inst~tut ions in America in no way negates the
Zi onist idea ; on the contrary , such cultural
or~anizations are fundamental to its fulfill me~t . 6

The cu_tu:ral program of Massad guides all its activities and is based upon the following principles :
l .

The Hebrew language is not merely a "vehicle "
or an educational "tool ." It is , rather , the
ve-::-y core of Hebrew culture .

2.

The Zionist idea , now being realized in Israel ,
wi_l provide the solution to "the J ewish prob l er:. ."
.

3.

The dynamic values of Jewish religion and tradi t ion to which generation after generation
c oLtributes , are the foundation of the heri ta5e of the people of Israel .

4.

The idea of Halutziut must be fostered among
the American Jewis h youth ; it aids the rebuilding of Israel while it nourishes local Jewry .

5.

The Jewish way of life and Hebrew educ ational
i nstitutions are prerequisites for a Hebrew
geLeration , in America , capable of preserving
the people's treasures and of forging new links
in our culture . 7

Hiller Bavli , director of the Massad training institute for its first two years, defined the aims as follows :
6

Shlomo Sh ulsinger, "Hebrew Camping - Five Years of
Massad ," Jewis":_ Education , XVII , 3 (June , 1946) , 1 6 .
7 Shlomo Shulsinger , Massad - The Story of Hebrew
Camping in the . S . (New York : Massad Camps , 1959) , pp .
l3 - l4 .
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We aim to train boys and girls aged from 16 upwards , whose Hebrew and general education and background meet our standa rd s , to qualify as instructors
and counselors to Jewish summer camps . We wish to
imbue these future leaders with deep realization of
the importance of the task which they are about to
assume , and to impart to them a portion of the
thorough knowledge they must abs orb . Moreover , we
hope to educate counselors wh o will be equipped for
their tasks not only in summer camps , but throughout
the year , as well , in synagogues , Jewish community
centers , organizations , and clubs . 8
b)

Parents

There is an old canard still held by some cynical
c amp people to the effect that most parents send their childr en to camp simply to get them off their hands for the

I am sure that this is true , for some parents , but

summer .

the overwhelming majority of parents send their children to
camp f or good and valid educational and psychological reas ons .

Most parents carefully select a particular camp be -

c ause they believe that their choice will best suit the needs
of the child and be in conson a nc e with their own idea of what
a camp should be .

This i s particularly the case with par-

ents financially able to make a choice , or members or sympathi zers with the organization that sponsors the camp .

The

lowe r i ncome family oftimes does not have asbroad a choic e.
The educational background and the sophistication
of th e parent also determine the choice of camp and the
re asoning behind the choice .
8

.

I bid ., pp . 20- 21 .

Common denominators of parent
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purposes in selecting a camp , revolve around health and
welfare concerns .

No matter which of the nine categories

of c amps the parent f inally chooses , he is deeply concerned
with the prosaics of camp life, items such as :
1.

I want my youngsteT to enjoy himself .

2.

I want him to come home healthie r and
stronger (gain weight or lose weight .

3.

What ' s the proportion of staff to campers?

4.

Is the quality and quantity of food good ?

5.

Is there an infirmary?

6.

Is the camp s ite physically attractive ?

7.

Who ' s in charge?
supervision?

8.

Tell me something about the othe r children
who will be at camp? (Thi s is part snobbery ,
part social climbing , par t concern for the
i n- group . )

9.

What are the accommodations for the camper?
Bunks ? I ndoor lavatories? Sports and re
creation f acilitie s ?

Doctor? Nurses?

What ' s the qua~ity of

A somewhat higher madregahof sophistication reflec ting what parents expec t of camp would i ncl ud e :
l .

I want him to dev elop good personal habits ,
particularly good manners and tidiness .

2.

I want him to le arn new skills such as swimming , woodcra f t and the like .

3.

I want him to make new friends .

4.

I want him to learn to get a long with others .

5.

I want him to learn t o share .

6.

I want him to learn to b ehave .
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7.

I want him to gain an appreciation of nature .

8.

I want the camp experience to strengthen his
character and improve his personality .

Most camps ask parents to send a "confidential
repo rt " to the camp director ,. in which the parent is asked
to note any specific problems the camper might have , or
alert the director to behavioral or physical difficulties .
The se report s , many of which were made available to the
wri t er , of t en reveal both parent and child shortcomin.gs .
Many par ents hope that camp will be able to correct the
faul ts of their children , which they themselves have been .
unable to cope with for t en or more years .

They expect camp

to -st op bed - wetting , nail biting , bad eating habits , i nability to get along with oth er children , lack of selfdisciplin e etc ., etc.

The camp , i n lo co pare ntis , i s ex-

pected to assume almost total parental re sponsibilitie s during the season .

Amazingl y , the camp experience frequently

doe s effec t ma jor changes i n behavioral patterns --at least
while the camper is i n camp .

Children who "simply won ' t

eat" or are "very choosy eaters " have few food problems when
. they eat ' with their group at the camp tabl.e .

The f a ct that

they rev ert back to their problems when they return to their
home s i s mere evidence of the psychological root s of the
difficulties .
Some pa rents a re quite adamant about having their
children lea rn very specific skills , showing l ittl e co nce rn
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for the overall program of the camp .

Private camps have

learned to cater to these kinds of re~uests - - the others
I

I

less so .
It is , of course , a psychological truism to indic ate that many parents project their own needs and interest s in picking a camp for their child .

Parents often

wish to give their children the benefits they themselves
feel they missed .

Parental prerogative is fundamental to

the growth process of the child .

It becomes dangerous and

fr aught with psychological overtones only if excessive .

It

is the responsibility of the parent to carefully choose a
camp which will hopefully contribute to the continued intellectual , emotional , and social growth of the child , even
if the child initially resists .
As has been discussed elsewhere in our introduction ,
American Jewish parents are mainly non- observant , irregular
in their synagogue attendance , casual about kashrut and
other ritual or ceremonial acts , and yet , in choosing a camp ,
they are more and more seeking camps where these factors are
present .

They are oft tLmes embarrassed and apologetic about

their own Jewish commitments on the one hand , or very blase
on the other , but want their children exposed to some
" tradition , tt however it may be defined by the camp , so that
their children will understand and identify as Jews .

On the

low est level of J ewish concern , they want their children to
be with other J ewish children , they want the staff to be
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J ewish , they want the administration t o be concerned with
Jewish things - - they seek a camp that i s Jewish sponsored .
On the highest leve l of J ewish concern , parents inquire
into th e spec ifics of the camp ' s Jewish programming , beyond
simple ~ewi sh socia li zati on and prevention of possible future
inter- marriage .
What we have just noted undoub tedly applies to the
large amorphous mass of really non- existent
ish parents .

11

ave r age" Jew-

There are , of course , parents with deep per-

sonal convictions in all areas of life , Jewish as well a s
general , and actively seek out the c amp that best expre sses
these convictions .
The recent phenomenal growth of hasidic and traditional camps is evidenc e of i ncreas i ng demands fro m parents
ident ifi ed with these religio us movements t o provide camping experiences for their children .

Denominat ional camping ,

aside fro m the tremend ous boosts it receives fro m the move ments t hemselves , could not possibly be so succes s ful, i n
enrollment at any rate , without the active support of the
_parents .

Parents in the Cons ervative Move __ ent li t erally

struggle for pl aces at the Ramah c amps since they operate
on a quota system , with so many places a llo cated to indiv idual member- synagogues .

Reform camps must st ructure their

seas on in three- week sessions because of pa rental demands .
Even in those camps which t r a ditionally h av e been
lukewarm or completely disinterested in the Jewish component
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parental pressures are tui l di~g up for more concern for Jewish programming .

Camps whi ch were never concerned about

kashrut , for example , are - ec oming kosh er .
Camp Hemshech , the or_y Yi ddish camp with a mod icum
of Yiddish , while origiral_y organized by the United J ewish
Survivors of Nazi Persecu tior and is an adjunct of the Jewish Labor Bund , now attra c t s campers of Workmen ' s Circle
members , because the se parent s are disenchant ed wi th the
lack of Yiddi sh and socia lis t ideology in their own camps ,
and actively choo se Hemf~e ch for their children .
Many of the old er est~blish ed camps a re serving
second and third genera~ion c~ildren whose parents we re
themselves campers .

Paren t s a re anxious to have their chil-

dren re - liv e the warm arj pl easant memories th ey have of
their own camp experiences .

rh is sometime s causes diffi -

culties for camp direc tors who must gently remind the parents of a changed world that separates the generations , and
makes camping today some-.-rhat o.ifferent than it was in the
past .

And yet , the so - cal_ed generation gap can most easily

be bridged through· the camp , since the essential element s of
camping are unchanged .

As th e parent thrilled at his first

re al contact with nature and th e outdoors , so can his child
experience the identic al e_o tion .

The Zionist idea lism

which built the first Zionis t camps in Americ a is still pres ent toda y .

Pa rents have beco~e members of the Camp Committees

arrl fu ards of Directors Lo insure that the camps continue to
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serve their children as they served them.

The camp then

gives par ent and child a common interest , a common experience , and hopefully , common values .
Unfortunately most parents have neither the abil ity nor the opportunity to re ally eva ~uat e the c amp , exce pt , primarily , through the eyes of his child ,

The camper

writes h ome , h e talks of h i s camp experi enc e s during the
year and makes his own value judgment s , whi ch are all too
fre quently taken at face value by the pa rent .

If the ch ild

wants to go back to the same c amp , the parent assumes th e
· c amp to be go od; if not , obv iously the camp was a failure .
Of cours e the camp was not necessarily a bad c amp--it may
have failed only with that pa rtic ular youngster and have
been successful with all the other children .

The point is ,

that the choice of a camp , the second time , lie s mainly in
the hands of the child .

Parental purpo s es become s econdary

to the child ' s initial satisfactory or unsa ti s f act ory experience .
·Parents also depend on the opinion of r abb is , educ ators , social workers , and friends i n choosing a camp .
The purposes of the camp are i nte rpre ted by these well
meaning people , usually in t erms of their own prejudices , ·
Camps with particula r imprimatures and community images
are highly sought by parents .

It is no acc ide nt that denom-

i nationa l camps a re over- subscribed ,

The weight of theol og-

ic al authority , the use of the pulpit , the sch ola rships
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offered by the sis t er110 Jds ai:d men ' s clubs , the placing of
the pas t - campe r s in t h e c2. t egory of
factor s effe ct the pare::_t .

11

elite 11 --all these

The private camps , which must

usually work hardest for recrui tment of c amper s , approach
the parents on an indiv~du al bas is , show film s of camp , and
" sell " their camp

0::1

ge::_erally sophisticated levels .

Par-

ent s from low i ncor::.e fa=.ilies must rely on plac_e ment and
referral procedure s of ~he co:nmunity agency re sponsible for
summer camps, and a re l~mi t ed in choice .

Whatever broa d

purpo ses they may have &re sublimated to the purpo s es of
the camp to which th e ct ild is accepted .
Surprisingly , many parent s never see their children's
camp before they register them.

Th e firs t vis i ting day is

freque nt ly their firs t &ctual contact with th e camp .

Aside

from the f actor s menti o~ed , the c amp brochure , the ad in the
newspaper or magazine , v eroal repor ts fro m previous campe rs
and their parent s , prov~de the basic information upon which
the camp choice i s basec .

The parent often misinterprets

or i s actually foo led b-- the se secondary sources .

Some

parents lea r n , too· lat e , that a camp that advertises its elf
as "kosh er style " i s no1; kosher .

Or , the parent assumes ,

that , after all , if the camp is sponsored by a J ewish Community Center , the Sabb&th will be observed .
may not be .

Or , since he is dealing with a

It may be , or
11

camp" he as -

s umes that campi ng , by definition , includes hiking , woodcraft , out - of- doors activit ies , etc .--only to find that the
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formal class or educational program is fine --but there is
little actual "camping ."
In truth , the parent is a central figure in the
operation of any camp .

The camper is at any given camp only

because his parent sent· him .

A successful private camp

owner in answer to a question about his not having a camp
brochure stated , III don ' t need a folder for my camp .

The

best way to interpret a camp to the public is , first , to
satisfy parents . • . 119
Satisfying parents is a goal and objective of every
camp .

Interpreting the purposes of the camp to parents , so

that these purposes , in turn , become the purposes of the
parent , this is a task that most camps have yet to accomplish .
c)

Campers

Why do children elect or agree to go to camp?
to a particular camp?

Why

What a re the reasons generally given

by children when asked why they like to go to c amp?
Heading the list of re asons is "having fun . 11

Just

as a major objective of all camps is to make the child
happy , the child responds i n kind , and returns to th e camp
if he feel s that his basic wi shes and needs were generally
met.

Happiness or "having funu implies fulfillment , and is

9 Lloyd B. Sharp , 11 Interpretation of Camping , 11 in
Hedley S . Dimock , ed ., Administration of the Modern Camp
(New York : Association Press , 1950) , p . 216 .
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the most cogent experience the child enjoys .

In 1967 , the

New Jersey "Y" Camps prepared a statistical analysis of
Attitudes to Camper Experiences as described by responses
to a questionnaire issued to camper families .

The first

question asked about the total camp experience was , "How
did your child feel about Camp? "

Ninety- two per cent of

the children indicated that they were "happy "--only an ins i gnif icant one per cent were "unhappy " and 7 per cent were
i ndifferent .

An i nteresting corollary is the fact that the

fol lowing summer , 1968 , 52 per cent of the children in attendance the summer before returned .

The percentage of re -

tur nees to the Teen Camp was even more illuminating--77 per
cen t of the boys and 87 per cent of the girls had been in
camp the previ ous summer .

Evidently , they had had a "happy "

"f un " experience .
Th ere a r e many elements that lead to happiness in a
ch ild, and serve as his purposes in going to camp .

Children

prefer to go to camp with c ity fr iends and are concerned
ab out making new f r i ends at camp .

They need the assurance

of f amiliar faces and established relationships .

The suc -

ce ss of the denominational and Zi onist camps is bas ed in
go od measure on this phenomena .

In the case of the denomina-

tional camps , Ramah with its quota system in particular , an
assur ed number of children come f rom the same synagogue and
Hebrew school and are known to each other before camp begins .
The core of campers in the Zionist camps meet during the
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year as members of the affiliated Zionist youth movemen ts .
These youngsters are usually anxious to continue their
frie ndships and ass ociations at camp .

This may cause some

initial difficultie s at camp since these children tend to
band togethe r , form cliques and little "landsmanshaften "
but a good staff begins an early process of integrati on of
these children with t hei r po t entially n ew frien d s , sometimes
by making a concerted effort to separate the city groups
within the total camp organizat ion .
Since campers r ang e in age between mainly nine
through fifteen , their reasons reflect their own maturity
levels .

They all look forw ard to a vacation, to getting

away fro m the city (although Jewish suburbia i s a fa.r cry
f rom the old crowded i nner city gh e tt o conditions) , and
le arning to do new things and acquiring n ew skills .

They

also look forward to getting away from their pa rents and
siblings .

To some children camp represents freedo m and per-

missiven es s --to others , the very structure of the program
i s the attraction .

Most children couldn 1 t be less concerned

with nhe a lth and welfare " considerations , but are deeply
concerned with camp f a cilities , particularly sports and
swimming .

Food at camp is an important f act or in the total

e sprit de corps .

A well run kitch en and ample , tasty food

i s a key to the general well- being of the camp populat ion .
I n the New Jersey

11

Ytt study referred to above , only 39 per

cent thought the food was good --43 per cent rated the food
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O, K,, and 18 per cent not so good ,

While important ,

evidently
food by itself is not the major factor in the
I
choice of a camp (87 per cent did report that they had
enough to eat . ) .
The quality of staff concerns children , particularly
his bunk counselor , who , in the final analysis i s the person
who really determines whether or not the camper has
camp.

11

f un 11 in

The "good " or "bad " counselor is one of the most cru-

cial elements in the success or failure of the summer for
the child and in determining whether or not he returns to
camp .
The older, more intelligent , more sophisticated
c ampers are also concerned with program , and with the purpose s of camp beyond the recreational and social elements .
The significantly large percentage of returnees to the
educational, denominational , Zionist , and Hebrew camps at ·tests to this .

A thirteen year old boy writes ,

Wh en people ask me what it was about Ramah that
I loved so much , I hardly know where to begin .
There were so many things , in so many ways . . .
Judaism in a new light - not so much as a collection
of laws , but rather as a way of life • . . a v ery
progressive camp leader who gives us the opportunity
t o participate in planning for our own activities • • .
we have a candlelight Havdalah service , which thrills
us • . . the spirit at camp • . . everyone - but every- 10
one - loves it . • • tremendous feeling of belonging .
Each child brings his own apperceptive mass to camp.
- 10Michael Lerner , "See You at R2.mah , 1' Women ' s
League Outlook, September , 1956 .
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He comes as the creation of his own envir onment with his own
9ommitments or lack of commitment s .

The committed child

'

actively chooses a camp in consonanc e with his evolving
values --the other child , in the end , agrees to his pa rent s
choice .
The adolescent child , in the process of puberty ,
prefers coeducational camping , with opportunities for so cialization .

Th eir physical , emotional , and social needs

and interests play a greater factor in their reasons for
g oing to camp .

In recognition of the special growth prob -

lems of this age group most camps are developing separate
"teen camps " to better cope with these children .
We have reviewed the goals and objectives in Jewish
camping as seen by owners , sponsors , director_s , parents ,
and campers within the framework of the nine categorie s of
c amps we classified according t o specific rationale .
We are now ready to look at the camps themselves .

CHAPTER IV
FACILITIES AND FINANCES
A.

1.

American Camping Association
Standards as Criteria

Affiliation and Membership
Only 58 of the 100 camps included in our study are

accredited members of the American Camping Association . 1
These membership figures are particularly revealing when
we examine the number of ACA memberships in each of our
nine categories of camps .
The American Camping Association considers the de velopment , publication , and use of its "Standards Report
f or the Accreditation of Organized Camps" as one of its
major contributions to organized camping .

Since 1940 , the

ACA has been developing yardsticks for measuring the operation of various kinds of camps including resident , day ,
travel , and f ami ly camps .

Essent ially it~ purpose was to

protect t he children-- the campers --by "examining the operation of camps in the light of proven , acceptable , high- level
1

For purpose s of this study a camp was considered an
accredited member of the ACA if its name appeared in the ACA
Directory of Accredited Camps in any year betweeri 1960 and
1967 .
188
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TABL:"S 2
NUMBER Al:TI PERCENTAGE O? CAMPS BY CATEGORY
TH.tT AIE MEMBERS OF T0 AMERICAN C.A.MPING
ASS OCIATION
Numb er of
Ca.mps i n
Ca t ego r y

Ca t egory of
Camp

Number of
Camps Th_at
Ar e Members
of ACA

Percentage of
Camps That Ar e
Members of ACA

Hebrew

1

1

100

Educat iona l

7

6

85

Reform (Denom)

(7 )

( 6)

(85)

Cons ervat i v e (Denom)

(6)

( 5)

(83 )

Denomi nati o~al

17

13

76

Privat e

14

10

71

Center

25

16

64

Philanthrop ic

10

6

60

8

3

37

(4 )

(1)

(24 )

5

1

20

2
58

15
58%

Fed erat io n
Traditional (Denom)
Yiddish
Zionis t

---1]_

To tal s
perform2.nc e . "2

100

Before s ele cting a camp for t heir children

parents a r e urg ed t o look for the i nsigni a i nd i cating that
a c amp has CTe t th e st andar ds of t he Ame ri can Camp i ng Ass oc i a tion.
2 s t andards Re po r t f or the Accreditation of Or gani zed
-Camp) (Mar tinsville, Ind .: Ameri can Camping Ass ociat i on ,
1967 , p . 1.
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A camp may claim ACA accreditation , display the
Camp Member Seal on its literature , or the Accredited Camp
I

Sign at its site , only after it has been officially visited
and inspected by trained represent atives of the ACA and has
passed strict examinations for meeting the high standards
set by the Association .

The visiting team completes check-

lists and tabulates numerical ratings in the followi ng ten
areas :
(a)

Mature , trained leadership

(b)

Well- bal anced meals prepared in a sanitary kitchen by experienced cooks

(c)

Programs geared to ages , abilities , and
inte rests of campe rs

(d)

Safely designed and competently supervised waterfront

(e)

Effective administrative policies

( f)

Adequate sites and f acilities

(g)

Adequate medical services

·(h)

Carefully planned and maintained san i tation service

(i)

Safely maintained and operated transportation vehicles

(j)

A well- rounded program 3

The Ame r ican Camping Association is , in the opinion
of this writer , quit e liberal in its interpretat ion of the
findi ngs of its visitation team , since it allows accredita-

-3 The 1 967 Supplement to the 1 966 Directorv of Ac cred ited Camps (Mart insville , Ind .: . American Camping As sociation , 1967) , I nt ro duction .
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tion to

~~m ~s

which meet only minimal standards , generally

65 per ce~t of a top score in any given area .

However , a

camp tha ~ does receive ACA accreditation and is listed in
i ts Dire c~ory , may be assumed to "adequately " comply with
the "higt health , safety , sanitation , site and facility ,
personnel , program , administration , and transportation
standarcs

o:

the largest professional camping organization

i n the wo~ld . ,A
W:. ile it may not be completely valid to assume

that a ca=p that is not accredited does not meet these
standards , i~ the opinion of this writer , such an assumption is ~ore often than not , correct .
k:..ong the f orty- two camps not accredited by the
ACA , thers are a number that actually meet the minimum
s tandard s iL many areas , but are reluctant to apply for membership beca~se they are keenly aware of serious shortcomings in p~rticular requirements .

Several Zionist camps ,

for exa2p~e , might qual ify except f or inadequate physical
sites and i rr::.:!l.ature , untrained leadership .

There are

Denominat~onal- Traditional camps that wil l not apply for
ACA membe~sI'-ip because they do n ot wi sh t o allow themselves
to be r atsi by tt gent i le agencies . 11

Several camps are not .

conv i nced that membe r ship i n the AC A i s e i th er necessar y or
bene f icia~ , and point to th e fact t hat they have no di fficulty
re gis t eri~g campe r s without the imprimatur of the ACA , and
4-,
.,
1,
lO l Q , , p .
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save themselves membership costs .

There are some camps

which are simply not fully aware of the existence of the
I

.

ACA , a fact which hardly seems possible to anyone in the
world of camping , but is symptomatic of haphazardness and
i nefficient operation and does characte rize some of the
camps in the c ountry .
Astonishing as it may seem , any person , irrespective
of motivation , training , or experience can establish a camp
in most states of the Union .

Only nine states require a

l icense to operate ; thirteen states a permit to operative ,
and five states require camps to register . 5

The areas of

health , safety , and sanitation have attracted some State
Legisl ators to give consideration to camping , but there are
s t i ll s ome states that have no regulations at all , even for
thes e areas .

Fortunately , most of the camps in our study

are l ocated in states that are somewhat more "progressive "
than others .

New York , Pennsylvania , C lifornia , Wisconsin ,

Ma i ne , Massachusetts , and Mi chigan are among the states that
do i nspect water supplies for quantity and purity ; inspect
foo d supplies and facilities , food handling , refrigeration ,
dispensing and storage ; inspect sewerage and garbage dis po sal practices ; toilets and washroom facilities ; have
s t r ingent f ire regulations ; i nspect transportation equipment ,

5Le islation Affectin

Campina (Martinsville , I nd .:
American . Camping Association , 19 68 , pp . 18- 21 .
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etc .

Consequently , even camps that are not accredited by

yhe ACA , and are located in such states , must meet certain
!

legal minimal mandatory requirements .

A careful · reading of

state legislation on camping, together with the camping
Standards of the American Camping Association , show obvious
mutual ob j ectives of protection , eligibility , and evaluation of camps , camp operators and campers , but also clearly
show that ACA standards are considerably higher than state
required minimums .
The position of the state is that of law enforce ment , while that of the American Camping Association
·is the determination of eligibility for membership in
a professional organization . Both positions are es sential and each position supplements the other in
the orderly process of advancing camping to the best
interests , safety , and protection of the general
public . 6
J ust as non- accreditation is not always a mark of
infe ri ority , ACA accreditation does not always carry a
mark of superiority either .

Once a camp is accredited , re -

accreditation visits are not as frequent as they should be . 7
Conditions in camps can change drastically in short periods
of time .

Whil e thts may not be as true in the areas of

s it e and facilities (although maintenance .care varies) it
6 I bid ., p . 18 .
7 During the summer of 1967 , of 1 , 100 camps which
were scheduled for re - accreditation visits by the ACA, onl y
635 were actually visited . The number of camps not being
v isited that should have been has alarmed the ACA and a
study was instituted to find the possible causes for this
c ondition . Reported in the Newsletter of the Association
of Jewish Sponsored Camps , V, l (January , 1968) .
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is very often the case in personnel and program .

This

writ er has visited camps , accredited by the ACA , which be I

Iie its high standards .

In one case , the lake had become

polluted and could not be used and a swimming pool was
built without a drain .

In other camps , cabins which were

built to accommodate eight campers were overcrowded with
fourteen children .

And so on .

These variations notwithstanding , in the main ,
camps that are accredited by the American Camping Association do indeed have better facilities, are located on finer
sites and are operated more professionally and efficiently
than camps which are not accredited .
Of the nine categories of camps in ·our study , those
which le ast meet the minimum standards of professional camping criteria , particularly in what has been prev iously de s cribed as th e areas of "universal camping values , n are the
Zionist , Yiddish , Denominational/Traditional , and Federation sponsored camps .
B.
1.

The Physical Plant

Location
The physical appearance , the facilities and the tech-

nic al organization of camps , while they serve as the frame work for program , are in themselves essential elements of
the total camp experience .
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It is t he campsite t hat ma kes the camp . For
crafts , fc: games , for s t ories , for singing , for
sports , e-.-en m. i m.rning , we can get by in the city
and we ma:.- have fun too - but it is not like camping .
It is the space , the lean air, the sun and
shade , the gree~ grass , t~e beautiful trees, the
water . . . and creatures of the woods and fields .
It is the::e -:hings that rr:.ake a camp . They are
not only -::ea ;_tiful but i n:'- eresting , and a never
ending so·_;.rce of program ::::;,aterial for both children
and adult:: . 8
0

1

The locaLion of the camp , its natural and physical
setting , the ~la~ning and layout of the physical plant are
therefore mat~ers of interest and concern .

The camp site

must delibera~el} be selected for its beauty and its appeal
t o aesthetic values .
Table 3 and the map following locates the sites
of the camps i~ our study .
Despi te the fact that general organized camping
has been grow::..~g throughout the country , the majority of
all American camps are still located in New England , where
camping origiLated .

Na tional statistics show that three

states , New York , Penns ylvania , and California , have the
l argest number of camps . 9

Si~ce the greatest centers of

J ewish populaLion are along tne Eastern seaboard and Jewish
s ponsored camp ing historically began from those centers , it
i s not surprising t hat 60 per cent of our camps are located
i n New York SLate and Pennsylvania .
8 Paul 3 . Knoop , "Nature - Our Most Prized Program
Resource ," i n Cc:..=Pi~g Geared '.i.'o Toda.vs Concerns (Martins ville , Ind . : L::ierican Camping Association , 1966 )", p . 37 .
9Robert E. McBride , Camping At The Mid- Century
(Chicago : American Camping Association , 1953) , p . 37.
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TABLE 3

LOCi~ION OF CAMPS ~1 CATEGORY BY
STATE
Category
of Camp

P2 . N. Y.

Private

3

Fede r ation
Cent er

N. J .

5

10

Education2.l 2

2

Yi ddish

5

Zionist

2

6

Philanthro pic

2

3

1969
Cc~m . :[\_ass . Me . Other Can.Total
2

7
5

n-

2

1

1

14
8

1
1

1

7

1

2

1

7
5

1
2

1

4

Hebr ew

13
10

2

Den ominational
Trad .
Conse r v .
Refo rm

25

(17 )
1
1
1

3
1

2

1

1

4
6
7

1

5

1

1

Totals

18

42

3

5

4

2

20

6

1 00

New YoTk and Pennsylv~nia provide excellent sites
fo r c amps in t ~-_eir Bear , Ca ts~ill , Berkshire , and Pocono
mountains .

II'- add i t i on , the y meet s ome of the other pr i -

mar y considera ~ions which are facto r s i n camp siie selec tion .

Th ey are within a two - ~hree h our drive from the

areas of their campers and c lose to s ources of supply .
Camp sit e s aro~md the l ovely lakes of Maine pose a probl em
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KEY TO CAMPS LIS'rED ON MAP ON PAGE 197
Private
1. Akiba , Reeders , Pa .
2. Circle S Ranch , Nassau, N. Y.
3. Derry, Londonderry, Vt .
4. Kewanee , Neversink , N. Y.
5. Kent, Kent, Conn .
6. Natchez, W. Copake, N.Y.
7. Pinelake, W. Copake, N. Y.
· 8. Shadybrook, Moodus, Conn .
9. Shangri La , Accord, N. Y.
10. Star Lake, Duane , N.Y .
11. Shawnee , Shawnee - on- De l aware , Pa .
12. Tanglewood , Mt . Washington, Mass .
13. Tanalo, Tannersville, Pa .
14. Eton, Rhinebeck , N. Y.
Federation
15. I sabella Freedman, Falls Village, Conn .
16. Louemma , Rd . 2 , Sussex, N. J .
17. Bronx House- Emanuel Camps, Copake , N.Y.
18 . Wildwood , Central V lley, N.Y .
19. Oakhurst, Oakhurst, N. J.
20. Rainbow , Croton- on- Hudson , N. Y.
21. Ramapo Anchorage , Rhinebeck , N. Y.
22. Surpri se Lake, Cold Spring , N. Y.
Center Camps
23. Ar thur & ·Reeta , Zi eglersville , Fa .
24. Ella Fohs, New Milford, Conn .
25. Hat i kvah , Lake Cohasset, Bear Mt ., N.Y.
26. Mi kan- Recro, Arden , N. Y.
27. Poyntelle - Ray Hi ll, Poyntelle , Pa .
28. H.E. S ., Southfields , N.Y.
29. Magen Avraham , Central Valley, N.Y.
30. Sternberg , Mountaindale, N. Y.
_
31. Edward Isaacs (East N. Y. ) Holmes , N. Y.
32. Cummings, Brewster , N. Y.
33, Naomi & Joseph , Raymond , Harrison , Me .
34, Seneca Lake , Penn Yan , N. Y.
35, Sisel , Mendon , N. Y.
36 . Wooden Acres, St . Adolphe De Howar d, Quebec , Canada
38. New Jersey "Y", Milford, Pa ., and Lake Como, Pa .
39, Pinemere, Stroudsburg , Pa .
1
Educ ational Camps
40, B' nai B'rith , Starlight, Pa .
41. Cejwin, Port Jervis , N. Y.
42. Tel Hai , Jamison, Pa .
43. Lown, Oakland , Me.
44. Yavneh, Northwood, N. H.
45, Hi Li, White Lake, N. Y.
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Yi ddish Camps
46 . Boiberik, Rhinebeck , N. Y.
47. Kiriderwelt , Highland Mills, N. Y.
48 . Kinderland , Hope~·;ell Junction , N. Y.
49. Kinder-ring , Hopewell Junction, N. Y.
50. Hemshekh , Hunter , N. Y.
Zionist Camps
51. Betar , Liberty , f . Y.
52. Moshava (B ' nei Akiva) , Beach Lake , Pa.
53. Tel Yehudah , Barryville , N. Y.
54. Ein Harod , Ellenville , N. Y.
55. Galil , Ottsville, Pa .
5.7 . Shomria , Liberty , N. Y.
58. Bonim , Hunter , N. Y.
76. Shomria , Perth, Ontario, Canada
77. Biluim , Huntsville , Ontario , Canada
Phila.nthropic Camps
59. Eva , Mountaindale , N. Y.
60. Bauercrest , Amesbury , Mass .
61. Pembroke , Pembroke , Mass .
62. Carol a , Spring Valley, N. Y.
63. Sussex , Sussex , N. J .
64. Golden Slipper Sq . Club, Bartonsville , Pa .
65. S . G. F., Collegeville, Pa .
78. Kunatah , Ten Mile River , Narrowsburg , N. Y.
Denominational Camps Traditional ·
66. Agudah, Ferndale, N. Y.
67. Bnos , Liberty , N. Y.
68. Emunah , Greenfield Park, N. Y.
69. Morasha , Lake Como , Pa .
Conservative
70. Ramah, Poconos, Lake Como, Pa .
71. Ramah, Conn ., Bast Hampton , Conn .
72. Ramah , Berkshires , Wingdale, N. Y.
Reform
73. Joseph Eisner Camp , Great Barrington, Mass .
74. Jo seph & Betty Harlam , Kunkletown , Pa .
Hebrew Camns
75. Mas sad , Tannersville , Pa .
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for children from New York City or Philadelphia , because
of travel distance .
Another reason for most camps being located where
they are is the f act that national Jewish organizat ions ,
sponsors of s ome of our camps , have their national headquarters i n New York City and operate most easily fro m
this locale .
camps .

This is particularly so among the Zionist

Th e national Habonim leadership camp i s therefore

in New York , as is the single camp of Betar and of Dror .
In the se instances , the campe rs come fro m throughout the
coun"try .

The Yiddish c amp Hemshech i s similarly organized ,

as is the Hebrew camp Massad .
more

The denominati onal camps are

widely distributed around the count ry , especially

those camps affiliated with the Reform movement .

Center

c amps are also more nat ionwide in scope and reflect the
development and spread of Jewish community cente r s a round
the count ry .
The ACA is quite explici t ab out the camp b~ing a
"community t o it self" and insists that camps should be
located away fro m the dist r act ions of densely populated
areas .

Maximum privacy is the watchword .

Most of our

camps comply with this re quirement , but s ome do not .

Most

of the Yiddish c amps , for example , a re located i mmed iately
adjacent to adult resort areas , to the detriment of th e
children 's camp program .

Some f acilities are shared and
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children are always conscious of the pre s ence of a dults and
1ack the essential privacy n ec essary for good camping . Some
I

of the camps are actually bisected by a public road , or are
loc ated along a major highway a nd subject to the sound of
traffic all the time .

Some camps , purchased years ago , now

find themselves in areas of expanding housing developments
where "c ivilization" is encroach ing on the camp site .
Fortunat ely, s ome camps will benefit from rising land value s and be able to se~l their present sites and relocate .
A few of our camps are located very close to the
city fro m whence comes most of their campers .
tion has both advantages and disadvantages .
advantages are mainly t echnic al in nature .

Such a locaThe obvious

Sources of

supply , l aundry , maintenance personnel , time - off opportunities for staff are closer to camp .

Camps near the city

tha t a re winterized can be better utilized for year- round
activity .

In case of eme r gency , the camp is more acces -

sible to medical centers and help .

On the other hand , a

camp that is t oo close to the ci ty loses essential privacy .
Parents and visitors are t oo often tempted by proximity .
Generally speaking , therefore , the best location for a
camp is on th e outer fring e of a three hour periphery of
the city .
2.

Size of Site
According to the American Camping Association , a
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camp should have one acre or more per camper available and
useable for program activities .

Broadly interpreted , avail-

able acreage is not necessarily restricted to land owned by
the camp itself , but rather to its . own land plus areas
under the camp ' s jurisdiction or readily available to it
clo se by .
Very few of the camps in our study are themselves
large enough to completely meet the ACA requirements for
size of the site .

Many of our camps ; particularly those not

accredited , are quite inadequate in size to carry out a full
camping program properly .

As we shall see , the inadequacy

of the camp site limits and restricts that portion of the
program which should be devot~d to nature , ·scouting , pioneering , and all other aspects of out- door living .
The camps in our study vary in acreage from 68 to
2 , 000 acres .

A sampling of the acreage and the number of

campers clearly indicates that camps are too small .

See

Table 4 for example .
The recommend ed ACA acreage also takes into account
provision for the future development of the camp .

On the

one hand , it all ows a mar gin for increasing the number of
campers served ; on the other , adequate size provides a
buffer against outside encroachment .

Some of our .camps face

the need for serving larger numbers of campers and are
frustrated by lack of space .

To meet such pressing needs

the New Jersey "Y" · camps expanded its facilities by buying
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TABLE 4
ACREAGE AND REGISTERED NUMBERS OF CAMPERS
OF TWELVE CAMPS
Camp

Acres

Campers

N. J. "Y"

2,000

1,200

Akiba

850

350

Cejwin

700

1,200

Kinderwelt

280

350

Arthur and Reeta

171

750

Harlam

160

360

Shomria

1 50

1 80

Pinemere

12 2

210

Ramah , Pa .

1 20

350

Boiberik

100

250

Betar

80

120

Galil

68

190

additional camp sites some fif ty miles fr om i ts original
site.
sites.

Other camps wi ll hav e to s ell and relocate on larger
Still others are struggling with the more basic

ques tion of how l arge should ideally a camp be?
Obvious l y , the phys ic a l s i z e of the camp and its
facil ities are d irect ly r elated to the purpo s es of the sponsoring organization .

Camps which purport edly specialize i n

. outd oor act i v itie s must have the maximum a creage n ece s sar y
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to carry out such a program.

The S . G. F . camp near Phila del-

pria makes good use of its environment but is not large
enough to carry out its program objectives .

On the other

hand , camps like Ramah , where the outdoor program is minimal , are able to function on sites which are less than pre scribed .

As we shall see , however , the s ize of the camper

population , while ·dependent on the physical dimens ions of
t he site , is frequently more dependent on other factors ,
including the camp layout and structure of the camp organi zati on , as well as the ~vailability of qualified personnel .

3.

Phys i cal Layout and Structure
His t or i cally , camps came into being . and grew with-

out very much deliberate planning .

In the beginning , camps

wer e re latively small and facilities and equipment rather
simple .

"A hand pump was the water supply system ; a pit

privy and open drain took care of sewage disposal ; a few
tents or shacks provided shelter ; while a wide spread fly
served as dining hall and kitchen·. 11 10

While some primitive

c amps may still follow a similar pattern , most modern camps ,
a nd certainly almost all the camps in our study , have evolved
i nt o much more sophisticated establishments .

However , too

many of them have grown and developed without long- term
guiding plans , "master plans ," which call for specific skills
) .. OJ ulian H. Salomon , "Planning the Physic al Plant
a t Camp ," in Administration of the Modern Camp (New York :
Associatio n Press , 1950) , p . 242 .
·
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and experience which can be likened to thos·e required for
~he planning and building of a small rural community .

Too

many camps , as they expanded, simply added to existing
faciliti es , usually in a rather haphazard manner .

The writer

visited a camp where the incumbe nt director did not know the
location of water and sewage lines or where cesspools were
(except when they overflowed) because no records , drawings ,
or maps were available for the cons truction that had taken
place over the years .
Early camps tended to follow a straigh t - line place ment of structures , particularly tents or cabins for campers .
This was in line with the rather regimented programs which
were carried out .

While there are still some camps that

are so regimented , that campers still line up , single file
to move to activities , most camps have found a better balance between appropriate control in order to protect campers, and ·appropriate freedom to allow them to behave more
naturally as children .

The educational evolution from

regimentation to greater freedom and even permissiveness is
evidenced by the changes in layout and camp structures now
more prevalent in camp planning .

1fuile there are many ideas

and opinions in the camping field on this subject , the most
re cent trends are toward decentralization and the division
of the larger camp into small living a nd program g roupings
that are generally known as units .

Decentralization has

changed the very architecture of camping , the number and
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types of camp buildings .

Where previously many camps used

dormitory type cabins to house campers , the present trend
leans to small er tents or c abins , ac commodating , preferably , four campers and never more than eight .

ACA stan-

dards c~ll for for ty or more square feet of floor space
f or sleeping only per person , at least s ix feet between
heads of sleepers · and at least thirty inches between b eds .
(a)

Villag es and Divisi ons

Decentralized camps ar e organized by "divisi ons , "
"villages ," or "units ," on the as sumption that such a camp
layout is the best means of assuring proper attention t o
i ndividuals .

Children living t ogether i n small groups ,

limited to a maximum of forty- campers, can usually b ett er
plan their activities around their own living needs .

As

we shall see , programs , under such organizational structur e ,
can be better adapted t o the child and may avoid the compulsion t o make the child conform to program pl anning which
is almost i nevi tab le i n the large "scheduled act i vity
camp . 11 11
Whe n c amp become s so larg e that i nt i mat e f ac e- to face relat io nshi ps give way t o only mass contacts , it
preserv e s the i ntimacy that comes with the smallness
of the group by b reaki ng itself down i nt o smaller
uni ts ( i talics mi ne) . For s ome campers , large
groups mean excit ement , wider rang e of contacts )
greater freedo m, less superv ision . Others feel
l ost and submerged and need the clos e co ntac ts a
11 staff Manual (Milford , Pa . : N. J . "Y" Camps ,
1 967) , p . 1 . (Mimeographed . )
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small group gives in order to fi nd themselves .
Certainly what we all need is not extensiveness
but intensiveness of personal relationships in
the large world about us . There is a grea ter
opportunity f or participation in the small group
. . . Greater mutuality and closer understanding
are possible only in small groups . Individua lity
of r eaction that is possible in them makes for the
defining of personality . In a crowd we are lost , 12
The New Jersey "Y" Camp can serve as an exampl e of
a dec entralized ope ration .

I n 1965 , the Girls Camp ,

Nah- Jee - Wah , organized 350 girls in to 8 divisions of about
40 ·girls or 6 bunk groups to each division .

Each division

was physically loc ated in its own village, separate and
apart fro m the others , but close enough for common programming as well .

Each division had its own cabins for campers

and for its own group of counselors , including bunk counse lors , relief counselors , and counselors with spec ial skills
such as swimming , arts and crafts, nature and th e like .
Divisional sanitation f ac ili ties we re provided as well as
its own assembly a r ea , fl ag pole , divisional headquarters ,
and , in some cases , a divisional lodge or indoor recreational and social f acility .

This latter f acility was

usually shared with other divisions .
While each division was beautifully located in almos t complete isolation in the woods , each was only a short
walking distance fro m the camp ' s central area which provided
1 2Louis H. Blumenthal , Group Work in Camping (New
York : Association Press , 1937) , p . 21 .
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facilities for general administration , dining , medical exafination and treatment , and for the group recreational and
I

educational activities of the campers .

Some divisions had

their own small ballfields , but the large playing fields ,
tennis courts , l ake and swimming and boating facilities
were l ocated in the central camp area .
A c ompl etely separate area near the entrance to
camp , a greater distance from the divisions , was devoted to
ov e rall camp administration , transportations , supplies , communi cations , central laundry services , and the like .
Some camps 4ave been experimenting with providing
fo od s e rvices on a divisional level so as to avoid the mass
fe ed i ng which i s the general rule .

To cut ·d own on numbers

b e ing served , many camps serve two - shift meals .

Ge nerally

sp eaking , however , even in camps committed to decentralizatio n , central services and supplies will undoubtedly continue
to b e the pattern .
As already indicated , the camps in our study vary
in size and consequently vary in numbers of campers .

The

smal ler camps , those with less than 200 campers , are ordin a r i l y in point of structure not decentralized , although in
r egard to program they may well be .

I f the camp serves both

boys and girls , there may be what is tantamount to two sepa r ate camps divided by the central administrative area .

If

t he program is co - ed , facilities may still be separate , but
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shared .

In smaller camps the phys ical layout generally has

all of the camp buildings within sight of each other , some
I

'

still lined in military rows, some side by side in a semicircle facing the lake , some in a large circle or semicircle f acing a central "commons ."
Several camps offer strange combinations .

Older

es tablished camps .which cannot afford to rebuild existing
facilitie s have newer additions which generally follow a
modern decentralized scheme .

Such a camp may therefore have

both the traditional style of cabins and layout in part of
the camp , as well as new "villages . "
(b)

Camps Within Camps

The very large camps actually operate as camps
within camps .

Cejwin is • in reality seven camps ; New Jersey

"Y" Camps operated five separate camps within a single administration ; the Philadelphia "Y" Camps , on the same site
are really Camp Arthur , for boys --Camp Reeta, for girls , and
Camp Beker , a co - ed teen- age camp .

Mikan- Recro are two al-

most distinct camps, as are Poyntelle - Ray Hill .

Many other

such examples could be cited .
The growth of teen- age camping has also resulted in
what may be called "satellite camping ."

Camp Mogen Avraham

added a unit for teen- age boys by developing a site that is
removed fro m the main camp by a quarter of a mile , has its
own waterfront , but shares its ballfields .

Some meals are
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prepared at the

11

satellite camp 11 while others are both pre -

pared and served in the main dining room .
of the New Jersey

11

The teen camp

Y11 Camps also has its own site a short

distance f rom the main camp are a .

While it , too , has its

own din~ng- social hall , it only prepares breakfast- - the
oth e r meals are trucked in in vacuum containers from the
ma i n k i tchens .

At the Ph i ladelphia

ny u

camps , a separate

din i ng h a l l was added to the kitchen of Camp Reeta to ac commodat e i ts te en age camp .
(c )

Co - ed Camping

The physical l ayout and the structures of a camp
are als o understandably re lat ed to its approach to co educat ional programming .

I n camps where the separation of

boys and girls i s almost c omplete , separate and equal facil i t i es must b e pr ovided f or each group .

I n camps where only

the s le e ping quarte r s are se parate , common f acilities can
be provid ed at a great savi ng in cost , maintenance , operation , and staf f .
Cej win Camps , i n 1 965 for example , had seven separat e c amps , each camp ( except the Yonim unit of some 80 girls
a nd boys , 5 t o 8 years of age) i ncluded f rom 1 50 t o 200 boys
or g i r l s with an age spr ead of not more than two and a half
ye a r s .

Each camp was comple tely self - sufficient with s e p-

arate f acili ties , f rom of fic e and athletic f ields to social
ha l l and swimming beach , i ts own staff f r om head c ounselor
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to porters , with independent programming , from arising and
eating through the day ' s schedule of events to evening
'
activities and retiring . Despite this physical separation ,
there were extensive co - ed activities between the camps of
parallel age grouping , conducted on a divisional basis ,
with only one - third of each camp participating at any given
time .
Camp Harlam, on the other hand , is a good example
o f the many camps that operate integrated co - ed programs .
Sl eeping quarters are , of course , separate , but , aside froffi
athlet i c facilities and programming (a carry- over from
e arli er days when separate sports facilities were built for
boys and girls) all other facilities and programming are
i ntegrated .
Most camps in our study are co - educational , as evi de nced by Table

5.

I t i s understandable that camps sponsored by ultraor thodox Jewish organizations would keep boys and girls
compl etely separate .

The one neo - orthodox camp in this

cat e gory takes great pain to separate boys and girls for
many activities , but also has a co - ed activity program .
Philanthropic camps , among the oldest , were created
for specific segments of the population and are still t r a dition- bound .

They have been the slowe s t to change .

· Private camps , as commercial enterprises , cater to
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the needs and desires of parents , some of whom , evidently ,
still prefer to have the sexes separate .
TABLE 5
PERCENTAGE OF CO- ED CAMPS IN OUR
STUDY BY CATEGORY
Type of Camp

Per cent of Co- Ed

Yiddish

100

Zionist

100

Conservative (Denominational)

100

Refor~ (Denominational)

100

Hebrew

100

Federat ion

87

Edu cational

85

Private

64

Cent er

60

Philanthropic

30

Traditiona l (Denominational)

25
73%

The Center camps vary with the tendency toward co ed camping predominant and growing .
.

The New Jersey "Y"

.

Camps , after for t y- eight consecutive years of operating
se parate camps for boys and girls , converted to co - ed camp·i ng during the summer of 1969 with great succ ess .

At the
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same time , the Philadelphia "Y" Camps , after forty - five
ye a r s , continues to operate separate camps and has no plans
for change .

The experience of the New J ersey "Y" Camps may

serve as a stimulus to other Center camps since the change
was ach,ieved with a l most no need for capital fund expendi ture . and the fir st summer of the change went so smoothly .

4.

Camp Buildings
(a)

General facilities

The size and variety , style and cost of the larger
central buildings at camp such as dining halls and kitchens ,
r ecreat ion and s ocial hal ls , lodges and canteens , i nfi r mari es . administrative offices , .and the like , run the gamut
fro m primitive , inadequate and sub - standard structures to
magnifice nt edifices costing tens of thousands of dollars .
Dining Hall and Kitchen .--The dining hall and its
k i tchen i s the most i mpo r tant building in camp .

Good camp

di rectors und ers tand that the morale and ·esprit de corps
of campers and staff i s l a r gely d ependent on an efficient
fo od operation .

The aesthetic s e tting is no less i mport ant

than properly prepared , tasty and nourishing foo d , served
efficie nt l y and i n acceptable po r tions .

Usually , the most

elaborat e building in camp is the dining hall and a wellr un kitche n , the pride of the camp administration .
Most c amp buildings are generally constructed for
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summer operation only , which allows for the use of light
construction materials and many l arge , screened openings .
Most dining halls are built to provide for ample outdoor
li ght° and cross ventilation , and frequently follow a Tshaped ~lan--an elongated horizontal a re a for dining and a
shorter vertical area for the kitchen , with a relationship
between the two that allows for service with a minimum of
steps .
The ide a l size dining hall should provide a floor
are a of between ten and fifteen square feet per diner , the
exact fi gure depending upon the size and shape of the dining tables .

The size of the tables , in turn , are dependent

upon the camp's overall approach to groups and groupings .
Those c amps which adhere to the " bunk- centered " approach ,
that is , campers in a bunk unit doing everything together ,
have tables to accommodate the size of the bunk group plus
the co unselors .

Tables may vary from five places to eleven ,

Camps , where the " division 11 forms the basis for activity ,
may as sign a section of the dining hall to the "division , 11
allowing the camper to sit wherever he pleases and assigning
at least one counse lor to a table .

In this situation tables

may be l a r ger .
The writer has visited camps where tables were round ,
square , rectangular-- the size and shape generally determined
by whether or not th e dining hall also doubles as a recre a tional

or social hall , and the tables and chairs or bench e s
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must be easily movable and st a cka ble to assure the room ' s
multiple use .

The more regimen ted camps assign each child

to a specific place- - the more permissive camps allow all
children the f reedom to sit where they please at any meal .
Intere ~tingly enough , the campers generally end up sitting
with their own bunk g roup , boys with boys , girls with gi rls ,
until they re ach -the teen age .

The educational and program

implications will be di scussed later in our study .
Most of the small camps in our study have dining
halls which are l arge enough to accommodate the entire camp
at one time ; the large camps do not and must serve meals in
shifts .

Crowded dining room conditions are more generally

the case than n ot .

Enla rging a dining hall is a major

capital considerat ion and most camps try to "make do . 11
Overcrowd~dne ss is not only a problem of numbers ,
it is aggravated by noise , discomfort , poorer food service
and distributi on , and the accumulation of t ensions .

By far ,

t he f inest dining room facilities are found in th e private
camps --the more primitiv e facili t i es are found in the
Zi onist camps .

No generalizations can b e made for the other

types of camps --the variety is endless .

There a re broad

d ifferences among the Zionist camps themselves .

One Zionist

camp has a dining room which i s li ttle mo re tha n a big sha ck-another has a dining room, designed by a profe ssional archi t ect , that cost close to $60 , 000 .

A Denominational Conserva-

tive camp bought an exhibit building at Montreal ' s Expo and
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re constructed it on camp grounds .

The building has two

wings -- one for dining , one for use as a social hall , con· nected by kitchens and storerooms .

Set on a concrete slab ,

with no built - in drains , despite its size , it is not really
a pro pe~ dining hall .

An Educational camp has a large

spacious dining room overlooking its lake --a lovely setting
for every meal .
It should be noted that no criticism is i ntended for
primitive facilities , if they meet health and sanitation
standards .

Many of the Zionist camps , for example , in try-

.

ing to s i mulate the Kibbutz in Israel , or at least the
Kibbutz in its formative stages , purposely keep the physical f ac ili ties as simple as possible .

This writer was the

direc tor of a camp where the dining room consisted of a big
circus tent and the kitchen a shack , and he had one of his
fines t summer educational experiences in that camp .

The

whole concept of "primitive camping" has a fo llowing of its
own.

Th e po int we a re making is that whatever the facili -

ties they must meet minimum standards .
Ki tchens present mor e problems than dining halls .
Te chnically th e camp kitchen should be zoned for three
basic functions --th e preparation of food , the serving of
foo d , and dish and pot washing .

In a properly functioning

kitc h e n , these areas are delineated and physically separated .
State , county or loc al sanitation laws are very explicit
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re garding regulations for water supply , sanitation , storage
for milk and perishable foods , cleanliness , dishwashing
procedures , and the like .

Camps , accredited by the ACA or

not , are subject to these regulations , particularly since,
as note~ , most of the camps in our study are located in
States where very specific laws exist .

It c an be stated ,

almost categorically , that all the camps in our study comply
with the minimal standards required .
The differences that do exist among our camps are
mainly related to the size of the facility , the equipment
i n use , personnel , the use of campers or camper waiters ,
food budgets , kashrut ,
shall

organization , and management .

We

examine these factors in other parts of our study .

However , since we are here dealing with structures and
f acilities several brief comments may be in order .
Aside from the educatio nal and religious implicat ions of a camp under Jewis h sponsorship observing kashrut ,
t here are physical and practical considerations .
the camps resist introducing kashrut
cal or philo sophical
Reform camps .

Some of

because of theologi -

considerat ions , such as Denominational-

Others do not a gree on religious grounds but

claim inability to conver t to a kosher kitchen because they
do not have the space or facilities for s eparate meat and
d airy service .

Camp S . G. F . agreed to become kosher only

after the Philadelphia Federation of Jewish Agencies provided
a special grant of · $25 , 000 to cover the cost for changes in
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the kitchen , additional storage and refri gerati on f acilities , new dishes and pot s , etc .
for introducing kashrut

.

lS

COS

A major stumbling block
-'-

t, .

Kitchen space in most

of our camps , of all types , is generally inadequate for
current use , let alone £or expanded service .

As we shall

see , even those camps that do not observ e kashrut

adver-

ti se their f ood as nkosher style ," as do Camp JCA in Cali fornia , or Camp Coleman in Georgia , or Camp Henry Horner
in Illinois .

Camps may adve rtise " only kosher food used , 11

".no por k products ," " separation of dairy and meat products ."
The change from these practices to actual kashrut

gen-

eral l y rests on the costs for converting the kitchen and
th e cost for a resident mashgiah .
Frequently , the most frustrating and vexing problems
of a c amp operation revolve around the kitchen and particul a r ly the kitchen staff .

This is most often true when

camp ers are involved in kitchen tasks , such as setting
t a ble s and serving food , preparation of vegetables , dishwashing , and the l i ke .

Camp kitchen planners are wise if

they provide separate space for pe r for ming these tasks so
that campers and other non- professional help are kept apart
fro m the chefs and their assistants .

Most of the camps in

our study that do involve their campers in work programs i n
t h e ki tchen rarely have such separate space and consequentl y
usually have the attendant problems .
The type of kitchen equipment is use again1B.ries
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so broadly tha t generaliza tion s a re i mpo s sible to ma ke .
Most kitchen operations are mecha ni z ed , re gardless of type
-of camp .

The very large camps , with their steam cooking

vats, bakeries , vast refrigerat ion and freezer facilities ,
can efficiently serve up to 6 , 000 meals a day .

The smaller ,

l es s affluent camps , are more dependent on manual operations
and .out - of- camp suppliers ~

In any case , keeping kitchen

staff happy by providing them with proper tools for work ,
and keeping the rest of camp happy , by providing good food
servi ce , is a prime , on- going concern for camp administrators .
I nfirmaries .--ACA standards call for every category
of camp having some facility or area where health and emergency cases may be cared for and which should not be used
f or any other purpose .

Such facilities should provide quiet ,

r est , comfort , and ready access to medication and isolation
as may be required .

ACA generally recommends that the in-

f irmary have one cot for every twenty- five campers .
rooms are acceptable .

Ward

The building should- also have sleep-

ing quarters for the doctor or nurse in charge and it should
be loc ated far enough from the sleeping units of the general
camp cabins and f rom points of noisy camp recreational ac . tivity so as to assure maximum privacy for patients .

Also ,

it should be located near enough to the dining area so as
to permit the serving of hot food convenien tly .

It i s sug-

gested that the infirmary have a small kitchen of its own

2l 8

for the preparatio~ of simple diets .

A dispensary or first

aid office should ce provided , either in the main infirmary
building , or in an adjacent building .

An ambulance or an

easily convertibl e ca:c.p vehicle should be available at all
times for emergencies .
These heal ~h requirements seem simple enough , and
yet , a number of our camps do not fully comply with these
structural needs .

(Staff and medical services will be dis -

cussed l ater . )
One camp , for example , has its infirmary located
right in the middle of the main camp traffic area , almost
immediately adjaceLt to a number of girls ' bunks .

Another

i nfi rmary is part of a large building which is the hub of
the camp .

Several ca• ps located on rented sites maintained

by the New York State Park Department are i n dire need of
n ew inf i r mary buildings .

A number of camps which , through

the years , have expanded their camper bed capacity have not
enl arged their i nfirmary buildings commensurately .

On the

other hand , the larger proportion of our camps have excell ent medical facili t ies .

The New Jersey

11

Y11 Camps recently

built a new infirmary of modernistic design , on two levels ,
l andscaped into a 1·.-ooded area , with a dispensary on ground
level and ward and isolation rooms on the upper level .

The

newer camps , in part icular , have more than adequate facil i ties .
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Recreation and Social Halls .-- Recreational and Social
Halls are to be found in every camp .
1

Usually they are sep-

!

arate , quite elaborate buildings , some with professional
_stages , which c an be used for multiple purposes .
ation hall in Massad

11

The recre -

A11 is large enough with a ceiling high

enough to allow for indoor basketball games .

At Cejwin ,

each camp has a recreation hall , but , in addition , there is
an overall hall large enough to accommodate several camps
at one time .

The same is true at the New J ersey "Y11 Camps

who s e largest recreational hall has space for the camp library , a staff lounge , and the camp canteen .

A feature of

many of. these f acilities is a large indoor fir eplace .

In a

number of camps , the dining hall doubles as the large camp
recr eational f ac ility , with smalle r buildings servicing
the "villages 11 or divisions .
Administ r ation Facilities .--The administrat ion a rea
should be located where it can be easily re ached by car from
the camp entrance and shoul d be the only part of camp open
to automobile traff,ic .

Camp offices and the buildings in

which th ey are housed als o vary considerably .
the office is attached to s ome other facility .

In some camps
Old f arm-

houses, part of the original property , serve some camps .
In still others , separate office buildings have be en construc ted usually housing other central facil i ties .

In many

of the private camps , the office i s part of the owne r s '
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quarters .

Divisional offices are much simpler , almost al-

ways consisting of simple shacks or cabins .
A discuss ion of general facilities should undoubted ly include some r eference to garages and shops , workrooms
for maintenance staff , quarters for maintenance and service
personnel , camp road s and i nter- communication and other
sundry buildings which serve particular functions , such as
a crafts building , a nature museum , and the like ,

Since the

purpose of this study is not primarily concerned with the
technical operat ion of camp , except for its interrelationship with the educational , and dat~ was not collected for
some of these particular areas , the writer can but offer
s ome sub jective impressions gathered as he visited these
many camps .

Sophisticated , professional camp directors ,

well aware of the f act that all of these

ele·m ents , , however

simplistic th ey might seem , are essential elements in good
camp programming , were quick to point out efforts they had
made to provide needed services and fa c ilities in all of
the above mentioned areas .

Some succeeded more than others

because of the ir own know- how and effi ciency and apility in
personnel relations , or availabil ity or l ack of funds , or
partially succeeded , or f ailed .

I n any case , it may be

well to r eiterate the presence of all of these factor s as
affe cting the overall operation of a well run summer camp .
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· (b)

Cultural and Programming Fac ili ties

While all of the previously mentioned facilitie s
a re i nvolved in ov erall programming , and some of them are
more particularly involved in what may be deeme d cultural
activities , e . g ., the recreational hall that s erv es as a
theater , there a re particula r facilities which camps either
build or do not build which reflect their attitudes toward
specific cultural or programmat ic concerns .

These would

include such structures as librarie s , music rooms , class rooms , synagogues , ·or chapels , museums , amphitheaters , and
the like .
Libraries .--As we shall see , 91 per cent of the
camps i n our study responding to the question , "Do you have
a children ' s library? " indicat ed that they did .

Howev er ,

relatively few of the camps have a separ ate library buildi ng .

Aside from the camps categorized as Educational , De -

nominatio nal or Hebrew where a number of fine library
buildings exist , almost none of the other camps have specific
library f acilities ~ Leaving a disc ussi on of the quality 9f
the library collection , it s supervision and use to a later
section of the study , it s hould be here noted that to what ever extent there are books at camp , they are usually to be
fo und on shelves in various and sund ry places .
exceptions in each category , of course .

There ar e

Among Zionist

camps , Galil has a small library building tha t was constructed
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by the older campers themselves .
Jers ey

n yn

The library at the New

Camps in Milford in exemplary , but a rather

rare phenomenon among Center camps .

Among Federation

camps, Surprise Lake has adequate facilities .

Camp Akiba ,

a pri va.te camp, had a relatively large collection of books
in a good facility .
Synagogues and Chapels . --V ery few camps have buildings used exclusively as chapels .

The few that do include

mainly the Denominational/traditional camps as well as a
fe~ in each other category .

Pinemere , a Center camp , has

a chapel with a seating capacity of 300 , which is not used
for any other purpose .

Camp B' nai B' rith in Pennsylvania

made a special effort to build a chapel , but when not used
for r eligious purposes , is utilized as a second recreation
hall .

Many amphitheaters were built in camps , originally

for Friday evening services .

Once constructed , these facil-

itie s are understandably given multiple use .

Many camps

prefer to use an outdoor setting for services , to great ad vantage .
Classrooms .--Even among camps involved in a formal
educ ational program very few have built classroom or lecture
facili ties .

Camp Ramah in the Pocono s converted its old

dining hall into a combination building including class roo ms ; most other such camps rely on makeshift arrangements ,
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and , in the main , conduct their classes outdoors .

Rainy

days become problems as well as the distractions of the
out - of- doors .

The Denominational/Traditi onal ~amps , with

their several hours a day of formal study , make greater
u se of indoor facilitie s and in some few cases actually
have a tt school building " on camp grounds .
Crafts and Nature .--Camps that emvhasize creative
arts and nature programs generally provide special aruc tures to house these activities .

The craft shop is normally

a pimple structure for which maximum_ light is the prime re quirement .

It may be entirely open except for space which

c an be enclosed and locked for storage of tools and material.

The variety of structures used for crafts is evi-

denced at the New Jersey

11

Y11 Camps at Milford where the

f acilit ie s are housed in enclosed cabins , open leantos , and
imagi native octagonal shaped buildings overlooking the lake .

5.

Sport s f acilities
The most sophistic ated , varied , and well kept sports

fiel ds and f ac ilities are to be found in the Private camps .
The most informal , make - do type f ac ilities were found in
the Zionist camps .

While certain sports facilities are

universally found at all camps , such as baseball fi elds ,
baske tball , volleyball , and swiwining , other sports such as
tennis , soccer , archery , riflery , horsebackriding , boating ,
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and canoeing are not always prevalen t .

This is so for a

variety of reasons .
The site itself pre - determines some of the sports
act i vities .

Camps with swimming pools and no lakes ob -

viousl~ cannot offer boating or canoeing , except as out of - camp experiences .

Some camps , located on hilly sites ,

d o not have sufficient level ground to allow for extensive
playi ng fields .

Costs for levelling ground and constructing

f ac i lit i es is high , and , in the finai analysis , is probably
th e mqst potent reason for poor or inadequate facilities .
On the other hand , some camps consciously limit the kind of
s ports they provide at camp .

Many camps emphasize group

act i vities , including sports ,. and will not have tennis
c ourts , or badminton , since these
ties .

re

11

individual 11 activi -

Riflery is another taboo in most camps .
Baseball fie l ds vary from simple open fields , with

no backstop or one built of .chickenwire to a well marked
f i eld with professional bases , foul lines , aluminum fenced
backstop , etc .

A basketball court may be two wooden poles

wi th baskets on a dirt level area to a hard - top court ,
l ined and professionally marked .
Camps which are "spo r ts centered " will obviously
give greater attention and spend more money on sports facil i ties than camps where sports are part of the program , but
n ot unduly emphasized .

However , even an educational camp

l ike HI Li , in its . promotional literature , and , in fact , in
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i ts daily programming , takes pride in the large variety
of sports it provides nall under competent supervision and
i nstruction , " including horsebackriding (usually limited
to p rivate camps) , all the other sports mentioned plus
well - built handball courts .
Of a ll the sports facilities at camp , the one which
rec eives the most attention and use is the swimming facil ity .

A proper size , filtere d , well- maintained pool , re -

quires a relatively large capital expenditure and constant
care .

Twe nty- s e ven square feet of wate r per swi mmer is

recommended by the ACA , an area infrequently provided in
the pools of the camps in our study .

Consequently , the pool

i s rarely l a r ge enough to accommodate the entire camp , and
split - shifts must be scheduled .

Since the primary consider-

at i on of a camp swimming area is safety , much care must b e
taken in constructing docks and beaches along a lakefront ,
to meet the requirements explicitly called f or by American
Red Cro ss saf ety r ules .

Satisfaction at the swimming a r ea

i s second only to satisfaction with fo od in making the summer a success for the ave r age camper .
· Mo st of the c amps i n our study have more than ad e quate watersports facilities .

The few e xceptions are again

among the Zionist and some of the Federation camps .

The

American Zionist Yo uth Fo undation is trying to provide
c apit al f unds for th~ Zionist camps to rectify facility inadequacies .

The Fed eration of Jewish Philanthro pies of New
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York is grapling with a similar problem .

Graenwn Berger ,

Consultant on Camping for the Federation , in presenting his
1967 Report , raised the questio n of what Federation should
do " to assist our camps i n obtain ing . . . funds to put
their facilities in first class condition .

Should substan-

tial assistance be rendered through the annual maintenance
grants'? 11

These questions remain unanswered for the most

part .
6.

Water Supply , Sewerage System , Power Systems
Central to the technical development of a site into

a camp is the problem of providing a safe and adequate
water supply and sewage dispos a l system .

This is fortunately

an area where guide lines and assistance are readily available from local and state health depa rtme nts and sanitary
e ngineers , although not all of our camps make use of thes e
opportunities .
Common sense would seem to dictate that both these
sys tems be planned to accommodate the maximwn number of
persons who will make use of the site at any given time .
This is not always the case .
One camp , for example , in the middle of the summer
of 1967 , had to dig a new well to provide a more adequate ,
r eliable and portable source of water .

Sewage and water

have plagued this camp since its beginning , partly due to
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inadequate design , stringent capital economies , and neglec ted maintenance .
Another camp has a maze of water and sewage pipes ,
exposed , running all through the camp , as well as cesspools ,
i nadequate in size , which frequently overflow and invariably
give off an unpleasant stench .
To o many of our camps have antiquated water supply
systems which require overhauling and replacement .

Flush

to ilets that do not work , inadequate water storage , inade quate hot - water facilities for wash houses and showers are
common in many camps .

While the water is itself safe ,

since it must be tested for purity before the camp may open ,
i t s dist r ibution and supply are not always adequate .
Garbage disposal poses problems for camps as well .
Hea l th departments look askance at the old system of d i gging a hole , filling it with refuse , .burning it and then
putting in lime and covering the hole , as a~equate .

Camps

are n ow being required to build incinerators or have the
gar bage and trash carted out- - an added cost facto r .
Al l of our camps are el ectrified , with variations .
Some of the camps have power only in central administrative
uni ts and large buildings but not in campers ' living units .
The r easoning here seems to be that somehow electric lights
will detract f rom the romantic image the child has of campi ng .

Perhaps this is so .

However , the danger inherent i n
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other types of lighting techniques should offset any loss
?f romanticism and lights should be available in all camp
areas .

Some camps have gone to the extra expense and labor

to place all wiring underground , mainly for aesthetic reas ons .

Overhead wiring , in a natural camping setting , seemed

out of pl ace .

I t should be noted that very few camps have

an emergency generator system of their own , despite the
f a c t that power shortages are a reality of rural living .
C.

Camp Facilities

1 . -Accommodations
Basically , campers are housed in either tents or
c a bins of varying sizes and accoutrements .

The classic

argument among camping practitioners as to whether a camp
should be all cabin or all tent is rather academic and has
been settled by the camps in our study , which represent
a l l three points of view .
Camp

A few of our camps are all tent --

Moshavah for examplB ; all cabin- - Camp B ' nai B' rith in

Pennsyl vania ; and many a r e a combinat i on of tents and cabins -- Pinemere , for example .
Even among Zionist camps , which as already indicated
r epresent the category most committed to more primitive
c amping , there is great variety .

Shomria , Galil , and Tel

Yehuda provide tents for ol der campers , usually from age
f ourteen and up .

The tents , however , all have pl atforms ,

el ectric lights , cubbies , etc .

The advantage of the tent
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lies in its relat ively low i ni ti a l cost ; the dis a dvantage
lies in the maintenance probl ems it brings .

Tents must be

taken down and s e t up each s eas on , stored properly , k e pt
in repair , waterproofed .

The ca bin , on the other hand ,

is more or le ss permane.nt and has a greater appe al to parent s .

Some of the cabins in our camps are too permanent--

more than thirty .y ears old --and should be replaced .
The size of the tent or the cab i n is again related
to the conception of grouping i n the · camp and the quan tity
and quality of staff .

The history of camping practices re -

vea ls a continual reduction in the number of children recommended for tent or cab i n groups .

Experience has shown that

younger children in particul~r are better able to adjust to
camp life and cause f ewe r behavior problems if they are with
small groups rather than "dormitory " type groups .

Most of

our children , coming fro m middle class homes which assure
them a greater degree of privacy today than was the case in
the past , many with private rooms of their own , find it more
difficult to adjust to a l a r ge number of bunkmates .

As we

shall see , ACA standards for supervision , limits th e number
of children for whom a counselor may be asked to assume ·
full responsibility , to eight .

The number eight has become

an almost magic number for all camp groupings , and i nc orre ctly so .

Eight campers in a cab in is better than twelve

(a previous magic number )--but six i s even better and four
seems best of all . · Camping educ ational experts now recommend
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that with campers over twelve years of age no more than
fo ur be placed in a tent or cabin .

In the case of children

under twelve , it is recommended that " the cabins be constructed with two rooms , large enough to accommodate four
c ampe r s each , with a separate room for· the counselor between the two . 1113
Most of the camps in our study using tents use six ,
eight , or four teen man tents .

Some , notably the Center

camps , do make use of four man tents .

The differences here ,

however , are due , I believe , more to staff considerations ,
than costs involved .

Two f actors are involved .

On the one

hand , the smaller the group the less the supervision r equir ed .
I n camps where four campers are housed in a tent , counselors
are housed t ogether , in the same area , and can easily supervise larger overall numbe r s of children .

On the other hand ,

tents with l arger numbers of tentmates generally requir e a
counselor to sleep in the same tent .

This raises many

que stions about the role of supe r vision which we will dis cuss at a more appropriat e time .
Few , if any , camps construct cabins for four .

I do

not rec all visiting any such camp among those in our study .
Generally , the cabins are of two basic designs .

A single ,

self- contained cabin, with its own washroom facilities
(usually sinks and toilets --showers are left for central
13 Julian H. Salomon , op . cit ., p . 254 .
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shower houses) or no interior sanitation , with space for
yix , eight , or twelve campers and space for counselors ,
'

either as part of the total cabin group or with a separate
cubby or small room .

A second frequently used design con-

sists of a r ather large cabin with four separate rooms .
Two l arge areas to accommodate between six and fourteen
campers , shared washroom f acilities , and a counselor ' s room.
Pinemere , for exampl e , adds a common play area or living
room for what is tantamount to the two bunks .

This room

has a fireplace and an outside porch and i s ideal for
rainy days as well as for quiet times during a regular
schedule .
While most cabins are planned for summer use only
and are therefore of light construction with _large window
areas , much screening and f requently ingenious methods of
clo sing in the cabin during inclement weather , some of the
newer cabins being constructed to either re pl ace the old
for form parts of new "villages" are buil t for winter use
as well .

The se cabins are insulated and have provision

for heat .
A large , in teresting , and novel variety of architec tural designs may be fo tmd i n our camps .

In some of the

private camps cabins bec ome " cottages " and are adve rtised
thusly : "Each cottage is equipped with inner- spring mat tre sses ) hot and cold water , showers --and en joys the comfor t of a lounging room with a log burning fire - place ."
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Log exte ri ors , paneled interi ors .

Camp Derry , for example ,

};las modern , well constructed cabins which have a very
I

I

rust ic appearan c e and blend with their natura l surr oundings ,
while Camp Eton advertises its cabins as "sturdy . "
Some camps still have large barn- l ike dormitory
buildings , which h ave been partitioned for smaller groupings , but are quite inadequate .

"A" type buildings ~re ap-

pearing more freque ntly- - an entire village of such cabins
was recently built at Camp Arthur .

Ce j win has experimented

with low cost cabins with large overhanging roofs for weather protection which also allows for the use of less l umbe r ,
an expensive item, and more screening .

Many camps , to

partially solve the problems of overcrowding cabins , are
using double - decker beds .

This only partly helps , since

while it may alleviate the floor s pace condition , still
places too many campers i n the same room.
Toilet and washing facilities yary fro m the s i mpl est
possible type , pit toilet s and latrines , to flush toilets ,
which are the norm.

Flush toilets can be used where the

water supply is plentiful and where soil conditions allow
the construction of proper cesspools or tile disposal fields .
As indic ated prev iously, some camps have enc ountered diff iculties when source s of water and swimming areas become
contaminated by improperly operating sewage systems .
. The acceptable r atio of toilets to camp populat ion
is one for each ten persons .

I imagine that this was com-
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puted on the basis of usage and laws of averages .

The

r atio is somewhat inadequa te at camp at the time of rising
and going to bed .

Two toilets for a cabin of fourteen is

more than adequate on paper- - less than adequate in prac tice .

Ur inals are of great help in boys ' facilities - -

g irls r equire a much higher toilet ratio .
Most of the camps in our study , including those
camps which provide some toilet and washing facilities in
t h e _cabins , have central wash- houses· or shower- houses .

In

de central ized camps , these are usually provided on a divi si on l evel .

Most of these buildings are partially open

str uctures with a minimum of individual privacy provided .
Si nce di visions are organized by sex , this is no pr oblem .
Sinks are either individual , or long , factory- type , equipped
wi th delayed closing faucets .

Toil ets are partitioned for

privacy--showers are generally common type .

Each d i vision-

al shower house may have i ts own heating unit and bottled
gas supply , or may be suppl ied with hot water f r om a centra l h e ating plant .

Stall type showers have be en i nstalled
.

.

in c ab i ns as wel l , thus taking th e pressure off th e central
s hower house .
D.

Staff Accommodations

We have a l ready a lluded to the recommended ACA
s tandards for the ratio of staff to campers of one to
eight .

This appl ies to campers age eight or over .

For
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campers under eight , the r atio should be one to six .
educational i mplications will be left for later .

The

Our con-

cern here is the effect on staff housing and a ccommodat ions .
There are two basic approaches to camper- counselor
" togetherne ss " and several compromises.

One camping phil-

osophy insists that the counselor live with his campers and
be housed in the same cabin area .

An opposite approach calls

for c ampers to live alone together and for the counselor t o
l ive i n close proximity , but not in the same cabin .

The com-

promi ses include having the counselor live in the same cabin ,
but i n a separate room or cubby ; the room may be completely
private , or simply a partial partition .

Where counselors

are separate from their charges , they generally share their
quarters with at least one other counselor or as many as
thr ee others .

No camp permits a counselor to live alone .

Counselors who share the cabin with campers , with some priv ate accommodation , usually share the cubby with a second
counsel or-- in a two - bunk , one - building arrangement -- or with
a J uni or counselor~

Head counselors , Division heads , Senior

counselo r s , and specialists , generally have their own quart ers .

Mar ried staff , on any level , have their own quarters ,

a small cabin , or some camps are now supplying trailers .
Head c ounselors and Divi s i on heads are usually older personn el with f amilies and many camps have recognized the f act
t hat good housing must be supplied if they are to b e att r acted to camp .

The New Jersey "Y° Camps at Milfo r d ·have built
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lovely cottages for their Head Counselors , and housing for
married staff is now a major problem facing summer camps .
To further attract staff , adult recreational and
social facilities must be provided .

Lounges , lodges , can-

teens for staff are now.becoming the rule rather than the
exception .

Again , at the New Jersey "Y" Camps at Milford ,

an entire motel- type village was constructed , with private
rooms and baths , for administrative personnel .

New infirm-

aries provide excellent housing for medical staff .

And

special attention is being given to housing needs of maintenance personnel , particularly kitchen staff .

The short -

age is so acute that salary alone is no longer a sufficient
incentive .
E.
1.

Finances

Fees
The major source of income in most camps comes from

camp ers ' fees .

In the case of the Private camps , 100 per

cent of the operational cost s of camp , its capital improve ment program , as well as the margin of profit for the owner
comes exclusively fro m fees .

At the other extreme are those

few remaining c amps , mainl y Philanthropic , where children
attend free of any charge and the total costs of the camp
operation must be borne by the sponsoring agency and/or by
grants fro m other communal sources .

Most of the other camps

depend upon income .from campers to the extent of between 70
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per cent and 80 per cent of their opera t i ng budgets .

In 1966 ,

camps affiliated with the New York Federation of Jewish Philanthropies re ceived allocations in the amount of $607 , 627
toward their total camp expenditures of $2 , 087 ,789 , approximat ely 29 per cent of operating costs ~ Aside from a combined deficit of $140 , 011 that summe r , which the individua l
c amps had to cover by passing the hat among their board
members , the remaining operating f unds , 71 per cent of the
total budge t , came fro m camper fee s . 14
Fees are normally set t o primarily cover the operating cos ts involved in maintaining and supervising a camper
f or a particular period of time .

These costs are based 6n

such opera tional expenses as c amp personnel , program , food
and food service , adminis tration , operation of vehicles ,
maintenance of grounds and f acilitie s , mai ntenanc e of equipment , replacement of equipment , insurance , l aundry , trans portation , local taxes , medical supplies , tuition fee insurance , i nterest on the mortgage , allocat ion for depreciation , and leeway for ext raord inary r epairs and replacements
or oth er unforeseen emergency expenses .

To operat e and plan

efficien tly the cost s per camper per day , broken down by
functio n , must be known to the camp f inancial manager .

Camp

accounting procedures must be e stablished so that weekly

14 Graenum Berger , Report of the Consultant on Camping to t he Distribution Committee of Federation for the year
1967 - 68 , Novembe r , 1967 . (Mimeographed , p . 1 9 . )
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balance sheets are availab le a n d a cons tan t check kept on
p er diem expenditures compa red to per diem income as related
to budget .

Determining camp fees depends on the accura cy of

such records .
Obviously camps vary considerably in their operating
standards for both maintenance and supervision .

Costs , in

the final analysis , reflect the camp ' s ideology , the scope
and intensity of programming , the qua lity and the quantity
of staff and are usually tailor- made by each organization to
be as nearly as possible within the reach of the constituency
u sing the camp .

Just as family budgets must be adjusted to

h ousehold earnings , camp budgets reflect their income .
Camps l ike Ramah , with double staffs , counselor and teaching ,
wi ll clearly have ~igher staff costs to meet than camps where
the age and experience of the counselor staff is below AC.A
s tandards and the costs for employing such staff is sub st antially less .
ac tivities

Camps which include extensive out - of- camp

necessitati~g · considerable bus transportation

will understandably have greater operating expenses than
c amps which restrict a l l

of their activities to in- camp

pro gramming .
The f ees charged by a carnp may reflect the actual
f u ll operational costs of carrying each camper , with certain
a llowances for those campers who cannot afford to pay full
fe es .

Such camps charge flat fees for all campers and pro -

vide f or non full - fee

paying campers through subsidies ,
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scholarships or other income .

In some camps the fee is set

at somewhat less than the actual operating cost , with the
difference covered by general contributions to camp or from
other sources of camp income .

As already noted, the Private

camps charge full actual co sts , plus . . The Educational , Yid dish , Zionist , Denominational- - Conservative and Reform-and Hebrew camps charg e fla t fees , based primarily but not
exclusively on actual camp cost s .

Federation camps and

many of the Philanthropic camps , on the other hand , base
their fees , not on actual operating costs but on the reported
family incomes of the familie s of campers .

Here , fees , with

some exceptions , are based on the camper ' s ability to pay
and are calculated on a carefully prepared sliding scale .
The scale is generally based on family gross income , making
allowances for the size of the family , taking into account
what average families in different income levels should
l egitimately set aside in their annual "recreation" budget ,
and then base the fee on the assumption that a family would
s pend at least one - third of that category for a summer ' s
c amp experienc e .

Where there was actually a family budget

deficit , a minimum fee would be expected equivalent to at
l east the food expenditures for the week ,

While some Center

c amps also apply a sliding scale rate for fees , most Center
c amps charge flat fees .

Obviously , camps that base their

f ees on fac t ors other than actual operating costs can exist
only by being heavily subsidized , or running sub- standard
camps .
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I n addition to reflecting actual operating costs ,
fees may be related to other factors as well .

For example ,

many of the Zionist camps rely on camp income to cover some
of their organizational expenses during the entire year .
The Philadelphia Hai Commission , responsible for Habonim
a c tivities in the city throughout the year , depends on income f rom Camp Galil .

The fees at Galil must , therefore ,

encompass these expenses .
Many camps depend on camper fees for capital improvement programs as well as for on- going maintenance and
operational costs .

One Center camp spent $32 , 396 f or capital

-i mpr ovements and new equipment in 1968 from camp income .
Mortgage payments and interest on mortgages are al so met
fro m camp income , as a r e the costs of full - time , year - round
personne l , city offices and clerical help , r ecruitment expens e s , camp l it erature , etc .
Organizationally sponsored camps charge lower fees
t o members than to non- members , as much as a 1 5 pe r cent
differential .

This techni que is used to encourage member-

s hip and stimulate year - r ound participation in th e _pr ogram
of t h e sponsoring organization .

Jo ining the "Y" or t h e

Zionist youth group saves the family some money and promot'es
membership .
A f ee diff erent i a l

is made in s ome camps if more

t han one child f rom a family attends the camp .

A few c amps ,

to enc ou r age the annual r eturn of campers , a l low for lower
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rate s for each successive year of attendance .

A Canadian

Cfmp charged $350 for the fir st year and only $200 for the
/

second .

In one c ase , a camp gave a free summer to a child

who had attended the camp for six consecutive years .
Camps also vary in the manner in which they deal
wi th fees for children of staff members .

If the children

are of camper age -and are placed i n tents or cab ins thus
displacing full-fee - paying campers , some fee ad j ustment is
made .

In some camps , staff children attend seemingly free

of charge ; however , an ad j ustment i n th e parent ' s camp
salary is generally made .
only food costs .

Some camps charge these children

Many camps have no set policy and , depend -

ing on the law of supply and demand for staff , make yearly
arrangements .

In recent ye a rs , with the critic a l shortage

of good staff , camps tend to be most generous in making such
arrangements and try to attract good personnel by offering
liberal accommodations for children as an added incentive
for employment .
One Center camp follows a formul a which includes
charging staff parents $400 agai nst a $595 f ee for children
who are full participants in the camp program , live i n
bunks , etc .; $300 if the child sleeps with the parents but
i s assigned to a bunk group during the day ; $200 if the
child sleeps with the parents and is part of the day- camp ;
no cha r ge for children under fo ur who live wi th pa rents ; no
charge for baby sitters who a re brought to c amp to care for
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young children while the parents work in program--the parent
p,a ys the baby sitter ; no charge for spouses who visit on
I

.

Jeekends or come to camp for their vacation and have free
use of all camp facilitie s --they are called "drones ."
supervisory staff are charged half of these fees .

Top

Full-

time employees of camp may have their children at camp at
no charge at all .
The data collected in this study were gathered over
a period of several summers and while this is relatively
unimportant for many aspects of the study since little notable changes took place during these years in most areas ,
fees did change from year to year .

Between 1955 and 1960

camper fees increased an average of 7 per cent per annum in
c amps affiliated with the National Jewish Welfare Board . 15
A sampling of fees charged by camps in our study between
1 963 and 1969 shows increases of between 11 . 7 per cent and
41. 3 per cent with an average of 25 . 7 per cent .

Since data

from the summer of 1963 is available for seventy of our one
hundred camps , the following statistics are based on these _
fi gures .

In addition , because the length of the camp season

varie s and campers may attend and pay for two , three , four ,
six , or eight week periods , all fees were adjusted and
calculated on a per week basis .
15 Bernard Warach , "Jewish Communal Camping Trends , "
Jewish Welfare Board Year Book , xii (1961- 62) , 39 .
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TABLE 6
WEEKLY FEES CHARGED BY CATEGORIES OF
C.Al-1PS DURING THE 1963 SEASON
Number
of Camps

Category

Range of Fees
Maximum
Minimum

Private

9

$65 . 62

$87 . 50

Federation

5

63 . 84

65 . 71

18

44 . 08

46 . 88

Educational

3

66 . 67

71 . 29

Yiddish

2

66 . 69

69 . 38

Zionist

8

46 . 01

52 . 65

15

53 . 43

59 . 20

Traditional

3

39 . 63

43 . 00

Conse r vative

6

72 . 61

77 . 29

Reform

5

62 . 46

65 . 58

Center

Phi lanthropic
Denominational

Camps chargin~ the lowest fees in 1963 were the Denominational/Traditional with a minimum of $39 . 63 and a
maximum of $43000 p·er camper per week .

Center camps were

s ec ond l owest , with charges ranging from a minimum of $44 . 08
t o a maximum of $46 . 88 .

Zionist sponsored camps , charging ·

fr om $46 . 01 to ~52 . 65 fol low.

The highest weekly charges

to c ampers were the Private camps where the maximum fee
r each~d $87 . 50 .

(For the record , only one Private camp

charged $87 . 50 per week . )

However , it should be -noted that
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TABLE 7
A SAMPLI NG OF FEE INCREASES (BY SEAS ON OR
LESSER TI ME PERIOD) OF CAMPS BETWEEN
1963 AND 1969
Camp
B' na i B' ri t h , Orego n
Mi ka o- Recro
·wise
Bauercrest
Pinemere
Avodah (Sura)
Shomria
Boiberik
Ramah , Pocono
Seneca Lake
Galil
Jo seph
Henry Horner
Be tar
Yavneh
Hawthorn
Hat i kvah
Ar t hur
Tel Yehuda
Cejwin
New Jersey "Y"
Ki nderwel t
B' nai B'rith , Pa .

Fee

Fee

1963

1969

109
125
39
450
454 ·
425
370
515
575
200
395
440
80
425
595
53
160
495
450
580
563
510
497

154
175
54
600
600
550
475
660
735
252
495
550
100
525
730
65
195
·595
540
695
655
570
555

Avera ge I nc r ea se

Per Cent
Incre as e

41 . 3
40 . 0
38 . 5
33 -3
32 . 2
29 . 4
28 . 4
28 .1
27 .8
26 .0
25 . 3
25 .0
25 .0
23 . 5
22 . 7
22 . 6
21 . 9
20. 2
20 . 0
19 . 8
16 .3
11. 8
11 . 7
25 . 7
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the $65 . 62 minimum fee in Private camps was below the minimum fee s .in Educational, Yiddish , and Denominational/Conservative c amps .

Actually," th e r ange for the Denomination-

al/Cons ervative camps of $72 . 61 to ·$77 . 29 was the highest
among all c amps .
Evidently children attending_Private , Educat ional,
Yiddi sh ~ and Denominational/Conservative and Denominational/
Reform camps come from middle - middle or upper- middle class
homes, or , and this is particularly the case in the Denominational/Conservative camps , are recipients of considerable
scholarship assistance .
The income level of f amilies of children attending
most Federation , some Center , and some Philanthropic camps
is consi_d erably lower .

Since fee s at Federation camps are

based on one 's ability to pay , the New York Federat ion ,
through its · camping consultant , gathers detailed annual
fiscal statistics fro m it s affiliated camps .

I n recent years ,

Fed eration has been trying to determine the income lev el s of
their campers by· studying the r eported i ncome, often confirmed by inv estigat ion , in rela tion to th e size of the
family.

Figures for 1967 showed t erribly low lev els of

family income .

For example, Fed erat i on camps served 1 , 060

campers coming fro m~ family of two-- one parent and one
child .

Only 53 of the 1,060 campers came fro m families with

an income of $6 , 000 or more; 697 of these · children came from
a household with an annual income of less than $2 , 999 .

In
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the case of families of t hree - -two pa rents and one child- 61 per cent of these children came from homes with incomes
of less than $6 , 000 per annum .

The so - called averag e

family of four--two parents and two· children--which constitutes the largest single block of campers at Federa tion
c amps , with one - third of all campers in this category , showed
a decrease in thoqe registered with incomes in the $3 , 000$7 , 499 range , and an increase in the $7 , 500- $9 , 999 category .
-

This is the family_ group for whom a Federal government de partment estimated that $9 , 200 per annum was required to
live with a limited degree of comfort in the greater New York
area .

I n his report , Mr . Berger noted that there was als o an .

i ncrease of camper services to families with incomes of
$7 , 500 and over .
While we are obviously not serving exclusively
a poor population, I do not believe that the spread
is one for concern . The Jewish community, while
stil l in reat need for sub s idized campi n , (italics
mine also gives increasing eviden ce of being able to
pay for the largest share of the camping bill . Philosophically , I like the economic as well as the social
mix . It not only provides rich social and cultural
c ontacts , but it also refl~cts a better level of be havior , a stimulant for emulation that we so desperately seek in other school and neighborhood environments . 16
A number of Federation camps, especially those which
are better developed and more closely comparable to good
Private camps , have recognized that an ever- increasing
16 Graenum Berger, op . cit . , p . 44 .
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number of their campers are coming from the middle i ncome
groups .

These campers come from families wh o either cannot

afford good Pr ivate camps , or, what seems even more prevalent , prefer a campwith a mixed population that offers a
shorter camping season of three weeks or not mo re than s i x
weeks .

Private camps are all eight week camps and the costs

become prohibitive when several children are involved in one
f amily .

Such f amilies may send their children to these

Federation camps but must pay higher fees , graded up to $210
-

f or three ~e eks , which is consid erabl y above the operational
cost .

This enables the camp t o me et pa rt of its obligations

t o lower income families .

However , the g enera l practice

seems to be the limi t ing of campers from this econ omic group
t o, at most , on e- third of the entire camp population, so as
t o assure camper beds for children fro m lower income f amil ies who would otherwise have no opportunity for a camping
experie nce .
The fee s of camps are closely correlated with the
socio- economic and affiliation patte r ns of the American
J ewish community .

The fee structure among the Denomina-

t ional c amps points this out very clearly .

The only pat -

t ern seemingly i nc ongruous i s the switch in position between
the Conservat i v e and Rerorm fees .

Howev er , this is ~asily

explained in the program and staff costs of these camps , and
is not nece ssarily a reflection of economi c differenc e s be tween Conservative and Reformed Jews per se .

Because of the
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lower ecoLou ic s t atus of the Tra di~ional group , it is understandable that three of the fou.:r Denominational/Traditional
camps in our study are affiliat ed ~-~i th a nd subsidized by the
New York Federation .

Center ca:::1ps , which serve orthodox

c ampers, such as Camp Sternberg, S?onsored by the Williams burg YM- Y1:frIA , and serve only Hassi '.':. ic and ultra- orthodox
g i rls , in 1965 received an allocat ~on of $25 , 322 from Fed eration to Aa~d a total budget of $? 5 , 025 .
There are a number of "h ide.en" costs in camp fees .
I n addition to the camp "tuition" :fee , parents find that
t hey may te charged separately for insurance, laundry ,
transportation to and from camp, t ~avel costs for trips
while in camp , baggage handling, a:"ld su11dry other i terns .
One must be careful to consider the total costs in calculating the actual fee for the campir- 6 period .

One Educational

camp , in its literature , advertises a camp fee of $696 -- one
must look closely to note additional charges of $35 , bringi ng the total cost to $730 .
of $660 , plus $35 .

Anoth er camp quotes a charge

However , in most cases , the camp incor~

po rates t h e "extras " into a single camp fee and makes a point
of i nforming the parent that t h e fee includes insurance ,
l aundry , etc .
Still another cost to the parent , impossible to calcul ate statistically , are the canteen charges to campers .
Most camps have some form of camp store or canteen , usually
operated by the camp , sometimes by a concessionnaire .

The
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canteen may be a simple stand stocking such items as soap,
~ooth paste, combs, etc., and candies and ice cream, or
the camp store may be a rather elaborate enterprise .

In

most camps, the use of actual money by campers is restricted
and an elaborate system of coupon booklets used .

In any

event, considerable -sums of money are spent by campers in
these canteens , adding to the cost of camp to parents , and
providing income for the camp budget as well .

The education-

al implications of the canteen will be discussed later in our
study.
Special camp clothing adds to costs in a number of
camps.

While most camps frown on "camp uniforms" and chil-

dren may wear ordinary summer clothing , there are some camps
which require special camp clothing with the camp name and
insignia, inform the parents where such clothing may be
purchased, and, of course , profit from this extravagence .
However, even camps which have no special requirement usually
have camp "T" shirts , jackets , sweatshirts , etc . which
camp ers generally purchase , adding to parents' cost and to
camp income.
Special camp programming may also result in "extra"
costs.

During the two summers when Expo was open in Montreal ,

a number of camps arranged bus trips and visits .

Costs were

kept to a minimum by housing campers in hostels and even in
nearby camps , but parents found themselves taxed for costs
over and above normal camp fees.

Such added costs were more
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prevalent among Teen c amps than camps with young children .
The three Habonim camps in the East initiated an
inter- Camp r. a ccabia in which two camps travelled t o the
third .

All three pooled expenses and i nitially taxed the

parents for this added cos t .

Eventually, these costs were

integrated i nt o the budget and reflected in increased camp
f ees .
Since income fro m fee s accounts for only between
70 per cent and 80 per cent of cost s of operati ng budgets ,
th e remai ni ng 20 per cent to 30 per cent must come to var ious camps in va rying ways .
2.

Schola r ships
Scholarships or "camperships " are available to

c ampers i n 92 . 5 per cent of the camps i n our study , exclusive of the Private camps .

Of the two Yiddish camps in-

cluded i n this statistic , one did not award any schol arshi ps .
I n addition , 29 per cent of the Zioni st camps and 20 per cent ·
of the Denominat ional/Reform camps did not provid e for
sch olarship assistance to campers .

Of the 41 camps report -

ing a scholarship program for their campers , 6 , 882 campers
b enefited during th e summer of 1963 to the extent of
$705 , 104 , as i ndi cat ed in Table 8 .
While these figures are i mpressive , they are also
misleading .

Even among these 41 camps , there were many

more children i n receipt of scholarship assistance , adding
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TABLE 8
RESPONSES OF CAMPS BY CATEGORIES THAT
REPORTED SCHOLARSHIPS FOR CAMPERS
IN 196 3

Camps

Number of
Scholarships

Amount of
Scholarships

3

1 , 530

$122 , 000

14

2 , 180

180 , 796

Educational

3

147

29 , 300

Yiddish

1

40

5 , 000

Zi onist

4

155

13 , 000

Philanthropic

8

1 , 441

137 , 600

Traditional

1

200

20,000

Conservative

2

341

84 , 503

Reform

4

498

62 , 905

1

350
6882

50 , 000
$705 , 104

Category
Federation
Center

Denominational

Hebrew
Total

100

c onsiderable value to the $705 , 104 repor ted , than the figures
i ndicate .

This is so because our statistics include mainly

those scholarships given by the camps them?elves , and do not
i nclude all the scholarships given to children by other agencies , synagogues , Hebrew Camp Scholarship Funds , foundations,
Rabbis Funds, organizations , and the like .
Can.P3 charge fees , and if the campers pay the full
amount, the camp often has no knowledge of any assistance
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the campe r may have received .

Having received full tuition

from the parent , even if the camp is aware of the help,
there may be no record kept of th e scholarship , unles s the
granting agency sends the s cholarship dire ctly to the camp
and the paren ts pay the · difference .

In Philadelphia , the

Division of Community Services of Gratz College has sponsored a Hebrew Camp Scholarship Fund and rai sed thousands
of dollars over the years and helped tens of children to
attend camps offering Hebraic programming .

To be certain

that the ~amps reco gniz e the interest and participation of
th~ ·College in their c amp program , the stipends are sent
directly to the camps to be credited to the accounts of the
child r en involved .

The Buffal o Bureau of Jewish Educ a tion

has followed the same practic e for many years as well , as
d o many oth er Central Agencies for Jewish Education . 17
Mos·t Conservat ive congre gations heavily subsidize
t he attendance of their children at the various camps Ramah .
Camp Ramah in the Poconos repor t ed that 147 of their children
r eceived scholarship assistance v alued at $29 , 953 and underl ined the fact that these scholarships were n ot by the camp .
Camp Ramah in California did not provide any figures at all ,
s imply noting that many of its campers did attend on scholarships which were not offered by the camp itselfo
17 Abraham P . Gannes , Ce~t ral Agenci e s for Jewish
Education ( Philadelphia : The Dr ops ie College , 1954) , p . 85 .
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Most scholarships are provided on the basis of eco nomic need , although social , educational, and emotional
needs are sometimes offerec as criteria.

In most cases ,

applicants are reQuested to s upply proof of financial need .
Camp Carola provides scholarships to children who are on
Aid to Dependent Children or other Department Welfare;
Camp Henry Horner accepts "charity referrals" and gives
help only to "low income categories"; Camp Sussex gives all
campers full scholarships and limits enrollment to "underprivileged children ."

In addition to "need, 1 ' some camps

add · other Qualifications .

"Memb ership in the Organization

and financial need" is the criteria of Camp Shomria in
Canada; Camp Willoway gives scholar ships only to residents
of Mt . Vernon; Cejwin Camps tak e into consideration "recommendations by Hebrew Schools through the J . E . C."; "Sui tability to c·amp" as well as financial need is the practice
a t Camp Ein Harod .

"Leadership potential, scholarship and

need" are the three tests for aid at Camp Hess Kramer .

As

one might expect , a social- work oriented Center camp like
Camp Tall Trees reports a "need for camping but unable to
pay."
Many of the Zionist camps reward their active mem~
bers and encourage potential leaders by offering scholarships.

At one Zionist camp , twenty camper weeks are set

aside at the discretion of the local Habonim leadership for
scholarship purposes .

In these cases, financial need is
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ofttimes not considered at all , but rather service to the
Movement , or the potential leadership qualities of the re /

'

cipient .
Merit scholarships are also offered by Hebrew Schools ,
Bureaus, rabbis , and the like, to children who have excelled
in their J ewish studies .

Frequently the scholarship may be

quite nominal , almost a token award , but it serves as an impo r tant impetus in encouraging the child to attend an educational camp .

Even $100 toward a fee of $735 is helpful .

Most of the scholarships being offered are partial in nature .
Camps open to a special group of children only set
their own criteria for admission and scholarships .

Camp

0akhurst , for example , is sponsored by the New York Service
fo r the 0rthopedically Handicapped so that scholarships are
obviously limited to children who otherwise qualify for
admission . · Camp Yavneh limits its scholarships to "needy
f amilies from Boston and vicinity ."

Children must first

meet the Hebrew admission requirements of Camp Massad before
a s cholarship may be requested .
Camps receiving direct subsidies from Federations
or Welfare Funds , are , in effec~ , offering partial scholarships to all their campers .

The same applies to all camps

whose f ees are based on a sliding scale , where the ability
of the family to pay is the basis for the charge .

Any child

i n a camp paying less than his full subsistance cost is
t e chnically attending on a scholarship .
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Scholarships , if provided by non- camp sources , do
not add to the camp ' s operational income .
really c amper fees .

Scholarships are

Where this fee originates or who pays

it is immaterial to the camp .

Scholarships may increase

the camp i ncome if the capacity of the camp has not been
filled and the offering of scholarships will bring in additional campers _to occupy unused space .

In this case ,

the overall per capita costs of camp would be reduced by
the added campers and their income.

On the other hand ,

scholarships that are offered by the camp itself , increases
the . per capita cost by reducing the aggregate income for
the total number of campers and a re a drain on the camp
budget.
We must look to sources other than scholarships to
account for the 20 per cent to 30 per cent camps need to
operate beyond income from fees.

3.

Communal Support
Sixty-one per cent of the camps reported that they

re ceived communal subsidies in the form of either direc t
allocations from federations and welfare fund s or from
contributions by individuals , organizations , or institutions.
These funds were used for operational expenses as well as for
the improvement of camp facilities.
In responding to the question , "Does your camp re ce ive communal support? " there seems to have been some con-
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fusion in the interpretation of the term "communal ."

A

few camps interpreted this term to mean support from central
communal fund s such as direct subsidies fro m Fed erations
only .

Camp Ramah in the Berkshires, for example , stated

that it received no communal funds and at the same time reported scholarship assistance from conservative congregations.

Most of the camps , however , did interpret the term

ucom.munal " quite broadly as we shall see from the variety
of sources they list for such support .
One hundred per cent of the Federation camps re ceived direct support from central communal funds--29 per
cent of total budget .

A number of Center and Philanthropic

camps are also subsidized in like manner .

·camp Henry Horner ,

a Philanthropic camp , receives an allocation fro m the Community Fund of Chicago ; the Rochester Community Chest contribut es to Camp Seneca Lake, a Center camp ; Camp Wise , a
Center camp , receives support fro m the Jewish Welfare Fund
of Cleveland , Ohio; the Jewish Appeal of Montreal , Canada ,
provide s some 80 per cent of the budget o·f Camp Wooden
Acre s ; Camp Livingston receives money from both the Community
Chest and the Jewish Welfare Fund.

These are but a few ex-

ample s of camps receiving allocations from central Jewish
communal f unds .
Among the other categories of camps , 67 per cent of
the Denominational/Conse rvative , 62 per cent of the Zionist ,
and 60 per cent of the Denominational/R~form claim to be
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completely self- supporting and receive no communal support .
Among other camps in these categories , however, support
does come from such sources as Hadassah for Camp Biluim
in Canada , the Labor Zionis t Organization and Pioneer
Women for Camp Gilboa in California; "our member congregations and the U. A. H. C." fro m the Union Camp Institute in
Indiana , or from Camp Harlam , that reports support fro m
Reform Synagogues ; Camp Ramah in California reports that
"funds are raised from membership of.local synagogues "-from Ramah in Wisconsin we are informed that " this camp is
i fr no way subsidized , however , from time to time contributions are received for additions to the camp facilities ."
Three of the four Denominational/Traditional camps
r eceive grants from the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies
of New York .

In addition , Camp Emunah raises money by

making radi·o appeals and from the proceeds of luncheons .
Among the Educational camps , Camp Yavneh of the
Boston Hebrew College reported that it "occasionally re ceives money from the Combined Jewish Philanthropies of
Boston" and further noted having received a "lump sum for
r evitalizing the camp . "

Camp Avodah (Sura) reported that

i t receives funds througb the budget of the Board of Jewish
Education which is subsidized by the Jewish Welfare Fund of
Chicago .

In addition , monies are raised for camp purposes

by the Womens Division of the Board and the College of Jewish Studies , by the P . T. A. of the High School of Jewish
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Studies, and by various synagogues and Temples in the Chicago
area.
I

The Yiddish camps disclaim any communal support .
Several receive some help from their own constituent organizations .
A number of the camps have developed "alumni" groups
like in Surprise Lake Camp which also has a Women ' s Le ague
of the Eddie Cantor Camp Committee which r aises funds for
camp purposes .

'1 Friends of Saratoga" was organized around

that camp in California .

A Parents Association functions

at Camp Ella Fohs which also has its own indigenous Endowment Fund .

The Louisville Jewish Community Center under-

wri tes any loss or deficit of Camp Tall Trees , but is rarely
called upon since the camp "usually breaks even . ti

The

Golden Slipper Square Club in Philadelphia carries out
year- round ·fund raising activities on behalf of its camp .
Very few camps have developed accumulated reserves
or endowment funds which are invested and which bring significant interest income to the budget .

Among the eighteen

camps affiliated with the Federation of New York , only $699
was reported as investment income in 1967 .-18
These same Federation camps also reported that pub lic sources provided only $12 , 566 in 1967, despite the
wid ely advertised antipoverty program (now in its decline)
·18 Gr aenum Berger , op . ci t . , p . 26 .
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and the much publici z ed Pre s i dent Johns on message tha t
camping is an indispensable item in relieving the problems
of children and "long hot summers ."

Camping is not likely

to be a beneficiary of substantial . public funds for ma ny
years to come .
Camping is still a concern of the voluntary
philanthropic community a nd both the raising of
standards and. more widesprea d schola rships are de pendent entirely on such support . If more children
from broken homes, adolescen ts without jobs, the
aged , and those from lower income large f amilies
are to be provided for , larger grants from Federation will be essential . lg

4 . · · Other Sources of Support
Other types of income that a camp may have include
profit from the camp store or canteen , the ·rental of facil ities during the off season, overnight or extended accommodations for visiting parents or guests, including room and
board , profit from various services such as laundry or
transportation, specia l food and drink sales during visiting
days , extra rates for special services such as horsebackriding or tutoring , and the like .
There are some camps where none of these practices
exist .

Other camps have varying samplings of all or some of

these practices .
Every camp has some form of canteen .

Among the

Zionist camps , those which are Kibbutz oriented, operate a
system of Kupah through which campers and staff contribute
19 Ibid .
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to a ce:-::-a :::.. f und , in accordance wi th one ' s ability to contribute , anc all of the sundry ne ed s and treats are purchased by tLe Kuuah .

The fund is a dministered by a com-

mittee o:: c2I1pers and staff , items are bought and distributed ·with ~o profit involved .

All other camps operate camp

stores , i ~ e profit from which bec o~e part of the camp bud get .

In a few cases the camp store may be run by a con-

ces sionn2.ire , who pays a fl at fee to the camp for this
privilege .

I n several Yiddish caKps which are immediately

adjacent ~o adul t resorts , the children use the adult facil ities .

'E1e " casino" at Unser Camp servicing Kinderwel t is

a prime e:rnr:::ple of this type arrangement .

The profit from

this "c as:'...no " is credited to Unser Camp but also benefits
Kinderwe_-: since the two camps, ch ildren 's and adults ,
operate f:-o ~ a single budget .

Sor:.e camps also permit vend -

ing mach~~es o~ the premises , a percen tage of this income
being pro::i~ .

The presence of such vending machines is

educatioral_y questionable , necess~tating the use of money
by camper3, a practice generally frowned upon· by knowledge able camp people .
Since the normal children's camp season is usually
of eight or nine week duration , and pre - camp orientation for
staff takes a portion of the week prior to opening , and
good camp:'...ng weather can extend from May through September
for appro:-:ir:.a tely eighteen or twenty weeks , camps are generally le:::t wi t h eight or ten weeks during which they can
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use or rent their f acilities .

A n_-_:_mber of camps have found

thi s a good sour ce of additional i ~come .
Many Center camps , whi c~ s srvice the entire age
range of the Jewish community , arr~nge encampments for
"golden agers , " "family- camping ," special i nterest groups
during these weeks .

The Zionist c~ps have special seminars ,

conventions , and .t he like , pos t se~son .

The Denominational/

Conservative camps open their f a ci~ities to the youth groups
affilia t ed with th e Movement , U.S .1 ., or L . T . F ., for encampments .

The Denominational/Reform camps encourage their

affiliated Temple s to bring thei r religious school children
for ext ended week- ends .

In most of these cases , since the

use of c amp is by affiliated g~o upa , the c6sts are kept to
a minimum , nevertheless , t h e ove r al l budget is freque ntly
supplemented by such act ivity .
More and more camps are wL1terizing their f ac ilitie s
t o assure year- round use.

Among o~r 100 camps we have been

able to ide nt ify four teen which hav e such facilities .

Even

greater opportunities become avai lable to rent the camp
facilities .

One c amp in the Phil adelphia area i s serving

s chools during the winter .

The c aJp was assisted in winter-

izing part of its f a cilities through a Federal grant for this
innovative educational school- camping project .

Aside fro m

providing v ita l new services to the general community , an
income is provided .
Seve r a l camps have guest Louse facilities on the
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premises and charge hotel and resort rates .

Among the camps

that offer such accommodatior2 are Camp Massad , several of
the Camps Ramah , three of the five Yiddish camps , and some
of the Private camps.

Income from this business is quite

meaningful to budget .
We have already noted the variations in camp fees
wherein laundry , _insurance , a::-_d transportation may or may
not be included in the genera~ fee .

If these charges are

not included , chances are tha~ the camp benefits from a
small margin of profit for these services .

Eyen among

camps that include these charges , great care is taken to
keep these costs down , usually by providing l esser services .
One camp , for example , integrated laundry costs into the
general fee , but provided only flat wash , as opposed to
ironed clothing which was pro7ided previously .
According to a legal cefinition stated in the Congressional Record ,

·the term ryouth camp ' means :

Any parcel or parcels of land having the general
characteristic s and feat u~es of a camp as the term
is generally understood , J.sed wholly or in part for
r e creational or educational purpose$ and accommodating
f or profit or under hila~-:. thro ic or charitable aus pices (italics mine five or more children under
eighteen years of age , living apart from their relatives , parents or legal guardians for a period of , or
portions of , five days or more , and includes a site
that is operated as a day camp or as a resident
·
camp ; . . . 20
20 c ongressional Record , Senate , April 10 , 1967 , as

quoted in Legislation Affecti~g Camping (Martinsville ,
I nc .: Americ an Camping Association , 1968) , p . 5.
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Camps operEted under philan t h ropic or charita ble
auspices are consic ered non- profit camps for tax purposes .
Wi th the exception of the Private camps which are clearly
operated for profi~ by individuals , all of the other camps
in our study quali:;:y as non- profit camps in terms of their
sponsorship .

A no~- profit camp may make a profit in i ts

operat ion , as lo~g as the profit benefits the institution
or the sponsoring organization .
All non- profit c amps a re eligible for government
surplus foo d .

Ove~ th e years , such food included butter ,

cheese , corn meal , milk allowances, turkeys , and the like .
This free surplus food g ene r ally appear s i n camp budgets
under " contributior..s " and adds up to a considerable sum .
At one Center Camp : for example , out of an expenditure of
$83 , 609 for food d"L;_ ring the summer of l968 , surplus f oods
were valued at $6 , _38 .--7 per cent of th e food budget .

The

camps that are k.os~er must , of course , limit the foods they
may accept and their food saving is le ss .
Aside fro m individual contributions to th e c amp ,
which are usually ear- marked for specific projects such as
a libra ry f und or pieces of equipment for a rt s and crafts
or the like , camps have few other sources of support and , as we h ave seen , must depend primarily on income from camper
fees .

If meaningf ul Jewish camping is to grow , the community

will have to begin to budget for this service .

CHAPTER V
THE . CAMPER - A PROFILE
.1.

Requirements for Admission
I n a broad sense , all camps have admission require -

ments .

Ordinarily a child is expected to be healthy ,

"normal ," fall wi thin the age and sex range served by the
camp and be able to pay for the experience , one way or anoth er.

Fifty - eight of the 100 camps i n our study generally

limit the ir admission requirements to these basic factors .
The other forty - two camps include these considerations
( except for those camps that serve emotionally disturbed
children or _the physically handicapped) and add a variety
of additional qualifications for their campers .
One common denominator of our camps is that they
a l l serve Jewish children ; but not all serve Jewish children exclusively .

I n tabulating the special requirements

for admission , no particul ar not i ce was ta~en of those
c amps which specifically stated that they admit Jewish childr en only , since either by name or sponsoring agency , overtly
or inherently , the nature of all the camps and their campers
are known as being "Jewish "; the statistics do , however ,
reflect the special i n- group Jewish requirements of campers --

26 3
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e.g., "only Hassidic girlsn or "only members of Reform
Tempre~" etc .

The serious problem of the sectarian Jewish

camp serving non- sectarian cacp ers and the effects of this
phenomenon on the Jewish compo~ent of the program will be
discus sed later .
Table .9 indicates the number and percentage of
camps in each category that hav e special admission require ments for campers .
Private camps , motivat ed primarily by the quest for
profit , understandably place as few restrictions as pos sible in the selection of their campers .

Popular private

camps that are in demand and I'-ave limited space will give
preference to returning campers, or to children of a particular age or sex group to assure balance , but, as a rule ,
they do not have special admission requirements .
Of the eight Federation camps , five list special
admission requirements .

Camp Oakhurst is for the physically

handicapped and require s an intake interview to assure care ful selection .

Camps Rainbow and Ramapo Anchorage serve

emotionally disturbed children and acc ep t only tho~e children who are referred to them by a bona fide case - work agency
or by a recognized therapist .

Camp Wildwood limits its

campers to children under age 8 and Surprise Lake Camp will
accept children only from the metropolitan New York area .
Thirteen of the twenty- five (52 . 0 per cent) Center
camps have special requiremen . , s for admission .

Most of
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TABLE 9
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CAMPS BY CATEGORY
WITH SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
ADMISSION OF CAMPERS
Per cent of Camps
With Special Re quirements

Number

Has Special
Requiremen ts

14

0

8

5

25

13

52 . 0

Educational

7

2

28 . 5

Yiddish

5

0

Zionist

13

4

30 . 7

Philanthropic

10

5

50 . 0

Traditional

4

1

25 . 0

Conservative

6

5

83 . 3

Reform

7

6

85 . 7

Hebrew

1

1

100 . 0

100

42

Category of Camp
Private
Federation
Center

62 . 5%

Denominational

Total

42 . 0%

these requirements are related to the campers or their families having to hold membership in the Center that sponsors
the camp or in some cases membership in Centers affiliated
with the camp .

Camp Edward Isaacs accepts only "Y" members;

Camp Tikvah i n Minnesota acc epts only members of the JCC of
the Twin Cities , unless the campers live mo re than fifty
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miles away --in which case membership is waived .
n?te that "members are preferred ."

Some cam ps

Since camps are gener-

ally filled by members , few non- members have an opportunity
to attend .

Camp Wooden Acres in Cana da limits campers to

those from families of inc omes of less than $8 , 000 per year .
Camp Cummings has a special program for retarded children .
Camps Mogen Avraham and Sternberg are restricted to hasidic
and ultra-or th odox boys or girls .
Among Educat i onal camps only two list special re quirements for admission of c ampe rs .

I n both instances the se

are camps operat ed by Hebrew Teacher Colleges having extensive formal educ ational programs during the camp session
requiring prior Hebrew study .

Both Camp Yavneh of Boston

and Avodah (Sura) of Chicago take only campers who have had
a t least two years of Hebrew stud ie s .

While Camp HiLi has

a similar educational program , it is evidently prepared to
work with children with n o previous Hebrew background .
None of the Yiddish camps have specia l requirements
for admission .

Ev en though four of the fiv e camps are

either sponsored or a ffili ated with large organizat ions ,
there is not even a policy of giving preference to children
of members .

I n f act , most of the children attending these

camps come fro m non- member homes .
Of the thirteen Zionist camps , only four insist on
spec ial admission r equirements .

I n the case of tw o , Camp

Biluim and Camp Kadima in Canada , only memb ers of Young
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Judea are accepted .

In addition, Camp Kadima requires that

the family of the camper be a participant in the United
I

Israel Appeal , the only camp in our entire study to do so .
Camp Bonim , the leadership camp for Habonim , understandably
limits attendance to potential leaders from the ranks of
the national youth movement .

Camp Moshava of the B 1 nei

Akiva movement does not insist that the camper be a member
of its own youth movement , but does require all campers to
have a "Hebrew- Orthodox background . 11

The other nine Zionist

camps are open to all children in the community .
The Philanthropic camps are evenly divided in their
approach to admission procedures .

Five of the ten camps

surveyed are open to all children-- of the other five , three
limit their campers to children from "low income" families
or to "deserving children " without fully defining the terms .
Camp Carola i s for the orthopedically handicapped and Camp
Kunat . ah serves Jewish Boy 'Scouts .
While only one of the four Denominational/Traditional
camps lists a specific admission requirement --Camp Morasha
re quires the camper ·to be a student in a Hebrew Religious
School-- and the other three list no special · admission re quirements, this is clearly a case of a category of camp
that does not have to list a requirement in order for a tacit
re quirement to exist .

Camp Agudah and Camp Enos are affili-

ated with the Agudath I srael of America Movement , a funda mentalist orthodox group .

The camps are operated in accord-
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ance with the strictest interpretation of halce.hah , and are
known as such .
I

Therefore, it is evidently not necessary to

I

restrict admission to children willing to participate in
such a program ; only such children normally apply .

The same

observation applies to Camp Emunah , which also, technically ,
is non- restrictive in admission policies .
The Denominational/Conservative and Reform camps
practice the largest proportion of nexclusivenessn of any
category of camping , with the exception of the one Hebrew
camp , which understandably has certain minimum linguistic
admission requirements .

Five of the six Conservative

c amps , 83 . 3 per cent , accept only children who are affili ated with the United Sunagoeue ; six of the seven Reform
camps , 85 . 7 per cent , admit only children from families affili ated with the Union of American Hebrew Congregations .
The ·camps Ramah have further admission requirements ,
since a limitation of space and camper beds have necessi t ated even finer sel ectivity .

These refined requirements

di f fer among the various Camps Ramah , depending primarily
u pon the numbers from which the final selection of campers
may be drawn .

Ramah in Wisconsin asks fo r .the completion

of a "minimum of three years of Hebrew School," while Ramah
i n California is satisfied with only two years .

The Con-

n e ct i cut Ramah required the camper to be "in top 50% of his
class , motivated Jewishly , recommended by Rabbi and Educat i onal Director . "

Camp Ramah in the Berkshir es notes the
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following requirements for admission :
At least 9 years old . Must be currently pursuing a
Hebrew Study program at an accredited Hebrew school
(italics mine) or its equivalent . The camper
should be in the top quarter of his class . In addition , High school age applica nts (14 - 16) are subject
to the following : Attendance in a Hebrew High
School as well as high level of achievement and a
written examination administered by camp .
Camp Ramah in the Poconos is evidently satisfied with campers being simply "good students in their Hebrew class, pass
an examination in Hebrew , be recommended by their Hebrew
(religious) Schools . 11
Recommendation by the Rabbi or Educational Director
is not to be taken lightly , since many camps Ramah operate
through a quota system .

A specific number of campers is

assigned to a congregation and the parents apply for a place
at camp through the congregation, not the camp office .

Or ,

if they apply thro ugh the camp office , the child is not ac cepted unless he is first cleared with the home congregation.

The congregation is able to hold the upper hand be -

cause in many instances it provides considerable scholarship assistance to the children to enable them to attend
the camp .
The situation among camps of the Reform movement is
not substantially different .

All of the camps which are

UAHC sponsored , six of the seven camps in this category , restri ct camper admission to members of Reform congregations .
The one camp that does not , Camp Hess Kramer, is sponsored
by a sin.g le Reform Temple and is open to any child receiving
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a Jewish educa~ion , regardless of affiliation .

The problem

of camper beds is even more acute among the Reform Camps .
The Conserva ti-.-e camps ( except for California) all have
eight - week seasons and children must attend for the full
period ; all the Reform camps have three_ or four week sessions or
variations , thEs enabl ing larger numbers of children to
b enefit from the camp program .

In any case , the child from

the Reform cong~egati on , as the child from the conservative
synagogue , attending either camp , lives exclusively with
his in- group a::-_d is denied the opportunity to socialize ,
study , discuss , or play with Jewish children from other
i deological or n on - ideological groupings .
The significance and concern implicit in the statis tic that forty - two of the 1 00 camps studied have limiting
admission requ~rements for campers lies in the fact that
the fragmentat ion that is so detrimental to the general
adult Jewish co::ununity is infringing upon the child ' s campi ng community .

Aside from the camps that service children

wi th very special kinds of problems , physical or psycho logical , the ot~1er camps provide programs which could be
beneficial to 211 children , regardless of affiliation .
Even camps with particular language or study programs could
accommodate children from broad vistas of the community .
I nstead of strengthening narrow institutional chauvenism ,
the camps could be utilized to encourage a deeper understanding of Kl2_ Yisrael and of Jewish peoplehood .

It is
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disappointing en ough to find t h is provincialism am ong t he
denominational camps , part ly und erstandable since they repre sent ideologica l positions; it i s even more disappointing to
find admission restric t ions in 52 per cent of the Center
camps , which consider the mselves fully communal institutions,
with no particular ideological axes to grind .
On the other h a nd, one can sympathize with a camp
that is sponsored by a particular agency and feels obligated
to accommodate its own affilia t es , and does not even have the
space at camp to accomplish this end, let alone open admis sion to the general public .
There is no question bv_t that many more camps are
needed, particularly camps which will be open to all Jewish
children .
2.

Admission Procedures
The problem of selection , of "intake " of campers ,

is at best not simple .

When dealing with campers who are

no t paying full fees, the process of "intake " becomes even
more complicated.

It is a dual process--enabling the camp

to choose the camper , and the camper and his parent~ to
choo se the camp .

The intake process is frequently the only

opportunity the parent will have for direct communication
with the camp , particularly if the camp does not have parent
visi ting days , or is th e case with camps that offer three
weeks or less of camping and transport the campers from
city to camp and back without parental involvement .
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Theoretically , "the selection of campers should be
made on the basis of the ability (of the camp) to meet the
.particular needs of the individual children . 111
not be all things to all children .

A camp can-

Unintelligent or hap-

haz ard selection , by either parent or camp repre sentative ,
will merely create a difficult or impossible program situation during the camp season .
All of us beat our gums ; curse the parent ; and
would like to hammer the intake worker when--lo
and behold! --campers arrive and camper problems
emerge fro m the shadows . Often these problems
spread and affect sub - groups , whole cabin groups
and we find a disproportionate amount of supervisory staff time spent with the troubled camper .
The pressure on the young counselor can be so
trying that secretly we say (to ourselves) ' Vey
e s mir ! I don ' t think 2 I could take a group , or a
kid like that either !'
Campers with special physical or psychological needs
should not ordinarily attend camps where these needs cannot
be properly met .

We have already noted that many camps have

been organi zed to care for just such children , and these are
the camps to which most of these campers should be referred.
There has been some movement in the direction of trying to
integrate selected handicapped and retarded children with
1 Harvie J. Boorman , "The Organization and Adminis tration of Camp Program ," AdmL_istration of the Modern
~ ed . Hedley S . Dimock (New York : Association Press,
1 950) , p . 125 .
2Jerry Wi tkovsky , "Use of Intake Process in Relation
to Purposes and Objectives of Camp ," Conference of Full- Time
Executives of Jewish Communal Camps , Conference Papers ,
J anuary , 1967 , p . 28 . (Mimeographed . )
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normal children in camp to help both groups le a rn to live
within the reality of a life situation .

This can be suc -

-cessful with very well prepared staff and sensitive children , and if limited to children wi thout severe emotional
d isabilities .

However , it is ra th er amazing that children

wi th many psycholog ic a~ , e motiona l , and social problems
e nd up attending all our camps , b ecause , in too many ins tances , the intake procedure s are minimal or non- existent .
A l arge proportion of our camps accept children through mail
a ppl i cations and very few of them conduct personal intake
i nt e rviews with either prospec t i v e campers or their parents !
Th e process of selection is difficult enough , even
wh en dealing with "normal 11 children .

Determining whether

or n o t a child has that degree of maturity necessary foi
re adiness for the camping expeTien ce away fro m parents and

.

'

home cannot always be easily ascertained , even during a personal i nterview--but certainly can never be discovered with
no interview at a ll!

Economic , educational , social , and

ove r all cultural differences must be taken into consideration.

How different from the group can the child be?

Is

the family in specific or general agreement with the goals
a nd objectives of the camp?

Ea c h appl icant should be con-

sid e r ed on the basis of whether or not the particular camp
is be st suited f or th e child and v ice versa .
The i ntake procedure for campers on scholarship , or
n o t paying full f ees , is f urthe r aggrav ated by the ten sions
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which may be generated in a discussion of family income , for
there are certainly feelings and emotions aroused by a fam/

i l 'y asking for assistance .

If a camp is guided by a clearly

defined graduated sliding- fee scale , some of these tensions
may be minimized , since the scale provides a framework within which the interviewer and the family may come to terms .
Such interviews must be conducted by ski1led and sensitive
p e opl e , who should also be fami l iar with the program of the
c amp to which the applicant is applying .

A large number of

the Federation , Center , and Philanthropic camps which opera t e on s l iding scales , depend on a central social service
a g.ency t o c onduct these interviews and finalize financial
arrangements .

The weakness of this procedur ·e lies in the

f ac t that the applicant has no direct communicat i on with the
c amp itself and the interview is most inadequate in that it
usually does . not include a discussion of the spec i fic camp
program .

The agency establishes a fee for the camper , who

is then r eferred to any one of a number of camps serviced
by this agency .

In some communities the initial contact

is wi th the particul ar camp , and the parent i s then re f erred
to t he agency for the intake interview .
I n Philadelphia the intake procedure for Camp Council and S . G. F . is hand l ed by the Vacat i on Bureau .

Since

on e camp serves girl s and the other boys , this has proven
a r ather adequate means .

The procedur e for the Golden

Slipper camp is somewhat different .
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Registration for the Golden Slipper Camp (Philanthropic) is done by members of the fraternal
organization . Applications are sent to the 1 , 500
members in order that they may sponsor a child ,
with some referrals from other sources as well .
Following this , Slipper members (non- professional
laymen) interview campers to determine their "deservedness " . While the Director of the camp made
a point of informing us that only deserving
chil dren were taken , no definition of "deserving ",
apart f rom economic means was forthcoming . The
Director could not specify what information , in
a dd i ti on to f inancial income , registrars might
look f or . . . with no graduated fee scale and
s pecific determinants for acceptance , inequities
among f amilies and youngsters would occur . As a
matter of fact , the feeling was expressed at the
c amp , by youngsters and staff , that "pull 11 was re quired to gain acceptance . 3
As suming that a particular camp places greater emphasis on one aspect of its program over others , how does
the camp get this message across to the prospective camper
and his f amily?

Satisfied campers from previous seasons by

wo rd of mouth to others , camp brochures , house organs , perh aps some advertisements in newspapers or magazines are the
usual devices employed to attract campers .

However , much

of this i nformat i on is either quite general , or , in some cases
even misleading .

To cite but one example , the National

Jewish Welfare Board publishes a Directory of Resident Summer Camps which a r e under the ausp i ces of J ewish communal
organizations .

The information contained in this Directory

is based upon r esponses submitted by the 115 camps included
i n the l isting .

This , technically , absolves the JWB from

ac curacy ;. since there are a number of significant errors in
this Directory .

I n one case Ce j win camps are listed as co - ed ,

3 sU1Jlillary Report _Study of Qountry and Day Camps under
.
Jewish Auspices , Feaeratiou of Jewish Agencies of Gr~ater
Philadelphia , November , 19b0 , p . 19 . (~~meographed . J
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which is not accurate ; in another , the New Jersey "Y" camps
are listed as "dietary laws observed " and this i s true in
I

orily two of the five camps operated by this camp .

Parents

who depend on information about camps from secondary sources ,
and do not have an opportunity to speak with a represent at ive
of camp in an intake interview , do not have a realistic and
accurate picture of the camp program , its goals and objec tive s , nor do they have the opportunity to ask the many
que sti ons which concern them about their child and his future camp experience , particularly if the camp experience
is to be the first fo r the child .
This is especially import ant if the camp purports
to have Jewish programming or is sponsored hy a Jewish communal agency , and therefore the parent assumes a Jewish
c amp environment and program .
The nature of the intake process can have a significant effect on the re adiness of the camper for
Jewish experiences . The way in which he sees the
camp and the discussions he will have at home with
his parents before he goes to camp will have a bearing on his readiness for the total camping experience . This can be influenced and clarified at the
time of i ntake . 4
Some of the matters which might be _e xplored during
the i ntake interview could incl ude such questions as : Why
do es the f amily want to send their child to a Jewish communal
4 Arthur Rotman , "Use of Program , Policies and Prac tices to Achieve the Objectives of the Jewish Communal Camp ,"
paper pre~ented at the National Conference of Full- Time
Re sident Camp Directors of Jewish Communal Camps , January ,
1967 , p . 9 .
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camp , or Zionist camp , or Educ a tional camp , etc . r ather than
t o another type c amp?

What kind of Jewish experiences has

I

the camper had previously?
gain from the camp?

What does the camper expect to

The informed interviewer , who is fully

aware of the camp ' s program , is also provided with the opportunity during the interview , to pursue with the family
s uch matters as : Why is our camp concerned about providing
Jewish experiences?

What are some of the Jewish experiences

that the camper will be engaged in?

Why is it necessary for

t his particular child of this particular family to be conc er ned about himself as a Jew? 5
The intake interview also provides the opportunity
fo r other significant information to be recorded for use at
t he camp which will help the camp staff design appropriate
programming in light of the objective findings of the interviewer with regard to the "mix 11 of Jewish and general backgr ounds of the group which is to be at camp .

Most camps do

send some type of questionnaire to parents i n which they
el ic i t i nformation about the prospective camper .

Thi s same

i nf ormation , gathered in a personal interview is undoubtedly
of greater value and accuracy .
Jerry Witkovsky , Director of Camp Chi in Wisconsin ,
which services the Jewish community centers of Chicago , conducted a study of intake material used by seventeen camps .
5 Adapted from the National Jewish Welfare Board Task
Force Manual Jewish Identification of High School Age Youth ,
prepared by Harry Kasansky , 19 65 , pp . 8- 9 .
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Witkovsky was concerned with discovering how much information
camps were gathering about their prospective campers which
would assist the camp in planning their program .

Heiden-

tified s i x skill areas as being central to any interpretation of the f unction of the camp .

These were : socializing

skills , team participation skills , creative arts and perf orming skills , en richment skills , citizenship and s ocial
action skills , and J ewish l iving skills .

His findings are

of i nterest , and I am listing the responses of the seventeen
camps to some twenty- four items , indicating the percent age
of camps r esponding to each i tern .

Table lO is based on

Witkovsky ' s data .
Wi tkovsky comments : "It would seem that the statistic a l analysis would indicate that the intake process we currently practice is not seen as a resource to help us achieve
the goals toward which we strive . 116
For the purpo se of the present study , it i s particu l arly significant and disturbing that here is an apparent
l ack of concern with regard to J ewish i nformation sought
fr om parents .

Note that a ll seventeen camps sought medical

information but that only one camp was interested in finding
out "what , in the Jewi sh c amp does the parent want ," and
only four c amps even inquired ab out the "Jewis h education of
i ts camper s . 11

This is a particular negative reflec t ion on

6 J erry Witkovsky , op . cit ., pp . 31- 32 .
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TABLE 10
INFORMATION REQUESTED BY SEVENTEEN CAMPS
FROM PARENTS OF PROSPECTIVE CAMPERS
I nformation on Camper
Requested by Camps

Number of Camps
Reques ting

Medical information
Camper interests
Previous camp experience
Group experience
Friendships
Has child received prof .
guidance
Family relationships
Asked specifics about prev .
pay Camp
School adjustment
Homesickness
Asked specifics about prev .
Country Camp
J ewish Education of camper
(italics mine)
Friends camper wants to be
with at camp
Any fears
Asked gener~l questions of
prev . camp . exp .
Did he like prev . camp exp .
Congregation Affiliation
(italics mine)
How does he get along with
authority figures other
than parents
Parents describe an
emotional problem
Do es child have swim skills
What in a Jewish camp does
parent want
J ewish Education of parents
Leadership skills
How does he/she get along
wi th opp . sex
Do es child do chores at home

17
9
9
8
7

Percentage of
Camps Requesting
100 . 0%
52 . 9
52 , 9
47 . 1
41 . 2

7
6

41 . 2
35 , 3

6
5
5

35 , 3
29 . 4
29 . 4

5
4

29 . 4
23 . 5

4
3

23 . 5
17 . 6

3
3
2

17 . 6
17 . 6
11 . 8

2

11. 8

2
2

11 . 8
11 . 8

1
1
1

5.9
5.9
5. 9

1
1

5. 9
5.9
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the administration of the camps , a conclusion which will be
further borne out as our study proges ses .
There is no adequate substitute for the personal
interview as part of the intake process .

This was one of

the conclusions of the workshop on " intake" conducted at the
Conference of Full- Time Executives of Jewish Communal Camps
in January of 1967_.

At that time Jerry Witkovsky projected

the use of three intake forms which should be completed
either during the interview or sent to the camp office
shortly after the interview .

A form to be completed by the

prospective camper in which he provides his own answers to
questions posed by the camp ; a form to be completed by the
parents ; and a form to be completed by the interviewer .
The concensus of the workshop included agreement that a ll
three forms must then be carefully read and analyzed by the
camp directo·r or his delegate , in order to clarify and
classify the information provided by the three forms so as
to help provide a better understanding of the camper , plan
and design camp groupings based on this information , plan
appropriate ways of · meeting the individual and the group
needs , particularly in the ea rly stages of ·group formation
at camp .

Some of this information , at the discre tion of

the camp director , must be passed on to the Division Head
and in some cases to the bunk counselor so that they may
have the information necessary to help them deal with the
camper .

More important , the decision as to whether or not
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the child should be accepted to the camp at all will then
be based on objective facts from the forms and the subjective opinions of the interviewer .

This procedure should

assure a much better selection of campers and will better
assure each one who is accepted a more meaningful experience at the camp . 7

Too few of the camps in our study fol -

low such procedur~s .

As i de from the Private camps , where

c ompetition is keen and the owner is anxious to meet each
pro spect , many other camps are slipshod with regard to their
a dmission procedures .
Federation camps generally accept children upon re fe rral of a social welfare agency or from a community
center , or take unaffiliated children , many of whom are then
pro cessed by a central agency .

In 1969 , the referral sources

fo r the camps affiliated with the New York Federation of
J ewish Philanthropies included 10 . 6 per cent of the campers
who came through social welfare agencies ; 37 . 7 per cent from
J ewi sh community centers ; 55 . 4 per cent were unaffiliated ,
and 1 . 1 per cent were referred by the Association of
Jewish Sponsored Ca:mps of New York , which merely provided
info rmation on the avai lab i lity of camping services to
J ewi sh sponsored Federation and non- Federation camps and
did no t participate in any phase of the registration pro c ess .
7 Ro bert E . McBride , Camping at the Mid- Century

(Chi cago : American .Camping Association , January , 1953) ,
p . 13 .
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Center camps , as we have seen in 52 per cent of the
surveyed camps , accept only members of their affiliated
I

centers or 1 'Y' s . 11
entry to camp .

A membership card is usually sufficient

Unaffiliat ed children are infrequently

interviewed and generally accepted by phone or mail appli c ation .
Educational camps are more apt to interview as part
of th e ir intake process since these camps have more partic ularized goals and objectives . .
Yiddish camps follow a very informal intake pro c edure and most children are not interviewed .
Zionist camps accept members of their youth move ments wi th out question .

Non- members may be i nterviewed to

determine "suitability " as i n th~ case of Dror .

The Habo -

nim camps accept applicants by mail , assuming interest by
parents in the camp program .
Philanthropic camps vary in their procedures as do
the Denominational camps .

Two of the three Denominational/

Traditional camps are sponsored by the Williamsburg "Y"
and f ollow the Center procedure regarding membership .
other two try to interview each applicant .

The

In the case of

t h e Denominational/Conservative , all children are interv i ewed and tested .

The Reform camps depend on referrals

fro m their affiliated temples and recommendations from the
c amper ' s . rabbis .
Th e Hebrew camp Massad also depends a great deal
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on school recommendations, does some interviewing , but no

3.

Attendance
(a )

Age and sex distribution of campers

The age and sex composition of campers in any given
camp i s of prime importance in determining program and
l eadership planning .

As we have already discovered , the

organiz ation of the physical plant , the size and complexity of housing , the proportion of staff to campers , menus
and the cost of food services -- these and many other considerat ions r evol ve around the age of the camping popula tion .
I n the l ast ma jor census of organized camping in
the United States conducted by the American Camping Asso c iation i n l951 , it was noted that
a l though the lure of camp life is not limited to
one age or group , the largest number of camps
served the seven to eighteen year- olds , the peak
group of all camping se r vices was between nine and
fo urteen . . . The largest group of campers among
the bo ys ' camps was b etween eleven and fourteen ,
while the highest number of girls in any age group
was between nine and twelve . 8
.
The National Jewish Welfare Board in its statistical
analysis of twenty- eight resident camp experiences in l964
prepa~ed a table , c omparing the age composition of campers
i n 1954 , l9 60 , and 1 96 4 which is r eproduced as Table 10 .
8 Ibid .
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TABLE ll
COMPARISON OF AGE COMPOSITION OF CAMPERS IN
TWENTY- EIGHT CAMPS AFFILIATED WITH THE
J .W. B. IN 1954 , 1960, 1964
Age of Campers
(Years)

Per cent of Campers in Given Age Group In
l960
1964
1954

Total

1 00 . 0

100 . 0

100 . 0

Under 6

0.0

0.0

0 .1

8

6.3

10 . 0

14 . 9

9 - ll

43 . 8

45 . 6

46 . l

1 2 - .l 5

47 . 0

42 . 4

37 . 0

l6 - l7

3.0

2.0

2,0

ll yrs .
7 mos .

l l yrs .
3 mos .

6 -

Average Age

10· yrs .
10 mos .

This table clearly highlights the fact that since
1 954 the proportion of campers under age nine has dropped
fr om nearly 15 per cent of the total camp population to
just over 6 per cent while the proportion of campers age
1 2 to 15 has increased from 37 per cent to 47 per cent .
Of the children between the ages of 6- 8 (6 . 3 per
c ent) , 57 per cent of the total number of campers were 8
y ears old and none were 6 .

This is in keeping with the

gr owth of the Day Camp movement and the fact that parents
a r e evidently more reluctant to send their very young children off to camp , but would rather introduce them to campi ng gradually through th e medium of the day camp , which , in
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the case of Centers , is frequently operated by the same
agency that operates the Country resident camp .
In the 9-11 age grouping , there i s a progression
of attendance by age ; 9 year- olds make up 11 . 0 per cent of
the tota~ camp population , 10 year- olds , 15 . 1 per cent , and
11 year- olds 17 . 7 per cent .

According to the JWB study ,

the 11 year- olds made up the large st single group of campers
at camp.

Twelve year-olds accounted for 16 . 6 per cent ; 13

year- olds for 13 . 9 per cent ; 14 year- dlds for 10 . 8 per cent ;
15 year- olds for 5 . 7 per cent, and the 16 - 17 year- olds constituted only 3. 0per cent of the camp age range .
The overall size of the camp was also related to
the age distribution of camperp .
tracted older campers .

The ve ry large camps at -

In the 12- 15 year- old r ange , the

average proportion of attendance of this age group in all
twenty- eight camps of the study was 47 per cent --in the
large camp the figure rose to . 51 per cent .
was also true .

The oppo site

In large camps the proportion of total

campers of age 8 and under was 4 . 9 per cent , while for the
total twenty- eight camps , this figure was 6 . 3 per cent .

By

contrast , small camps had fewer older children ; the bulk
of their campers , 48 . 6 per cent , was in the 9- 11 age group .
The ages of the campers being served by the 100
camps in our survey will be seen in the series of tables that
follo w.

A tabulation was made of the age range of each camp

by sex , arranged by.categories of camps and then summarized
in a table that encompassed the information from all 100
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camps .

An ana lysis of these findings will follow the tables .
Fif ty of the 100 camps in our survey serve boys

and girls between the ages of 8 and 16 ; 70 per cent of our
camps serve boys and girls prima rily between the ages of 9
and 15 .

The age group served by 80 per cent of the camps

consist of children between the ages of 10 and 15 , with the
13 year- olds constituting the largest single age grouping
among camps serving girls (87 per cent) and 11 , 12, and 13
ye ar- olds (87 per cent) among the camps serving boys .
(See Tables T2 and l3)
These fi gures are comparable , but somewhat different from those of the national ACA census .

The age range

in at least 50 per c~nt of all camps in the American Camping Association statistics served children ages 7 to 18 ;
by contrast , the age range served by 50 per cent or more
of the camps· in our survey was 8 to 16 .

The l argest age

grouping served by all camps ~n the national survey was
between 9 and 14 ; in our survey the 10 to 1 5 age group was
th e largest group served .
A study of camps and campers in the Los Angeles
area conducted in 1950 revealed that 12 year- old boys made
up the largest single group of campers . 9

Our study cor-

roborites this finding but so mewhat broadens the range of
9 camps and Ca mpers i n t he Los Angeles Area , Re search Department , Welfare Co uncil of Metropolitan Los
Angeles , Report No . 9 , June , 1950 .
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TABLE 12
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOY CAMPERS
IN 100 SUMMER CAMPS I N 1969
Age of
Camper

Number of Camps
Accepting This Age

Percentage of
Total 100 camps

4

/*

5

/// .

15 . 0

6

/ I ll/

24 . 0

7

41 . 0

8

////////
/ //////////

9

///////////////

76 . 0

10

/////////////////

86 . 0

11

//////////// //////

87 . 0

12

//////////////////

87 . 0

13

////// / ///////////

87 . 0

14

////////////// ///

83 . 0

15

///I/I//I//// /I/

80 . 0

16

////////////

62 . 0

17

Ill//

23 . 0

18

II

5 . 0%

56 . 0

8.0

*Each/ represents 5 camps or a portion the reof .
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TABLE 13
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF GIRL CAMPERS
IN 100 SUMMER CAMPS IN 1969
Age of
Camper

Nwnber of Camps
Accepting- This Age

Percentage of
Total 100 Camps

5.0

4

/*

5

15 . 0

6

Ill
/Ill/

7

///////

34 . 0

8

////////////

61 .0

9

///////////////

74 . 0

10

/////////////////

84 . 0

11

///////////////J/

85 . 0

/////////////////

.86 . 0

13

//////////////////

87 . 0

14

/////////////////

83 . 0

15

////////////////

80 . 0

16

/////II/Ill/
Ill//
II

61 . 0

12

17
18

*Each/

.

24 . 0

23 . 0
8.0

repre sents 5 camps or a portion thereof .
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TABLE :14
AGE DISTRIBUTIO N OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN 14
PRIVATE CAMPS IN 1969
Girls
Number of Camps
Number of Camps
Accepting This % of Total Accepting This % of Total
Age
Age
14 Camps
14 Camps
~

Age of
Campers

14.3%

6

//*
//////////
///////////

7

Ill////////

8

II
/////////

14. 3%

71 . 4

78 . 6

//////Ill/
//////////

71.4

///////////

78 . 6

/// ///////

71 . 4

9

///////////

78 . 6

//////////

71. 4

10

///////////

78 . 6

//////////

71.4

11

////Ill /II/

78 . 6

//////////

71 . 4

12

/////////////

92 . 9

////////Ill/

85 . 7

13

//////////////

100.0

/////////////

92 . 9

14

////////II////

100 . 0

II/I/!///// / /

92 . 9

15

I//I///////I/

92 . 9

//////Ill// /

85 . 7

16

///Ill///

64 . 3

//I/Ill//

64 . 3

17

Ill/

28 . 6

Ill/

28 . 6

18

II

14.3

II

14.3

4
5

71 . 4
78 . 6

*Each/ r epresents one camp .

64 . 3
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TABLE 15
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOYS AND GIRLS I N 8
FEDERATION CAMPS IN 1969

Age of
Campers

Girls
Boys
Number of Camps
Number of Camps
Accepting This % of Total Accepting This% of Total
· Age
Age
8 Camps
8 Camps
12 . 5%

50 . 0

I
I
Ill
/Ill

///////
//////
//////
//////

87 . 5

///////

87 . 5

75 . 0

75 . 0

75 . 0

//////
//////

75 . 0

/Ill//

75 . 0

Ill//
/Ill/
/Ill
/Ill
Ill
I

62 . 5

//////
//////

75 . 0

I/Ill
Ill/
I
I

62 . 5

4

/*

12 . 5%

5

I
Ill
/Ill

12 . 5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

37 , 5

62 . 5
50 . 0
50 . 0
37 . 5
12 . 5

18

*Each/ repre sents one camp .

12 . 5
37 , 5
50 . 0

75 . 0

75 . 0

50 . 0
12 . 5
12 . 5
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TABLE 16
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS
IN 25 CENTER CAMPS IN 1969

. .

Ages of
Campers

Girls
Boys
Number of Camps
Number of Camps
Accepting This % of Total Acc_epting This % of Total
Age
25 Camps
Age
25 Camps

I
I

4 . 0%

II
//////

8.0

/*
I

4 . 0%

8.0

7

II
/ / ////

8

///////////////////76 . 0

///////////// ///// 72 . 0

9

//////////////////

/////////////////

4
5
6

I ll

4.0

24 . 0

92 . 0

/Ill/

4.0

24 . 0

88 . 0

10

////////////////
92 . 0

11

///////
//I///////II///

92 . 0

12

////////
/ / /////////////

13

88 . 0
///////
/////////////////

88 . 0
///////
////Ill/////////

/Ill

//////

////////////////

//Ill/

88 . 0

///////////////

////////

92 . 0

///////////////

84. 0

88 . 0

14

///////////////////76 . 0

////////////////////80 ! 0

15

//////////// ///// 68 . 0

////////////////// 72 . 0

16

//l/!II/////

48 . 0

////////////

48 .0

17

Ill

12. 0

Ill

1 2 .0

18

II

8.0

II

*Each/ repre s ents one camp .

8.0
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TABLE 17
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS
I N 7 EDUCATIONAL CAMPS I N l969

Ages of
Campers

Girls
Boys
Number of Camps
Number of Camps
Accepting This % of Total Accepting This % of Total
Age
7 Camps
Age
7 Camps

I*
II
II
Ill

4

5
6
7

l4 . .3%
28 . 6
28 . 6
42 , 9

85 . 7

1111111
1111111
1111111
1111111
1111111
1111111
1111111
1111111
111111

14,3

I

lOO.O

l2

1111111
1111111
1111111
1111111
1111111

l3

ll!IIII

lOO . O

l4

100.0

16

1111111
1111111
111111

17

I

8
9

lO
ll

15

lOO . O
lOO.O
lOO.O
lOO . O

100 . 0

18

*Each

I

I
II
II
Ill

repre s ents one camp .

l4.3%
28 . 6
28 . 6
42.9
lOO.O
lOO . O
lOO.O
lOO . O
lOO . O
lOO . O
100 . 0
lOO . O
85 . 7
14,3
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TABLE l 8
AGE DI STRI BUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS
I N 5 YIDDISH CAMPS I N 1969
Ages of
Campers

Number of Camps Accepting
This Age .( Boys and Girls**)

Percentage of
To t al 5 Camps

4
5
6

/*

20%

7

80

· 100

11

Ill/
//Ill
Ill//
Ill//
Ill//

12

/////

100

13

Ill//
Ill//
//Ill
/Ill

100

8
9
lO

14
l5
16

100

lOO
lOO

100
100
80

17
18
*·

Each / represents one camp .

** A

separate table for boys and gi rl s was not necessary
sinc e the f igures a re identical for both .
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TABLE 19
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS
I N 13 ZIONIST CAMPS I N 1969
Number of Camps Accepting
This Age (Boys and Girls***

Ages of
Campers

Percentage of

13 Camps

4
5

I*
I
II
Ill
IIIIIIIIII
IIIII IIIII
IIIIIIIII/
IIIIIIIIII
lllllllll/1
IIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIII
111111
I

6
7
8
9·
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
* Each

I

7 . 7%
.7.7
15 . 4
23 . 1
76 . 9
76 . 9
76 . 9
76 . 9
84 . 6
100 . 0
92 . 3
46 . 2
7. 7

represents one camp .

** A separate table for boys and girls was not
necessary
since the figures are identical for both .
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TABLE 20
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS
IN 10 PHILANTHROPIC C.Al~ PS I N 1969

Ages of
Campers

Boys
Girls
Number of Camps% of Total Number of Camps% of Total
Accepting This .10 Camps
Accepting This 10 Camps
Age
Age

4

-

5

/*

6

//

7

Ill

8
9

I

10%

I

10%

20

20

30

II
Ill

30

///////

70

//////

60

80

///////

70

10

////////
////////

80

70

11

/////////

90

12

/////////

90

13

//I/Ill//

90

///////
///////
///////
///////

14

///////

70

50

15

//////

60

16

I

10

//Ill
Ill//
II

·

17
18

* Each

/ represents one camp .

70
70
70

50
· 20
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TABLE 21
AGE DISTRI BUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS I N 4
DENOMI NATIONAL/TRADITIONAL CAMPS IN 1969

Ages of
Campers

Girls
Boys
Numbe r of Camps
Number of Camps
Ac c ept ing Thi s % of Total Accept i ng This % of Tot al
Age
Age
4 Camps
4 Camps ·

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

I
I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
I

25%
25
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
25

18

*Each / re pr esents one camp .

/*

25%

II
II
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
II
I

50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
. 50
25
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TABLE 22
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS IN 6
DENOMINATIONALICO.r.S Eff.rATIVE CAMPS IN 1969

Ages of
Campers

Number of Camps Acc epting
This Age (Boys and Girls**)

Percentage of
Total 6 Camps

4
5
6
7

I*
Ill

8

9·

111111
111111
111111
111111
. 111111
111111
111111

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

16 . 7%
50 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0

17

II

33 . 3

18

I

16 . 7

* Each

I

r epresents one camp .

** A separate table for boys and girls was not
necessary
since t he figures are ide ntical for both .
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TABLE 23
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOY AND GIRL CAMPERS IN 7
DENOMINATIONAL/REFORM CAMPS IN 1969
Ages of
Campers

Number of Camps Accepting
This Age (Boys and Girls**)

Percentage of
Total 7 Camps

4
5
6
7
8

/*

9

Ill////

100 . 0

10

///////

100 . 0

11

///////
///////
///////
///////
///////
//////

100 . 0

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

/Ill/
II

14 . 3%

100 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0
100 . 0
85 . 7
71 . 4
28 . 6

* Each / represents one camp .
**

A separate table for boys and girls was not necessary
since the figures are identical for both .
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the largest boys group to include 11 and 13 year- olds as
w911 .

In 1950 , the 11 year- old girl represented the larg-

1

est age grouping of that sex ; our findings sets this age at
13 .
Cond i tions of camping have certainly changed since
1 950 .

Among the most obvious changes is the rise in the

mi nimum age of campers and the narrowing of the age range
s e rved by most resident camps .

I t is significant that only

5 per cent of our camps accept 4 year- old children ; 15 per
cent take 5 year- olds ; 24 per cent serve 6 year- olds , and 34
per cent have 7 year- olds .

While 61 per cent of the camps

serv i ng girl s accept 8 year- olds , as do 56 per cent of
c amps f or boys , it seems clear that the age for first - year
c ampers is now 9 or 10 since three - quarters of the camps in
t he survey take in campers for the first time at these ages .
Mo st camps are not prepared to cope with the additional pro bl,ems that immaturity and lack of camp readiness bring to
alr eady inadequate staff and supervisory deficiencies .
J ust as the l ower age limits f or resident camps have
ri sen , so have the upper limits fallen .

Relatively few 17

and 18 year- olds are to be f ound in camps except in some
instances as j unior counsellors or counsellors - in- training
or camper - waiters .

Increasing emphasis on teen- age camping

wi th , in certain instances , separate f acilities for this
a g e group , probably accounts for the still significant
figures of camper attendance in the 15 and 16 year- old age

30 0

groupings .
The overall difference in age range betweBn boys
and girls served by camps seems negligible .

However , accord-

i ng to the Jewish Welfare Board more boys than girls attend
camps .

The difference of one per cent _between the number of

c amps serving 16 year- old boys and girls· may be partially
explained by the policy fo llowed in a few camps where , recognizing the d i f f er ent maturity levels of boys and girls at
t h i s age , the camps accept 16 year- old boys but take only
15 y ear- old girls as their oldest campers .

This makes the

social mi xing mo re manageable , since 16 year- old boys and 16
yea r - old girl s , while chronologically on the same level ,
frequent l y di ffer considerably in the puberty process .
Camps d e al primarily with children who are in the
fift h to tenth grade in public school .

This fact , of course ,

has gr eat bearing on the very nature of the camp program ,
as we shall see .
Among the Pr ivate camps the age ranges of their
campers varies s omewhat from the overall patt e rn (see
Ta bl e 13) .

These camps have larger proportion of younger

campe r s than do the other categories of camps .

Two of the

private camps take 4- year - ol ds and 78 per cent of Private ·
camps for boys take 6 to 11 year- olds .

The 1 3 and 1 4 year-

old s represent the largest age grouping , with 12s and 15s
only a short few percentage points below .
The age r ange in Federation camps i s also lower than
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·the overall paL t ern (see Tablel5 ) .
campers are accepted .

Here , too , very young

This can be explained by the fact ,

in part ,_ tha t several of the Federation camps serve specialized groups and that several have family arrangements , where by young adults may bring their children to camp for what is
termed "family camping ."

The ma jority of boy campers in

·Fed eration camps are between the ages of 8 and 11 ; only 62
per cent are ages 12 and 13, and only 50 per cent ages 14 and
15.

The age ra~ge among girls is somewhat higher-- the largest

single group , 87 per cent , are age 8 , but 75 per cent of the
camps serving gi rls serve the age range between 9 and 13 .
Center camps are serving fewer and fewer children
below the age of seven (see Tablel6 · ) .

Seventy- six per cent

of these camps serve 8 year- olds but the largest age grouping among boys ~sin the 9 to 11 range .

Eleven year- old

girls repr es'e n t the largest single grouping in this distribution .
All of th e Educational camps serve children ages 8
through 1 5 ( see Table 17 ) .

Sixteen year- olds are served by

85 per cent of th e camps and 7 year- olds by 32 per cent.

One

camp does have a nursery program and serves 4 , 5 , and 6s , and
two camps serve 5s and 6s but no 4s .

As is the case with a ll

co-educational camps , the age ranges for boys and girls are
identical .
The Yiddish camps serve children between the ages of
8 and 15 (see Table 18) .

Four of them serve 7 and 16 year-

3 02

olds as well and only one accepts c ampers age 6 .
Only 23 per cent of the Zionist camps take children
age 9 ; 15 per cent accept children age 8 and only one of the
13 camps serves 6 or 7 year- olds (see Ta ble 19 ) .

Seventy-

six per cent of these camps begin _their. program for children from the age of 10 , when the child has reached a modicum of self- sufficiency , at least to the extent of being
more or less ab le to care for hj_mself , make his own bed , and
attend t o his own physical needs .

Among the Zionist camps

the larges t age range of campers is above age 10 , with most
campers in the 14 , 15 , and 16 year- old grouping .

The larg-

est single group consists of 15 year- olds , as contrasted to
the fact that age 13 , represents the largest single group
for all 100 camps .
The ten Philanthropic camps in our study generally
follo w the overall distribution pattern for both boys and
girls with some minor exceptions (see Table 20 ) .

Seventy

per cent or more of their campers are between the ages of 8
and 14 , with only 60 per cent in the 15 year- old group and
only 10 per cent age 1 6 .

The l argest grouping of b_oys is

i n the 11 through 13 age group .

Among girl s , the l a r gest

age grouping extends from age 9 through age 13 .
The Denominational/Traditional camps have 50 per
cent or more of their campers between the ages of 8 and 16
· (see Table 21 ) .

One boys ' camp accepts 6 year- olds ; one

girls ' camp takes 5 year- old s .
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The pattern of the Denominat iona l/Cons ervat ive
cl.osely
resembles that of the Zionist camps in that only
I
I

one camp accepts 8 year- olds and only three camps 9 yearolds (see Table 22 ) .

All of these camps take both boys

and girls from ages 10 through 16 .

Evidently, Camps Ramah

have discovered that their program is best suited for this
age group .

The development of separat e camps f or old .e r

teen- agers , not included in this study , may account for the
fact that relat ively few of these camps report the presence
of 1 7 and 18 year- olds .
All seven of the Denominat ional/Refo rm camps serve
children ages 9 through 15 (see T2ble 23:) .

Only one camp

accepts 8 year- olds and none of the camps take children under
8.

Sixteen year- olds are served by 8 per cent. of the camps

a nd 1 7 year- olds by 5 per cent .

Two of the ·· camps also pro -

v i d e programs for 18 year- olds .

The presence of an older

a ge group in these camps may stem fro m the fact that no
special long term camps have been developed for teen- ag ers ;
each camp serves the entire age span .

The one camp which

d oes specialize in serving older teen- agers , Camp Warwick ,
i s not a part of this study .

However , this camp is not

typical since most of its programs a re of short duration
and it specializes in seminars , weekends , and the like , on
a f ull year basis .
The one Hebrew camp in our study provides for child r en from the age of 6 through 16 and has a special leader-
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ship training camp within the camp for older teen- agers .
In a study. of the sex and age of campers in 18
. camps under the auspices of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York , for 1967 , including camps which in
our study are classified as Federation, Center , Philanthropic, and Educati onal , of 9 , 265 campers served in an age range
of under 6 to age 24 , one p er cent were in the under- six
range ,

Thirty- seven and five - tenths per cent of the chil-

dren were in the r ange between 6 and 11 , and 34 , 7 per cent
were in the 12 to 1 5 grouping , wh ile only 2 . 3 per cent were
in the age 16 to 24 year group.

(This adds up to 75 , 5 per

cent--the remaining 24 . 5 per cent consist of adults ages 25
and older who are served by sqme of these camps . )

Mal es

outnumber females only in the under- six and 6 to . 11 cate gories.

In a ll other age categories there were more girl

campers than boy campers , which is not the pattern nat ionally, for more boys go to camp than girls , according to the

ACA.

The l a r ger proportion of girls in these camps may be

partially explained by the emphasis most of these camps
have placed on co - educational camping during the past fif teen to twenty years, which no doubt made the idea of camping more att ractive to girls and probably encouraged the
camps to do more active re cruiting fro m among this sex
group.

This did correct a former imbalance where boys were

in preponderance over girl campers .

To re turn to a more

balanced age - sex di~tribution it may become advisable to
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renew the stress on the masculine component of camping .
(b) Number of campers
National statistics for attendance fi gures of
campers in all Jewish- sponsored camps are non- existent .

At

best these are intelligent estimates based on relatively
small samplings ; at worst these are inaccurate projections .
We do not really know how many children attend camps of all
t y pes --we certainly do not know how many Jewish children
attend camps or how many Jewish children attend Jewish
camps .

I n 1964 the National Jewish Welfare Board , in a

study of 115 camps under Jewish communal and organizational
auspices indicated that more than 54 , 000 children attended
them during some part of that summer .

The American Associa-

ti on for Jewish Educ ation study of 1963 repor t ed figures for
f i f ty- five c~mps which indic at ed that a total of 20 ,13~
boys and girls attended these camps .
Each camp in the AAJE study was asked to indicate
th e capacity of the camp at any given time for boys and
g irls , and then to report on actual enrollment figures dur- ·
i ng the course of the summer .

A camp , for example , that has

t hr ee 3- week sessions , with a bed capacity of 150 , may
t heoretically serve a total of 450 children during the summe r.
The total number of beds reported for boys by the
f ifty- five camps was 7 , 498 ; and for girls , 7 , 352 .

The total
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number of individual campers actually served included 10,451
boys and 9 , 688 girls .

These figures are certainly accurate

for the fifty~five camps they repre sent and one can draw
some conclusions fro m these fi gur es . For example , the fact
that there were more boys than girls enrolled , seems to fol . l ow the national AcA census figures of 1950 .

Among these

camps , the average n umbe r of places available for boys
amounted to 141 beds and for girls , 139 beds .

This gives

us a general idea of the average size of the camps in the
study .

This , too , is in keeping with the findings of the

national census which reported :
The 5 , 997 camps reporting ranged in size from
eight to 2 , 500 campers . The largest group of
camps , 2 , 427 , could accommodate between 51 and
100 campers . Some camp leaders ·have stated that
there is an optimum size to camps . Most organi zational camps below the capacity- of 70 campers
experience financial strain , except where an unusual a~ount of volunteer help is available .
They also stated that camps above the 150- 200
6amper capacity may not be able to provide a real
c amping experience for the individua1 .lO
Of the 100 camps in our study , we were able to
gather figures of camp bed capacity , but not of actual
c amp enrollment in all cases .

In addition , despite the

f act that camps were asked to provide breakdown figures by
a ge and sex , a number did not provide such data .

The

c hart f ollowing indicates the bed capacity of camps in each
c ategory . '
10

Robert E . McBride , op . cit . , p . 14 .
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TABLE 24
CAMPER BED CAPACITY OH 100 SUMMER CAMPS ,
BY CATEGORY OF CAMP , FOR 1963

Number of Camper Beds

Category by Camp

2 , 201

·Private
Federation

1,636

Center

6,.817

Educ ational

2 , 660

Yiddi sh

1,360

Zionist

2 , 518

Philanthropic

2 ,163

Denominational/Traditional

1,176

Conservative

2,075

Reform

2 , 559

Hebrew

1,3 50
Tot al

26 , 515

Cons-idering the f act that many of the camps offer
several sessions per summer and beds are occupied , two ,
thre e , or even four times , the 54 , 000 figure of the Jewish
Welfare Board seems reasonably accurate .

However, the

larger question of how many Jewish children attend Jewish
summer camps still lies unanswered .

The national census

estimated that there were at least four million organized
campers in 1951 and that they probably constituted less than
1 2 per cent of school- age children who were theoretically
eligibile for attendance at some 12 , 600 organized camps in
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the United States . 11

Since the Jewish group is generally

in a higher socio - economic level than the average general
I

I

American , it would seem valid to assume that at least 12
per cent of Jewish children attend summer camps and probably
an even higher percentage .

How many attend non- sectarian

camps is as unknown a figure as how many attend Jewish camps .
Clearly , some national statistical gathering service is indicated .
On the basis of the above statistics , it certainly
seems safe to estimate that at least 75 per cent to 80 per
cent of Jewish children of camp age do not attend any camps .
Furthermore , camps that were organized to serve the
membership of particular organizations, centers , religious
groups or agencies , are not able to fulfill this purpose .
For example, the camp which serves the Conservative move ment in the 'Philadelphia area accommodates 400 campers , ages
10 through 16, out of a potential source of 8 r283 children
that are attending United Synagogue schools . 12

This camp

serves only 4 per cent of potential campers , and actually
less, since the cam·p serves communities in addition to Philadelphia .
In 1964 , nine camps belonging to the Habonim camping
11 Ibid., pp . 17, 20 .
1 2Repor t on Jewish Religious School Attendance in
Philadelphia in 1967 , Division of ·community Services , Gratz
College .
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associati o~ s erv ed a total of 1 , 274 individual campers . 13
National cem~ership figures of Habonim for that ye ar ap proximate~ s~me 3 , 500 members .

Even accepting the fact

that many no~- members attended the camps , the fact remains
that , at bes~ , only about 35 per cent

of

the membership

attended camp .
I n t~e case of both example s offered it should be
n o ted tha t m~ny children attending United Synagogue schools
undoubtedly attended camps other than the one sponsored by
their own ~o~ement , as was probably the case with some members of Hab o~ i m.

We simply do not know , nor can we ac -

c urat~ly project such attendance figures , beyond the broad est generali zat ions suggested .

We can only conclude that

c amping is s~ill reaching only a very small minority of
the Jewist c~ild population on the basis of the above statistics .
( c)

Length of stay

Of tne 100 camps in our study , 34 register children
fo r a full 8 - week s~as on , or , in the case of 3 of these
camps , the f ull season consists of 7 weeks .

Thirty- one of

the camps ac8ept children for 4 - week periods and permit
children registered for 4 weeks to extend their stay to 8
weeks if space p ermits .

Twenty- five per cent of the camps

1 3 cl.lTiulative Report , 1964 Season , Habonim Camping
As sociation , p . 17 .
(Mimeograph ed . )
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divide the summer into three 3- week sessions and in some
cases permit a child to extend his stay to 6 weeks .
/

A rel-

I

atively small 10 per cent of our camps accept children for
2- week "trips ."
The chart on the following page provides a breakdown of the practice in each category of our camps and offers a swnmary of the total pattern .
All Private camps provide chly full 8- week seasons .
This is but another manifestation of the role of the private
camp as a private enterprise with a profit motive for the
owner being central to its purpose .

These camps obviously

cater to the economic group which can best afford an 8- week
experience , and the camps do not wish to be ·bothered with
shorter sessions and more complicated programming .

These

camps are not at all concerned with providing opportunities
for larger numbers of children to participate in a camping
experience , and once they fill their own quota of campers ,
r egistration is closed .
Only one Federation camp offers an 8- week season
and this camp serves emotionally disturbed children plus a
number of normal children , who come from homes where other
members of the family , usually the mother, is under care of
a mental hygiene service and where it has been determined
that 8 weeks is necessary to carry out programs and help the
children ..

Two of the 8 Federation camps have two 4- week

sessions , while 5 offer a 3- week trip .

TABLE 25
MINIMUM LENGTH OF STAY OF CAMPERS IN
lOO JEWISH CAMPS , BY CATEGORY OF CAMP
IN l969*
Number
of Camps

Cat egory
of Camp
Private
Federation
Center

8 weeks

%

4 weeks

%

14

l4

100 . 0%

-

8

l

l2 . 5

2

25 . 0%

8

32 . 0

25

3 weeks

5

%

l4

56 . 0

7

6* *

85 . 7

l

l4 . 3

Yiddish

5

l

20 . 0

4

80 . 0

Zionist

13

3**

23 . l

8

6l . 5

2

l5 . 4

Philanthro pic

10

3**

30 . 0

l

lO . O

3

30 . 0

3

75 . 0

l

25 . 0

1

l6 . 7

3

42 . 7

4

Conservative

6

Reform

7

Hebrew
Total

5

l

l

lOO

34

** Includes one 7-week camp .

*

83 . 3

%

62 . 5%

Educati onal

Denominati onal/
Traditi onal

2 weeks

3

l2 . 0%

3

30 . 0

4

57 . 2

100 . 0
3l

25

lO

Includes data fr om the last seas on of several camps
no l onger in existence .

\>J

f---'
1--'
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Few of the Center camps permit an initia l regis tration for 8 weeks ; however , among the 32 per cent of
.these camps that have 4- week sessions , children are some t i mes permitted to remain for an extra month , if a bed is
available .

The ma j ority · of Center camps , 14 (56 per cent) ,

follow a pattern of three 3- week trips during a 9- week season .

Three of the 25 camps in this cate~ory , 12 per cent ,

h av e 2- week trips as wel l

(two 3- week trips and one 2- week

t r ip) .
While the largest number of campers in both the
Federat i on and Center camps fall in the 3- week category ,
t h e se figures are on a dec l ine , according to Graenum Berger ,
and will probably continue to decline at th~ expense of 6week camping . 14

Camps a f filiated with the New York Feder-

ati on of J ewish Philanthropies reported a 1 0 . 9 per cent
i ncrease in the number of children staying at camp for six
weeks .

Historicall y , a 6- week camping was once used as a

d evice only for f ill ing empty beds or for special s i tuations
and most camps were reluctant to allow 3- week camper s to ex tend their stay .

They rarely permitted initial enrollment

f or more than thr ee weeks in order to allow the camp to
service the largest possible number of deserving children .
The pattern has been changing , b oth on the part of camps
, 14

Gr a enum Berger , Report of the Consultant on Campi ng to the Distribution Committee of the New York Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies for the year 1967 - 68 , November 27 ,
1 967 , p . 3 . (Mimeographed . )
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and of parents .

No camp wants to keep its beds empty and

the ever larger number of campers coming from broken homes
or where there are working parent s would by itself justify
the evolving practice of fulfilling . the need for longer
camp service .

On the other hand , parents , even those in

t he lower middle income groups , are becoming acculturated
t o the pattern of higher income groups who send their children away for the summer to a private 8- week camp .

Aside

fro m the desire for this longer educational and recreational
exposure for their children , they also wish to plan their
own·summer experience differently .

According to Graenu.rp.

Berger , consultant for camping to the New York Federation ,
" I think i t is time we recognized this need , because these
parents cannot find private camps at fees they can afford .
Six weeks also seems to be abo ut as much as they can pay for
even at our rates . 1115

The trend then , even among camps

whi ch allow for 3- week camping , is toward a l onger stay .
Aside fr om the economics i nvolved --most parents wanting
the ir children to stay fo r six weeks probabl y can a f ford to
pa y f or this additional time -- there are educational considerations .

Three weeks is really not suf ficient time fo r

a c hil d to fully ad j ust to camp , become ori ented t o the pro grammatic environment , and be educationall y a f fected by the
experience .

This is particularly true i f th e camp offers a

me aningful Jewish program .

If the ob j ective of the camp is

limited to recreational purposes , pe r haps three weeks is
1 5 Ibid .
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enough .
tion .

But even such programs require time for socializaThese facts seem to be recognized by the camps in

our study , since 65 per cent of them require children to
attend the camp for four weeks or longer .
The camps in our study wh ich pl~ce particular emphasis on Jewish programming , study programs , language
arts , etc . , do ind_e ed insist on extended camp attendance .
Six out of seven Educational c amps and five out of six
Denominational/Conservative camps call for eight weeks .
The others , primarily to encourage broader attendance , allow for 4- week sessions , and among the Denominational/
Reform four camps are for ced into 2- week sessions so as to
accommodate the l arge numbers of children in Reform congre gations who request camping opportunities .

Only by building

additiona l camps or , where possible , adding additional beds
to existing 'f acilities , can these camps i ncrease the minimum length of stay of campers at camp .
Eight out of thirteen Zionist camps (61 . 5 per cent)
have 4- week sessions .

The three camps that have 7 or 8- week

seasons are primarily involved in a program of le adership
training which requires a curriculum of more time .

Some

of the Zionist camps that limit their enrollment t o older
teen- agers also face the problem of competitive activities
during the summer .

Many young people in this age category

att end summer school classes , or feel obligated to wor k for
at least part of the summer to help with expenses-, or are
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at the age when family vacations are planned .

A 4- week camp

session leaves sufficient time for all of these other ac 1

tivitie s and familie s can plan accordingly .

In the Phila-

delphia area , the dat es of camp sessions are frequently
r elated to the public summer school session .

The local

Hebrew Teachers College , Gratz College , offers a summer ses s i on for Hebrew High School students and starts it the last
week in June , so that it may end in time for the students
t o attend the second 4- week session of local summer camps .
(d )

Camper turnover

Unquestionably , a single summer at camp , or , as is
the case with thousands of children attendi~g camps included
i n our study , several weeks of camping during the summer ,
i s most certainly insuffici ent time for the camp to make an
educational impact on the camper .

For t he program of a

camp to affect the child and significantly change his life ,
a much more extensive camping experience is necessary .

Per-

h aps the ideal would be to have a child attend camp from the
age of 9 through 15 ? then attend a leadership training camp ,
a nd when he graduates high sch ool and ente:r:s college be able
to begin himself to serve the camp which had contributed so
much to his own development .

Graenum Berger suggests that

a t l east 67 per cent of campers should return to the same
c amp , on the assumption that it takes about three years for
a camp to achieve a substantial impact on the camper . 1 6

l _qIbid . ,

p. 7.
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While this theory may not apply to children attending s pecialized camps , such as those for emotionally disturbed , or a
I

leadership camp aimed at a single age group , Berger ' s contention is plausible , particularly for camps which are more
educ ationally and Jewishly oriented .
The retention figure s for the eighteen camps affili ated with the .New York Federation of Jewish Philanthro pies during the 1967 season averaged 53 per cent .

The 53

per cent represented the number of " old camperstt from 1966
who returned to the same camp in 19 67 in relationship to
"new campers ."

While the ·sampling is not very large and

one hesitates to draw general conclusions , it is interest ing to note which of these eighteen camps have retention
r ecords above and below the 53 per cent mark .
I t is understandable that camps serving physically
handicapped ·children have high retention rates .

One such

camp reports a return of 73 , 4 per cent of all campers .
Cle arly , this camp provides a very special service , and the
child who benefits and whose condition does not appreciably
change over the years , tries to return to the camp for a
renewed pleasant experience .
The retention rate in teen- age camps seems higher
than in camps serving younger children .

At one very large

Cent er camp the retention rate for the regular boys' camp
was 36 p~r cent , for the regular girls ' camp 33 per cent ,
but in the teeri- age camp the re tention of boys was at the
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rate of 74 per cent and of girls at 78 per cent .

This

phenomenon was also fo und in one of the Denominational/
Traditional camps .

The retention r at e for the regular

camp was 50 . 2 per cent and for the teen- a ge unit 64 . 2 per
cent .
One other encouraging example in analyzing the re tention rate among the eighteen Federation camps was that
at le ast one of the camps with a high retention rate (64 . 3
per cent) and a lower turnover rate was one of the few camps
that observed kashrut and offered extensive Jewish programming , while at least one of the camps with the lowest r etention r ate (47 . 8 per cent) and the highest rate of turnover of campers was non- kosher with no Jewish programming .
While one such case does not project a trend , it is my contention that , given a more meaningful and relevant program ,
children will tend to return to the same camp .
The problem of re taining campers f rom year to year
goe s beyond the f act or of satisfying the child alone dur i ng
the summer , a l though this is undoubtedly a prime consideration of the camper in determining whethe r or not he will
re turn to the same camp th e follo wi ng summer .

To assure a

high re tention rate camps must arrange for fol low- up meet - ·
ings wi th parents as well as campers during the year , ar~
r ange camp reunions , issue i nfo r mati on bulletins and other
. communications .

The se a re the usual means utilized by most

camps i n promoting greater camper continuity .

Some camps
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· offer financial incen t i v es , a s we h a ve seen · in our discus s i on of scholarships .

Un fort u::iately , there are some camps

which incorrectly disclaim a c oncern for continuity , argui ng that it is more i mportan t for the camping experience
to be distributed a mong a larger group _of campers than to
have a smaller group repe a t .

Most camps , however , properly

r egard their rate of con t inuity as a mark of camp success .
Among the camps for which figures are available , the re tention rate runs a wide g amu t of between a low of 26 . 5 per
cent and a high of

4.

73 . 4 per cen t .

General Background of Ca mp ers
(a)

Family background

The family b a ckgro und of the children who occupied
the 26 , 515 beds in the 100 camps in our survey during the
summer of 1963 were as broad a n d varied as is imagj_nabl e .
As we have seen , some children attending our c a mps came
f rom terribly low income fa~ilies living in ghetto condi ti ons in large urban centers , particularly New York City ,
where total annual income was below $1 , 000 a year .

On the

other hand , many of the children came from upper middle
class families where the camp fee alone per child was close
to $1, 000 for the summer .

.

As we have seen from the fee

schedules in our camps , most campers must come from at least
mi ddle - class income families unless their stay at camp is
h eavily subsidized by either the - community or scholarships .
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Most of the children attending our camps are at
least third - generation American children with fourth gen/

eration children beginning to be ~oticeable .

There are ex-

ceptions to this pattern which were found particularly in
such camps as Hemshe_ch and some of the Denominational/
Traditional camps which serve children of recent Jewish immigrants to America who are survivors of the European Holocaust .

The family experiences in these cases explain in

l arge measure the reason why Hemshe~h is the only camp among
the Yiddish camps where the Yiddish l anguage plays any ro le
and why the extreme orthodoxy that emerged from the concentration camps is reflected in the program of the developing
hasidic and other Denominational/Traditiona l camps .

As we have seen in the Witkovsky study of informa tion re quested by seventeen camps fro m parents of prospec tive campers (see Table lQ , p . 279 ) , only one of the seventeen camps asked for informa t ion about the parents .

No

such data was requested in the American Association for Jewish Education inquiry on communal camping either , nor did
my questionnaire delve into the statistics of family backgro und .

It can only be reported that most·camps do not

colle ct sufficient data about their children and their backgro unds .
(b)

Religious affiliation

The only camps which proyide clear information as to
the r eligious affili ati on of their campers are the Denomina-
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t i onal camps .

We have already noted that in the require-

ments for admission to these camps five of the six Conservative camps accept only children who are affiliated with
the United Synagogue movement ; six of the seven UAHC camps
ac cept only chil dren whose f amilies a r e members of Reform
congregations , and while only one of the four Denominational/
Traditional camps .specifi es that the camper must be , in this
case "Orthodox , " as we have already noted , these camps are
known in the c ommunity as Traditional institutions and only
ob servant children apply .
No a f fi l iation figures are available f or Private
c amps .

Du r i ng my visits to several of these camps , I
.

ga i ne d the i mpression that th~re was a correlation between
many of the chi ldren in attendance at a particular camp and
the rel igious and/or inst i tut ional affili ation of the
director/owner.

I n one particular camp the director was

the part - t i me principal of a l a r ge Reform religious school
and, through his school connections and the confidence that
pa r ents had in him as an administrator and educator , a ve r y
l arge percentage of the child r en at his camp came f rom the
membership of his Reform congregation .

As a matter of f ac t

the Friday evening servi ce he c onducted was bas i cally a Re f orm service .

Other camp dir ectors who also s erved as

principals of Conservative school s numbered many of thei r
students among thei r campers .
I am unaware of any statist i cal data f rom Center
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camps which list the Denominational affiliation of its Jewish campers .

Records are kept , however , _by those camps which

are non- sectarian as to the number of Jewish and non- Jewish
children served .

On the basis of the fact that not all of

the Center c~mps observe kashrut , it is doubtful that thes e
camps serve Traditional Jewish families and , therefore , their
c ampers come from . either unaffiliated , Conservative , or Re form homes .
Among the camps affiliated wi·th the Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies of New York , statistics are available
with refer ence to the numper of Jewi sh and non- Jewish campers .

In the summer of 1967, of 10,783 campers served , 933

(8 . 0 per cent) were non- Jewish . 17

The problem of the non-

sectarian camp sponsored by a purportedly Jewish agency is
a matter of serious concern .

Among the eighteen camps af-

f iliated with the New York Federation , six of them reported
ten or more per cent of their campers in the non- Jewish
group .

In one camp as many as 70 per cent of the children

were non- Jewi sh .

Seve r al of these camps have expressed a

d es ire to extend their services to more people in the areas
i n which they operat e their settlement programs , in these
case s the lower East Side of the fl atlands of New York City .
These are Jewish institutions still remaining in changing
neighborhoods .

Encouragement of the extension of such

services would turn these camps into predominantly , if not
17 Ibid . , p •· 14 .
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exclusively , non- Je~ish institutions .

Interestingly , one

of these six camps is kosher and two of them include some
Jewish progr~ rr.::i ing .
C~arles Miller , associate director of the Federa tion of Je;,rish Agencies of Greater Philadelphia , is a strong
advocate of the belief that "it is sound and appropriate for
Jewish agencies , including camps , to limit their services
to Jewish clie~ts . 11 18
The ra tionale for J ewish agencies limiting their
service to Jevs is

ased upon the premise that in the first

place the organized Jewish community is basically concerned
with the survival of the Jewish people ; their culture , institutions a~d values , and that the support of such services
i s a major e xpression of this fund amental concern .

They of-

fe r concre te affirmat ions of the will of the Jewish community to maintain it s sectarian identity , to develop as well
as to surv ive .

The American principle of cultural plural-

i sm also makes valid the right for any sectarian group to
. . t 1. t s services
.
t o co - re 1 1g1on1s
· · · t s .l 9
1 1m1
However , once this point of view is espoused , one
need not regat e the responsibility of individual Jews or of
the organized Jewish community to cooperate in helping sol ve
18 charle s Miller , "How a Sectarian Camping Agency
Can Serve he Disadvantaged Child ," paper presented to the
Annual Meeting of the American Camping Association , March
12, 1969 , p . 2 . (Mimeographed . )
19 I bid .
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broader overall community problems .

Since Jewish - sponsored

camps sho~ld be geared to specific Jewish educationa i , reli gious and cultural programming , and since existing camp s
cannot accommodate all prospec tive Jewish campe rs and including non- Jewish campers must be done- at the expense of
Jewish campers and usual ly at the expense of Jewish pro gramming since one· must be sensitive to the concerns of the
non- Jewish child , it is highly questionable as to whether
or not any Jewish camps , particularly those sponsored by
J ewish communal organizations, have a right to be non- sec tarian .
I t may well be that any given Jewish community might
establish and fund a non- sectarian interracial camp as part
of the community ' s contribution to improve community relations .

This camp must then , in fact , be fully non- sectar-

i an and in terrac i al and would unquestionably attract a
quot a of campers from within the Jewish community .

However ,

since our study is concerned with Jewish education and campi ng , it seems clear that the non- sectarian camp has no role
to play in this endeavor .
Among the Educational camps , there is again no record
of Denominational affiliation of campers available , except
for Cejwin for 19 65 .

There are , however , certain logic al

assumptions which might be projected .

For example , Camp Lown

· is affiliated with the Nati onal Ramah Commission of United
Synagogue and one can assume that the overwhelming majority
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of its campers come fro m the Co nse r vat ive movement .

On the

other hand , Camp HiLi is affiliated with the Hebrew Instil
tute of Long Island, a Traditiona l school . It seems valid
to assume tha t its campers come mainly from Traditional
homes .

Camp Yavneh and Camp Avodah (Sura) are both affili-

ated with Hebrew Teachers Colleges , Boston and Chicago re spectively .

Since both camps require campers to attend

Hebrew schools and both camps require their counsellors to
speak Hebrew fluently, it is again valid to assume that most
of their campers undoubtedly come from Conservative or Traditional backgrounds .

On the other hand , Cejwin camps and

Camp B' nai B' rith in Pennsylvania , which have no Hebraic
requirements for admission and are open to the total community theoretically should include campers from a ll affiliations or with no affiliation .

B' nai B'.rith as an or-

ganizational· camp probably has a good proportion of religiously non- affiliated children .

Cejwin , on the other

h and , the oldest Educational camp in the country, has es tablished a tradition of Tradition, and attracts most of
i ts campers from among the Conservat ive or liberal Traditional elements .

In 1965, the ideological affiliat ions of

campers according to parents ' questionnaires indicated that
21.1 per cent were orthodox; 52 . 1 per cent were from Conservative homes ; 7. 6 per cent Reform, 2 . 0 per cent Miscellaneous
.(a conglomeration of Yiddish - traditional , Orthodox- conservative , Israeli, etc . ) , and 19 per cent unaffiliated .

Among
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· the Yiddish camps , gen eralizations are even more difficult
to make .

In the early d2ys of these camps , it would have

been quite valid to assume that most campers were unaffiliated since they came fro m either Bundist , Workmens Circle
or Lab or Zionist ho~es where synagogue .affiliation was minimal .

Today, this assumption is no longer valid , and in

addition, a very large percentage of the campers at these
camps have no relat~o nsh ip to the sponsoring movements .
I co nducted an evaluation of Camp Kinderwelt during
the summer of 1964 .

Among the findings was the fact

that i n 19 64 , 68 per cent of the campers at Kinderwelt
were members of congr egations of whom 21 per cent belong
to Orthodox congregat ions , 43 per cent to C6nservat i v e,
and 4 per cent to Reform .

Thirty- two per cent of the

children were unaffiliated .
The . Zionist camps are most noto rious in their lack
of re cord keeping a~d no statistics are avail able in this
area as well .

Again one must resort to a certain amount of

deductive re as oning .

For example, one Zionist camp is af-

fili ated with B' nai Akiba, which is a " Traditi onal " Zionist
youth organization , where membership in the organizati on is
a qua l i fic ati on for attendanc e at camp .

The camp is strictly

kosher , the Sabbath is observed stringently , as are a ll of
the mitswoth .
people.

Clearl y , th is camp serves Traditional young

Diamet ric a _ly opposed to this id eological camp a re
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. the camps sponsored by Hasho mer Hat z air, which are Marxist Zi1onist in orientation and, if not completely anti -religious , are certainly a religious .

Logic a lly, one should as -

sume that most of the campers in these c a mps are unaffili ated,

No generalizations can be made with regard to the

Young Judea or Habonim camps .

In the case of Camp Galil ,

a Habonim camp , large numbers of the campers receive scholarships from Conservative c ongregations and are obviously affili ated mainly with the Conservative movement .

The same

is undoubtedly true with Young Judea camps .
Camp Massad , th~ one Hebrew camp among our 100
camps , while theoretically non- Denominational and open to
any J ewish child with Hebraic interests, is , in practice ,
an Or thodox institution .
the Yeshivot Ketanot

Most of the campers come fro m

of New York, and many counsellors are

fro m Yeshiva University, so that the life pattern at camp
foll ows strict Or thodox tradit ion .
(c)

Educational background

In the main , the educational background of the
camper parallels his religious affiliational background .
Campers affiliated with the Conservative movement attend 3day a week schools for six hours a week of i nstruction .
Camp ers affiliated wi th Reform temples receive at least a
one day a week Jewish education and in more and more cases
a 2 or sometimes 3- day a week exposure .

These students with
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Traditional backgrounds may c ~e from Orthodox day schools ,
particularly in the New York area where close to 24 per
cent of Jewish children attend such schools as we say in
Chapter I.
f iliated .

It is difficult to generalize about the unafSome of them may be products of communal schools ,

but chances are that the unaffiliated child is also the
Jewishly uneducated child .
The children attending our camps may be categorized
i nto five different but overlapping growth stages , each
with a unique nature of its m··:1. .
are pre - school and first graders .

The 5 through 7 year- olds
The 7 through 10 year-

olds are first and second thr oilgh fourth graders .

The 10

through 12 year- olds are four th and fifth through seventh
graders , and the i2 through 1 5- year olds are seventh through
ninth graders , and th e 15 through 17- year olds are ninth
through twelfth graders .
Perhaps , one might com::nent on the fact that the
general intellectual maturity levels of our children has
be en constantly on the rise ove ~ the past years .

Many of

our children coming· from suburban residential areas and attending good progressive schoo_s are significantly ahead of
their peer groups of yesteryear , and , in many cases are more
advanced i n their studies than their contemporaries coming
fr om more crowded city schools .

The ~ew sophistication now

po ssible in science and nature programs at camp for young
children attests to this general educational advancement and
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off ers even greater challenges to the educators and social
workers who must deal with these child ren in a camp setting .
(d)

Inv olvement by camper in choosing
his camp

It is r ather dif-ficul t to assess the invol vement of
the child in the family di scussion which leads t o the selec tion of a particul_a r camp .

Reference to this phenomenon has

been made in our discussion of goals and objective s , as
viewed by campers in Chapter III .
No one knows, not even the camper himself , all
the conscious and unconscious drives , needs , wishes ,
· and dreams that bring him to camp . The director
attempt s to learn about these objectives by means
of corre spondence and interv iews with the camper ,
through observation during the fir st fe w days of
camp , from application blanks , from teachers and
social workers and fro m parents . 20
We have already noted on several occasions the sparsity of info rmat i on about the camper and his background
which most camp directors had because of inadequate pro cedure s .

We have also commented upon the fac t that in too

many cases th ere are no personal intervi ews with either
campers or pare nts to pursue some of these essential ques tions .

It becomes almost a matter of chance when the ob -

j ectives of the camp , the campe r , and th e parents coincide
to a sub stantial degree .

The chil d ' s ma jor re as on for go i ng

t o camp may be that he wants to get away fro m dominating

.

parents, only to fi nd h i mself in a camp with dominat i ng
20Harvie J . . Boorman , op . cit ., p ~ 1 24 .
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counsellors .

Tne parent may hope that the child will learn

obedi ence at camp , whereas the philosophy of the camp emphasizes the eI'-couragement of i ndependent thinking and personal initiative.

In the final analysis , it is probably

the child who plays the central role in choosing a camp ,
and he probably picks the camp because it has been recommend ed by frie nds who will themselves attend or by a group
work er i n a center whom he admires , or by the Rabbi of his
congregation or its educational director or , perhaps , even
a Hebrew teacher whom he re spects or because attendance at
tha t particular camp is the

11

in- thing , 11 and the status and

i mage of the child will be enhanced by attending .
Ramah utilize this l atter factor quite extensively .

Camps
In

some instances camp is an economic status symbol for the
f amily as well , and is a measure of ostentatious consumption .

Mo re and more , second - and third - generation campers

are beginning to attend our c amps .

That is , children are

now attending camps that have been attended by their parents
and in some cases even grandparents , so that a family tradi tion has developed wi th regard to a par ticular camp .
In the case of children wh o are f ully dep endent on
subsidies or scholarships, choice i s either limited or nonexistent .

In the Philadelphia a re a , for example, a Jewi sh

child fro m a very low income f amily has only two camps to
choo se fro m and admittance t o both camps is very selective
be cause of limitations of space .
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Children who are members of youth movements , partic ularly Zionist youth movements , are camp-oriented throughout
. the year .

The entire focus of their organizational activi -

tie s during the long winter months is concentrated on camp .
These youngsters visit camp periodically during the year ,
participate in building improvement projects , and their attendance at the camp is an accepted fact by the parent long
before the season opens .
This same loyalty and devotion to camp finds expres sion in the youth activi ties in Conservative and Reform
congregations .

Every USY or NAFTY meeting is almost a par-

tial camp reunion .
Camps which are projections of Center programming
also depend upon the esprit de corps the campers develop at
camp to carry them through the winter and into the next
camping season .

Invariably it is the child himself who

makes the final choice .

5.

Camper Participation
(a) Areas of Camper Responsibility
and Involvement
(1) Self
While groups are central to the camp situation , it

is the ind ividual who is the starting point of the program .
Howeve r, in acknowledging the importance of the individual ,
we must at the same time note that the i nd i vidual cannot
fully functi on unless he belongs t o a group in which he a cts
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and re acts .

Those who deal with a child in a camp setting ,

must respect him as an individual but must do so in rela1

'

tionship to other campers , counselors , and staff .

Group

workers tell us that it is group opinion, group praise , and
group recognition that the individual desires .

Individual-

ization and socialization are but two aspects of the same
process .
This seeming conflict becomes resolved in the
recognition that what is important is the individual
in the group . The individual exists as a social
being. He cannot be sympathetic , or honest , or antagonistic unless he is sympathetic to another , honest
with his friend , antagonistic to his enemy . A hermit
cannot be loyal , because there is no group to which to
be loyal . Behavior is socially conditioned . To the
ex tent in which an individual acts and reacts in a
group , to that extent does he have the opportunity to
practice the so - called character traits , 21
Once this is understood , even those very personal
are as of individual living must be seen in the context of
the smallest group in camp-- the cabin group .

It is this

group which generally carry on together the activities that
are ord inarily carried on i n the family group or by the individ ual in the privacy of his home .

A major characteris -

tic of camp is the almost complete lack of personal privacy ,
e ven in the carrying out of bodily functions .
sleeping , dressing

Eating ,

and undressing , personal hygiene, and

housekeeping duties are a part of the life of every cabin
21 Loui s H. Blumenthal , Group Work in Camping (New
York: Association Press , 1937) , p . 93 .
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group , and take place in concert .

Caring for oneself phys -

ically , a sign of home training and maturity , in camp , be /

!

comes a matter of group suasion and control .

I have visited

camps where bunkmates have physically taken a fellow camper
into the shower house and force ably washed him , when his
personal hygiene h abits did not conform to group standards .
Making the bed , sweeping the floor , cle an ing the washroom ,
performing whatever menial tasks are necessary within the
f ramework of camp life , require some skills and dexterity ,
but primarily require that the camper be ready to assume
these tasks , under the guidance of a competent counselor
and in company of a peer group in a similar state of readiness .

This expl ains , in large measure , why so many of the

camps i n our s~udy prefer to accept children only f rom the
age of nine or older .
Behavioral psychologists have sensitized us to the
physiological and social needs of children and to the rather
typical behavior patterns of their different growth stages . 22
Accordingly , we note that children ages seven through ten
are beginning to play together , are developing strong ident i f ications with th~ir own sex and age group and seem to
want everyone to obey stated rules and regulations .

It is

a t the end of this period when a strong desire for live - away
22 Joel W. Bloom and A. Cooper Ballentine et al .,
Camper Guidance -- A Bas ic Handbook for Counselors (Martins v ille , Ind .: American Camping A~s ociation , 1961) , pp . 12 -

14.
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experience seems to manifest itself and, as they move into
the ten- to - twelve - year period , sometimes called the "group
.stage," children seem to want to be together in groups,
teams , and clubs and form cliques and friendships with their
own sex and age group .

They are beginning to move from the

extreme egocentrism of early childhood to greater appreciation and understanding of cooperation with others and the
concepts of sharing .

The outward role of " self" in camp is

meaningless except within the context ·of the fact that camp
is made up of individuals in a group and is , at the same
time ; a group of individuals .

Camping theory holds that

the group is the essential entity that can bring about the
growth and development of the _individual .
This emphasis on group living must , however , also
r ecognize that there are inward parts of the " self " that are
not expressed in the functioning of groups .

There is great

val ue and need for the camper moving away from the group at
times to be by himself , and a camp program that does not
provide for such opportunities is remiss in its responsibili ty to both the individual and the group .
A competent counselor and staff will also allow and
provide for individual differences that take on meaning in
a group .

"Any program to be educative and satisfying must

b e highly flexible to meet these individual differences ,
while , at the same time , conserving group cohesion ." 23

23 Louis H. Blumenthal , on . cit ., p . 95 ,
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The individual camper also retains primary responsibility for his private property and the orderliness of
I
his immediate living area , and his own body . Keeping a neat
trunk , closet , depositing dirty clothes in a laundry bag and
handling his laundry , hanging up his possessions , keeping
track of his camera , radio , personal sports e~uipment,
clothing, writing letters , managing the coupons or money for
the canteen , hanging up the wet bathing suit and towel ,
shining shoes for Shabbat , and the like, are still essentially responsibilities of "self ."

Group standards will

have a great deal to do with setting the tone .

A counselor ' s

c u bby that is filthy , will hardly serve as a good example
for his campers .

A lackadaisical attitude by the group

toward general decorum , weakens each individual ' s attitude ,
and only good leadership and guidance can help the group
r ethink its own concerns .
There are still camps that hold daily inspections
of cabins , give points and offer prizes at the end of the
week for the cleanest cabin .

There are still camps that

deprive campers of privileges for the infraction of camp
rules .

These camps are throwbacks to the early days of

c amping , when regimentation , authoritarianism , and the ind i vidual approach characterized the camping movement .

Most

c amps today are group - oriented and rely on the creative
combination of all of the forces at camp , the leader , the
c amper , the group, the social process , the camp environment
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and the program of activity to assist the individual toward
physical , mental , emotional , and social maturation . 24
I

To avoid redundancy , the further implications of
the relationship of the individual camper to the group and
t o the program will be discussed in the section of the
study devoted to the program itself .
( 2)

Gr oup

The opportunities f or socialization in camps are unl imited .

Practically all of the activities i n which campers

participate are in the areas of social experiences .

The

s i ze and complexity of the many groups and sub- groups
t hrough which the individual functions varies from camp to
camp , dependent upon the overall camp structure and the nat ure of the programming .

Camp becomes the synthesis of all

of these groups -- the cabin group , the division or unit or
village , the single sex or coed group , the activity group ,
the work group , the project groups , the camper- leader groups .
There are also smaller groups , sometimes created spontaneously by campers themselves to satisfy special interests
a nd needs not necessarily structured by th~ camp itself .
I n addition to scheduled group activities of a l l types ,
campers may participate in pairs or threes , "veteran " campers tend to f orm their own sub- groups as do campers from
the same city , neighborhood , school , c i ty- group or even
24 I bid ., p . 4 .
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family .

The i nd i v id1,;_al camper moves fro m one group to an-

other and encounters a variety of inter and intra- group
relationships .

Th e caDpe~ must learn to make various ad-

justments to his varjing groups of fellow campers throughout the day .

In a c2-Illp where the democratic process is

encouraged and foste~e d , this group interaction , properly
supervised , is of i nestimable importance in advancing the
social development o= ~h e individual .
To try to ac h iev e all of the stated objectives of
the camp , the parents and the campers , the camp administration must structure ce rtain activities along prescribed
groupings .

For e xample , to teach swimming , boating , Hebrew

or Bible , it is nece ssary to conduct these ~ctivities in
organized class - groups which are by definition more formal
than group projects .

rnh ese activities require regular at -

tendance and · co ns ide::.~ably less fleA ibili ty than interest
groups .

I was freque ntly amused at the illogic of camp

a dministrators who resisted introducing "formal" Jewish
programming aspects into their camp program because camp
was no place for " formalism " and yet , saw no contradiction
i n the f act that their nature programs were repl ete with the
v ery same type of "forr!!al " teaching groups in areas of thei•r
own primary concern .
A camp is obligated to organize special interest

.groups if they are needed and desi r ed by campers . Even a
f ew campers who have brought their cameras to camp should be
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able to follow their hobby together , informally , if need be .
The organization of sub - groups rising from interests brought
to camp or interests developed in camp are of paramount
importance to a group centered approach .

The greatest dif-

ficul ty usua lly encountered by camps in this r egard is the
lack of qualified staff , coupled with the fact , as we have
seen , that camps are infre quently aware of the interests of
the campers prior to their arrival , so that they cannot
plan ahead and employ appropriate staff .
We have already noted the fac t that in camp , the
sma ll living group or cabin group is the most important
program group .

However , some camp activities are better

programmed in larger units .

The division , which we agreed

should number approximatel y forty campers , becomes an ideal
size group for various sport activities , evening programs ,
is a bus - load for trips , and so on .

On th e other hand , cer-

tain aspects of camp life are best experienced by all the
members of the total camp community .

Camp carnivals , movie

night , athletic and aquatic activities , and the like , might
serve as examples .

Other activities will require varied

size groups , depending not only upon the activity itself ,
but upon the facilities available at camp .

Inter- divisional

coed s oc i alization projects like dramatic shows , or listening to a guest le cturer , or a joint Friday evening servic e
may involve eighty youngsters , while an overnight canoe trip
might be arranged between two cabin groups with a total of
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twenty participants .
The camper must learn to adapt to different size
.groups on different relationship levels .
He can be dominant in one situation , submis sive in another ; intimate in one and le ss so in
another ; enthusiastit in one goup and le ss enthusiastic in another . The t ransitions from pri mary to secondary relationshi ps do not disturb
him. Such flexible adjustment to the social milieu
enables him to mix free_y and easily without the
painful consciousness of the changes his status
undergoes . With every group he can have a different personality without the inner confusion characterizing the individua l who is ill at ease . It
is a good sign that the campe r is growing up when
he can so accommodate himself to groups . 25
Unfortunately the sophistication and flexibility
required to guide and move individual campers or small
groups or sub- groups to a variety of activities in varied
sized groups are skills that are lacking in some of our
camps .

The Center camps, with a core of trained group

workers on staff , are better equipped to provide opportunities for individual developJent through group orientation .
But even in these camps , the size of the camp , the facili ties available , the limited skills of staff , precludes free
movement of campers into varied groups , and restricts group
activities to the vicissitudes of schedule , structure , and
over- all program .

Daily con siderations of what a group

would like to do can no lon~er be taken into account , to the
extent it once was , particularly in a primitive camping sit uation .

However , many opportunities for social develop~ent
25 Ibid , , p . 26 .
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through the application of varied groups in play and work
r elationships still exist , and t oo many of our camps do
not take full advantage of this phen omenon .
(3)

Programming

I n camps which are purportedly dedicated to the
democratic ideal it would seem axiomatic that the partici pants in the total life of the camp , campers included ,
should have a voice in making decisions which affect them
i n group experiences .

In practice , however , this principle

is far from being either universally accepted or followed .
The pattern of camper participation in camp progr amming planning varies among our nine categorie s of camps
a nd within them .

The greatest participation of campers ,

on a l l levels of program , is to be found in the Zionist
c amps , where. the philosophy of "youth leading youth II is
,, practiced .

In these camps ,· the campers are elected by

the ir peers to committees which function on a total camp
ba sis , a division basis or a cabin level , that are involved
i n a l l aspects of programming , except for those areas re qui ring a special expert i se , such as Hebrew classes or
Zionist and Jewish Discussion groups .

Among the camper-

c ounselor committees in Habonim camps are : Va' ad Avodah ,
wh i ch all ocates the regul ar maintenance work on a rotating
basis among all the campers and staff , each work crew compo sed of campers of vary i ng ages , depending upon the diff iculty of the work including kitchen , cooks ' helpers ,
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garbage detail , wash house - clean- up, infirmary , libra ry ,
recreation halls , garden and grounds .

This committee also

-discusses artd determine s special work projects such as
building a patio , clearing a path , emptying and cleaning
the pool , and the like ; ~a ' ad Todhnit

Erev , which plans

and arranges all evening programs on a full camp basis .
Divisional sub - committees plan for their own divisions when
evenings are designated for such purposes .

This committee

r eviews , f or example , movie catalogues , and chooses the
fi lms to be shown ; Va ' ad Kuppah supervises and manages the
p urchases and distribution of supplies needed by the campers
and staff .

Determines the nature of items which are to be

inc l uded (soap , yes --water goggles , no) ; Va ' ad Shabbat,
plans all Shabbat activities , from the Kabbalat Shabbat to
Havdalah , including the assignment of responsibilities such
as the making of signs , decorating the dining hall , r eaders
a n d participants in the services and so on ; Va 1 ad Hevrah ,
a sort of

11

supreme court of camp " or at least a " court of

p eers " where campers or staff may be asked to appear for infr actions · of rules made by the total group .
In e ach case , campers are full participants i n these
committees and consequently have a strong voice i n making
de c i s i ons which affect their daily l ife at camp .
I n addition , most of the Zionist camps allow campers
fr ee program choices in several areas of scheduling .

These

ch o ices are dependent upon four primary facto r s ; the . camp
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budget , program equipment and program staff .

It is one

thing to say that during an "activity hour " campers have a
f r ee choice , and may participate in arts and crafts , modern
dance , Israeli dance , photography , swim instruction , nature
study , sewing , etc . , and it is quite an_other thing to dis cover that 70 per cent . of the campers choose to go to arts
and crafts and the _ f acility cannot accommodate them , nor
a r e there a sufficient number of staff people able to lead
such a "hug ."

Choice must then be structured and limited .

Each camper lists three choices in order of preference and
may be picked by lottery-- each camper may remain in a part i cular "hug " for only a week , so that others may have a
chanc e .

Accommodations must be made , but , where the camper

is part of the process and participates in the decisionmaking , even unpleasant decisions become educationally meani ngf ul .
Th er e are camps among our 100 where the camper has
n o choices at all and does not participate in any aspect of
program planning , or if he does , it is on a very nominal
minimal level .

I have interviewed camp directors who, in

J anuary , are able to tell exactl y what will take place every
hour on J uly 20th .

Democracy is a f acade and the camps are

re a lly autocratic institutions , perhaps benevolent autocracies , since the presumed welfare of the child is cent r a l
to the planning , but nevertheless , the program and atmos phere of the camp r uns contra ry to accepted educational
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camping practices .
Most of the camps fall between the rather full participation of campers in the Zionist camps and the non or
little participation of campers in program planning in
other categories .
Some highly structured camps allow time slots for
"free bunk activities " where campers are involved in planning .

Evening programs are another area for camper in-

volvement .

In camps , where children attend for rather brief

periods of time and orientation and adjustment is prolonged ,
campers are often less involved with programming .

A good

argument for the eight - week camp is that after the needed
t i me f or initial adjustment , there is still sufficient time
le ft f or the camper to assert himself and become more inv olved in planning .
There are principles and methods in programming
which are derived from educational psychology and can be ap . d t o th e camp si· t ua t ion
· . 26
p l ie
l .

The camp program should be planned around
what is known about campers ' interests in
general and what can be learned about the
i nterests of the particular campers in the
camp .

It is a t r uism that children learn most easily and
enthusiastically those things which interest them most and
t o which they are ready to give their attention .

The wise

26 Harvie J . Boorman , op . cit . , pp . l28- l30 .
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teacher, or counselor or leader tries to ascertain these
int erests and plan accordingly .

We have already seen how

I

few camps gather meaningful pre - camp information about
their campers and we shall soon see how inadequate staff
dis allows following- up on broad camper interests .

The best

most camps can do , is try to organize activities around
general interests of a particular age group , narrowing the
diversity and scope of interest activities for the campers
and programming for conformity rather than for meeting indivi dual or small group differences .
2.

Help must be given in the development
of desirable interests .

Children do not arrive at camp w i th ·predetermined
uverall camping interests .

First time campers especially

mus t become interested in camping skills before they can be .
persuaded to learn them .

To the extent that child ren are

themselves involved in planning activities , the chances for
him to develop interest is that much enhanced .

Demonstra-

tions, exhibits , suggest ions by respected counselo r s are
all means which can · be used to help the camper develop new
interests or broaden old ones .

As we shall see , the failure

of the Jewish programming in so many camps lies , in great
measure, in the f act that not only do children arrive at
camp without Jewish interests , but tnat the camp has few
resources to he lp the camper develop Jewish i nterests .
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3.

Campers should share fully in camp life,
even in some of the organizational and
administrative phases , provided the
principle of interest is followed .

The theory here is that campers should share in
every phase of camp life that is within the range of their
intere sts and their degree of maturity .

However , there is

probably even less involvement of campers in administration
and organization than in programming .

The notion that camp-

ers could le arn about business by participating in the
management of camp is no doubt valid , but the complexities
of the modern camp establishment are such that it is rare
to find such involvement .

The only camps where some of this

i nvolvement may be found are the Zionist camps .

As noted ,

campers also have the opportunity to participate in some
camp "business " through the Kuppah-.

In practice this

principle w~uld also be realized by having the campers participate in helping to plan meals , help prepare the food ,
perhaps cook from time to time--at least on hikes and
tri ps --serve , and clean- up .

Unfortunately , fe wer and fewer

camps provide work opportunities for campers and these experiences are usually denied them .

Many camps even take

along the chef for cookouts !

4.

The program should be cooperatively
developed .

Good camping practice in a democratic setting recogni zes that even though the entire , or even the greatest
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share of program re sponsibility cannot be turned over to immature campers, nevertheless campers should participate to
the extent of their abilities .

Camps with teen programs

have discovered that only by involv~ng the camper can the
program be successful .

The same lesson·is yet to be learned

- for the younger campers, but is no less a valid principle .

5.

Camp program should be flexible .

The modern camp requires a great deal of pre - planning .

Many decisions must be made in advance of the season

i f a~tivities and projects are to be carried out successfully .
Arranging a schedule of visitors and guests , trips out of
camp , and the like , must be cleared long before the campers
arrive .

Even some movies must be ordered weeks in advance .

However, camp life must be so flexible that no schedule or
pre-arranged - program becomes unchangeable or sacred .

There

are always new considerations , new f acto rs which enter the
pic ture -- particularly , the factor of the camper and his involvement .

With all th e best intentions, the most profes -

sional of camp directors may not be able ·to anticipate the
human factors in the vastness of the planning .

I recall a

situation one summer when a scheduled Israeli counselor was
unable to come and was re placed at the last moment before
camp opened with another Israeli who .turned out to be a
phenomenal expert in Tsofiut , scouting , having been an officer in the Pa~mah .

Despite carefully laid plans , based on
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the original person , changes were ma de , budgets were revised
s9 as to take advantage of the new , unanticipated reality .
'

Another example that comes to mind took place in a Center

camp which had long been in need of a communications sys tem throughout the vast camp area but somehow was never able
to budget it .

One summer , the director , by chance, dis-

covered that one of his counselors was a r adi o ham with much
electronic experience .

The most fa scinating project of that

camp for the summer was a large work project of older campers , directed by the talented counselor , which inst a lled a
sophisticated communications system in the camp .

The will -

i ngness of the director to be flexible, re group his re sources , allow new plans to repl ace pre- plans , marked a
successful camp .

. ( 4)

Rigidity in programming is unwise .
Camper councils

To create an effective social environment within the
context of American- Jewish life it is desirable that this
be developed through democratic proce sses and pract ices .
The organized summer camp is probably the only environment
in our society where children can be given.equal considerat i on with adults .

The camper is truly a citizen of his

c amp community , and should be afforded every opportunity to
c omprehend the nature of this phenomena and participate in
a me aningful way in a funct iona l

experie nce .

As we have already seen , the very nature of the group-
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ori ented environment , provides each individual camper with
both the right and the opportunity to express himself--his
ide as , his wishes , his thinking about how his small group
should function .

However, it is also important that a means

be provided him to progressively identi.fy with larger groups
and with the camp as a total entity .

An opportunity to be

ele cted , appointed- or to volunteer to participate in dis cussions which will affect his life , must be provided .

A

camp council can serve such a purpose .
Where such councils function , and few of them do ,
they · serve to coordinate the activities of the total camp
community .

The council usually consists of representatives

of each cabin group and of the adult population as well .
Sometimes , in very large camps , cabin representatives meet
by divisions and the division elects representatives to the
camp council .

In small camps , particularly the Zionist

camps , the camp council consists of the entire camp which
meets at an asefah klalit , general meeting, much like the
old New England Town Hall meeting , for a general open ended
discussion of any subject affecting camp , and functions
through elected committees , or cabin representatives .
The camper councils vary fro m highly structured
organizations , with duly elected repre sentatives , officers ,
r egular meetings , minutes , and end- of- the - summer- dinner with
awards , etc ., to councils limited to the older divisions ,
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which meet "when necessary" and have limited agendas .

In-

formation with regard to this area of camp life was quite
sparse and would make a v ery fine research project in itself .

CHAPTER VI
THE CAMP STAFF
l .

Tables of Organization
The organized resident summer camp i s a total com-

munity and , as such, carries on withi n its own structured
environment a l mos t all the functio ns of any dynamic community .
The camp , by virtue of its program , undertakes to provide
the services ordinarily offered by various societal agencies
during the non-camp year , such as the family and the home,
municipal , state and federal agencies , educational and
re l igious institutions and the like ,

Camps must make :

provision for food and shelter, for health services , for its
"public utilities , " provide _goods and services , operate
economically and f uncti on properly , see t hat security is
assured , government established and that a sense of community
and c ommunity re sponsibility is developed and shared and
mutual aid fur th ered .

To carry out these functio ns and

responsibilitie s camps must be organiz ed, as must all
other communities , with clea rly delineated chains -ofcommand and authority .

It is also essential that the role

and function of every memb er of the camp community be defined
and described , including the interrelationships between all
349
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levels of supervision , guidance and direction.
a.

Structure of the Camp Staff

The Table - of Organization of any camp depends on

a number of factors, including the size of the camp, which
is of paramount importance, as well as the philosophy of
the camp as related to such issues as decentralization,
co- ed programming, participatory democracy , the relationship
of the lay Board of Directors or

Camp

.Committee to the

professional staff , and the like .

Most important of all

is the quality of the leadership .

Many of the camps in our

study have , over the years , evolved a patterD of organizati onal structure , and recruit personnel to fit this pattern ,
while other camps .must revise their Table of Organization
almost yearly to accommodate the personnel available to
the camp .

Let us briefly examine several examples of

rather typical Tables of Organization representative of
camps in our study .
Tabl e 26

is rather typical of the· small and medium

size camps in our study .

As is the case in almost all

camps , the director is the chief- of- staff , the prime
administrative officer held directly responsible by the
owner, in the case of the Private camp , or by the lay
Board of Directors or

Camp

organizational camp .

The director may delegate authority

to an assistant .

Committee, in the case of the

However , the director carries the overall

responsibility, even if some are delegated to others .

In
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TABLE 26
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION OF TYPICAL SMALL AND
MEDIUM SIZE CAMPS

OWNER
or

CAMP COMMITTEE
CAMP DIRECTOR
HEALTH DIRECTOR
PHYSICIAN

BUSINESS MANAGER

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
UNIT
DIRECTORS

OFFICE
PERSONNEL

NURSE
FOOD SERVICE
DIRECTOR OR
DIETICIAN

CABIN
COUNSELORS

MAINTENANCE

PROGRAJ'I[
SPECIALISTS
COOKS

KITCHEN
HELPERS

ASSISTANTS

a medium sized camp of up to 150 campers , the camp director
often retains the dir ect responsibility for at least one
of the phases of the camp operation--usually the phase
related to program direction , and employs others to supervis e
bus i ness and health matters .

Naturally the director ' s

choice as t o which aspect of the operation he wil l directly
supervise depends upon his own interests, ab ilities , and
th e qual ifications of his associates at camp .

These

I
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choices vary from camp to camp .

In one camp we visited , the

I

director , a rather mature individual, was mainly involved
in administration, and invariably sought a younger graduate
social worker to handle program .

In the very small camps,

the director frequently must personally supervise all
function s of the camp- - business , program and health .
Most of the small and medium size camps cannot
afford both camp director and three sub- executives and
ofttimes employ two people to fill the four positions .

In

the Private camps the owner usually serves as the business
manager and health director and his camp director or head
counselor is usually the program director .
Part - time directors are also the norm for small and
medium sized camps which cannot afford to employ full- time
personnel for the entire year .

These camps may , however,

employ a director or business manager on a part - time
basis for the entire year, since it soon becomes clear t o
anyone involved with camps that c amping i s a year- round
activity which requires year- round attent io n .
The Table of Organization also implie s a chain- ofcommand .

In Table 26, the Health Direct or, the Program

Director and the Business Manager are directly accountable
and re sponsib le to the Camp Director .

Each sub- direc tor

in turn , has his own staff in descending "echelons"
who are accountable to him .

Thus the kitchen he lpers ar e
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usually responsible to the cooks , who receive their orders
from the dietician or food service direc t or , who reports
direc t ly to the Business Manager .

Maintenance of the g rounds

and the physical plant is the responsibility of the c are taker, who employs assistants for this purpose , and
receives direction from , and report s:t o , the Business
Manager .

The day to day work in the camp office, keeping

records, collecting fees , pa ying bills , etc ., may be done
pers onally by the Business Manager in a small camp , or
delegated to bookkeepers and/or secretarie s in l arger
operations who are supervised by and work directly for
the Business Managero

The smaller the camp the less

formal the procedures and the camp director is usually
pers ona lly involved in most activities , even if the
de tails are left to subordinates .
Table

27

represents a Table of Organization

typical of a number of Zionist camps , prima rily those
belonging to the eight camps of the Habonim Camping
Association .

Several of these camps operate under a dual

control system which has evolved pragmat ically over the
years.

Since the se camps are es sentially operated by

and for a youth movement which successfully educates
t oward aliyah thus limiting the number of staff over age
twenty three to a minimum numb er , ' it became nece ssary t o
develop a pa ttern of c amp le a dership wh ich would provide
ma ture guidance in the pra ctic a l matte r s of busine ss and
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TABLE 27
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION OF CAMPS AFFILI ATED WITH THE
HABONIM CAMP I NG ASSOCIATION (ZIONIST)

NATI ONAL
HABONIM CAMPING
ASSOCIATION

LOCAL CAMP
COMMITTEE

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR
PROGRAM
DI RECTOR
PROGRAM
SPECIALISTS

UNIT
DIRECTORS

:BUS I NESS MANAGER
HEALTH
SERVICES

FOOD
SERVICES

CAB IN
COUNSELORS
NURSES

KITCHEN
HELPERS

ASS I STANTS

offer c ontinuity of camp management to parents and campers ,
while at the same time a l lowi ng f or youth movement
lead ersh i p in the area of program .

The Table of Organiza-

tion prov i des for both of these considerat ions by empl oying _
both an Educational Director and a Business Manager .

Both

i ndividuals must be mutually acce pt abl e to a j oint per sonnel
comm i ttee cons i s ting of representative s of the ym;_t.h
movement and t he adul t sponsoring Labor Zionist or gani zat ions , each person being respons ible dire ctl y t o the Camp
Committee .

Each i s provided with a de tai l ed j ob descripti on

with built in provi s ions for joint decisions .

The Educ a-
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ti onal Direc to r employs all ed ucat ional and pr ogram staff
who must be r ecruited fro m the youth movement and follows
a program t hat i s prepared nationally for a ll eight participat ing camps _i n the Habonim Camping Ass ociation .

The

Business Manager employs a ll technica l personnel and is
re sponsibl e for t heir sup ervision .

Areas of conflict

invariably arise , since , as we shall discuss more fully
l a ter , " everyth i ng that happens at camp i s program , 11 1 and
absolutely delineating the a r ea of r esponsibility of an
educ at iona l director and of a business manager , without
either being the "chief- of- staff ," i s really quite impossible .
It i s only due t o the great spirit of ded i cation to the
idea l s of these c amps that coo peration is usually for thcoming and co nflict s kept to a minimum .
Ta bl·e

28 ,

with variati ons , is quite typical of

mo st of the l a rge camps in our study , in all categories .
Under th i s Table of Organization the camp director becomes
an executive direc t or and i s a high- sal a ried, full time ,
ye a r - round execut i v e .

The c amp direc tor ·sometimes has a

full time , ass istant director , usually re sponsible for

specific areas , but a ccountabl e to the director .

Some of .

these l a r ge camps have previous l y been described as "c amps
within camps ," such as Cejwin , New Jersey "Y" Camps , JYC
. Camps of Philadelphia , and Massad .

~

With c amper populations

1 standards Report for the Accreditat io n of Organized
(Ma r tinsville , Ind .: American Camping Assoc i at ion ,

196 6) , p . 7 .
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TABLE 28 _
TABLE OF ORuANIZATION OF A TYPICAL LARGE CAMP

CAMP COIVIMITTEE
CAMP

DIRECTOR

ASS ' T DIRECTOR AND
BUSINESS MANAGER
MAINTENANCE
HEAD

FOOD SERVIC ES
MANAGER

CARETAKER

DIETICIAN

ASSISTANTS

OFFICE
CENTRAL
MANAGER

HEALTH SERVICES
DIRECTOR

TEEN CAMP
SECRETARY

BOYS CAMP GIRLS CAMP
SECRETARY SECRETARY

TEEN CAMP
DINING RM
SUPER

CENTRAL INFIRMARY

DINI NG RN
SUPER

PHYSICIANS

COOKS

NURSES

-HELPERS

TEEN CAMP
AID
STATION

BOYS CAMP GIRLS CAMP
AID
AID
STATION
STATION

PROGRAM
TEEN CAMP

t----------1

DIRECTOR
DIVISION
SUPERVI SORS
SPECIALISTS COUlTS:2;LORS

BOYS CAMP

i-------t

GIRLS CAMP

DIRECTOR
DIVISION
SUPERVISORS
SPECIALI STS

DIRECTOR
DIVI SION
SUPERVIS ORS
COUNSELORS

SPEC I ALI STS
COUNSELORS
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of between 400 and 1600 they must be c a refully and efficiently
organized, and , since a ll are accredited members of the
Americ an C mping Associ a tion , must be a ble to positively :
answer the question , " Is this camp orga nized into man a ge a ble
supervisory and living di visions-, uni ts , a re a.s or sections? " 2
The interpretation offered for the term "m2.nage a ble" relates
t o the camp structuring a group small enough to feel

2

rela-

t ionshi p between ca mper l ivi ng groups within the division ,
small enough f or clo s e supervi sion and small enough so that
a ma ture adul t supervises no more tha n thirty or forty c ampers
and the counselors rel&.ted to them .

Helping the campers

relate t o ev er- widening grou~s a s a step in the growth process
i s a l so a concern of the 1-_meri can Camping Association .
Another quest i on a sked in the accredita tion of camps is ,
"Does the camping .progr2..rn provide for individual a ctivity ,
small group activity a nd act i v i t i es involving the whole camp? 11 3
These questions will be di scussed in greater depth when we
b ecome i nvolved with the ent i re area of progr2,m, but are of
c oncern he r e bec ause

2.

c21D.p ' s answer l ies , in -p art , in the

manner in which it organizes i tself .
The t erminology of the Tables of Organiz a tion vary .
I n the very l arge camps , the sub- camps , which are organized
e i ther by sex , or by age groupi ngs , or by both , have either
directors or he a d counselors .
2 I bid ., p . 12 .

Each sub- c amp is then divided

3 I bid ., p . g .
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into divisions and each has a division he a d.

Ed ch division

h as tents and/or cabins with a senior counselor and counselors
and po ss ibly junior counselors or counselors~in-training .
Specialis ts may be ass igned to an entire sub- c amp or may be
assigned· directly to a di vision .

The number of specia.li sts

depends on the scope of program 2.nd budget a llowance but
usually includes at le ast someone for waterfront, arts and
crafts , pioneering and s port s .

In the l arge camp the

specialists work exclusively in their a re as of expertise; in
the. smaller c amps some of the cabin counselors a l so s~rve
as program specialists.
The chain- of- c6mmand is clearly defined in the
Tables of Orga niz at ion .

In program , it moves from the

counselor to the senior counselor to the Division Head
to the Head .counselor to the Ass istant Director or to
the Director .

S pecialists ·usually rel ate to Division

Heads or to He a d counselors .
there may be He ad - s pecialists .

In some very l 2 rge camps
For example, one pers on

may be the Director of the waterfront and al l waterfront
pers onnel will then relate to both the Diui s ion Head to
whom they a re ass igned and to the overa ll Director of
waterfront .

Comps with s evera l a rt centers ma y app oint

one pers on to coordina te and s upervi s e a ll s uch s pecia list s
and activitie s .
The Director of Food s ervice s supervises a ll s uch
facilitie s at camp and is re s pons ible to the Camp Director.
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Ea ch dining room , however , h as it s own s upervi s or who must
relate both to the Head couns elor of hi s camp, as well as
.
to the Director of Food '0-: e rvice
s.

All menus ·, food purchas -

ing, employment of pers onnel is coordinated by the Director
of Food Services .
The camp office provide s office s ervice s to the
central opera tion and i s genera lly s upervi s ed by Em office
manager .

Each s ub - camp may have its own small office with

needed pers onnel .

Such staff usually relate directly to

the sub- camp He a d counselor but a l s o has a relationship
wi th the cent ral office .
The centra l infirmar y i s u sually the hub of c runp
heal th s ervice s and the physician or nurse in charge i s
respons ible to the Camp Director .

Pid Stat ions i n sub -

camps relate . to the centra l infirmary .
As noted , the number of sp eciali sts and the manner
i n which they are utilized and consequently their place in
a Tabl e of Organization varie s .

For example , a camp

l ibrarian and her ass i stants will be re spons ible to the Camp
Di r ector but al s o have t o relate to the He ad couns elors
and Division Heads for scheduling .

Mus ic personnel, not

eas i ly availa ble at be st , when employed by a camp , are
generally directly accountable to the Head couns elor i n
a sub- camp s ituat ion or the Program Director in a smaller
camp .
Program s pecia lis ts usually f unct ion on three
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different l evels and must relate to the supervi s 6r of each
I

level .

On the t o p level , they work with the Program

Director i n programs that involve the entire camp and in the
development of plans fo r the activit i e s i n which they a re
speci a lists .

On the i ntermed i at e l evel- they work with

program on the sub- c amp or divis io nal leve l, and on the
third level they may be called on by c a bin counselors in
connectio n with cabin proj ects , or divisional pro j ects .
An arts and craf ts s pecialist may there for e be involved i n
the ~amp s how with scenery and c ostumes , with the "normal "
activitie s of the cra ft s hop for i nterest groups by cabin
or divi s io n , and may work with a ca bin i n pre parat ion for
an On eg Shabbat or a.n even i ng program requiring h i s skills .
The Ta ble of Organiz a tion for the Denominational
camps mi ght .differ s light l y in the i nc lus io n of additional
c ategorie s , s uch as , te a ching personnel , ritual directors ,
a kitchen mashgi ah , and the like .

Some of the camps employ

camp ps ychologi Gts , cons ultant s in various a re as of competency ,
camp "rabb i s " ( s ee below) , a ll of whom relate direct l y to
the camp director .
The quest ion s po sed a bove by the American Camping
As s ociat ion ar e , i n the ma in , answered a ff irmative ly by
the T&ble s of Orga niz a t io n , where provisions a re made t o
de a l with children in ever- widening groups .

The or ganiza-

tiona l structure projected by most of the camps in our
study i s structura lly sound .

The we a kne sses a re t o be
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found in those camps where the quality of le a dership is
I

ineffective , where camp personnel i s not carefully re cruited and s elected, plc, ced, tra i ned and supervised .

A

chain- of-command is only as strong as it s weake s t link .

I

have found tha t in s ome camps the T2.1.ble of Organiz at ion was
unknown to all the members of the staff, and tha t job
description~ were verbal and informal and that i nter- personal
frictions arose unneces sarily , which hampered the proper
functioning of the camp , bec a us e a re as of re s pons ibility
were not clearly defined and members of the staff not
specifica lly oriented to their tasks and their relations hips
with other staff members .

pl~n i s essential :

A

proper

i mplementation a s i ne qua non for success .
However , it must a l s o be noted , that a summer c c:tmp
is not an army cc1mp and that the Table of Organizat ion
and the chain- of- command i s not intended as a measure of
rank and authoritariani s m.

The human and democra tic

aspects of organization must take precedence over tpe
mechanic s of structure .

A camp that tries to operate "by

the book" and doe s not promote a s pirit of ·cooperation,
fellow ship or group feeli ng among tho s e within the cha in- ]
of-comm2.nd and those who are merely "foot s oldiers " will
fail in i ts fundamental task .

The st ructure must be viewed

and considered and operate as but a means to meeting the needs
of the members of the total camp community , and not as an
end i n i t s elf .

The welfa re of the individua l i s really
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the prima ry cons iderat ion of the effic ient st ructure .

A

camp which fo st ers pa rticipatory democ r acy will , fir st of
a ll, i nvolve the v a rious members of.the camp community in
developing the Ta ble of Organi zation and help evolve an interpretatio; of the relat ionsh ips , re s pons ibilitie s and delegation of authority i mplied by the de s ign _of t~e structure .
This i s an excellent way for a ll members of the s taff t o
le arn a bout organizat io nal problems , method$ , goals and
purpo ses of the camp and the nature of l eadership . - At the
same time everyone will learn the functio ns for wh ich
various individuals and grocip s ar e responsible and the
definite procedure s the camp provides for relating these
individuals and groups to each other .

How the staff will

f unction within the pro s cribed st ructure i s in l arge
meas ure the ma jor re s pons ibility of the camp director .
We shall inve s tigate this p·henomenon l ater in the chap~er .
b.

Jo b De scrip tions and Qualifications
Requir ed by Camps

The kind of personnel that will be needed in
a c amp will be determined to a l a rge extent by the
a i ms and objectives of that camp . The quality and
the number of personnel are s i mply E means of
moving toward these a i ms and objectives . The camp
dir ector ( and in agency camps , the camp co~mittee)
shbul d have clea rly i n mi nd th e genera l aim of the
c amp and what the c amp i s attempt i ng to 2.ccomplish
wi th the c ampers . Onc e the general aims have been
formulated , the s pecific objec t ive s f or it s
accompli shment shoul d be for mul a ted . Unt il these
f actors a re clearly sto.ted , it i s ~rell nigh
impo ss ibl e t o build an i ntelligent personnel
policy , becaus e_ the type of pers onnel t o be
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I

,

recruited will depend upon the s e · a i ms a nd
obje ctive s . 4
Personnel policies a nd pra ctic e s ha v e evolved in

varying ways and involved a variety of per s ons a nd groups
in the camps in our s tudy .

In the Priva te c amps the

pers onnel policy i s usua lly developed by the owner who i s
assi s ted by hi s Camp Director .

Some of the c amps s pons ored

by organiz a tions assign this task to a sub- committee on
personnel of the camp committee .

Thi s committee generally

includes the Camp Director and , in a few case s , Program
Directors if they have a record of continued employment at
the camp .

Democratically opera ted c amps involve the

le a dership staff in evaluating the pers onnel practices of
the previous seas on and encourage recommenda tions for needed
changes or improvements .

A full personnel policy ordinarily

include s statements related to qualifications and standards ,
compensati on and peripheral benefit s , conditions of work ,
methods of eva luation and appr ais a l and provides job
de scriptions and specifi cations .
The Standards of the American Camping Associat ion
a re quite explicit in requiring that the camp have written
personne l poli cies .
4 E. DeAl ton Pa rtridge , "Sta ff Qualifications 2"nd
Selections ," in Administration of the Modern Camp ,
Hedle y S . Dimock , ed. (New York: Associa tion Press ,
1950), p . 85 .

~
I

.
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This is a prepared and wri tten statement which
provide s the staff with i nf ormation and policies on
remuneration , time off , absence fro m work- because
of s ickness , medical examinat ions , insurance
provided or required , cause for dis missal, job
description , evalua tions , personal conduct ,
condi t ions of ser vice . This material is prepar ed
wi thout refere nce to a specific person and is
provided to each staff before terms of service are
agreed upon . Informat ion found in general corresponde nce i s n ot considered to be written pe r s onnel policie s and practice . 5
'
As we see , job de s cript ions are an i ntegral part
of the c amp ' s personnel poli cies .

Basic a lly , they are

s i mply descriptions of the jobs in the camp structure which
are best developed by analyz i ng ea ch posit ion in light of the
rea lities of life in the particular camp as experienced by
the staff members themselves .
f orms .

Job descriptions take many

Some camp directors feel that i nformal , verbal

i nterpreta tions of tasks to be done a re best .

They a r e

concerned le st a formal written description limi t and
narrow a position too concis ely and a re worried about the
many additiona l n eed s that inva riably a rise beyond the
specifics of the agre ement .

They prefer to deal in

genera l de script i ve verbal terms than in specific written
f onnulations .

On the other hand , the American Camping

Ass ociat ion require s camps des irous of accreditation to have
carefully prepar ed wr itten job descriptions for each
po s ition which i s used in selecting and supervisi ng staff . 6
5stand a rd s , p . 16 .

6 Ibid . , p . 15 .
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Some of the reasons which motivated the American Camping
AJs ociat ion to insist on this requirement include factors
which are important to both the camp and to the employee . :
For example :
1.

Written de scriptions , shared by all staff
members, bring unity of understanding and
def initeness of purpose .

2.

Verbal descriptions lead t o mi sunderstandings ,
confusi on , and overl app i ng of effort .

3.

Written descriptions give status to the posit i on ,
and · build pride in the worker toward his job .

4.

Written descriptions provide super visors (often
the director himself) with a r eadily- avail ab le
reminder of the ground to be covered by each
worker .

5.

Wri tten descriptions provide the director with
a blueprint fo r planning around each year ' s
st a ff .

6.

Written descriptions are the surest way of
assuring prospective staff people that the camp
is effici ently admini stered , and that concern
for its personn·e1 is uppermost in its thinking .
I t serves as an aid i n recruitment of staff .

7.

Job descriptions for each position provide the
director with an excellent manual for interpreting the whole personnel picture to lay
peopl e , interested par ents and others .

8.

Written job descriptions serve .as an objective
bas i s for staff appraisal .

9.

Wri tten descriptions help staff pl an . For
example , they need to know fro m the beginning
that repor ts are expected periodically and at
the clo se of camp .

10 . . Ea ch member of staff wants to understand clearly
what his job entail s ; where to turn f or he lp
and guidance ; how he fits i nto the overa ll
pi cture ; t~ whom he is respo nsible ; with whom
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he works , their jobs in relation to his, and
how they interrelate . 7
As noted on several occasions , this study is not
i ntended to serve as a manual for the Jewish summer camp .
I t i s therefore not my intention to project a job descript ion f or all positions in the camp .

Such information is

re ad ily available for those who desire it .

However , in

order to properly discuss the minimum general and Jewish
educational qualifications of program staff , as viewed and
r eported in my questionnaires , in which approximately sixty
of the 1 00 camps responded , it will be necessary to briefly
summar ize rather typical j ob descriptions of the camp
director , assistant director , head counselor , program
director , specialists (varied) , counselors and counselors i n-training .

After each j ob description I shall indicate

the qualification requirements noted by the responses
wi thi n the various categori es of camps , with my comments .
First , i t shoul d be noted that the responses to
the questionnaires were completed , in a l most every case , by
t h e Dire ctor of the camp .

The qualification requirements

were consequently tinged with sub j ective , personal criteria .
Th e tendency seemed to be to describe the qual ifications
7 camp Administrative Forms and Su~ted Procedures
i n the Area of Personnel °"[Martinsvil le , Ind .: American
Camping Association , 1 956) , p . 6 and Camp Staff-- Job
Descriptions (Martinsville , Ind .: American Camping
Assoc i ation , no date) , p . 3 (mimeographed) .
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required for the job in term~ of one ' s personal qualifications .

For example , if a director had five years ' experience ,

this bec ame a qualification ; if he had fifteen years of
experience , this was li sted as a requirement .

In the case

of the other job descriptions , in my opinion , most of them
were de scriptive of the persons who were currently filling
the jobs , and not of the jobs themse l ves .

This is contrary

to the principle advocated by the American Camping As s ociation which points out that the job description is "written
material that describes the responsibilities and duties of
each camp po s ition without reference to a specific individua1 11 8 (italics mine) .

However , for the purposes of this

study, the procedure actually followed by the Camp Directors
is even more illuminating , since it gives us a more accurate
picture of what is , rather that of what should theoretically
be .
Before fi nally turning to the specific individual
job d escriptions it i s necessary to comment on the f act
that there are general qualifications and areas of
re sponsibility that affect all camp staff ~ositions,
regardle ss of the particular job .

These fac t ors must be

as sumed to be present in all the j ob descriptions which
are to fol low , and include :
1.

Goo d moral cha r acter , integri ty and selfdi scipline .

8 st andards ,

V·

15 .
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2.

Good physical health and vigor .

3,

Emotiona l maturity and mental health including
self- acceptance as a Jew.

4.

Love for children and the proper judgment t o
pla ce the individual and group camper needs
and the needs of the camp before personal
de s ire s .

5.

En joyment of outdoor living .

6.

Intere st _i n contributing to the achievement of
the g oa l s and objectives of the camp , general
and Jewi sh .

7.

Ability to work as a member of a group .

8.

Understanding and acceptance of the philosophy
of the camp and particularly its Jewish purposes .

9.

Willingness to participate actively i n staff
conferences and meetings .

10.

Ability to develop criteria fo r one ' s own
job performance .

ll.

Preparedness to keep a ll necessary reco rds and
-render re ports .

12.

Assumption of responsibility to maintai n all
equipment and property of c amp in safe operating
condition .

13 .

Re ad i ness to enforce a ll camp rules and
re gulations . 9

This list i s by no means exhausti ve and me rely
highlights the personality characteristics and the type of
job performance expe cted fro m a ll c amp personnel .
Specific job descriptions may be fo rmul ated i n many
9 This list i ng was adapted fro m a formul ation of
"Genera l -Items Affec ting All Staff Po s i t ions " i n Camp
Staff-Job Descriptions . op . cit ., p . 2 .
·
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ways but gener2.~ly contain the following information:
1.

Title of the position

2.

To xhom responsible

3.

General responsibilities
a.

Degree of responsibility and performance
expec ted

4.

Specific duties

5.

Qualifications

6.

a.

Prior training and experience

b.

Skills and interests desired

The relationship of the position to other
positi ons in the camp , as well as to the camp ' s
t otal program . 1O

As alreEdy noted in our discussion of the camp Table
of Organization, the position of highest authority and
ultimate responsibility is that of the Camp Director .
In an agency camp , for example , a camp sponsored
by a Center or 2. "Y , 11 the Camp Direc tor may be responsible
to the exe cutive director of the agency or to an i ndependent
Board of Directors of the camp that has been established by
the agency .

In the cas e of organizati on camps, such as those

operat ed by the other camps in our study , except for the
Private ca~ps , the Camp Direc t or may be re sponsible t o a
national or loc 2.l camp committee or commission of a nat ional
· organization witn local affiliates as is the case with a
1O camp ~dministrative Forms , op . cit . , p . 5 .
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number of Zionist camps , or to a Boa.rd of Directors or
Board of a Foundation which sponsors the camp , as happens
·with the Philanthropic camps .

In some instances, the

Camp Director may be held responsible to more than one
b ody and -may even be employed by joint personnel committees .
Technically the Denominational/Conservative camps are
operated through a National Commission with a national
director of all camps , but local camp committees have
prerogatives as well .

In Private camps the Camp Director

is responsible to the owner .
I n 1962 , the New York Metropolitan section of the
National Jewish Welfare Board prepared a job analysis for
r esident camp directors which was to serve as a guide
f or " trained social workers hired as directors of agencysponsored resident camps . . . . 11 1 1

The job descriptions

i nc luded the following i tem_s :
1.

Working with the Executive Director and the
Boa r d Committee of the Agency in the overall budgeting , planning and organization
of c amp .

2.

Hi r ing of all staff , program , kitchen and
maintenance , in consultation with the Executive
Direct or of the Agency and Program Director
of th e camp .

1 1 11 A proposed Job Analysis and Salary Scale for

Re sident Camp Directors ," prepared by the Part - Time
Personnel Bureau , New York Metropolitan Section of the
Nat ional Jewish Welfare Board , March 1962 (mimeographed) .
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3.

Supervising the ma i n tenance staff in general
upkeep and repairs of camp facilities and
grounds , and in the readying and closing of
the camp f acilities and grounds .

4.

Responsible for purchases necessary to open ,
ma intain , and close the camp facilities ,
e quipment and grounds .

5.

Responsibl e for preparation , purchase, smooth
operation and proper closing of the kitchen
e quipment , supplies and food ; and for maintaining adequate sanitary and health standards .

6.

Works with public authorities in maintain i ng
adequate health standards for kitchen , infirmary
and general hous ekeeping .

7.

Respons ible for the supervision of the general
health and welfare of c ampers and staff .

8.

Responsible for the camp budge t preparation
and follo w through in consultation with the
Executive Director _a nd Camp Commi ttee .

9.

Responsibili ty fo r publicity to "Y" members and
other pro spective campers .

10 .

Registratio n of campers and/or supervision of
c amp Regis t rar .

11.

Responsible for the planning and moving of
staff , campers a n d baggage to and from the "Y"
and the camp si te .

12 .

Responsible for the over- all planning and operati on of the total camp administration incl uding
channels ·of communication with the sponsoring
agency ; the fisc a l operation of camp , staff
scheduling , camp office policies and procedures ,
etc ., in consultation with the Executive Director .

13 .

Prepares an annual report for the Executive
Director and camp committee which i ncludes the
administra t ion , organization and operation of
the over- a ll program , the total staff ,
maintenance of kitchen and i nfirma ry inventories , budget , camper statistics , and recommendations for the following year .

/
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14.

Hires all program staff in co nsult ati on with
the Execut ive Director and supervises the
program director when this i s delegated .

15 .

Responsible for carry ing out the sponsoring ·
agency's policies and goals i n the program
at camp with campers and staff .

16 .

Responsible for · the over-all in-service training of camp staff.

17.

Responsible for the over- a ll evaluations of the
camp operation and staff ; and , in particula r ,
for eva luat ions of the Program Director , the
camp office staff , the kitchen and maintenanc e
staff, and the camp nurse or physician .

The American Camping Association , in a much more
succinc t yet perceptive list ing of the general broad
re sponsibilities of the camp director suggests the following :
1.

Recruit , select , train and assign the entire
camp staff .

2.

Direct the supervis ion of the Assistant Director
(Head Counselor or Program Director) and
certain other key staff as determined by the
camp dire ctor .

3.

Develop ar-d carry out position relationships
with campers, staff and parents .

4.

Plpn and carry out the budget. and business
operation .

5.

Lead in the determination of camp objectives
and policies.

6.

Participa t e in camp activities to the extent
necess ary for pro per awareness and supervisory
f unctioni ~g .

7.

Deve lo p procedures, routines and practices for
the camp operation .

8.

Write camp reports and evaluations based on
ob servation , discussion by campers and staff ,
and co nferences .

g.

Maintain ACA (and other) Standards at the
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site .
lO.

Provide for effective staff and camper
organization to carr y out the program .

The above description re quires much more initiative ,
imaginat ion, ability to inv olve others and exhibit le ad ership capabilities than the first description .

However,

both make it sufficiently clea r that the position of
Camp Director is a demanding , high level job which requires
unusual educ ationa l le adership qualifications and attributes
of character and personality which will enable the i ndividual
to functio n with children and adult s , the mature and immature ,
the qualified and trained and the untra i ned , the pro fe ssional
and the layman , _the skilled and the uns killed , the committed
and the uncommitted .

In a camp purportedly dedicated to

Jewish idea l s and with some degree of Jewish programming ,
camps sp onsored by Jewish communal agencies supported by
Jewish communal f unds , the role of the Camp Director in

"

carr ying out the sponsoring agency ' s policies and

goals i n the program at camp with campers and staff ," as
expre ssed in th e Jewish Welfare Board ' s job description
(seep. 370 above ) or in "5" of the Ame ric an Camping
Association descriptio n , is ce nt ral and crucial.

One

should be logically assume that included among the many
qualifications needed by a person seeking the position of
Camp Director would be Jewish education , background ,
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identification, previous job experiences in a Jewish agency
and skills and interests in Jewish programmatic activities !
As we shall see , this is not necessarily the case in a l arge
number of our one hundred camps .
In addition to the Jewish qualifications of Camp
' Direc t ors , which I . believe are essential if the stated
Jewish purposes of the camps are to be realized , the
American Camping Association has established other minimal
qualifications for this position .

These include a require -

ment -that the Camp Director be twenty-five years of age or
older, have had an educ ation or training related to camping
with in three years previous to his app ointment , hold a
degree in a related field f rom a college or university , had
at least sixteen weeks of prior administrative and/or supervisory experience in an organized camp and have had
direct responsibilities , as an adult , for continuous lead ership of at least one organized sustained group of any type . 1 2
Listed be low are some of the typical responses by
camps in the various categories of our study when asked to
indicate the minimum general and Jewish educational quali fications, if any , they required for the position of Camp
Director.
Of five Federat ion camps responding, three listed
no special qualific ations at a ll; two required the director
12 standards, p . 18 .
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to hold an M. S . W. degree .

Of the eight Federa tion camps

irj the study I can attest to the above - average Jewish
educat i onal qua lifications of onl y one director .
Eighteen of the twenty- five Center camps responded .
Of these , five listed no particul ar qualifications .

Of the

r ema i ning thirteen , six required an M. S . W. and experience ;
one s i mpl y stated , "mature , with experience" ; another
r equir ed a B. S . in Social Work ; still another listed
"s ocial worker or teacher "; one call ed for " experience and
educat i on ," wi thout describing either ; one noted that the
Camp Director had to be a member of the full ti2::e Center
staff; yet another stated "in our service fifteen years
now"--no i ndication of qualifi cations a t all ; and , finally ,
one camp among the_ eighteen that responds "Masters degree -Soc . Admin . - ·- Hebrew School , High Schoo l plus . "

In

deci phering th i s notation and d e termining that it was
de s c riptive of the Camp Director employed , it should read
Mast er ' s degree in ~choo l Admini stration .

Gr aduated a

Hebrew High School and attended classes on a col legiate
level of Judaic study .
One of the three Educational camps that responded ,
i nclud ed were statements that the Camp Director must be
"a Jewi sh educator by pro f essi on " or "have an intensive
Jewi sh educat i on and administ r ative experience in camping ."
Among the four camps that d i d not respond one was connected
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with a Hebrew Institute and employed staff personnel , a
second employed a r abb i as director, a third was private l y
owned and directed by a professionil Jewish educator, and
the four th was conducted by a national Jew i sh organization.
None of the Yiddish camps r esponded t o this
ques t ion .

H2.ving visited four of the five camps, I can

attest to the f act that during varied summers of my vis i ts ,
the directors of three of th ese camps- knew not a word of
Yiddis h , or very little at most .

I n the case of one

camp , the director was a Yiddish educator .
Among the Zionist camps the qualifications for
Camp Director are quite varied .

Several of the camps

indicate a Master ' s Degree in some allied field and
jewish background .

Jew i sh background is not defined .

However , since alm ost a ll Zionist camps require that the
director be either a member of the youth movement sponsoring
the camp , a graduate of that youth movement , preferably one
who has gone on a liyah and i s recruited for camp servic e ,
or is a shaliah fro m I s r ael to the youth movement ,- i t is

assumed that , as products of the youth movement education
itself, a Jewi sh backgro und i s present .
commitment is assumed.

The ideological

In addition, several -of the camps

add such requirements as , "complete knowle dge of camping ,"
"much experience , _matur e , multi - skilled , " "Hebrew College
training or its equivalent , " "A. C. A. Standards , " "Jewish
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education by profession . "
Among the Denomi nat ional camps of all suasions , the
one most explicit about requirements and qualifications for
the position of camp director was from a Ramah camp, which
noted the following :
I ntensive Judaic background , speak Hebrew
fl uent l y , familiarity with and acceptance
of the Conservative Movement and its
i deology , committed to Jewish values and
observances, theoretical orientation in
education or related fields , practical
experience working with children , charac t e r r ef erences , and at least one year ' s
exper i ence at Ramah is preferred .
Other Denominational/Conservat ive camps were not as
specific .

In two other cases they simply noted that the

candidate ' s qualifications are to be either determined
or approved by the "National office" or the ~'Jewish
Theo l ogical Seminary ."

Col lege graduates and "highly

sk.i ll ed professional" were noted .

The major fie l d of

study , or what the professional skill was to consist of ,
was not defined .
The Denominational/Traditional did not take time
to r eply .

In all cases , the di r ector of the camp i~ a

r abbi , undoubtedly traditionall y educated , perhaps even a
tal mudic scholar .

What his qualifications are to direct a

children ' s summer resident camp are yet to be determined .
Fiv e of the seven Denominational/Reform camps
responded .

Interestingly enough , only one listed Jewish
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st1dies among·the requirements .

One called for a minimum

age of thirty--five years above the recommended minimum
of the A. C. A. ; one asked for college training but did not
indicate the field; another required at least five years in
administration .
Two explanations may be offered to account for the
fact that Jewish background is not required as a qualification for this position in these camps .

On the one hand, those

who answered the questionnaire may have assumed the Jewish
background to be self- evident since it was a Denominatinal
camp .

In the second place, the Camp Directors in these

camps then function pri arily in administrative capacities ,
and the educational programming is in the hands of a program
director, who is invari ab ly a Reform r abb i .
Attention should also be drawn to the fact that
while the Denominational camps that re sponded addressed
themselves to the Jewish qualifications of their camp
director, they were either silent or quite brief in their
description of the general qualifications required .

This

is a complete reversal of the data we found among the
Federation , Philanthropic and Center C2mps, where the
major emphasis was on the general with little attention
given the Jewish qualifications .

This simple statistic

carries the es senc e of the basic and fundame ntal differences
between the categories of camps .
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The Hebrew camp requires that all key personnel be
"graduates of a Hebrew college as well as a college of
general studies, have a religious background, fluency in
Hebrew speech and camping e;x:perience ."
· The qualifications for the position of Assistant
Director in a camp .are generally quite similar to those
of the direc tor .

Essentially he must be the kind of

•person and have the ability to take responsibility for the
operat ion of the camp in the absence of the director .

He

i s ordinarily responsible to the director , serves as his
right arm , and assumes direct responsibility for those
areas of administration or program as assigned by the
dire ctor .

He may be called upon to act as a supervi sor of

specified staff , to coordinate all or parts of the progr2m ,
give guidance and aid to staff on all levels.
The response s of the camps in our study to the
general and Jewish qualifications required for this
position follow an almost identical pattern with those
requirements noted for the position of director, with some
interes ting exceptio~s .
In the case of one Center camp , for example ,
where no mention of Jewish background was made for the
position of dLrector, the Assistant Dir ecto r is expact s d
to have "positive Jewish backgro und.•·

As a matte r of

fact, a "teacher with previous camping experience" is
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listed as preferred.

This probably reflects the condition

at camp which required the director to be par t of the yearround Center staff.

To balance the . director, an experienced

group worker and an a m ha 'a retz, his assistant, was to be a
Jewishly' educated educator .
A large proportion of the c amps in the study do not
have Assistant Directors . None of the Private camps do;
neither did any of the Educational camps.

In the other

categories, the practice varied, depending upon structure
and_ Table of Organization.

Some of the very l arge Federa-

tion and Center camps have Assistant Directors and several
of them on a full- time , year- round basis .

Among the Zionist

camps, the Israel shaliah ofttimes serves in this capacity .
A job analysis or description has recently been
prepared by the Jewish Community Camps of Montreal .

This

description has been circularized around the country in an
attempt to recruit staff.

I offer this description below,

for the position of Head Counselor, for I ~elieve it
illustrates one of the central and basic problems facing
Jewish camping in America .
Head Counselor
1.

Supervised by the Camp Director

2.

Supervisory Responsibilities
(a) Responsibility for camp of approximate ly
150 to 200 children and counselor staff,
section staff and specialists and other
assigned resource staff .
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(b) To interpret and e xecute rules and
regulations of the Camp Administrat ion .

3.

Areas of Responsibility
(a )

Stimulation, guidance and supervision of
re spect i ve section program and cabin counselors .

(b )

Proper f unctioning of administrative and
c amp ro utines a ffecting campers and staff
in th e sections , e . g ., laundry, canteen ,
curfew, time - off, etc .

(c) Preparation and handling of over- all pre camp and in- service training programs .
Review with section heads pl ans for
sec t ion i n- service program .
(d ) Prepare for bunking of campers and camper
arrival and departure in consul tation wi th
the Oamp Director .
(e) Plan for formal supervisory conferences and
record s .
( f ) Determine , in consul tation with the Camp
Director, d esirable handling of individual
c amper problems .
(g ) Pre pare or review program reports , staff
evaluations and summar i es on each camper.
(h) Preparation of program material , resource
lists, at t endance at i n- city conferences
as well as participation in post - camp
evaluations .
(i) Con cern with and par ticipation in planning
for mai ntenance of general and camp staff
mora le .
(~ ) Supervise the purchase and maintenance of
all Arts and Crafts and Hiking supplies and
equipment . Maintain adequate standards of
care of a rt s and crafts shop and hiking
storeroom. Supply inventory for arts and
crafts shop and hiking equipment at th e
end of the season .
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4.

Requirements
Graduate cif 2~hool of Socia l Work, education
or allied fields.
Minimum age of twenty five years.
Extensive previous supervising experience in
a camp setting.

It should be noted that to all intents and purposes
the Head Counselor ·in a large camp is tantamount to a director of a small camp.

The Jewish Community Camps are a

constituent member of the Allied Jewish Community Services
and beneficiaries of the Combined Jewish Appeal .

In its

statement of program objectives, listed and lost as point
number four are "experiences which would help cam19ers feel
a sense of belonging to the Jewish people through satisfying
experience in the cultural areas of Jewish life."

A review

of the job description and of the requirements listed for
the job, in no way indicate that the Head Counselor will be
employed by a Jewish camp with Jewish purposes, that his
responsibilities include carrying out such responsibilities
in a knowledgeable, forthright manner which requires that
he be qualified to do so.

There is not a word in · the

requirements for the job about Jewish qualifications
necessary to carry out the responsibilities of the position~
If anything, the requirement standards in both
general and Jewish educational qualification for this
position are lower than for either Directo~ or Assistant
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Director .
The position of Program Director is variously
described, depending upon how the individual camp is
structured.

In some camps this position and that of Head

Counselor·are basically the same.

In large camps this may

be a Specialist position with the person servingas a program
consultant to all echelons of camp.

In the Denominational/

Reform camps this position designates the ~ctual Educational
Director of the -camp.

In many of the Zionist camps the

Prog~am Director, whatever his name equivalent may be , is
primarily responsible for the more formal aspects of the
camp educational program-- classes, discussion groups , Sabbath
programming and the like .

The American Camping Association

lowers the minimum acceptable age for this position to twentyone, calls for two years leadership experience in organized
camping , a knowledge of group process and its relationship
to program implementation and skill in a variety of camp
.activities .

Responsible to the Camp Director, his specific

responsibilities would include consulting with the Camp
Director relative to suggestions for improvement of
activities and general camp experiences ; coordinate program
of various units; supervise the work of unit leaders and/or
specialists when delegated this responsibility; help
counselors understand the group process in program planning;
plan with campers and/or staff representatives for all--
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camp programs and surprises; be available for camper and
counselor consultati on .
The most explicit description of qualifications
and requirements sought after by one of the camps in our
study for this position is the following :
Previous experience in camping (administrative
and supervisory level ) , Mast er's in either social
work or education- - graduate of a College of Jewish
Studies or its equivalent, acceptance of camp
ph i losophy and Jewish educational objec t ives,
c amping and other programming skiils --ability to
introduce Jewish programming i nto camp activities ,
abi l ity to get along well with people and handle
. probl ems and situations , and sense of humor and
g ood health .
The above description was offered by an Educational
camp and is noteworthy in that it is one of the exceptions
which pr oves the more general rule .

Aside from a few

similar , if .briefer , statements by other Educational and
Denominational/Conservative and Reform camps , the overwhelming majority of the o ther camps are completely silent
ab out requirements for Jewish qualifications for their
pr ogram staff .

There are some exceptions , of course .

Among the Center camps , two camps , which made no mention

of a Jewish requirement for the other positions , described
f or Program Director, "Basic Hebrew or Religious school , "

· and "Basic Judaic knowledge of history etc . "
As indicated before , the number and scope of
Specialty Counselors in any given camp varies with the
programmatic ob j ectives , the size of the camp , fees charged
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and over- all budget .

Many camps , for example, have no

I

sports specialists at all , and depend on regula r counse l ors
t o carry out the sports program .

Other camps do have one

sports specialist , to organize and coordinate the overa l l sports program .

Many of the Private camps , and some

camps in other categories , have sports specialists for almost
ev ery sport played in camp .

There are , however, a few

a r eas of specialization which most camps recognize and
c onsequently employ specialists for these positions .
· Eve ry camp has a waterfront specialist .

Many camps

have been finding it more and more difficult to find Jewish
waterfront specialists , and , if the camp does employ nonJ ewish personnel , chances are that the non- Jew will be found
at the waterfront .

The requirements for this position

are generally very assiduously followed .

The specialist

must have a Red Cross instructor ' s c ertif icate , have
previ ous experience as a waterf ront i nstructor with extensive
camp experience and be a minimum of twenty- one years of
age.

Some of the smaller camps , particul arly among the

Zionist camps , may sett l e fo r a Senior l ifesaver to head
their swi m pr ogram .

It can b e argued that this is a positi cn

clea rly in the area of heal th and safety and that no Jewi sh
qualificati ons need be re quired .

Howeve r, where the

waterfr ont specialist , having all the general qualifications , is also Jewishly educated , even the waterfront can
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be utilized for informal Jewish programming .
I

e~ample may suffice to illustrate this fact.

A single
Many camps

use the "buddy system" for added control and safety of
swimmers.

Children are paired and held responsible for

each other in the water and therefore no single child can
either wander off or slip beneath the surface unnoticed.
To assure control, the lifeguard numbers each pair of
"buddies" and blows his whistle from time to time, at which
time the two youngsters must be within arm's reach of each
other and , in consecutive order, call out their number
for identification.

I have visited camps where children

have learned to count in Hebrew because the lifeguard
assigned Hebrew numbers to each pair of "buddies , " and the
twice a day repetition, for four or eight weeks, reinforced
the learning of the Hebrew numbers .
Almost all camps have arts and crafts specialists .
They are generally supervised by the Head counselor and
are responsible for facilities, equipment, purchasing,
inventories, and pre- and post-camp work, under the
direction of the Camp Director .

Among the_areas of

responsibility in which they function are included the
following:
Serve as resource in arts ad crafts to Division
Heads, Senior counselors and counselors as required
by the Head Counselor in the assigned units .
Provide technical and advanced skill in crafts
to the general staff and camper gro~ps as assigned
by the Camp Director .

I

I
I
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Assume responsibility for training and orga nizing
the arts and crafts counselors to s hare in the
responsibilities. This includes pre-camp and inservice training programs .
Here, too, the qualifications and requirements
listed for this position, rarely mention the Jewish component .
Some of the camps, recognizing the key role these specialists
play in programming, go to great lengths and much trouble
and spend considerable money to find such specialists who
are Jewishly oriented .

The Ramah camps, for example , in

recruiting Israeli staff , concentrate on employing only
specialists.
this area .

The Hebrew camp also takes specia l pains in
The educational camps are consistent in their

qualification requirements for all staff positions .

The

Zionist camps generally cannot afford top- rate specialists ,
tut do make an effort to secure members of their youth
movement who are art or music students and who, in addition
t o their regular duties as madrikhim, can enrich the arts
programs .
Other specialists more frequently found in camps
include music personnel, campcraft authorities, nature
spec i alists .

However , it is of interest to note that

twenty- five different categories of specialists were
listed by the sixty camps responding to the questionnaire.
These included :
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Arts
Athletics
Boating, sailing or canoeing
Campcraft
Crafts
Dancing
Dramatics
Folk dancing
Hebrew and Culture
Hebrew teacher
Horseback riding
Israeli dance and song
Jewish culture
Jewish education program
Music
Nature craft
Pioneering
Photography
Singing
Sports
Special Activity counselors
Swimming instructor
Tripping or Hiking
Waterfront
Wrangler
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Codifying and categorizing the responses with
regard to the minimum qualifications and requirements in
both general and Jewi sh educational background proved no
different among the specialists as compared to the other
already described positions .

The previous trends, with

'minor variations, persisted .

In arts and crafts, camps

generally looked for college graduates or students majoring
in the area .

The few camps that required "Graduate of Art

school- -Experience in Hebrew art" or "Jewish arts and
c rafts" or "Hebrew background , religious commitment in
consonance with camp , have art education training , " were the
same camps that require Jewish qualifications from their
other staff .

The lack of reference to Jewish qualifications

by the other camps applied to almost all of their other
staff positions .
In the area of waterfront , only one camp added a
Jewish qualification to the general requirements .
The Educational, Denominational/Conservative and
Ref orm , the Zionist camps, the Hebrew camp, invariably
included in their description of the qualifications · of the
dance specialist , a person who had experience in Israeli
dance and choreography and "Jewish dance."

This qualifica-

t ion appeared less frequently or not at all in the other
categories of camps .
The music specialist , where used , followed the
pattern I have been describing .

The same is true of the
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dramatics specialist .
Some of the s pecialists that specifically carry
titles which are explicitly Jewish program oriented, such
as Hebrew teacher, or Hebrew and Culture, come, in the
main, from the same camps that have Jewish qualifications
for the rest of their staff, with some exceptions.

Several

Center, Federation and Philanthropic camps have a
specialist for "Jewish culture" who serves as the "camp
rabbi ."

He need not be an ordained rabbi, and, as a

matter of fact, usually is not .

In some of the camps I

v i sited the person fulfilling this function was either a
pre- rabbinical student on an undergraduate level , a student
at a Hebrew Teachers College and in some' cases was the
rabbi on staff at the Center .
The cabin counselor, while at the bottom of the
Table of Organization, nevertheless holds a most important
j ob , since he is the member of the staff working most
directly with the campers .

In the final analysis, it is

the relationship, the rapport, the communication established
between the counselor and the camper, that most affects
the educational and socialization process in camp .
The counselor is basically responsible to his
senior counselor and/or his Division head.

He has the

prime responsibility for the health, safety and custodia l
care of the campers_ i n cluding the planning and implementation
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of bunk progrci-s with his campers as well as special
events, di vision-·:Tide programs, etc . as assigned.

The

counselor usually works directly with a specific cabin
group or gToups, approximat ely six to eight c amp ers, either
being solely ir:. charge or sharing this responsibility with
other counselors.

He is expected to participat e in the

pre-season training program at camp and in in-service
training progr~ms while camp is in session.

Counselors

are also responsible to a specific number of supervisory
staff and must participate in and prepare for regular
supervisory conferences .

In addition , the couns elor must

prepare individual and group records and abide by all the
rules and regulations of the camp administration such as
days off procedure, curfew regulations, free time, etc. 13
The .American Camping Association requires counselors
to have two years of college or equivalence in experience
significant for camping. 14

Some camps express this

requirement by calling for a minimum age of nineteen and
four semes t ers of college.

This may be waived for students

who are eight een, who have completed two full semesters
and have had acceptable work experience with children.
13 Adapted from the "Job Analysis for Cabin
Counselors," prepa red by Wel Met Camps of New York (mimeographed).
·
14standard s, ·p. 18.
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Many camps waive the two year college ruling if the
candidate is a product of the camp and pa rticularly of ·
its counselor-in-training program .
In terms of the _general minimum educational
requirements, most camps adhere to the American Camping
Association standards with variations.

The majority of

the camps simply list age and number of years in college;
a per6eptive minority note that ~tudents who are majoring
in a pre-social work curriculum , in education, psychology
or the social sciences will be given preference .

Inter-

estingly enough, relatively few require previous camp
experience, on any level.

One Federation camp seeks "mentshen";

one Philanthropic camp seems interested in the counselor
being only "a good athlete ."
When it comes to Jewish qualifications, we face
the same redundant pattern.

Among the Center camps, only

two make reference to Jewish background .

One prefers

the counselor having had "religious or Hebrew school
training" and the other asks for "Jewish orientation."
The silence among all the others is thunderous.
The Zionist camps have the youngest counselors and,
perhaps unexpectedly, are not at all explicit about the
Jewish educational requirements of tpeir personnel.

This

is generally true for almost all staff positions below the
very top echelon.

Membership in the organization is usually
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an absolute requirement.

But membership in a Zionist

youth movement, aside from ideological empa thy, not even
ideological understanding, has little or no relationship
to Jewish educational background and knowledge .

The

national· leadership training camps of several of these
youth movements serve students entering their senior year
year in high school and employ them as counselors when
they graduate from high school at age eighteen or even
younger.

This follows a philosophy of "youth leading

you_th" which can be rationalized, if there is good and
sufficient supervision at camp for these young counselors .
In most instances this is not the ca9 e.
The position of counselor-in-training is related
to this aspect of our study only to the extent that these
young people carry out staff responsibilities.

As we

shall see, most C. I. T. programs were designed by camps
to better attract the teen age camper to attend camp .

The

programs variously evolved into leadership training enterprises with practic~l experience as concomitants of the
program, particularly in the last year of the program when
the campers were seniors in high school or sixteen or
seventeen years of age.
In those instances where these young people are
somehow attached to staff, they serve as assistants to
counselors.

They may sleep in the cabin with the campers,

assist in housekeeping chores, and participate in selected
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aspects of the daily program .

Usually, a block of time is

set aside for their own training program and they are
removed fro m the catin group during these periods.

During

one summer of the M2d.or program at Ramah in the Poconos ,
several madorniks were assigned to a cabin, all sleeping
with the campers, but each operated under a different
schedule.

On a weekly or bi-weekly rotation schedule, a

madornik would be assigned full-time to the training program
or full-time to the cabin activities .

Campers found it

rather difficult to relate, and this particular schedule
was dropped the following svJD.ID.er.

In some camps the C.I.T.

is used as a "relief counselor," allowing the regular
counselor time off during the day or filling in on days off.
Many of these young people are assets to the camp and ,
perhaps owing to their natural enthusiasm, or the fact
that they are closes t in age to the camper and seem to be
able to relate more easily to them, prove useful in program,
under good supervision and'guidance .

Most of them are

themselves pay ing c2~p ers and sometimes feel they are being
exploited by the ad~inist ration, and rightly so.

They are

generally young people who have been attending the camp
for at least three years or are members of the youth
movement.
In some ins tances, camps include a staff position
usually called "Junior Counselor."

This person is

generally a high school graduate, too young to be a full-
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fledged counselor, too old to be a camper, usually a
I

p~oduct of the C.I . T. program, whose duties are similar
t o those described above, except that a sma ll re mune ration
is provided .
The genera l and Jewish educational qualifications
of this position are also quite similar to those described
under the category of counselor and also follow the persistent trend so often alluded to throughout thii dis cussion .
2.

Recruitment of Staff
The major problem f a cing the resident Jewish

sponsored camp today i s the recruitment and selection of
personnel capable of implementing the programmatic goals of
the camps .
The chronic shortages of every type of personnel
was again evidenced last summer and is not likely to
improve this year. It affects directors, nurses,
supervisors, speci a lists, counselors, cooks,
kitchen men and porters . Peveral camps had to
replace cooks, ca ret a kers, supervisors and
counselors during the summer due to sheer
incompetency, and in the inst ance of three c8.mps,
the use of narcotics . Several camps opened with
shortages and never had a full complement of help
. male supervisors, specialists and counselors
are of course the most difficult group to find .15
The "chronic sho rt ages " and the struggle s camps have
in the recruitment process a re due to a number of f act ors .
1 5 Graenum Berger, "Report of the Consultant on
Camping to the Distribution Committee of the Federat ion
for the Year 1967 - 68," p . 45 (mime ogra phed) .
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We are told, on the one hand, that
. . . the labor force available from 1965 to 1970
wi l l also experience a change in that there will
be fewer men to choose from. From 1965 to 1970
there will be a gross increase in the number of men
and women in the labor force but the percentage
change of the numb er of ~en under 25 years of age
wi l l drop considerably . 1
and on the other hand, that
• . . the number of new college graduates will
ri se sharply in the coming decade and the number
of persons with Masters and Ph . D. degrees will
doub l e . A substantial incre as e in the number of
persons re ach ing 18 years of age occurred in 1965
and th i s level will continue until 1970 . This
will result in a 67% incre ase in college students
between 1965 and 1975.. This increase will
pr ovide a gre ate r pool of potential workers who
can be recruited by camps providing the job 17
c ontent , interest and salary are a ttract ive .
The Federation (New York) Employment and
Guidance f'.ervice Camp Counselor Placement Unit for 1967
i n i ts repott on act ivities describes a survey it conduct ed among counselors pla ced during the 1966 season
wh o di d not accept work as counselors a nd asked their
re asons f or not accepting such employment . Fifty- five
per cent of those recommended for camp placement did not
accept camp jobs .

Most of these young people took a

vari ety of summer jobs in the city , all of which seemingly
pa i d more than the camp j ob under considerat ion .

Twenty

16He rbert Bienstock , "The Manpower Situation for
Resident Summer Camps," a paper presented at the Conference
of Full - Time Executive s of Jewish Communal Camps , January ,
1968 . Mr . Bienstock is the director of the Bureau of Labor
Stat i stics of the Middle Atlantic Region , U. S . Department
of Labor .
17 Ibid .
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dec ided to attend sum.mer school, several decided to travel
and have a vacation of their own, a few we~e called to
military service, two got married, and several did not
respond.

The primary reason given for not taking the

camp job was that they wanted a "better job" or "the
.
18
salary was too ·low ."
Military service , full employment even during
the sum.mer , and high salary demands are a difficult trio
of factors to counteract.

In addition; it i s suggested ,

"that the continued expansion of day - camping, with its
lesser hours and freer evenings and week- ends, plus
higher salaries prevents the camps from exploiting (yearround personnel employed by the sponsoring agency) even
further. 1119
Any optimism based upon the statistics of increas ed
college enrollment and the greater potential source of
staff this implies, must be tempered by realistically f a cing
the phe nomenon of the "new" world for vast numbers of these
youth.

Their revolt against the "establishment" and its

values frequently incl udes the camp e.nd its organizational
struc ture.

Many of these young p~ople will not even apply

for positions in an organi~ed camp since they refuse to
18

Report on Activities of Camp Unit -1 967 Season , pre pared by the New York Federation Employment and Guidance
Service, pp. 5- 6 (mimeograph ed) .
19 Berger , ~ - 45 .
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function in a structured society .

Camp directors are

d{scovering that those who are marginal and still willing
t o come to camp must be carefully guided and supervised ,
since they are proving to be potential sources of anti establishment behavior .

Overly permi ss ive attitudes toward

sex and drugs, authority and conformity are such that
careful screening and in- take procedure s for staff must
be f ol lowed even more assiduously than in the past.
Stil l another deterrent to recruitment is the fact
that young people are marrying at a younger age and beginning to rai se families during their college years .

They

may be willing to consider camp jobs if their families
a r e able to accompany them to camp .

P.dequate staff

h ousing and the willingness of camp administrators to
re - evaluate ~nd re - structure the role of staff in relation
t o h ousing with campers is becoming a matter for greater
consideration by some camps .

A number of camps are

provi ding more facilities for married couples , assigning
them t o r egular camp duties , and using Junior counselors
t o s l eep-in with campers .

Some camps have _organized

small day- camps just for staff children , to allow their
parents the freedom of staff responsibilities during the
day .

Adequate housing for non- marri~d staff is a l so a

matter of increasing i mportance .
An overriding principle which permeates the
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thinking in more and more camps is the concept that the·
I

c~mp, as a total community must offer a humanized environment for all the inhabitants, employees as well a s campers .
Camp Directors are recognizing the fact that staff are
also service clients and an essential part of the total
growth process which is ongoing throughout the camp
environment.

While the child- camper is still the primary

fo cus , the social , educational (general and Jewish) and
re creational needs of staff are being given greater
attention .

This is being done , hopefully , because it

re presents a ound approach ; pragmatically, because
attending to these needs may attract staff. ·
We have already noted the special recreational
hal ls , canteens and lodges camps are building exclusively
for staff use during time- off periods .

Aside from the

facilities , prospective candidates for staff positions
a r e much concerned about time - on and time - off schedules .
Some camps employ a full - time staff person whose sole
re sponsibility lies in programming for staff, arranging
transportation for days - off, coordinating staff projects
and social events and the like .
I ndeed , maybe we have to decide whether camp
ought to bring in a three - piece combo to provide
Saturday night danee music for staff or implement
plans to offer a salient course for college credit
i n cooperation with a neighboring college . 20
20 Al Maxman, "Staff Recruiting- -Internal Sources ."
A paper presented at the Conference of Full- Time Executives
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The quality of the training opportunities and the
s~pervision available at camp helps attract the more
serious minded, vocationally oriented young men and women.
College students will travel ac ro ss the continent to work
in a camp with a reputation for excellence.

The better

the camp, the more varied and "richer" the program, the
more easily it can recruit staff .
A glimmer of the enormity of the staff recruitment
problem may be better understood by the following list ing
of the total number of staff employed by just twenty-one
camps during the 1969 seas on.
Wel-Met
New Jersey "Y"
Philadelphia "Y"
Tamarack
Surprise Lake
Chi
J.

C.

A.

Bronx House
Montreal "Y"
Barney Medentz
Wooden Acres
Lakeland
Wise
Kings wood
Morasha
Ramah, Pa .
Swig, UAHC
Harlam, UAHC
Galil
Pinemere
Total

700
548
245
290
252
130
130
150
150
100
125
70
51
65
180
150
100
100
45
91
3,822

The American Camping Association census of
organized camping in the United States noted that the
approximate 12,600 organized camps in the United States
of Jewis h Communal Camps , J anuary , 1968 , p . 1 (mimeographed) .
Mr . Maxman is a Branch Director of Wel-Met Camps , New York .
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in 1951 were served by 1 68 ,251 staff members.
thing, the trend has been upward since 1951.

21

If any-

The study

noted in 1953 that "For the past few years, securing
competent c amp personnel_ has proven to be one of the most
difficult problems f ac ing camp executives . 112 2
the problem has worsened.

If anything,

If recruiting competent staff

for all camps is critical, the problem of recruiting competent
Jewish staff for Jewish programmed camps is even more
severe.
a.

Procedure s for Recruitment

Preliminary to beginning the proce ss of assembling
candidates for the vari ous staff positions in camp is, as
we have seen, the formulation ·of job descriptions which
clearly reflect the aims and objectives of the camp as
well as the ·specific requirements for the particular
position.

The various jobs and the numbers of individuals

needed for each position must also be charted on a Table
of Organization, which serves as a work-bqard during the
recruitment period. · The Camp Director should be able to
visualize his staff needs on a daily basis, as "slots" are
filled and positions remain open.
The entire process of recruitment generally begins
21
Robert E. McBride , Camping at the Mid - Century
(Chicago: American Camping Association , 1953), pp. 1114.
22 Ibid., p. 14.
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m9nths before the opening 6f camp, at least in those c amps
wi th full- time directors , or even part-time directors on
a year- round contract .

Most of the 100 camps in our study

are act i v ely involved in the recruitment work by December ,
with the exception of the Zionist c amps .

Pmong them , the

Young Jude a camps are the exception ; the others, not re a lly
operat ing with professional Camp Directors, rarely assemble
their staff until the last critical days before the camps
open, with obvious results .
The most professiona lly run camps , and these a r e to
be found in all categories , a ctually begin preliminary
negotiat ions for the followi ng season whi l e the present
season is in operat ion .

They view recruitment as a

continuous pro cess which must be ongoing and have an
integr2.t ed total approach throughout the year on all
levels and on all occas ions .
Sources for recrui tment are twofold--internal and
externa l.

The primary sources for internal recruitment

include current and previous staff members , campers and
'pa rents.
Parents may be utilized as sources for staff in
several ways .

In some inst anc e s the pa rent himself may

be a potentia l candidate for a staff position .

Severa l

c amps I h ave visited used ps.rents as med i cal personnel ,
for example,

These a re difficult positions to fill, and
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by dividing the summer into two , three or four week periods
I

to accommodate the vacation schedule of physicians, they
agreed to serve on staff .
direct c andid ates ,

Parents are of limited help as

The satisfied parent , who understands

and appreciat e s the camp program and can relate to the
camp by virtue of its affect on hi s own children, may be
able to ass ist in referring young people who meet specified
mi nimum standards and who , in their opinion, would be the
k i nd of person they believe they would want to work with
the i r children .

Hundred s of parents thus become scouts for

personnel .
Campers a re sources for staff in severa l ways .

First ,

t here are those campers who have participated .in the camp ' s
own c ounselor- in- training program.
camper list s .

Second ly , there are old

Camps a lso have alumni; some c amps a re even

trying to f ormalize the organizat ion of such groups .

Young

adul ts , who thems elves lived at the c amp , may be amenable
t o r e turn as a member of staff .

Third , a number of camps

provide intermediary jobs for youngsters in the age group
be tween c amper and staff , to keep contact open .

They may

b e hired as clerks , kitchen a ids , office workers , waiters ,
and the like , i n the hope that when they re a ch couns elor
age they will give their first c amp job consideration to
the camp that carried them during their older adolescent
years .

Unfortunat ely , data are not available with rega rd
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to the number of "old" c ampers who return to become memb ers
o~
staff .
i

Such information would provide interesting

insight into the "succe ss " of the camp.

The one camp for

which I have such information indicated that only 10 per
cent of the staff consisted of "old campers ."
figure seems quite low.

This

However, until additiona l research

is conducted and comparative percentages are available , no
meaningful comments can be made .
Recruiting previous staff members who proved their
m~ttle is a primary source of staff .

The retention and

long- term continuity of veteran staff is unquestiona bly a
mark of professionalism and a measure of a successful
camp .
The "secret weapon" of the New Jersey "Y" Camps
is undoubtedly the substantial continuity of
quality · staff . Even in this highly unstable
personnel market, the statistics reveal a significant ~return of seasoned, selected people, re ady
t o carry on the camp ' s tradition of service .
Although the program staff of al l camps was increased a lmost 45%, the percentage of such staff
who were returned was 38% . This would have been
the equiva lent of 54% of the 1968 staff. 2 3
A retention rate of 54 per cent is unusual .
Another Center camp reports a retention r ate of 72 per cent ,
with "some returning for as much as their tenth year
with us as staff members . 1124

This is quite extraordinary

23 Matthew Elson , Annual Report for 1969 , New Jersey
"Y" Camps , p . 5 (mimeographed) .
.
24 Robert H: Miner , Annual Report for 1969, Pinemere
Camp , p. 1 (mimeogra phed) .
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and quite atypical.

The h:i,ghest retention rate among staff

is to be found on the supervisory and specialist level.
Counselors may return for two or three seasons and in
some cases, progress from job to job.

This depends upon

their final vocational choice which may free them during
the summer for camping.

This is characteristic of

teachers, some social workers, and some students who continue on the graduate level throughout their twenties.
The older, well established, successful camps generally
have higher retention rates.

The Zionist camps have the

lowest retention rates, since one of their primary
objectives, aliyah, is self-destructive from the point of
view of American camping.

One Habonim camp which had a

program staff of forty in 1969 saw twenty-three members of
the staff go on aliyah.

It also follows, of course, that

the poorly operated camps, which offer little in the way
of programming or facilities, do not re-attract staff.
Recruiting previous staff members cannot, however,
be taken for granted, even under the best of camping conditions.

Each person must be spoken to individually to

discuss, in depth, a possible job offer with increased job_
responsibilities, or, if the job is to be essentially the
same, increased benefits.

Since few . young people are

either willing or able to commit themselves a full year
in advance, while preliminary discussions can be carried
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out at the end of the camp season, communication must
continue throughout the year, or at least until the candidate makes his decision one way or ~he other.

Many camps

prepare newsletters specifically for staff; hold reunions
for staf~; offer winter camping opportunities to keep
contact.

Previous staff is also utilized, sometimes on a

paid basis, to search for likely candidates.
The external sources for staff recruitment are
quite varied and sometimes even imaginative.

Camps may

use their
combine with other camps or
. own resources,
.
associations of camps or make use of community employment
~

services, including Federal, State, and Municipal agencies,
and agencies sponsored by the ·Jewish community.
The Federation Employment and Guidance Service
(FEGS) Camp ·counselor Placement Unit is financed, -in part,
by a_grant from the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of
New York.

It is concerned with the recruitment, selection

and placement of general camp counselors, _primarily in
Federation sponsored camps, but also in non-Federation
camps affiliated with the Association 6f Jewish Sponsored
Camps.

It also serves, on a limited basis, other Jewish

camps.

A review of the recruitment techniques of FEGS will

serve to illustrate the most commonly utilized procedures
employed by most camps.
Advertising: Advertisements were pl~ced in the daily
newspapers. and college newspapers on a regular and
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continuing basis. Neighborhood papers were also
used. Subway ads and television spot commercials
are being utilized.
On~Campus Interviews: Colleges -with large percentages
of Jewish students in the New York area were visited.
•Some of the colleges .give space on the campus itself
and +arge signs announce the presence of interviewers.
Promotional literature: Material is sent to colleges,
universities, libraries, community centers, synagogues,
fraternal organizations, Jewish youth groups, and to
other groups.
Press releases: The services offered by FEGS are
described and disseminated to the ·entire media.
Radio and Tv: Several New York stations, as a public
~service, make announcements on behalf of the program.
Special Ads: Additional individualized advertising was
placed for camps offering specialized se.rvices or
having particularly difficult recruitment problems.
Contacts: College and university placement offices
and college psychology and sociology departments were
individually contacted. Direct lines of communication
were established with faculty. Many out-of-town schools
were also reached.
Teachers Colleges: Special efforts were made to reach
these institutions in five neighboring states.
Liaison: Close contact was kept with the National
Jewish Welfare Board (which recruits primarily for
supervisory positions) and the New York State Employment Service. In addition, liaison was established
with organizations sponsoring foreign students~ many
of whom were interested in summer jobs as counselors.
Follow-up: Because of the shortage, particularly of
qualified male applicants, a number of follow-up
letters were sent to all qualified male applicants
in previous season's files whose employment status
was not known.
Individual camps, even those making use of FEGS,
supplement their qu~st for personnel by broadening some of
the activities described above.

Many eastern camps travel
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to the mid-west and south in search of counselors.

College

s~udents prefer talcing jobs which will require travelli~g,
particularly if travel costs will Qe paid.

College mobility

is such that camps some~imes recruit "hometown" talent in
distant'places.

Recruiting from all over the country

raises procedural -problems--interviews can rarely be
arranged, for example.

However, Graenum Berger reports

that
• • • to -fill the gap, counselors are being hired
from all over the country by mail, without interview,
-and this has met with some success. Some directors
believe these counselors are as good as those they
select by personal interview, but most are still
fearful of introducing this practice. 2 5_
Most of the large camps prepare promotional
literature, usually attractive brochures, to inform the
candidate c+early about the kind of camp it is and the kind
of camp program offered.

"Summer with us in the Poconos"

is the heading on one such brochure and it goes on to
describe the facilities, the group living dynamics, the
presence of highly _trained supervisory staff, the excellent
working conditions, the location and the attractions for
college you th •
Over the years, each camp, especially well
established institutions, develop relationships with
particular sources for staff.

We hav e, on several occasions

25 Berger, op. cit., p. 46.
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noted the fact that the Zionist camps recruit from within
their own membership.

The Denominational/Conservative

camps utilize Seminary students and students in their own
Teachers Institutes as well as graduates of their own
counselor-in-training programs.

The De~ominational/

Reform also use students from Hebrew Union College or the
. Jewish Institute of Religion as well as products of their
own Temple.''iouth groups.

A good proportion of the students

in the Isaac Mayer Wise Department of Gratz College in
Philadelphia are closely connected by the UAHC camp nearby.
The Hebrew camp must recruit from limited sources, since
all staff must be fluent in Hebrew.

A large portion of

the staff at Massad comes from Yeshiva Uni vers_i ty as well
as from among the graduates of its own leadership traihing
program and 'previous campers.

Among the other categories

of camps no hardfast generalizations can be made.

Some

camps seem to attract students from specific schools, who
return to school and send back their friends or underclassmen.
Despite all the efforts expended by FEGS, and a
considerable budget outl~y, the results seem negligible.
Of 1339 applicants, only 179 counselors were placed in
Federation camps during the summer o:( ·1967. 26
26 Ibid.

FEGS
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placement in all camps, Federation and non-Federation,
r /e sident and day camps, totalled only 379. 27

The dilemma

faced by the camps serviced by FEGS is that, on the one
,.

hand, there is a feeling that FEGS cannot do the job, or
at least cannot do the job alone, and on the other hand,
abandoning the service will certainly not produce any more
counselors.

We will investigate other sources of

counselors shortly.
b.

Selection and Employment Practices

It is a fundamental principle in staff selection
that there can be no selection unless there are many more
· candidates than there are jobs available. 28

We have already

noted the struggle being waged by most camps to assemble
candidates, and the difficulties being enco.u ntered, particularly in the area of male personnel.

Some camps, in

desperation, are abandoning traditional camp selection and
employment practices and hiring counselors sight unseen,
references unchecked, interviews waived, and with the
candidate having little understanding of either the purposes
and goals of the camp or of the full nature of his job.
To better understand the selection and employment
process I assumed a pseudonym and sent a letter, applying
27 Report on Activities of Camp Unit, p. 4.
28 E. DeAlton Partridge, op. cit., p. 89.
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for a camp position to thirty-eight camps advertised .in the
New York Times.

I selected camps where the owners' names

seemed to be Jewish, where the food was advertised as
being either kosher or some facsimile thereof and where
•.

some mention of Jewish programming was included in the
advertisement.

I . presented myself as a nineteen year old

college sophomore with no previous camping experience and
awaited the returns.
To my amazement all thirty-eight camps responded .
Several offered me a job, contract enclosed.

The remainder

followed one of two procedures.
All of the camps enclosed applicati'on forms and
most of the camps enclosed a variety of literature.

In-

cluded in the literature were camp brochures designed for
parents, describing the camp and its facilities and program
for children.

P.everal enclosed either a special brochure
\

for staff or a letter describing staff opportunities at the
camp.

None of the camps mentioned specific salaries; some

indicated salary ranges.

All advised that salary arrange-

ments would be made at the interview (except for the few
that offered immediate contracts).

In several instances a

camp manual was included which described in rather full
detail the operation of the camp and included a job
description of the counselor.

I was asked to complete the

application form and return it, usually with a recent

,· /
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picture, and told that I would then be invited to appear
for an interview.
A number of the camps, while asking for an application form, provided a t~lephone number, and requested that
I call, ·collect, to arrange an immediate interview.

In

either case, the impression was given that the job was
mine for the asking.
One of my primary objectives in applying for the
camp job was to gather a broad sampling of staff application
fo~ms.

I was particularly interested in ascertaining whether

or not these forms made any reference to the Jewish qualifications of the applicant or indicated Jewish educational
requirements for the jobs.

This also accounts for the

type of camp I selected for my mailing.
The staff application form tells a great deal about
the camp or .tells very little.

It tells a great deal if

it is an individualized form and the c_amp asked for,.,
selected specific information in particular areas.

A

camp that pointedly asks if the applicant has "color war
experience .- " (during which the camp is divided into two
groups, a "Blue T.eam" and a "White Team"--and actively
'

compete against each other, usually mainly in the area of
sports), the only one of the thirty-eight to do so, tells
•

something significant about the kind of competetive camp
program one would undoubtedly find there.

A camp that asks
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the applicant to comment about his experience in "child
. guidance" in contradistinction to the form inquiring about
"experience with children," offers a nuance which a
perceptive applicant might ponder.
Most camps use standardized forms, prepared either
by the American Camping Association or by the Association
of Private Camps; the former being the more perceptive.
For example, both forms call for vital statistics--the
ACA form asks "Must family accompany you to camp?"

Both

forms reproduce a listing of camp activities--the ACA form
asks the applicant to put a numeral "I" before those
activities he can organize and teach as an expert; "2"
for those activities in which he can assist in teaching;
and "3" for those in which he himself is interested.

The

Association· of Private Ccmps form does not include "3"-apparently it is not concerned with the interests of
staff, only with their abilities vis-a-vis the campers.
Applicants would be well guided to the ACA camp.
Most of the Center camps and many of the Federation
'

and Philanthropic camps use a form devised. by the National
Jewish Welfare Board.

Variations of the forms are edited

for individual camp use.

The Camp Staff Application form

of the ACA provides space for the in~ ividual camp to insert
its own name and address.

Other far'ms are evidently

printed for camps by commercial enterprises as accommodations.
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I have one camp form which advertises Macy's camp department
on the back.
Most of the forms, individual or standardized, ask
for approximately the sai:ne type of information about the
background, experiences and particular qualities of the
candidate.

Generally included a.re such items as age,

educational background, camping experience, experience with
children, age group in which the candidate is interested,
health, and special abilities.

Some forms ask about the

candidate's personal philosophy of camping, and a statement
as to why the candidate is interested in a position in this
particular camp as well as a projection of what he feels
he may be able to contribute to the camp.

References are

also requested.
A number of the Private camps include the following
type of question:
campers?

"Are you in a position to enroll

If so, how many?"

"How many _summers do ·you have

available for camp work?"--this last quest.ion is being
asked less and less~

Salary expect~tions are also solicited.

Of the thirty-eight camps responding to my letter
of inquiry, only five sent application forms which specif~ •
ically asked about my Jewish education or background.

Of

the five, three were Educational camDs and two were Private
camps.

Two other camps, while not asking about Jewish

background specifically _iri their listing , of camp activities,
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include "religious instruction" and "Hebrew songs and
dances."
Herein lies the major failing and _the central
issue facing the Jewish resident summer camp.

Statements

of Jewish purposes notwithstanding, if camps do not
actively and conscientiously seek and recruit knowledgeable
and committed Jews for their staffs, no Jewish programming,
on any level, will be forthcoming.
Even among those camps that proforma include a
si~gle question about the candidate's Jewish education,
the response rarely determines employment.

The only full

exceptions to this practice is in the Denom.i national/
Conservative camps, the Hebrew camp, and most of the
Zionist camps.

Active recruitment for Jewishly oriented

staff does take place among the Educational camps and is a
major desideratum in employment practices among the other
Denominational camps and some camps in the other categories.

Little search is made for staff with Jewish back-

ground in Private camps, most Federation and Philanthropic
'

camps, many Center camps, and four out of five of the
Yiddish camps •.
When camp directors were asked in questionnaires,
"What are some of the major problems which you are facing
•

in implementing the Jewish educational aims of your camp?",
the overwhelming response related to "finding a Jewish
staff."

Discounting the camps whose answers to this
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question were phrased, with variations, as follows:
. '1Since our aims are not primarily towards a Jewish education,
our problems do not run along these lines"; most of the
camps that expressed concern over the lack of "staff who
are oriented and positive about their Jewishness" do not
translate their concern into serious recruitment campaigns
for such personnel!
In an interview I conducted with the professional
workers of FEGS, it was clearly indicated that when camps
applied to FEGS for counselors, they did not request
counselors with Jewish backgrounds.

Camps were so desperate

for counselors, males in particular, that the standing joke
·was to send "living bodies."

The recruitment procedures

followed by FEGS, described previously, hardly, if ever,
highlight the need for counselors who are able to contribute
to Jewish programming.

Obviously, if camps do not recruit

such staff, or make known their need for such personnel,
there will be no applicants.

There are hundreds of young

people, scattered among tens of camps, w~o do possess the
Jewish education and commitment which, wi t_h proper guidance,
could benefit a camp genuinely concerned with J~wish programming.

These young people frequently end up in non-

Jewish camps, or camps serving Jewish children with no
Jewish programming, and their abilities are wasted.

I

visited ·a Private camp, completely devoid of any Jewish
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content, that had eleven Hebrew Teacher College students on
staff.

Not one was properly utilized.

No Jewish pro-

grammed camp had in any way sought their services--they were
not even aware of the fa.ct that such camps existed.

These

young pe'ople did not want to go to a Hebrew camp, but would
have considered a Center camp with Jewish concerns.

These

are the kind of college students who must be sought out and
directed to those camps that are in some way committed to
a Jewish program.
b~

(1) References

Most application forms require the candidate to list
personal and work experience references from several persons
not of his immediate family.

In addition, certain standard

references are embodied on the form, such as the college
or university of the applicant.
The Camp Director should follow up all the references listed by the candidate.

With the "law of supply and

demand" operating as it does today in obtaining staff, many
camp directors are not as conscientious a,bout refe_rences
as they have been in the past.

Generally, camps send the

reference a form that follows one of two patterns.

The

more common form used requests the reference to rate the
candidate.

The American Cc.mping Association's recommended
•
form, for example, reads as follows:
I shall appreciate a statement of your estimate
of the applicant's leadership ability, character,
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personality and other qualifications you think
are important. A careful analysis of the
applicant's ability either in teaching, in
personnel guidance, or in administration, will
be helpful. It is advantageous to know whether
the applicant has the ability to adapt readily
to camp life.29
·
The second type of form used is in the nature of a
rating sheet.

The. camp lists a number of areas of concern,

such as personal appearance, physical health, emotional
health, intelligence, etc., and asks the reference to
either comment; or in some cases, check numbers on a
descending scale,indicating 5 Superior; 4 Excellent; 3 Good;
2 Fair; 1 Poor.
As with. the application forms, the reference forms
rarely, except as noted with the others, request information
regarding the Jewish qualifications of the applicants.
b. ('2)

Interviews

A personal interview with a candidate is really an
imperative, if the employment process is to have meaning.
One need not belabor the opportunities and advantages that
accrue to both the camp and the candidate as a result of a
good interview.

The factors, already noted, with regard to

interviews with parents, apply here as well.

Aside from

enabling the director and the candidate to become acquainted,
the interview will permit an interch~nge of ideas which
will provide the candidate with an understanding of the
29 camp Administrative Forms, p. 28.
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goals and objectives of the camp; an accurate and objective
description of what h is job will entail with all its ramifications; what salary he will be paid, and the other
conditions of employ:nent the . candidate will be expected
to conform to if hired.
There are ·still camp directors who will not hire
anyone unless they have been interviewed.

There are others,

particularly those who recruit their staff from a wide
geographical area, who dispense with the interview, but
utilize other controls.

They may require the candidate

to be interviewed by a colleague in a distant city.

They

will accept candidates if they are recommended by previous
staff in whom they have confidence.

They wili follow up

references more assiduously.
No objective records are available with regard to
what actually takes place during the interview.

However,

there is no reason to believe that Jewish concerns are
discussed to any greater degrees than evident in the
other recruitment procedures.

Those camps seeking Jewish

oriented staff initiate discussions probing the Jewish ·
sensitivity of the candidates and their possible assistanc~
in program.

On the other hand, the candidate is certainly

aware of the fact that he is applying for a position in a
Jewish camp, however defined.

The applicant may initiate

questions about the "Jewishness" of the camp to determine
whether or not he wants to take the job.

In many cases,
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it is the applicant who interviews the Camp Director.
I
1
As we shall see, resistance to Jewish programming ·
frequently comes from staff and particularly from the young
counselors.

A number of camps report that "evidence of

self-hatred . around Jewishness is quite common" or "some
staff feel quite uncomfortable about anything Jewish . •

..

These opinions were expressed by staff employed by camps.
Clearly, the recruitment process--neither the application
form, nor the references provided, nor the personal interview·s --was succesful in transmitting these negativisms
about Jewishness to the director.

Would a director of a

Jewish camp consciously hire a counselor to work with
Jewish children, on any level, with such negative Jewish
feelings?

Did the directors even pursue such avenues

of discussion?
Camps do reject candidates.

Despite the grave

shortages, it should not be thought that any and all can.didates are ac~epted.
varied.

The reasons for rejection are quite

It is, however, doubtful that many or any candi-

dates are rejected because of either lack pf Jewish
background or resistance to Jewish concerns.

The proof

lies in the nature of the staff actually employed by many
camps.
c.

Foreign . Counselors

A number of the camps in our study, particularly

II
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Center camps, employ foreign counselors.

Among the countries

r~presented are England, Denmark, Belgium, Sweden, Holland,
Greece, France and West Germany.

Despite the fact that

many of these camps include Israeli counselors among this
category, I shall deal with the Israeli staff separately.
The fact that camps view Israeli's as "foreigners" and
deal with them on a par with, say, West Germans, is dis~
concerting, to say the least.
The international counselors do much to add color
and interest to the camp. Both campers and staff
benefit from the association which adds one more
dimension to personal experience and understanding
of 'difference.' An important factor in the
success of this program is the specific delegation
of key staff time and effort for proper orientation,
supervision and guidance of this group.30
Most of these counselors are recuirted· through the
Internationa~ Counselor Exchange Program sponsored by the
Association for World Travel Exchange.

The purposes

motivating this program include providing American camp
directors with a means of bringing valuable international
emphasis into many aspects of the program and to provide
an opportunity for qualified students, young teachers and
social workers from abroad' to learn about American camping
and educational methods and at the same time become
acquainted with American family and community life.
The selection of the counselors is the responsibility
of the A$sociation's representatives in the country of

30Matthew Elson, op. cit., p. 5.
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origin~

Requirements include:
Training and experience in working with children. ·
Ability · to speak the English language well enough
to be an effective leader with children.
Special skills which could be used in a camp
program.31
A dossier is prepared, containing the candidate's

application form, a picture and a report of the interviewer.
This material is available to the CBmp Director in America,
who makes his choice.
Once selected and admitted to the program the
candidate benefits from special agreements between the
Association and the Department of Immigration and Naturalization.

Al though visitors to . the United States. are normally

not permitted to work, visiting counselors are, and may
receive approximately $10 per week from the camp for
spending money.

Camps pay anywhere from a minimum of $300

to $400 for each counselor selected by them to ~he ICEF
fund, depending upon the individual's skills and qualifications.

In a number of instances, camps have asked some

of their foreign counselors to return for two or more
seasons.

After deducting the $90 given directly to the

counselor, · the camp pays the difference to the IC.EF fund,
which is responsible for providing ~he counselor with
the other benefits, including full transportation, expenses
31Brochure of the International Counselor Exchange
Program in the United States.
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for reception in New York, costs of two-day orientation
conference, a hospitality tour, etc.
The overwhelming majority of the fo _r eign counselors
are non-Jewish.

Generally they have been well oriented

to the fact that they will be working in a Jewish camp.
They are frequently amazed at the un-Jewishness of the camp
and, in conversations I have had with many of them, are
also disappointed.

Usually they choose to work in a

Jewish camp in order to broaden their own understanding of
Judaism and of the Jewish people.

In camps having Jewish

programming I found them to be more cooperative with camp
administration than many Jewish counselors.

They attend

services, a~though they are ·given an option not to attend;
they participate, with gusto, in singing and· dancing
sessions, are sensitive to blessings before and after meals
and to Sabbath restrictions, if there are any.

Despite

all the "color" they bring to camp, they also bring
problems.
The issue, of course, is not whether or not they
are "foreign."

The issue is the place of non-Jewish staff

in a Jewish sectarian camp and the effect their presence
has on program.

Some camp directors argue that having non-

Jews on staff heightens the Jewish s~nsitivities of the
Jewish staff.

Perhaps.

Parents frequently react negatively ·

to the presence of non-Jewish staff, particularly if they
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are parents of older teen-agers or of counselors themselves.
The natural openness and frequently over-permissiveness of
the camp setting invites closer socialization and dating.
Reported incidents of inter-dating leading to emotional
involvements are not infrequent.
marriage is always present.

The threat of inter-

However, of greater import

is the fact that the attractive young non-Jewish foreigners
cannot contribute to the Jewish purposes of the camp or
serve as Jewish models for their campers.

The saving

factor lies in the very small percentage of total staff they
constitute in any given camp:

12 out of 245 in one camp,

52 out of 548 in another, for example.
In 1966, the National Jewish Welfare Board, conscious
of this problem, concluded arrangements with the International
Counselor Exchange Program to interview, refer and handle
travel and visa requirements for Jewish young men and
women from England and West Europe who were interested in
positions as counselors in summer resident camps under
Jewish communal auspices in the United S_tates.

In England,

the Association for Jewish Youth would serve as the
agent of recruitment; in West Europe, the Conference of
European Jewish Community Services.

In this way it was

hoped that foreign counselor program~ would continue,
since they did add a dimension to the overall program,
but that more of these counslors would be Jewish.

Intro-

ducing international Jewish counselors, froffi countries in
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addition to Israel, would give even greater meaning and
understanding to the feeling of being part of K'lal Yisrael
on the part of campers and staff • . It is too soon to
evaluate the effects of this effort.
d.

Israeli Staff

Israeli staff is not a new phenomenon in American
Jewish camps.

From their first days, the Zionist camps

had shelihm to the Zionist youth movements in their camps.
What is new is the bringing of Israeli staff just for the
summer camp season.
The increased use of Israelis on camp staffs is
probably the result of several concurrent forces.

First

and foremost is the reality of the State of Israel and its
impact on the American Jewish community.

The excitement

of Israel and its impact on the American Jewish community.
The excitement of Israel, the "bridge" between Israel and
America, had somehow to find expression in the camps
themselves.

Secondly, especially for those camps conscious

of Jewish staff needs, the shortage of qualified personnel
locally, directed attention to the possibilities inherent
in Israel.
siderations.

A third factor had to do with practical conIt becomes clear that, under certain con-

ditions and with certain subsidies and Je_w ish Agency help,
the cost of bringing staff from Israel was not exorbitant.
As a matter of fact, depending upon the qualifications and
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level of skill, the cost was almost commensurate with local
costs.

Some camps which never considered employing Israelis

were ready to consider the possibilities.
The Denominatio~al/Conservative camps have been
employing Israelis as specialists in their camps for a
number of years with marked success.

After attempting to

use Israelis on a counselor level and deciding against
this practice, the Ramah camps send t~eir own recruiters to
Israel to interview and hire specialist staff.

I visited

on~ Ramah camp where a Kibbutz carpenter was working with
children in the crafts shop with remarkable results.

Music

personnel, singers, instrumentalists, dramatic experts,
physical education experts from the Wingate Institute,
teachers in all subject areas are employed.

The adjust-

ment for these individuals is somewhat easier than at other
camps since language is no.ta barrier--they are required
to speak Hebrew and their knowledge of English is not a
factor of employment.

Some of them do have problems

adjusting to the religious and ritual requirements at camp,
but are sufficiently oriented before they arrive so that
they know what to expect.

Unquestionably, the Israeli

staff at the Ramah camps have added immeasurably to the
program and filled a personnel void ~hich would otherwise
cause very serious problems to the camp administration;
all of this in addition to bringing Israel to the children
first hand.
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The Center camps began initiating a program to
recruit candidates in Israel in 1966.

However, the program

received its real impetus as a result of the first JWBIsrael Seminar for Camp Staff conducted in Israel during the
latter part of October, 1967.

Twelve full-time camp pro-

fessionals of Center camps participated and, upon their
return, most of them were ready to bring Israeli staff to
their camps.
The National Jewish Welfare Board, in cooperation
with the Camp Shlichim Department of the Americ~n Zionist
Youth Foundation,recruits, processes and screens candidates
in Israel.

Asher Melzer of Surprise Lake camp and part-

time camping consultant for the American Association for
Jewish Education represents the JWB in Israel and conducts
the interviews.

His colleagues; having full confidence

in his recommendations, generally accept the candidates
he proposes.

During the summer of 1968, approximately :160 Israeli
shelihim served in American camps; in 1969 the figure rose
to

_:2orn by 1970 more than ·230 are expect~d.
During the first year of the program, camps exper-

imented with the placement of the Israelis, with varying
and inconsistent results.

Generalizations
cannot be made
.

or trends discerned because of the differences among the

individuals in the mishlahat.

Some knew insufficient
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English and were unable to communicate properly.

Many

· were not properly oriented in Israel and arrived at their
American camps with little underst"anding of what to expect,
.the nature of the camp, and the nature of th¥ American
Jewish child.

For those who ended up in a Hebrew or

Zionist camp, one kind of world faced them; those who were
assigned to camps w~th almost no Jewish programming, where
they were treated like any other "foreign" counselor, faced
yet another situation.

A number came with a "missionary"

zeal, and their spirits were dampened by their assignments.
Whereas specialists seemed to be working well for Ramah,
they faced considerable difficulties in Center camps.
Some of the Israelis felt that their talents and raison
d'etre were discounted when they were assigned to a cabin
and worked with only eight children.

In one camp, the

Israelis were simply lost in a large staff.

Concerted

efforts had to be made to provide hospitality for them on
days off.

Many were lonely and tended to keep to each

other; this .was incorrectly interpreted as snobbishness by
others and they were resented.

A few were terribly

disturbed at what they considered the shallowness of
American youth, including the college age youth.

Israelis

were frequently a little older than their counterparts.

Most had completed military duty and had matured beyond
their years.

Theunsophisticated concerns of teen-agers,

the constant hair-setting, the rock music to the exclusion
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of all else, first amused and then disturbed them.

The

"final straw" was the lack of real Jewish knowledge or
interest about Israel and its struggle for survival beyond
the superficial~ties of the daily newspaper reports of
skirmishes.

Perhaps more than the'. campers learned from

the Israelis, the Israelis learned from their camp experience, and not to the credit of the American Jewish community.
Some of the Center camps are somewhat disenchanted
with· Israeli staff, but are evidently willing to continue
to bring them because the benefits might yet overweigh
the disadvantages.

Some of the camps that have had

difficulties are planning to concentrate the Israelis in
one sub-camp, probably the teen camp, where they can work
together and have an impact.

More careful screening of

candidates has been promised and a more extensive oreintation program in Israel, conducted preferably by American
camping experts, is to be provided new candidates.

It is

conceivable that eventually 2000 Israeli. counselors will be
brought to serve in American camps.
The number of camps employing Israeli staff is
still quite limited.

Some camps have shown no interest in
•

the program at all, even on the fore~gn counselor level.
On the other hand, the Zionist camps, which were the
pioneers in using this resource, have begun bringing in
summer shelihim to reenforce full-year shelihim and to fill
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their desperate need for staff.

In many cases the Zionist

jouth movements bring back American settlers in .Israel
for the summer.

This has worked out very well, since these

individuals need no special orientation to either camping
or the psychology of the American child, and can move right
in and begin playing an immediate key role

at

camp.

Caution

must be exercized in bringing back Americans who have been
away from the States for a long time.

I visited one camp

where the crafts specialist had left America in the 1940's
and · the gap between her and the other members of the staff
was almost insurmounta:ble.
Many Israelis serve in camps who are not brought
from Israel especially for this purpose.
are of two types:

These Israelis

one, students; the other, yordim.

student is ·a great asset.

The

He has lived in the country, is

usually conversant in the language, has probably taught
in a Hebrew school so he also knows the children.

The yored,

the Israeli who has emigrated from Israel, is usually not
an asset.

He is ofttimes full of guilt feelings about

leaving Israel, or at worst, is negative ~bout aspects
of life in Israel necessary for him to rationalize his
leaving.

He is best left at home.
Israeli staff will begin pl~ying a more and more

significant role in American Jewish camping but will, by
no str.e tch of _the imagination, begin to solve the staff
shortage problem.

As with all other aspects of Jewish
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life, leadership, teachers, social workers, camp personnel,
will have to be developed indigenously by the American
Jewish community.

We will either develop and train our

own personnel or our institutions will wither away.

3.

Salary Scales and Personnel Practices
As we have seen, salaries paid camp personnel are

major factors in the recruitment of qualified candidates.
Finding the right person for the job is meaningless unless

.

the camp is willing to pay .him a salary commensurate with
his abilities and skills.

This is a truism which need not

be belabored.
Salaries for staff must be examined within the
framework of four general categories of employment:

full-

tinie camp directors, executives and sub-executives; parttime directors and supervisory staff, including specialists;
counselling staff; and technical .staff.
The most recent data available with regard . to the
salaries being paid to full-time Camp Directors of Jewish
communally sponsored camps was gathered in connection with
the Second Annual National Conference on Jewish Camping held
in January, 1970.

Seventy camps were sent questionnaires--

twenty-two responded.

The seventy camps represented the

broad spectrum of camps invited to tbe conference, including
all of the categories of this study with the exception
Private camps.

of

The twenty-two that responded were headed
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by full-time directors; almost all of the remaining camps

I

were headed by part-time personnel.

This response is itself

a significant commentary on the professional status of Jewish

camping personnel and the functioning of Camp Directors who
are employed year-round and those who are part-time.

The

raw data were assembled by Joseph Schwartz, Associate
Director of the New Jersey "Y" Camps and made available to me.
The response from tw.o of the camps was incomplete
so that the following table offers information about twenty
camps.

Fourteen of the camps are Center camps; 2 are

Federation; 2 are Denominational/Reform; 1, Denominational/
Traditional; 1, Denominational/Conservative.
TABLE 29
SALARIES OF FULL-TIME EXECUTIVES AND SUB-EXECUTIVES OF 20
JEWISH SUMMER CAMPS IN 1969, INCLUDING BEDS, TOTAL CAMPERS
SERVED, MEMBERS OF STAFF AND THE OPERATING BUDGETS OF
THEIR CAMPS
Camper
Beds
170
200
208
225
250
261
290
300
300
325
360
400
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473 .
600
680
706
728
J-300

Total
Campers
Served
510
600
497
225
921
513
550
550
1009
1184
360
800
1264
1552
1387
500
968
2069
2166
3478

Number
Staff
51
65
70
100
125
100
100
150
125
150
150
130
150
252
180
245
290
548
700

Operating
Budget .
99,000
93,000
101,000
102,000
200,000
116,000
172,000
172,000
238,000
275,000
270,000
200,000
325,000
261,000
330,000
290,000
419,000
354,000
814,000
1,102,000

Executive
Salary
15,050
16,000
13,500
14,700
12,000
13,700
13,000
13,000
15,300
15,700
16,000
15,500
17,000
14,500
21,500
16,000
19,000
19,000
30,000
20,000

Sub-Executive .
Salary
10,500

10,000
9,200
13,000
11,600
13,580
15,100
13,000
12,000
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Ther·e does not seem to be an absolute direct correlation between the director's salary and the size of
the camp as reflected in the number of camper beds, or
total number of childre~ served, or size of staff or
operating budget.

For example, the director of the camp

with an operating -budget of $99,000 received a salary of
$15,050 while the director of a camp with an operating
budget of $172,000 received $13,000.

Other hidden factors

seem to affect the salary scale, including the length
of ~s·ervice of the director in the particular camp.
In 1967, Ramon F. Berger, Executive Director of
the New York Association of Jewish Sponsored Camps,
conducted a similar salary study.

Although the salaries

were understandably somewhat lower at that time, he
suggested certain salary trends.

Reproduced below is

Berger's analysis of executive salaries as · of January, 1967.
Executive Salaries Related to Length of Service
Up to five years--9 directors
Range $9,700 to 15,000

Average $12,666

Six to ten years--7 directors
Range $9,000 to 21,500

Average $13,928

Eleven to seventeen years--3 directors
Range $16,000 to 20,700
Average $18,070
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Executive Salaries Related to Number of Camper Beds-Budget Range Noted
· 100 to 299 camper beds ($86,000 to $225,000)--6 camps
·Range $9,000 to 13,100
Average $10,900
300 to 499 camper beds ($126,000 to 221,000)--7 camps
Ra~ge $12,800 to 15,000
Average $13,450
500 to 1400 camper beds ($285,000 to $700,000)--6 camps
Average $17,700
Range $15,500 to 21,500
Executive Salaries Related to Operating Bud~
'i ...

Up to $149,999--6 camps
Range $9,000 to 13,000

Aver·age $10,850

$150,000 to $249,999--7 camps
. · Range $12,500 to 15,000

Average $13,470

$250,000 to $700,000--6 camps ·
Range $15,000 to 21,500

Average $17;700

In the 1967 study there seems to be a relationship
between the director's salary, his length of service, the
size of his camp and his operating budget.

Another most interesting fact brought out in the
Berger study was that of the four Camp Directors who had
participated in a similar study in 1961, they had each
received an aggregate 25 per cent increase in salary in
the intervening years.
Full-time Camp Directors, fully qualified to head
•Jewish sponsored and prograrrµned camps are very difficult
to find..

In addition to a salary _rap ge between $13,000

and $30,000, camps are also offering other benefits to
attract and keep their full-time directors.

..
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TABLE 30
BENEFITS REPORTED BY TWENTY· JEWISH CAMPS · IN

19'691

Number of Camps
Providing the Benefit

Benefit
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Major Medical
Medical benefits for other
family members
Dental
Life insurance
Annuity programs
Travel
.
Disability insurance
Car--Unlimited use
Car ·allowance
Expense account
Investment plans
Membership dues in professional
organizations
Retirement plan
Conference expenses

13
12

13
9

1

10
12
2·

4
9
4
7
1
.9

17
16

A number of Camp Directors, particularly those
heading camps affiliated with communal agencies and Federations, benefit from plans'which affect all Jewish communal
workers.

Ccmps which are self-supporting and have no

direct affiliations with agencies are ~lower in providing
peripheral benefits to their staff.

Full-time directors

of Center, Federation and Philanthropic camps who are
graduate social workers or members of the National .
Association of Jewish Center Workers are guided in their
negotiations for salaries and other ~ersonnel practices·
by -the published Standards and Guidelines for Personnel
Practices for Staff snd Family Eecurity and the Standard
Personnel Code of the NAJCW.

,
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One of the most practical and immediately beneficial
aspects of the Ns tional Conference on Jewish Camping, as
was the case when the Full~Ti~e Executiyes met independently
during prior years, was the s haring of information about
salaries and benefits, which Camp Directors were then able
to use in their own negotiations with their boards.

A

number of Camp Directors have publicly acknowledged their
debt to the Conference in helping to raise their economic
standards.
Accurate data on salaries for part-time camp
directors are not available.

In the first place, such

information is difficult to obtain, as note·d above in the
1970 study.

Secondly, my information for 1964 does not

differentiate between part-time directors who work a threemonth year and part-time directors who work part-time all
year.

In addition, inflation, cost of living increments

and salary adjustments during these past six years have
made the 1964 figures obsolete.

However, the range from

a sampling of twenty-five camps at that _time was between

a ridiculous low of $500 to a high of $7300, an average of
83010.

The .low salaries were predominantly found in . the
Zionist camps where the directors were idealistic young
pe6ple whose ~alary really reflected expenses more than
remuneration.

The higher salaries were paid to part-time

directors who had some camp responsibilities throughout the
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year.

If we estimated an average 5 per cent increase each

year since 1964, increments would have added $1020.15 to
the average salary and the present _average salary for parttime directors would be approximately $5000.

A spot ch~ck

of several camps reveals that this projected figure is not
too far from the practice.
Full-time Assistant Directors receive salaries ranging from $9200 to $15,100 as reported in the 1970 study.
They generally receive the same peripheral benefits as do
the .f ull-time directors.
Part-time Assistant Directors, 1964, received salaries
ranging from $350 to $2000.

The average salary, from the

fifteen camp sample, was $950:

A spot check in 1969

revealed that the salaries are now between $1000 and $3200.
No

peripheral benefits are provided for part-time personnel

beyond the benefits camp provides during the summer, which
may be considerable.
Aside from salary, it must be remembered that most
other living expenses are . absorbed by the camp during the
time of staff residence.

Room. and board is universally

provided , for the staff member as well as his. immediate
family.

We have already noted the various .formulae used

.

by camps in computing costs .when staff have children of
camp age.

Children below this age stay with parents at

camp expense.

Quality of staff housing _varies, but

families in camp save hundreds of dollars in ordinary
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living expenses by working in resident camp.

Of course

house · rent or mortgage payment s continue, but utility
costs, food costs, entertainment and vacation costs during
ten weeks of the summer are considerable .to families living
in the hot city.

Many camps also provide laundry service

at no cost, full use of medical services, health and
accident insurance for the time in camp, and various other
benefits which save the member of staff out-of-pocket
expenditures. ·
A most cogent argument used by Camp Directors in
recruiting staff emphasizes these savings.

What may

initially appear to be a low salary, in comparison to other
city jobs, becomes more attractive t _o the candidate when he
is made to realize that, at the end of the summer, he will ·
end up with· more money from his camp job than from the city
job.

The salary may be higher in the city, but city living

expenses usually consume the bulk of the earnings.
Salaries for Head Counselors vary, generally in
accordance with the size of the sub-camp they· supervise and
their years of service.

Large camps average between $1600

and $3200 and medium size camps between $900 and $2000.
Program directors are presently receiving between
$1000 and $2000.

In the case of the. higher figure, I am

personally aware of the fact that the responsibilities are
actually broader than the normal job description prescribes.
Most specialty counselors receive salaries ranging

,
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from a low of $300 to a high of $1000, with many individualized variations.

For example, in one camp a "song leader"

receives between $300 and $450.

In this particular camp

he is also a cabin counselor whose responsibilities in music
are li~ited to leading singing in the dining hall, at
Divisional meetings and at campfires.

The same camp has a

Music Director whose salary range has been pegged between
$700 and $1000. · An arts and crafts specialist who also
serves as the supervisor for arts and crafts counselors can
receive between $700 and $1000--the crafts counselor with
cabin duties receives $350.

A director of waterfront is

also a highly paid specialist, frequently receiving the
highest specialist salary at the camp.

Lifeguards are paid

between $300 and $500.
Camps that emphasize special programming will offer
even higher salaries for unusual talents.

One sports-

centered camp brings professional "name" athletes to camp
as specialists and pays accordingly.

A camp that has added

a psychologist to its staff pays $1200 for his summer
services.

Ramah camps, to encourage their staff to serve

for more than one summer and to spend their junior college
year in Israel, has instituted several interesting innova-

~ions.

If an accepted candidate agr~es to a contract of

more than one year, he receives salary benefits above his
normal scale.

If a student serves on a Ramah staff during

the summer before he goes to Israel for a year of study,
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and then returns to camp after his year in Israel, he will
receive $300 over and above his normal salary scale level.
The teaching staff in a number of the Educational and
Denominational camps may be paid between $400 and $1000 for
only a few hours work a day.

Scholars are encouraged to

come to some of the camps where, after doing their teaching,
they can pursue their own research or writing interests in
offices provided by the camp.
Counselor salaries are varied, flexible and range
frqni $150 to an unusual high of $1000.

In most instances

camps differentiate between counselors who are high school
graduates (and really should not be counselors at all)-they receive $100 to $125; students who hav~ completed one
year of college and are usually nineteen years of age-they receive from $150 and up.

Some Center camps start

the nineteen year old at $250.

A UAHC camp starts first

year counselors, age nineteen with no experience at $200-counselors with one year's experience in any camp, start
at $250.

Ramah camps pay graduates of their own counselor

training program who have completed one year of college
$250 to begin, and then add to the base salary considerations for age, education and experience, usually at the
rate of ah additional $100 a year.

Automatic increments

are a part of most salary scales and vary between $75 and
$100 for each year of camp service.
Camps having Junior counselors generally pay the
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seventeen year old between $75 and $100 and the eighteen
year old between $100 and $150.

Graduates of the camp's

C.I.T. program may receive an added $25 •

.4.

Cbntracts
Most camps, as the final step in the recruitment

process, require the prospective member of staff to sign
an agreement or contract, which a duly authorized representative of ·camp countersigns.

In most instances, if the

prospective staff member is under twenty-one years of age,
a signature is also required of the parent or guardian of
the applicant.
Most camp contracts are relatively simple documents
and usually follow the suggestions offered for such an
agreement d~veloped by the American Camping Association. 32
This form generally states · the position, the dates of
agreed employment, the salary to be paid and any benefits in
addition to the salary.

The staff applicant agrees to

abide by the Personnel Policies and Practices Code of the
camp, which is usually a separate attached document, and to
any special conditions not listed in the Code.
This form assumes the existence of a written camp
Code and can be used only by s~ch camps.

Where written

Codes exist they invariably include specific information
with regard to payment of salary and method of payment, e.g.,
32 camp Administrative Forms, p. 12.
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"salaries will be paid at the end of the camping season
and may be drawn against during the season"; other
remun~ration, in cash or services provided by camp, such
as transportation, laundry, special uniforms, etc., e.g.,
"camp will provide a flat transportation subsidy of $25
for staff having to travel more than 350 miles"; tips
and gratuities and the policy of camp regarding this
practice; promotions during the summ~r either to fill
vacancies or because of merit; termination of agreement
procedures including causes for dismissal and resignation;
sick leave and emergency leave; health and medical provisions;
insurance benefits; con~uct and deportment required; timeoff and time-on schedules; staff use of camp equipment
for personal purposes and various other miscellaneous
provisions as they apply to a particular camp situation.
Camps which do not have written Codes of Practice
frequently have Staff Manuals which contain similar information.

In either case, it is important that the applicant

know, in adva.nce, exactly what will be required of him and
'

have some idea of the rules and regulations that govern
the operation of the camp.

Signing the contract legally

and morally binds him to these conditions of employment.
Some camps incorporate what they consider to be the
most important conditions into the contract itself.
example:

For
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The staff member represents that he is in
sympathy with the philosophy and aims of Camp • . .
and desires to join whole-heartedly in furthering these aims. He represents that he understands
, the responsibilities of staff members serving as
counselors and/or specialists. He accepts the
following terms of his employment.
The contract then goes on to explicitly enumerate
the terms.

Evidently, this particular camp must have had

problems with regard misrepresentations, because it includes
a clause which states:
The staff member warrants that the age stated
below is true. Any misrepresentation- shall give the
. camp the right to cancel this agreement.
These examples come from a contract form used by
one of the Yiddish camps, but is typical of many others.
Many camps regard the contracts as mere pro-forma,
having more psychological value than legal validity •
• . • • job jumping is so
of counselors once they
mine), that no director
really count on until a
opens.33

frequent among all types
have a contract (italics
really knows who he can
few days before camp

I have never heard of a camp suing for breach of
contract when the signee does not appear for the job.
Camps do make full use of their contracts to justify, if
necessary, dismissal of staff.

Staff also feel much more

secure with a written contract in hand.

5.

The Education, Training and Preparation of Camp Staff
If camping is indeed to play a more and more
33 Berger, op. cit., p. 45.
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significant role in the overall pattern of American educa/

tion and particularly in serving as a medium of Jewish
education in furthering the efforts of the American Jewish
community in imbuing its youth with creative Jewish values,
the camp staff, charged with this responsibility, must be
properly educated, · trained and prepared to carry out its
formidable and challenging tasks.

Efforts must also be

accelerated to professionalize the field and develop an
increasingly larger core of full-time Jewish educators or
Jewishly educated social workers, who will devote their
full-time professional career to camping.
A distinction must be made at the outset of this
discussion between supervisory and specialist staff and
counseling staff, although certain aspects of camp education
apply to both groups.

In the first instance, camps are

dealing with college graduates who have specialized in
particular areas, are mature and are vocationally usually
committed.

The counselors are usually college students,

in the process of maturation, and frequently uncommitted
with regard to vocational choice.
Since camp leadership, on all levels is dependent
upon the total personality of the staff member, any training
program must encompass concern for the gro~th and development of this total personalit~.

If a basic purpose of such

a training program is the eventual enrichment of the total
camp program, then it must include provisions for personality
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growth and social adjustment, for the broadening of social
interests, attitudes and outlooks, and, perhaps most
important, provide knowledge, insights and the skills
required directly for.camp leadership. 34
·Camps have variously struggled with the problems
of staff education in four general ways:

year-round

programs, pre-camp orientation and preparation, on-the-job
training and through counselor-in-training programs.
a.

Year-round Programs

It can be rather categorically stated that there
are no planned, conscious programs for camping in existence
in any school of social work on either an undergraduate or
graduate level or in any school of education in the country
ieading to a degree or even offering a "major" in this
in this field.

The profession of camping is not an

institutionally sanctioned activity.
The number of courses in (italics mine), or
contributory to, camping being offered by camping
associations, colleges and universities, and
agencies conduc·ting camps is increasing constantly.
Many, if not most, of the courses conducted • • .
are in reality orientation courses that give a
brief glimpse of the history, philosophy, and.
program of the modern camp • . . . 35
To my knowledge, among accredited institutions

34 Adapted from Hedley S. Dimock, "Staff Organization,
Training and Supervision" in Administration of the Modern
Camp, Hedley S. Dimock, ed·. (New York: Association Press,
1950), pp. 99-100.
35 Ibid., p .· 105.
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of higher Jewish learning, there is only one, Gratz College
I

~h · Philadelphia, which offers a course in its Department
of Education entitled, "Group Dynamics" which is intended
for students of this Hebrew Teachers College who plan to
be .youth leaders or counselors in Jewish summer camps.
There are; of course, many courses in the curricula
of a college or university which are germane to camping-a course in the "Psychology of Child Development" is but one
example of hundreds which can be found offered in departments of psychology, education, sociology, business administration, physical education, etc.
The fact that such courses are offered, in no way
reflects an articulation between the camp and . the college,
except on a very informal and haphazard level.

Most camps

do not conscientiously demand or even recommend, although
this may happen in individual cases, that staff members
attend these courses.

Most camps do not pay the cost of

attendance, nor do they recognize the growth a.nd development
which may affect the staff member who took such courses by
offering a salary increment or a bonus for . such attendance.
A counselor who will take a Water Safety Instructor course
during the winter will gain camp recognition--if he took
a child development course, it goes ~nnoticed.

Let me

hasten to state that there are some camps that do encourage
members of their staff to pursue studies during the school
year which will help them better serve their campers; but
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such camps are few and merely prove to be the exceptions
to the rule.
Aside from courses in gene.ral studies, which many
counselors may be taki~g in any case since almost all of
them are college students and some may even be majoring
in education or sociology or psychology, what about
courses in Judaica and Hebraica?

Our study has already

alluded to the general abysmal Jewis~ ignorance most of
these young people possess, and, as we evaluate the Jewish
p~ogramming at camp, this lack of fundamental knowledge
and resistance to Jewish concerns _will be even further
documented.

Camp Directors, who complain bitterly about

the inability of their staff to deal with Jewish programming in most camps, make absolutely no effort to direct
their staff to take courses in Jewish subjects, or to reward
those that do.
In many instances, camps with staff who are
.,

Jewishly knowledgeable

are lacking in general psychological

and educational know-how.

They must be guided and directed

along certain educational lines.

It may be necessary for

camps, in concert, to organize special courses for these
people.

The other side of the coin involves those whose

general knowledge may be adequate, ~lthough this too
needs up-grading, but with these staff people the emphasis
must be placed on their Jewish educational needs.

Camp

Directors can begin to effect change by giving personal
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direction and guidance and offering monetary and positional
incentives.

The overall problem will never be resolved

until e.n agency of the Jewish comm~nity, with proper
funding, turns its attention to the task of training staff
for camps on a year-round basis.

This education must be seen as reaching beyond formal
courses, classes and credits.

Workshops for specialists

should be arranged, particularly for those with skills in
technique but unable to relate to Jewish thematic material.
The New York Association of Jewish Sponsored Camps in cooperation with the Jewish Education Committee tried to organize
a workshop for arts and crafts specialists which did not
materialize.

They will try again.

Some Camp Directors, recognizing a special talent of
a counselor · to work with children, may recommend or influence
the young counselor, who would ordinarily not work with
children during the year, to undertake some leadership
responsibility, even on a voluntary basisr in some youth
agency.

The director may even try to place the counselor

with an agency and hope that,as a result of continued work
with children

under supervision

during the year, the

counselor will be of greater value to the camp and may
even decide on a social work career.
The Zionist camps have a year-round relationship
with their staff.

The maj~rity of them .serve as youth

leaders during the year and usually participate in leader-
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ship training programs in the city.

In addition, the staff

continues to work with the campers throughout the year,
since the campers are mainly members of the youth movement.
Because of the nature of the youth movement and the fact
that one of its primary goals .is aliyah almost all of the
leadership usually attend the local Hebrew Teachers
College or the equivalent in addition to attending secular
colleges.
While the relation~hip between the camps of the
Denominational/Conservative and Reform and the youth
organizations of the parent movement are not as direct as
with the Zionist camps, many of the members of the camp
staffs serve as the youth leaders for either L.T.F. or
U.S.Y. of the Conservative movement and NAFTY of the
Reform movement.
b.

Pre-camp Orientation and Preparation

Despite the fact that a pre-camp training period
in camp taking place immediately before the season has
proven its value and has become an indispensable part of
staff preparation, there are still camps which do not
schedule such sessions.

I have visited several camps

where the counselors arrive at camp with the campers

.

and are generally as confused as the children in making
the first essential adjustments.

The excuse given by the

camp administration is primarily the cost factor--although
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some c~mps point to the fact that a large proportion of
their staff are returnees and that all the new staff
have been provided with detailed manuals and each had an
interview in depth with the Camp Director.

These reasons

are unacceptable , because the purposes and the values of the
pre-camp orientation are relevant to every camp, regardless
of new or old staff, the nature of the manual or the length
and depth of any interview.
,

The American Camping Association requires that the
training period be a minimum of five days in length on the
camp site.

As the ACA interpre~s the program, "it is

specifically a training course which provides an opportunity for staff members to get acquainted with one
another, with camp site, with facilities, to learn objectives
and program, their specific jobs, and to become a working
team. 1136
The objectives of this pre-camp orientation are
more broadly developed by various camps.

Aside from the

broad socialization goals intended to help the total staff
move toward becoming an organic unit that .will set the
tone for "the camp spirit," or help the new counselors
in particular to become secure enough to be able to help
his new campers who will be arriving in a few days, these
sessions also are utilized to help each member of staff
get to know his "supervisor" and how to use their help,
36 standards, p. 22.
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to learn about camp routines, and to learn and practice
certain basic skills which can then be built upon during
the summer.
The schedule and agenda for the five day orientation-sometimes more, sometimes less, depending on other factors-is frequently prepared by the top supervisory staff which
has been meeting during the winter.

Some camps have

instituted a special orientation program for supervisory
level staff at camp, during the Memorial Day week-end.

At

that time the director, his assistants, head counselors
and their assistants, division heads and their assistants
and supervisory specialists meet for their own purposes but
also to plan for full staff orientation.
Some camps, particularly the Zionist camps, must
utilize the staff for the final physical preparation of
the camp.

Tents must be unpacked and set-up, beds and

mattresses distributed, cabins and facilities thoroughly
cleaned, etc.

These are camps which generally cannot

afford to hire caretakers, or in principle refuse to hire
them, since the physical organization of the camp ·is a
part of the camp' s educational purposes. These camps need
more than five days and usually divide the days between
work and orientation sessions.

It should be noted that even

in those camps not requiring the staff to "assemble" the
camp, staff does have some housekeeping chores to perform.
An analysis of a number of pre-camp orientation
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seminars revealed that most of the camps followed a fairly
typical format, and that the schedules and agendas, in
one way or another, involved six basic areas of camping.
1. _ Camp policies: including sessions consisting
of iectures and discussions led by the director and
various members of the supervisory staff in such areas
as organization and structure, regulations and
routines, traditions of the camp.

~

2. Program objectives: including discussions and
demonstration of resources such as manuals, library,
environment, specialists, other ~taff members, outside
facilities and consultants, films and filmstrips,
recordings, counselor card files. Also first day and
first week procedures, rainy day programs. Also a
·Game-o-rama--an evening program in which staff are
actively introduced to the various games that can
be employed at various times at camp.

3. The campers: age level behavior, child growth
· and development orientati.on; probable needs and
problems; discipline; the unhappy child; .available
information about the camper, distribution of camper
folders and bunk assignments. Reports and evaluations
and conference procedures.

4. Health and safety: specific camp rules and
regulations regarding these conditions and the staff
responsibilities in relation to them. Medical procedures, accidents, cleanliness, waterfront, etc.
5. Camping skills: Practical workshops including
instruction, demonstration and practice in suQh areas
as nature, arts and crafts, wat_e rfront--every . staff
member must take a swim and boating test, campcraft
including such items as axmanship, blanketrolls, bed
making and use of sleeping bags, food carrying and
protection .of campsite, fire making and fire safety,
choosing, clearing and preparing a campsite, pitching
tents, making stakes and trenching and conservation.
Most of the camps also take the entire staff on an
overnight hike.
6. The Jewish component:
this phase follows.

a full discussion of

In response to the question, "Does your camp provide
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pre-season orientation in Jewish programming for your
s~aff?", 80.4 per cent of the 56 camps that answered indicated that they . did; 19.6 per cent of the camps did not.
As with most questions which ask for simple yes or
no responses, the answers are misleading.

On the one hand,

I have no doubt but that these forty-five camps that
reported they provided orientation in Jewish programming did
indeed include such an item in the agenda of their pre-camp
seminar.

The extent and scope of .such Jewish orientation

is another matter, and simply reflect the Jewish programming
of the summer.

Camps were then asked to describe their

pre-camp Jewish orientation and a sampling of the comments
follow.
Among the Federation camps two of the responses are
rather typical.

"Planning Friday night services, Oneg

·Shabbats and Havdella (spelling unchanged)" and "Discussion-meaning of Oneg Shabbat, Jewish tradition as a culture
source, planning, practice performance and evaluation of
an Oneg Shabbat program, ~races."

A third Federation camp

provides
a broader agenda and includes, "Oneg
Shabbat,
.
.
Tisha B'Av, Services, discussions, songs and dances."
The responses from Center camps are quite varied:
from a simple, "non-mandatory servic.es" to "Discussion of
significance and importance of Jewish progr8.!!1ming.

Pre-

sentations and participation in actual examples of how
Jewish programming will be integrated into the program."
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Other comments include:

"talk about Oneg Shabbat programs

and Services and about being a Jew"; "general orientation
including Jewish culture programs"; "Seminars on topics
such as:

Services, Israeli dances, problems of Jewish

youth, Judaism in camp and in nature and how to incorporate
Jewish content into programming.

When possible "experts"

come in; "music, dramatics, songs, dances"; "Total orientation includes philosophy, Israeli singing and dancing,
services, games with Jewish content"; "As part of our
general pre-camp counselor orientation (one week).

Jewish

programming occupies a major part (about eight hours for
each individual)."
Only three Educational camps responded to this
question.

One begs the question by responding, "Limited

to individual and group conferences.
explanation-.

This needs fuller

Cannot do this in two lines."

The second

writes, "General orientation to Jewish educational programming in a camp setting, training in skills in music, dramatics, dance, arts and crafts, story telling, etc.-carefully planned with program and special activity staff
under supervision of the Camp Director, also training in
effective counseling and group leadership."
camp notes that,

~

The third

• • • the staff iij briefed on the

philosophy and program of the camp.

The topic of the

season is explained and various materials are given to the
staff."

,,.
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The two Yiddish camps that responded did not have
pre-camp orientation seminars at camp.

One ran a series

of eight Sunday courses and the other· also offered a
course, perhaps the same one, of eight weeks duration at
the Jewish Teachers Seminary.

Neither reported on the

content of the course.
Interestingly enough, although most of the Zionist
camps have pre-camp orientations and work programs, none
of them reported on the content of their seminars.

One

camp notes for example, with no lack of chutzpah, "two
week seminar to prepare program.

All staff members are

. . . with adequat·e background."
Of the ten Philanthropic camps in our . study, only
two responded.

One noted, ". • • including ._Jewish motifs

in program"; the second wrote, "services, blessings before
and after meals, Israeli dancing and singing, Hebrew games,
discussions on basic concept of Judaism and why do all this
at camp--are integral ·part of pre-camp orientation session."
The Denominational/Conservative -and Reform all
responded.

The Denominational/Traditional did not ·, and

they do not, have pre-camp orientation, except for one
camp which did not receive a questionnaire.
The responses were almost all very general.

Typical

was the following, "we have a week of pre-camp orientation,
working quite specifically with Jewish program content for
all staff," or "orientation covers all areas of camp program."

,,.
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· The Hebrew camp reported that it conducted "a three
day seminar before camp opening--deals primarily with the
cultural program of the season."
The paucity or :fullness of the Jewish aspects of
the pre~camp orientation will again be reflected in the
discussion of actual camp program which will follow in the
next chapter.
Before we leave the pre-camp orientation and
_preparation discussion a comment is in order with regard
to the Staff Manual.

This manual, called by some a "Staff

Guide" or a "Counselors' Guide" is in fact the equivalent
of a basic text or curriculum guide for the· particular
camp.

It serves as the authoritative compendtum of

information about the camp which becomes the handbook for
most of the staff.

Some of the manuals are prepared in

looseleaf form, so that during staff meetings and during
the summer, it can be added to and modified.

Some manual~,

in addition to specific information about . the camp itself,
reprint articles from the literature of camping, social
work, education, Jewish education and psychology, which
might prove helpful to staff.

In most instances the

manual is the work of many people, mainly previous key
staff personnel and is usually edite~ by the Camp Director.
To comprehend the scope of a typical manual, I am reproducing a Table of Contents from the Staff Manual of the
New Jersey "Y 11 ·camps.
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Programming Policy for the New Jersey "Y" Camps
The Counselor and His Job
Job Description
Duties of a Bunk Counselor
Duties of a Relief Counselor
How a Counselor is Helped to do his Job
Understanding the Camper
What are Children Like at Different Age Levels
Function of the Guidance Counselor
Discipline
Hazing
Health
The Camp Day
·s ample Daily Time Schedule
First Day
Flag-raising and Lowering
- Divisional Elective P.eriod
Rest Period
Letter W;r-iting
Milk Call
Showers
Canteen
Taps--Bed Tiue
_
O.D.--Night Patrol -Procedures
Important Routines and Instructions
Materials and Supplies
Cabin Routines
Clean Up
Laundry Procedures
Lost and Found ·
Telephone Calls
Fire Regulations and Drills
Your Campers and their Eating Habits
Program Section
The Camper and his Jewish Heritage
Co-Ed Activities
The Bunk Program
Rainy Days
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Special Interest Activities
Songs and Singing
Arts and Crafts
Dramatics
Waterfront
Campcraft arid Hiking Manual
Most camp manuals read beautifully.

They are

articulate expositions of the finest descriptions of good
camping theory and recommended practices.

When one reads

the sections on the carqp's commitment to its Jewish
purposes one tingles with excttement in having found at
least one path toward Jewish creative survival.

However,

one learns that the manual, well meaning as it may be,
represents an ideal at best, ·and that the reality of life
_a t camp does not always reflect the programming policy
and objectives so nobly stated in the manual.

The practical

elements in the manual are used daily--on "laundry day"
the laundry procedures are followed to the letter.

If

only the camp's stated Jewish objectives _were as carefully
realized!

c.

On-the-Job Training

The third aspect in the process of educating,
training and preparing staff for their proper functioning
in the camp setting takes place during the camping season
itself.

For better or for worse, the member of the staff

has now completed whatever courses he took during the
winter months and has already participated in the pre-camp
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orientation ·s eminar.

Hopefully, by ' the time camp opened

and the children arrived, he has begun developing a sense
of emotional· security, a feeling of esprit de corps and
sense ·of being at ease with other staff members.

He has

also met and begun developing a sense of rapport with his
supervisors.

Thi"s last factor is of great importance since

the in-service training he will receive during the summer,
if indeed he receives any such training, will emanate from
supervisory personnel.

Also, by this time, the staff

member will have discovered whether or not he is working in
a camp which is basically autocratically run, "directorcentered," or if the camp atmosphere is a cooperative one
and the staff member feels that he can wholeheartedly share
in the leadership process.

In addition, if the new .staff

member has begun to establish friendly relations with his
co-workers he will find that they can be of great assistance
to him in alerting him to his responsibilities should he
falter.
The level and quality of supervision in a camp
really marks the educational calibre of that particular
institution.

A number of camps have developed national

reputations over the years because of the professional
qualities of their supervisory staff.

This has been

recognized by a number of colleges, Penn State and Temple
Tiniversi ty, for example, who may allow academic _c redit to
students in courses in the area of Education or Child
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Psychology for their field experience at these camps.

One

large camp is actually accredited. by several colleges and
has established a working relationship with those institu~
tions in supervising their students during the summer at
camp.
On-the-job training usually begins with supervisor
observation.

The observation of the group leader with

his group or the teacher in his class by a qualified social
worker or educator has long been recognized as one of the
mo~t valuable of all supervisor techniques.

The camp

setting is particularly conducive to this kind of observation.

In a well-operated camp, one can assume that the

counselor

is observed by his· Division Head who is in turn

observed by the Head Counselor or the Program Director who
is himself ·observed by the Camp Director or one of his
assistants.

·This chain-of-observation need not be quit~

so exact--it is conceivable that the Camp Director may
observe a counselor as well.

The essential element of

~hese observations is that they will result in a follow-up
-conference and bring some action that will accrue to the
benefit of the member of the staff that has been observed.
From the point of view of in-service training, these
observations should discover the counselor's situation,
his needs, and problems . as they really are, and enable the
Supervisor to provide the specific help. needed to the
Counselor.

When the Supervisor meets with the counselor
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he should be able to help with concrete suggestions or
material or recommend resources to assist the counselor
to help himself.
Obviously, u..rider conditions of "life at camp," full
programs of study or training are impossible to carry out;
A proper screening and selection process should have
~·

assured the camp that the counselor employed had the basic
background needed. for his particular job in that particular
camp.

On-the-job training programs are supplementary at

best.

They can . only fill ·a void or a vacuum which was

either unknown before the staff member was hired or because
a skill proved to be less than anticipated.

For example,

a counselor with a Water Safety Instructor Certificate who
passed all of the requirements of the American Red Cross
related to waterfront activity--maybe unable to transmit
or teach the information he himself acquired to another with
ease.

A good Supervisor can assist such a person by giving

him hints and suggestions, providing books on methodology
or offering demonstrations in techniques, to help improve
the teaching performance of the waterfront counselor.
The supervisory conference usually focuses on the
Specific needs and problems that a specific member of the
staff is having with his specific gr~up or area of responsibility.

Despite the pre-camp training of Divisional

meetings or other group meetings that are held, the
individualization of the training experience really requires
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an individual supervisory c9nference.

This takes a great

deal of time aI'-d is unfortunately not carried out in too
many of the camps in our study.

A major problem in giving

help to the cou:'.1.selor is the fact that he may feel that he
is being overly criticiz~d and undermined as the leader of
his bunk; and it becomes all the more necessary to have
Supervisors who are sensitive to the feeling and emotions of
the staff members.

Some of the problems that _Supervisors

discuss with counselors are prosaic and relatively simple
to solve, and some are more complex and not always completely
solvable.
1.

For example:
A counselor has run out of games for a rainy

day, and he still has a half-hour of bunk period to go.
His Division Head must somehow step into the breach and
either suggest additional games to the counselor or lead
them himself.

In the conference which should follow, the

Supervisor should prepare a compendium of material on
games so that the counselor can study them and be prepared
for the next time.
2.

A counselor is having difficulty organizing

a group to get an activity started.

The Head Counselor

observes this phenomenon and will have to deal with it
at his next conference.

3.

A counselor is having difficulty handling a

problem child and is losing control.

In this case, the

Specialty Supervisor observes this occurrence.

,

He is
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expected to share his observation with the counselor's
immediate Supervisor so that a · way is found to help the
counselor understand more clearly the question of how to
handle problems of discipline.

Perhaps, an appointment will

be made. between the counselor and the camp psychologist who
can better give the counselor understanding and insight into
the factors which make the child behave as he does, and thus
help the counselor deal with the situation more intelligently
.,. •

4.

The counselor is obviously ignoring his bunk

group while chatting with another counselor. · He is observed
by the Camp Director who quietly calls the counselor aside
and privately and in a few succinct sentences reminds the
counselor of his prime responsibilities to his group. 37

Ca. mp practitioners who have studied group work
methods generally make every effort to provide for supervisory conferences.

Consequently, such conferences are more

frequently found in a Center, Federation, some Philanthropic
and some Educational camps.
d

The Zionist camps, with one or

two exceptions, rarely structure supervisory conferences,
primarily because they lack supervisory personnel who are
able to handle the role of the Supervisor, but also because
they are not attuned to the process.
also remiss in on-the-job supervision.

The Yiddish camps are
The Denominational

camps vary and no generalizations can be made.

37Examples . adapted from the Division Head Manual,
New Jersey "Y" Camps, p. 14 (mimeographed).
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Those camps which offer educational programs for
· Jhildren, including discussion periods or informal or
formal classes, frequently must conduct in-service programs
for staff at the same time.

I recall spending endless

hours as a Director of a Zionist camp meeting with
counselors and lecturing to them and preparing them for
the discussions they were to carry out with their campers
during the following days.

Of course, those camps which

have a staff of professional teachers do not require such
on-the=job training.
Reference libraries are an essential element for
any on-the-job training program.

Unfortunately, the

quality of such libraries in most camps is quite poor.
Despite the fact that forty-eight camps, 87 per cent of the
camps respopding, indicated that they had staff reference
· libraries, my personal visit to fifty-eight camps belies
the quality of these so-called reference libraries.

In

most instances, they consisted of relatively few selected
books assembled on . a shelf in either the Director's, .
Program Director's or Head Counselor's office, or · a few
reserved shelves in the Camp Library, if there was a
separate Camp Library building.

In many cases, a con-

scientious Supervisor who recommended that a counselor
read a particular book, either loaned him his own personal
copy or· borrowed a copy from a city library on either his
or the counselor's day off.

The fact that 13 per cent of
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the camps had no reference libraries for staff at all is
yet another commentary on the serious lack of educational
values that persist in many of our_ camps.
Staff meetings can also serve as a means of staff
improvement and may be considered as a part of in-service
training.

In the first place, the agenda of staff meetings

may provide for a discussion of a problem faced by many
individuals, thereby obviating the need for each individual
to discuss his problem separately with his Supervisor. 38
Secondly, once a question is raised, assuming that the staff
meeting is conducted democratically, an opportunity is
provided for cooperative and creative participation of many
staff members in dealing with the question.

The very

process of participating in an interchange of ideas is
in itself educational.
All too frequently, the age~da of staff meetings
consist of announcements of camp activities, and little
time is spent in what should be the prim~ry purpose of the
meeting, which is to stimulate the growth of staff members
in educational insights and skills.

Information can be

disseminated among staff by way of mimeographed memoranda.
Staff meeting time should be deSigned to achieve definite
and important objectives in staff g~owth.

As a matter of

fact, the agenda should be planned democratically by
either a Staff Council, if it exists, o~ at least by the
top advisory staff and not be the sole responsibility of
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the Camp Director.

In this way the content of the meeting

will probably reflect the common interest of the entire
staff,

Staff members should be required to prepare for

the meeting by assembling reports, gathering data and
holding.pre-meeting "buzz" sessions with smaller groups of
co-workers.
Many camps utilize Divisional meetings as training
sessions as the occasion warrants, d~pending on Divisional
needs that arise.

The Division Head may discover, for

example, that his Division groups are not singing because
the counselors simply do not ~now the songs or that the
counselors have not acquired the ability of either leading
or teaching singing; or that counselors are in need of
bunk projects in Arts and Crafts that they can use on
short notic~.
,

When these situations face the Division Head,

he frequently ·plans a rest hour meeting devoted to the
particular subject that arises, with the purpose of
actually teaching the counselors in his rivision the .
specific skills involved.

He may arrange to either have

one of the counselors take the responsibility for specific
parts of the session, e.g., a counselor who can teach a
song d~monstrating his ability to the others; or he may
call in a Camp Music specialist to assist, or make use of
any other skilled person in camp who can make a contribution
toward the solutio~ of the particular problem.
This training session differs from the Divisional
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meeting in that the session is devoted primarily to teaching

af skill.

The Divisional meeting is devoted primarily to

helping guide the Division in a particular program direction
through cooperative planning.
The test of whether or not the staff meeting or the
in-service program, whatever it may be, is successful
depends on the way the member of the staff then functions
in fulfilling his responsibilities or performing his duties
more skillfully than he did at the outset of the summer.
Moreover, camps are making use of consultants and
visiting lecturers to intensify the impact of in-service
educational programs.

Camps which either c~nnot afford to

employ such personnel or are unable to recruit such people
for the full summer, invite specialists in such areas as
group dynamics, Jewish education, the arts, music, drama,
etc.

In some instances, performing artists are invited who

entertain either the entire camp or some portion of it, or
just staff, and then remain for a period of time to instruct
in their area of pr_o ficiency.

For example, I have been

invited by several camps to serve as Consultant on Jewish
programming, .have usually delivered the Friday evening and
Saturday morning sermons, but then spend the remainder
of a full week-end conferring with supervisory staff and
counselors with regard to the specific implementation of
some aspect of Jewish programming being undertaken by
either a bunk or a Division or the entire camp.

The camp
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specialists, whose schedule frequently allows them more
leisure time than other staff, are more and more utilized
for instructional purposes with ~taff during their free
hours.

In many instances, special sessions are held for

staff members in the evenings after the campers are in bed.

We have been discussing the educational program.ming
for staff from the point of view of helping staff relate
to their camper responsibilities.

A very significant con-

sideration has to do with the responsibility of the camp
for the education of the members of staff, qua staff, for
their own needs and purposes.

It is becoming increasingly

evident to the more perceptive Camp Directors that staff
constitutes a "service client" group, if not to the same
extent then at least to some extent as the camper group.
This means that the education and growth of the staff member
should be a concern to the camp administration just as is
the growth and development of the child·.

From the point

of view of the Jewish community, this phenomenon is of.
great importance since these college students represent
that group in Jewish life which is most alienated from the
Jewish Establishment.

A Jewish camp with a staff of 548

college students offers a formidabl-e challenge both intellectually and emotionally with regard to their commitment and identification to Jewish life.

The Denominational

and Zionist camps and a few of the Educational camps are
well aware of their educational opportunities with staff,

,
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since they include their staff in their formal and informal
p~ograrnrnirig.

For example, at the Ramah camps

during class

hours, every member of the ·community, staff as well as
children, must study.

The teaching staff takes over and

the program staff become students.

They have their own

classes on their own levels and become a part of the allpervading atmosphere of dedication to study.
This same approach applies to the Zionist camps
where during the hours that campers study Hebrew, all
'

staff members must also study.

Over and above the participa-

tion of staff in this type of educational programming, staff
committe~s or staff councils in these camps _also arrange
evening cultur·a 1 and educational activities which may
consist of lectures, films, discussion groups and the like.
The.need to provide staff with meaningful activities
during their free time has been discussed elsewhere.
Generally, these hours have been filled with recreational
and social activities, although we have already noted that
some camps, recogntzing intellectual cravings of at least
part of their staff, try t-0 provide for some broad cultural
programs as well.

One camp is negotiating with a neighbor-

ing college to actually offer a credit 9ourse during the
eight-week season so that counselor~ may earn needed
college credits and at the same time be able to take a
summer job.

We have already seen that some of our better

college students do not even apply for camp jobs because
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they attend summer school.
/

A number of Center, Federation and some Philanthropic

camps have organized seminar groups on "Careers in Social
Work."

These programs were instituted in 1963 at the

suggestion of the National Jewish Welfare Board to help in
the recruitment of personnel for Jewish communal service.
Camps generally work in cooperation with a graduate School
of Social Work and establish a continuing seminar in camp
for a selected group of counselors who seem to be potential
candidates for Jewish communal service.

The seminar includes

lecturers .with such topics as "Social Work Vc.: lue:=:," "Group
Work Services in the Jewish Community Center_," "What is
the Place of Authority in Your Work with Cempers?" "Case
Work and Counseling Services," "Where Do We Go from Here?
Professional . Opportunities and Professional Education."
Students meet at least one a week for a two-hour session,
are required to read and write papers, and frequently are
taken on field trips to nearby large Jewish communities
where they visit a sampling of Jewish communal agencies.
To encourage attendance and participation in this program,
the staff members are generally given an extra stipend.
It will be interesting to see whether the Jewish
· Educational programs for staff in these camps will develop
as the need increases.

A concerted effort will have to be

made . to plan, program and staff such endeavors if they- are
to succeed.
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6.

Counselor-In-Training Program
Forty of the 100 camps in our study offered

counselor-in-trai:riing programs for older teenagers.
programs evolved because of two needs of camps.

These

On the

one hand, Camp Directors were looking for means of
attracting teenagers to camp.

They had discovered that

beyond the age of fourteen or fifteen, camping had lost
its appeal to youngsters, and secondly, in order to train
counselors for their own camp operation.
may be of two or three-year duration.

These programs

Some typical descrip-

tions would include the following:
A counselor-in-training program limited to 10 boys,
ages 17 or 18 who are high school seniors or graduates
and 10 girls, ages 16 and 17, going into their senior
year of high school. This is a leadership training
program, supervised by professional staff. Seminars
and individual conferences are Child Development and
Group Procedures. Counselors-in-training assist in
children's groups and specialty areas. Extensive
trips are made to cultural and historical places of
interest, colleges, concerts and summer theatre.
They also visit other camps to observe and evaluate
their programs.
In July of 1951, Massad in cooperation with the
Department of Education and Culture of the Jewish
Agency, established the Institute of Jewish Leadership at Camp Ma ssa~_in Tannersville, Pennsylvania.
In 1960, a second branch of the Institute was
established at Dingman's Ferry, Pennsylvania. The
Machon is conducted at both Massad camps during the
months of July and August under the guidance staff
of Massad. The camp, with its excellent cultural
and recreational program and its sports facilities,
provides an ideal laboratory for the young trainees.
Here, the theoretical is easily transformed into the
practical by virtue of the close proximity of both.
The aims of the Machon are to train counselors for
Hebrew summer camps; to enrich the Hebrew, -cultural
background of Jewish youth and to· 1mbue them with

,
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. the ideals of Jewish renaissance, and to train
leaders for Zionist Youth Movements as weli as
for other activities of the .Pmerican Jewish
community.
The prog~am introduces the CIT's to the Jewish
educatio~al, cultural and religious program of
our camps, and thus helps them to prepare to
function effectively in the Jewish cultural program at Cejwin and as an interested and informed
Jewish leader in the Jewish community later on.
Most camps limit the size of the CIT group and
are somewhat selective in choosing candidates.

In almost

every case the candidate must have been a camper of that
particular camp or a member of the youth movement sponsoring the camp.

Cejwin camps, for example, requires the

candidate to be sixteen years old, have c_ompleted two
years of high ·school, attended as a camper at Cejwin for
at least three full seasons, have a good record as a
camper, a~d be recommended by his Head counselor.

In

addition, the applicant is expected to have a "basic"
Jewish education and an interest in Cejwin's Jewish,
educational, and cultural programs.

Maturity, a sense

of responsibility and a capacity for growth and development into a good counselor are also required.

How this

latter requirement is measured ,would be interesting to
discover.

Other camps accept ex-campers, and there are even
a few who will accept youngsters of the proper age without
previous camping experience, if the group is underregistered.
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The Denominational camps, particularly the
~enominational Conservative, have elevated acceptance
into their leadership training program, called "Mador," to
a very high status level for this age youngster.

The

candidates are chosen very carefully and must have unusual
Hebrew background and personal religious commitment in
consonance with the philosophy of the camp, and must be
attending a Hebrew high school program.
TABLE 31
CAMPS WITH COUNSELOR-IN-TRAINING PROGRAMS AMONG THE
100 CAMPS IN THE STUDY BY CATEGORY OF CAMP

Category
of Cam:2
Private
Federation
Center Camps
Educational
Yiddish
Zionist Camps
Philanthropic
Denominational
Traditional
Conservative
Reform
Hebrew
Totals

Total
Number of
Cam:2s

Number of
Camps that
Have C. I. T.
Program

Percentage
of Camps
· That Have
C.I.T. Program ·

14
8
25
7
5
13
10

2
2
12
5
2
7
0

14.3%
25.0%
48.0%
71.4%
40.0%
53.8%

4
6
7
1

1
4
4
·1

25.0%
66.6%
57.1%
100.0%

100

40

40.0%

-----
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It is an astonishing fact that camps which ·yearly
face the. problem of serious shortages of proper personnel
have not developed counselor-in-training programs so that
they might, in some measure, help train their own indigenous
staff.

We have quoted Graenum Berger, Consultant on

Jewish Camping for the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies :
of New York City, several times with regard to the "chronic
shortages in every type of personnel • • • evidenced last
summer and • • • not likely to improve this year, " and yet
only two of the eight Federation camps have a CIT program
and none of the ten Philanthropic camps have such a program.
Among Center camps, which generally have the finest resources for operating such a program, only twelve of twentyfive camps conduct a specific CIT program.

Several other

Center camps have teenage programs whose intent and purpose, however, is not the same as a counselor-in-training
enterprise.
The fact that only seven of the thirteen Zionist
camps have a CIT program can be explained by the fact that
the largest Zionist groupings of camps, Habonim and Young
Judaea, have set aside special leadership training camps .
to which candidates are sent from throughout t _he country.
The individual camps in these associat•i ons consequently do
not operate their _own CIT programs.

Only two of the

Yiddish camps have a CIT program and only two of fourteen
private camps deal with teenage children.
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Among the Denominational camps, only one of the
Traditional camps has a program.
servative camps do.

Four of the six Con-

However, this. pattern may change

since the Conservative _Movement also nas a national
leadership training camp in Nyack.

However, as indicated

elsewhere, the Madorniks also serve as staff. aides and
have become an integral part of the overall staff picture.
Among the Reform camps, four are involved in some form of
leadership training activity.

Not all of these camps

o:gerate typical CIT programs of eight weeks duration; some
of them run leadership training seminars for shorter perioas
of time.
The quality of the programs varies.

Some of the

.camps assign their finest personnel to work with these
young people, and the results are unusual.

A number of

camps combined the CIT program with a work program and a
travel program so that unusual educational opportunities
are presented to the participants.

In one camp I visited,

an outstanding professor of Group Dynamics at a local
University served on staff, and the Director of the teen
camp which included the leadership training program was
an outstanding Jewish educator.

In other camps I have

observed campers in these programs ?eing "used" by camp.
In some cases, they are waiters or are responsible for
other menial tasks around the camp.

In other instances,

camps begin using these young people as relief counselors
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or "fill-ins" long before they are ready for such responsibility.
There is no question but that a properly organized
and supervised CIT program can be of great benefit to young
people between the ages of sixteen and eighteen who are in
great need of a group camping experience which is both
challenging and intellectually stimulating, as well as to
the camps themselves which are searching for qualified
staff.

1. · Staff Responsibilities
a.

Relating to Campers

In our discussion of the camper .in Chapter V, it
was pointed out camps were group centered, but at the
same time, _if they were to provide educational and
satisfying experiences to each camper, the camps had to
accommodate to the individual differences of the children,
without destroying the cohesion of the group.
The primary need of the human personality is
. affection. Second in importance is the need for
ego-gratification. To be accepted is one of the
basic needs of the growing child--a need that a
good family and a good group education (italics
mine) must aim to supply.39
\
.
The key figure in this entire process in the camp
is the cabin counselor .who, as the group leader, is the
most influential of all the factors operating in the

York:

39 s. R. Slayson, Creative Group Education (New
Association Press, 1968), p. 38.
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camp setting.

It is the counselor who must "have the

ability to understand and respond to the needs and desires
of this group; have the capacity to help his group express
these desires cons t ructively and pr9gressively; and the
ability to focus the attention of his group on oneself. 1140
Leadership is required in every group.

However,

it need not always come from the counselor or the super-:
visor.

Members of the group itself, campers in a cabin

group, counselors in a large staff group, may rise up to
sti~ulate others to worthwhile activity.
We have already described the e-f fect of group
pressure and suasion as a principle for influencing individual behavior.

Within the context of staff respon-

sibilities, it must be understood that:
The counselor on-the~ob directs this pressure
and restrains it when the effects threaten to become
destructive. It becomes apparent that the counselor,
or his influence through camper-leaders, needs to be
present whenever the group is together, if continuous
functioning of _his leadership is to be felt by his
group. His group's morale will be weakened if his
influence is withdrawn.41
Among the camps in our study, the relatio_n ship
between the campers and staff generally follows the
principles set forth above, that is, that counselors are
·with their groups continuously and Division .Heads circulate
among the divisional groups.

In most camps counselors live

with their cabin group and move with them from activity

40E1mer F. Ott, So You Want to be a Camp Counselor
(New York: Association Press, 1968), p. 38.
41 Ibid.

,
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to activity.

The cabin counselor sits at the same table .

and,aside from some time-off, is with the group twentyfour hours a day.
Other camps, particularly the smaller and medium
sized and especially the Zionist camps, while recognizing
the central role of staff leadership with the cabin group,
allow for greater flexibility in scheduling so that a
cabin counselor is not necessarily with his own group all
the time.

These arrangements have evolved because of

practical considerations, e.g., cabin counselors double
as specialists, or because of principle.

The principle

calls for members of a small camp community to individually
learn to relate to the total community.

A cabin counselor

will, therefore, sleep with his group and be with them
until brea~fast, but need not sit with them in the dining
hall.

As a matter of fact, no seats are assigned and the

campers are also free to sit where they please, the only

.

control being that a counselor must be seated at each
table in the dinin_g ha;tl.

The campers move from activity

to activity, meeting different staff personnel at · each
activity, sometimes their own cabin counselor.

The cabin

counselor usually spends th.e rest hour with his g:i:-oup and
rejoins them just before flag-lower~hg and then usually
remains with them for the balance of the camp activity day.
The camps which are more traditional from the
point of view of group work method keep the cabin counselor

,
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with his group all the time, as we have noted, and he

I

assists the other staff personnel who must deal with the
group.

The only exceptions to this procedure relates to

those times during the day when campers may be allowed
"free choice" and the cabin group breaks-up for individualized activities.
Many camps have become so involved with reports and
forms and other aspects of "administrivia" that all too
frequently supervisory staff become chair- or officeboupd, d·o not circulate around the camp and have the
opportunity to observe, first hand, the operation of the
program or the performance of the staff.

This is unfor-

tunate and is being recognized as such by many Camp
Directors who are employing administrative assistants to
handle the -desk work so as to .leave them free to relate
more directly to campers and staff.
b.

Relating to Administration

The wise camp administration recognizes that the
success or failure of the total camp program rests on a
good camp staff with a high morale, a clear understanding
of camping, and committed to the goals and objectives of
that particular camp.
The camp staff should be viewed as a functioning
organism within the larger camp community, rather
than as a combination -of individuals filling various
positions. The camp staff possesses--or should
possess--a collective personality, conceived not as
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./

the "sum" of the personalities of its members, but
as an enti t{ that is a blending of these individ- :
uals. • . • 2
Aside from setting the tone of the camp and
generating the atmosphere, the staff serves as the "value
center" of the camp in operation.

The extent of its

maturity, the number of members who return from year to
year, and the leadership qualities of the group really
determine the educational value of the entire enterprise.
Good staff relations, open, candid and wholesome,
in~erplay between staff members on all levels, a feeling
of truly participating democratically in the decisionmaking at camp, will lead to a satisfied staff

or, if

the reverse is true, to a frustrated and bitter group
which will affect the morale of the total camp.
Go.ad staff relations obviously start long before
the camp season, and we have already discussed the various
factors related to recruitment and selection of staff,
which help .determine the pattern of good working relations.
Conditions at camp which add to the development of good
relations between the administration and -thestaff and
vice-versa include a variety of items also alluded to in
other sections of our study, such as working schedules
and time-on and time-off; living q~arters and housing;
opportunities and facilities for meeting the social,
educational and recreational needs; the fact that staff
42 Dimock, op. cit., p. 93.
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relations must be governed, by the democratic ideal and
method; and the like.
Those aspects of staff relations which can be
improved by practical measures, usually the expenditure
of money, are being carried out by most camps , in proportion to their fiscal abilities.

Most camps now recognize

the need, for example, of adequate staff housing.

The

real struggles which are taking plac.e in the camps in
the area: of staff relations have to do with ideas, concepts
and_ their implementation.
The lack of democratic processes I found among the
fifty-eight camps is profoundly disturbing.

It is only

from visits and first hand impressions that opinions can
·be formed; simply reading camp literature could convince
anyone that democracy was flourishing in every camp.
Too many camps are still autocratically run.

As

a group, the Private camps sin most in this direction.
Staff are employees and subject to the direction of the
owner or his designate.

There are, of course, variations

and colorations within autocracy.

Semblances of staff

involvement may be discerned even in these camps.

It is,

however, rare to find the staff in these camps having a
sense of proprietorship in the camp..

It is not theirs

in any sense.
Camps who~e key staff have had group work training
are more sensitive to the democratic spirit and try more
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consciously to involve more staff members in the overall
"process" of the camp.

Meetings are more frequently

scheduled and individuals encouraged to participate in
decision-making.

Deci~ions are made on echelon levels,

but there is a feeling of staff representation in most
discussions which affect camp life.
The Denomi~ational and Hebrew camps, particularly
the Traditional and Conservative, a~e sometimes hampered
in the process of participatory democracy of the staff
b~cause they are bound by certain "traditions" which
cannot be democratically resolved and are often not even
opened to discussion.

Staff in a Center camp may be

deeply involved and concerned about the entire problem of
.Sabbath observance in the camp.

In a Traditional or

Conserva.tiye camp, staff may be equally concerned, but the
pattern of Sabbath observance has been pre-determined and·
is not really subject to discussion for change.

Some

discussions. may take place at a Ramah camp, for example,
in connection with collectively establishing a policy
with regard to permitting campers or staff the right to

flip electric switches on the Sabbath.

However, within

the Conservative camps, it is the right-wing position
which is almost invariably followed and "liberal" conservatives are denied their own democratic rights within
their own movement to institute meaningful change.

The

fact that many of these camps have a number of rabbis on

...
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staff, usually in key positions, also serves as a deterrent
.I

· for democratic use of the group process among staff members.
The authority~image of the rabbi must first be dispelled
and it must be noted that, in a number of the Denominational camps, some success has been achieved along these
lines and there is a move toward a more permissive and
cooperative attitude on the part of the camp directors
and others in administrative or supervisory positions
to~ard the lower echelons of staff.
Democratic practices are probably more prevalent
among the Zionist camps than any others.

Most decisions

in Zionist camps are made, after prolonged discussion and
rhetoric, by the total staff.

The hanhalah, or top super-

visory staff representing the more mature element in
camp, are +imited in the types of decisions left to them.
There are, however, dangers from an excess of democracy
despite the fact that this seems to be a contradiction in
terms.

Every democratic society has found it prudent and

necessary to place certain limitations on members of the
society with regard to qualifications for.participation
in making decisions which will affect the total community.
The United States requires that a voter be a minimum of

..

twenty-one years of age, for example.

Since camp is a

total community and serious decisions frequently must be
made, one may question certain forms of over-permissiveness
at times found in some of the Zionist camps.
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"Personalit y cults" have also arisen in a number
of camps.

Despite claims of democratic administration and

staff participation , it is quite clear to any perceptive
visitor who really makes the decisions.

In many cases these

decisi.o ns may be perfectly proper and in the best interest
of the total camp community.

The effect of such a person-

ality on staff generally has two opposite and conflicting
influences.

It may alienate and embitter the staff and

most will not return to the camp for the following summer,
or the charismatic aura of the director has a tremendous
personal infl~ence on the staff member and he becomes as
a "hasid" to a "rebbe."
As already noted elsewhere, the nature of the
counseling staff, the college student, is also radically
changing the whole area of staff relations to administration, supervisors and inter-staff relations.

Some members

of camp counseling staffs ·are the same college students
who are demonstrating on campus and show complete disdain
for normal democratic process, structure or respect for
authority.

The social upheaval and the rapidly changing

values of these campus youth are finding their way into
the camp setting and will have to be dealt with realistically and honestly~
8.

Evaluation of Staff
The systematic appraisal of staff is a very in-

,,.
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fluential factor in raising the standards of a camp.

An

/evaluation of each member of the staff, both during the
summer and at the end of the season, will help the camp
administration reach vital decisions about each person
r--

that can benefit the camp and the individual as well.
Promotions, transfers within camp, recommendations for
dismissal or re-employment may result from such an evaluation.

Each camp should develop its own .appraisal plan and

it should be the outgrowth of cooperative staff involvement.

Standardized rating scales are available as models

from the American Camping Association and from the Camping
Department of the National Jewish Welfare Board.
A "check list for evaluation" was prepared by JWB
for all aspects of the camp program including staff
evaluation.

.,

However,

The ultimate measure of the effectiveness of a
staff member can be determined only in the light
of what happens to the campers, whether his contact
with them is direct or indirect, casual or continuous,
relatively superficial or intensive. One can observe
a counselor, record one's observations, rate his
performance in a scale prepared for that purpose, sub~
mit him to situational tests devised for the purpose
of trying him out in areas where weakness or limitations are suspected, engage him in group discussions,
interview him, test him in other ways. · All of
these procedures are relevant and usefull. The
"payoff" however comes only when one establishes
the relationship between his behavior as a person
and his performance as a leader and the behavior of
the campers affected by him.43 ·
· 43 charles E. Hendry, "Apnraisal of Camp Operation
and Results," in Administration of the Modern Camp (New
York: Association Press, 1950), p. 237.
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One of the principles of appraisal or evaluation
is based upon the concept of accountability.

Just as

each member of the camp community .is structurally and
supervisorily related to another or others in the
hierarchy of the Table of Organization, so is he responsible for the performance of his responsibilities as
delineated in the job descriptions and accountable for
evaluation.

The appraisal by a _supervisor of a subordinate

is intended to serve several purposes.

First and foremost,

it is a method used for improving practice and performance
or production.

The individual conferences and guidance

which are part of the evaluation process are intended to
reduce the gap between the camp's stated standards or goals
. and objectives and the actual practices taking place.
Secondly, the evaluation includes recanm.endations for ·
immediate action--a suggested transfer to another Division
with different age children, for example, or possibly
dismissal--or recommendations for future . employment and
.,

added responsibility.

The appraisals may form the basis

for the agenda of staff meetings on various levels, if
similar problems keep recurring among a number of
counse·lors within a particular Division.

Thus, staff

training is also a direct outgrowth of the evaluation
process.
The manner in which camps stru9ture their evaluation procedures varies.

In most camps, it is the immediate
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supervisor who bea~s the greatest responsibility.
Supplementary evaluations may be added to the staff
member's dossier, including reports from specialists or
any other supervisory personnel with whom the counselor
directly relates.

Supervisory staff is also evaluated,

usually by other supervisors on higher echelons.

The

"master evaluator" is, of course, the Camp Director.
Members of staff , on all levels are generally
aware that they are being evaluated continuously.
Counselors are usually informed that just as they are
expected to keep cumulative records on campers, similar
records are being kept on them.

How this affects the

staff member's performance on the job with "big brother"
wat~hing depends completely on the total at~osphere in
the camp and the rapport and relationships that exist
between members of the staff on all levels.

It also

depends on the techniques and methods used for appraisal.
A democratically and educationally oriented camp
will understand that "fundamental to all appraisal is a
genuine disposition and capacity to questions, invite
criticism, welcome new ideas, undertake deliberate departure, make experiment.
climate of this sort. 1144

Appraisal flourishes in a social
In such 8; camp, the evaluation

process includes an opportunity for each member of the
staff to prepare a written report covering his own work,
44 Hendry, op. cit., p. 233.
,
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with comments and suggestions for the future.

These

"self-appraisals" should be collected and read and edited

J

by a staff elected committee, which would prepare an
"operations-analysis" ~nd summarize the various individual
reports.

External appraisals are also in order even to

the extent of bringing in a consultant for the purpose.
The forms most commonly used for evaluating staff
members are either a check-list type form or one which
requires narrative summaries under topic headings.

Examples

f~om both, as suggested by the American Camping Association.45
While this discussion has been basically limited
to the evaluation of staff, it should be noted even
.parenthetically,that appraisal, to be at all effective,
must inclu~e the entire camp operation and should include
the participation of all the partners involved in the
camp.

Pa.rents and campers, all of camp staff, educational

and non-educational, contributors . such as Federations or
other Welfare age~cies or Foundations, camp committees
and Boards, neighbors, suppliers, concerned educators,
public health officials, to name some, all have a share
in the camp and, in accordance with the principle of
accountability, should both participate in the process
and be informed of the results of the appraisal when it
45 camp Administrative Forms and Suggested
Procedures in the Area of Personnel, pp. 20-22.
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is completed.
Most agency and organizational camps require the
Camp Director to submit a written report at the end of
the season.

Such reports should be required of all

directors of all camps and should be made a matter of
public knowledge.
It is really impossible to judge the success of
staff in the camps in our study in any objective way.
There are, of course, many indicators.

The extent to

which children return to the same camp year after year is
undoubtedly a reflection of the effectiveness of the staff.
Camps which have educational or ideological goals realized
by large numbers of both campers and staff
value judgment.

•

allow for a

The percentage of returning staff to a

camp is also a measure of success.

However, the subtle

effects of the staff member on the growth and development
patterns in the life of the child may not be directly or
consciously discernible for years.

One thing is clear:

the essence of a positive Jewish educational camp experience undoubtedly emanates from a qual_ified staff.
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CHAPTER VII
PROGRAM
This chapter will concern itself with the ways
and means whereby the camps in our study implement their
stated goals and objectives through activity programs in
th~ir daily schedules in both the general and Jewish areas,
with an emphasis on the Jewish aspects of programming.
We have already established the fact that "program"
includes the entire environment of the child or the member
of staff in the camp.

Program comprises every experience

each person will have in his relationship with the camp.
Included a~e planned and unplanned activities, the interrelationships between all members of the camp community,
camper to camper, camper with counselor, staff with staff,
staff with campers, as well as the methodology of the
process.
Program is conceived in this manner because it is
the means used to exploit the innate advantages of the
camp setting.

Because one is dealing with a "voluntary"

community for the most part and the_re is a learning
." readiness," because there is control over the immediate
environment and this environment is comparatively small
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and relatively simple where the tempo and pressure of life
can be regulated; because the natural camp environment is
itself bursting with opportunities for activities that
children enjoy and finally, because the ratio of adult
leadership to campers is greater than this ratio in any
other educational setting--a minimum of one to eight--and
each child can receive a high degree of individual attention, the planning and imple~entation of camp programming
is the central concern of the camp admiµistration.
If we conceive of program as a process through
which the camper can express his creative drives
as well as find fulfillment of his basic needs,
counselors must inevitably accept each camper
action, scheduled or unscheduled, as an integral part
of the total camp program. The counselor must fully
appreciate that in the camp setting there is constantly present an atmosphere which stimulates camper
activity with or without previous planning, and the
utilization of the atmosphere for camper activities
motivi~ed by the counselor constitutes the camp program.
Program policies in camps having good educational
leadership generally include a primary concern for the
growth and development of the individual rather than in
merely keeping campers occupied by means of activity
programs.

This results in having all activities at camp

constantly relate to the individual camper.

However, it

then follows that all these camp activities must be
related to the overall objectives of camping and to the
1 staff Manual, Camp B'nai B'rith, Starlight, Pa.
(Mimeographed), p. A-4.
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specific aims of the particular camp.

Since the "total

personality" of the individual is also involved, another
concern relates to sensible balance and variety in programming.

Activities ~hould be cooperatively and demo-

cratically planned so as to provide opportunities for
such behavioral diversities as:

quiet creative expression

through the arts and muscular action through games; noisy
action and quiet relaxation; group activities and individual exploits; competitive activities an~ non-competitive;
cq-ed socializing and separate boy or girl programming,
to illustrate striking examples.
Programming policies of camps usually reflect
realistically the kind of camper, the kind of physical
. plant, the kind of staff, and the kind of concerns the
camps have _about the way human beings grow and their
understanding of the kind of world they live in, especially
their relationship to the Jewish community.
A typical partial listing of the . factors involved
in the program approach of Center camps is offered below.
It is part of the official statement of the Program
Policy of the New Jersey "Y" Camps as adopted by the
Board of Managers of the Camps after intensive study of
the purposes and program of the org~nization.

It should

be noted that this camp serves sixteen Jewish communities

in the state of New Jersey.
1. We seek to make the child happy. We think
the best way of doing so is by learning the wishes
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.

and needs of each camper and setting up ways and
means of best reaching them. Happiness is
achieved through fulfillment of basic needs.
2. "Decentralization" is one of the best means
of assuring attention to individuals. Small groups
can usually plan their activities around their own
living needs--and program can be adapted to the
child, avoiding the compulsion to make the child
conform to program planning which is inevitable in
-the "scheduled activity camp."
The basic unit of program must be the bunk-group,
small enough to permit the close-knit atmosphere of
group or family life; where each child can be recognized as a distinct personality whose needs can be
actively considered by fellow-campers ~nd counselors.
The. dynamics of group living are present-:--ready to be
used. This does not exclude use of program, based on
"special activity interest" also, nor of carefully
planned "mass activities," since these can serve the
experience needs of children not provided in the
"bunk-centered" program.

3.

An adult counselor, trained and supervised as

best as we can arrange to do so, relates to a camper
and his group in a continuing fashion, definitely
fixed with the responsibility of understanding and
helping each child in his "family" group, move
towards the camp objectives.

4. Democracy is lived and experienced at camp
as fully as possible, in situations which permit
individual and group self-expressions, while guarding
respect for the needs and rights of others. This
means participation of campers and staff in "decisionmaking" on all possible levels, as feasible within
the camp framework.
The camp program must also relate the child and
staff to the total American democracy and society of
which we are an integral part, and to the goals of a
free .and peaceful world.

5. Motivation for (activities) doing things must
come from self satisfaction, interest, group approval
and pos~tive adult guidance. Abandoned is the reliance
on com~etitiveness and awards as motivating techniques
which (a) cause children to miss the real values in
an experience; (b) do little for basic personality
growth since they might further discourage the
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"have nots," while further unbalancing the "haves" in
their social relationships; (c) leads to the kind of
individual and group anta~onisms which violate the
basic camp objectives; (d) releases the counselor
from his basic responsibility,. by subs ti tu ting cheap
and momentary excitement as a tool for stimulating,
rather than the understanding which he should use.
· This does not mean the abandonment of games or
sports which are important and not possible without
competition. We are again speaking of "competition"
as a motivating technique by staff when unrelated
to the perceived needs of children.
6. Full use of all facilities and activities
possible at camp is desirable. ·Each child should
gain as wide a personal experience as possible.
Nature and the outdoor life are particularly important.

7. The camp should make available the kind of
individual guidance which helps to meet special needs
of campers. ·
8. The program activities and methods must be
gear~d to · the specific needs of children at their
own age level.

9. The camp must maintain the kinds of records
on campers and activities which enable the parent,
community and camp administration to best evaluate
and continue the growth of each individual child.
1.

General Camping Activities

.,

Program is indeed the sum total of every experience
that takes place in the camp.

Our study has already dealt

with a large variety of these programming aspects.

Goals

and objectives as viewed by all participants in the
camping enterprise, the physical plant and its relationship to program, budget and finance and how they determine
the scope and intensity of the effort, _the recruitment
and selection of campers and the effect of the nature
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and background of the camper on the development of program,

the overriding problem of staff . who· play

the central

leadership role in programming on all levels, have been
discussed.

What remains to investigate are the camp

schedules and the organized activities, both structured
and unstructured, which make up the camper's and staff's
daily life.

Despite the protestations that "camp program" is
not merely a matter of a schedule of activities, and
notwithstanding a deep-felt agreement with the concept
.

I

of a "total approach," nevertheless, a significant measure
of a successful camp is whether or not its activity program is in consonance with its goals, how well it is
planned and directed, and how satisfying and meaningful
the activities are or become to the campers • and staff.
a.

Daily' Time Schedules

Let us first turn our attention to a -few sample
Daily Time Schedules of representative camps.

These

schedules will illustrate how various camps apportion
blocks of time for various activities.

The amounts of

time allotted are generally indicative of the value placed
on the particular activity by the camp.

An explanation

of the possible variety of specific' activities within a
particular time slot will follow •

.
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TABLE 32
SAMPLE DAILY SCHEDULE
PRIVATE CAMP
8:00
Reveille--;rnsh and dress
Flag raising
8:45
9:00
Breakfast
9:00 - 9:45
Clean-up and Inspection
9:45 - 10:30
First period
10:30 - 11:30
Second peri od ·
11:30 - 12:30
·1'2: 30 - 1: 00 .
Recall--le t ter writing, dress, relax
Lunch
1:00 - 2:00
Rest period on beds
2:00 - 3:00
Third period
3:00 - 3:50
·Milk squad--prepare for next activity
3:50 - 4:00
Fourth period
4:00
5:00
Fifth period
5:00 - 6:00
Wash or shower, dress and relax
6:00 - 6:20
Flag lowering
6:20 - 6:30
Dinner
6:30 - 7:15
JUNIOR CAMP
Supervised free play
7:15 - 7:45
Prepare for evening activity
7:45 - 8:00
Evening activity
8:00 - 8:30
· Taps
9:00
INTERMEDIATE CAMP
Supervised free play
7:15 - 7:4.5
Prepare for evening activity
8:15 - 8:30
Evening activity
8:30 - 9:30
Taps
10:00
SENIOR CAMP
Supervised free play
7:15 - 8:15
Prepare for evening activity
8:15 - 8:30
. Evening activity
8:30 - 10:00
Taps
10:30

TABLE 33
SAMPLE ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE FOR DAILY PERIODS
PRIVATE CAMP
M 0 ND A Y

PERIODS
1
BUNKS
2
swim.
instrc.
swim
3
instr.
swim.
4
instr.
boat
5

'

6
7
8 .

2
boat.
boat.
boat
swim.

water
ski
arts &
c~afts

swim.

volley
ball

water
ski

swim

3

4

dodge.
basket.
basket
ball
arts &
crafts
basket
ball

pioneer.

relay

pioneer.

relay

baseball
arts &
crafts

tennis

with
5
baseball

baseball
volley
ball

rifle

tennis

1

clubs
incl.
photo.
horse.
band
fishing
ping pong
all
sports
club

TUE S DAY
2
3
Jr.Var.
baseball
with 2
and 3'
with 2
and 3
tennis
baseball

baseball

4

boating

swim.

archery

swim.

free
choice
field
games

swim.

with
5
with 5
and 6

swim

pioneer.

swim

swim
swim
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This is but a partial schedule but is sufficient
to clearly indicate that these camps are primarily sports
centered with a. minimum 9f what might be called cultural
activities.

The number of activity periods may vary in

the Private camps, most of them actualiy having five
periods. · This usually allows for two swim sessions a
day, morning and ·afternoon, and three other sports,
crafts or pioneering opportunities.

Time at the lake-

front may be divided between swimming, boating, sailing,
and the like, depending upon the facilities available.
The variety of different .sport activities to be found at
these camps is quite imaginative, however, the basic
games campers most seem to enjoy are baseball, basketball and water sports.

It should be noted that in the

particular Private camp serving as the model for this
schedule, the daily schedule includes the Saturday _
schedule as well.

Some private camps do have a separate

schedule of activities on the Sabbath, but most do not.
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TABLE 34
SAMPLE DAILY SCHEDULE
YIDDISH CAMP .

7:10
7:30
7:40
. 8:00 - 8:45
8:45 - 9:20
9:20 - · 9:40
9:40
9:45 - 10:35
10:45 - 11:35
11:15
11:30
11:55 - 12:05
1:00
12:15
1:00
2:00
2:10 - 3:00
3:10 - 3:25
3:30 - 4:25
4:40 - 5:40
5:15
5:30
5:30 - 6:00
6:05
6:00
6:05 - 6:15
. 6:15
7:00
7:00
7:30

.,

7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:30
9:05 - 10:05
10:10 - 10:30
10:45
12:00
2:15 - 3:25
3:10 - 3:25
3:45 - 4:45

Reveille
Line-up
Flag raising
Breakfast
Clean-up
Inspection
Sick-call
Period 1 (50 min.)
Period 2
Wash-up - _youngest division
Lunch - youngest division
Wash-up
Lunch
Rest hour
Period 3
Mi~ period
Period 4
Period 5
Wash-up, youngest division
Supper, youngest division
Wash-up
Line-up
.
Flag lowering
Supper
Sick call
Evening activity
SATURDAY TIME SCHEDULE
Reveille
Line-up
Flag raising
Breakfast
Sick call
Clean-up
Inspection
Services
Lunch - entire camp
Period 1
Milk
Period 2
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TAPS - ,ENTIRE CAMP
Youngest Division
. 8 :00 p.m.
Junior Division
8:30 p.m.
Intermediate Division9:00 p.m.
Senior
9:30 p.m.
Friday
10:30 p.m.
Saturday
10 ·: .0 0 p.m.
C.I.T.·
10:00 p.m.
Friday
11:00 p.m •
. Saturday
10:30 p.m.
Waiters
Same as C.I.T.
All Staff
11:30 p.m.
Friday
12:30 p.m.
Saturday
12.:00 p.m.
SAMPLE ftCTIVITY SCHEDULE FOR DAILY PERIODS
SENIOR BOYS DIVISION - YIDDISH CAMP
SUNDAY
Swim

MONDAY
Sihah

WEDNESTHURSDAY FRIDAY
TUESDAY DAY
Hebrew Athletics Dance
Swim
instr.

2

·Boating

Swim
Instr.

Sihah

Music
co-ed

Athletics Swim
Instr.

3

Dance A Arts & Music
Nature B Crafts

Athl.

Arts & · Music B
Crafts A
Nature B

4

Dance B Athl.
Nature A

Athl.

Athl.

Arts &
Dress
Crafts B
Nature A

5

Athl.

Swim

Swim

Swim
Instr.

PERIOD
l

Athl.

Dress

(The Saturday schedule calls for compulsory attendance
at Services in the morning and free swim or free
athletics during the day.)
Of the 30 periods during the normal 6 day week,
excluding the Sabbath, 16 are allotted to athletics or
swimming; 3 to music; 2 to sihah (discussion groups);
2 to arts and crafts; 2 to dance; 2 to nature; 1 for
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Hebrew instruction; and 2 periods are given over to prepare
for the Sabbath.

. TABLE 35

SAMPLE DAILY TIME SCHEDULE
CENTER CAMP
7:30
7:30 - 8:15
8:20
I; 30
9:00 - 10:00
10:15 - 11:15
11:25 - 12:45
12:45 - 1:00
1:00
1:30 - 2:30
2:30 - 3:45
3:45
4:00 - 5:15
6:30
7:30
8:30
. 8:50
9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30

Reveille
Clean-up
Flag raising
Breakfast
Divisional Elective Period
Period 1
Period 2
Wash-up
Lunch
Rest period
Period 3
Milk call
Elective Play
Suppe~
Evening program
TAPS
Division
Division
Division
Division
Division
Divis.ion

1
2
3
4
5
6

The activities scheduled during the three structured
periods are generally those that require advance scheduling and the use of specific camp facilities such as arts
and' crafts, some aspects of nature study, waterfront
instruction, use of the library and the like.

The

Divisional Elective Period was included in the camp
program schedule to provide extra time for staff training,
for bunk programming, when and if specific counselors
and bunks are ready to use the time, to provide time
when, by prior arrangement with the individuals involved,
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counselors ca~ see specialis t s, get supplies, etc • ..This
morning hour can also be used to plan rainy day activities
for that very day since the ~ormal schedule will be disrupted, or for some future rainy day.

In addition, it

is an added period for campers to have other kinds of
desired programs of their owe planning and choice as
well as just plain free time.

All counselors are on

duty during this period and are assigned to their cabin
groups.
An additional unstructured hour and fifteen minutes

is provided . in the afternoon between 4:00 and 5:15 p.m.
for "elective play."

This time may be used by the cabin

group to pursue any sport they desire if the facility is
availabie.

To be sure that playing fields or equipment

is prepared for the group, it is necessary that the
group pre-pla~ and organize its own activity.
The daily time schedules of the Educational camps
are somewhat dissimilar.

During the summer I visited

Camp B'nai B'!'ith in Starlight, Pa., fo_r example, the
weekly progran plan evolved from the daily and weekly
program plans submitted by' each staff member to his supervisor, the unit leader.

The unit leader was then re-

· quired to submit a plan for his entire unit to the head
counselor who, in turn, had to hand in a detailed program plan for his entire camp to the Program Director
based on the aforementioned forms.

.

The specialists were
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also required to submit a weekly program plan to their

. Isupervisor, the . Program Assistant.
.1

Since the camp pro-

gram was on a Sunday to Saturday schedule, plans had to
.be worked on and turned in at the unit staff meeting held
on Saturday nights.

The coordination needed to implement

such planning was awesome.

Program was based on a six

period activity schedule _and, unlike the program described
in the Center camp schedule, this daily schedule was openended for some of the six periods.
Four of the other Educational camps include formal
class instruction during the course of the day.

The daily

time schedule of Camp Yavneh is rather typical.
TABLE 36
DAILY TIME SCHEDULE :
CAMP YAVNEH

6:45
7:00

7:15

7:15 - 8:00
.8:00 - 8 :45
8:45 - 9:45
9:45 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:45
10:50 - 11:45
11:50 - 12:40
1:00 - 2:00
2:00
3:00
3:00 - 3:45
3:45 - 4:00
4:00 - 4:45
4:45
5:30
5:30 - 6:15
6:15
6:30
6:30 - 7:30
7:30 - 8:30

Reveille
Exercises and flag raising
Morning Service
Breakfast
Clean-up of bunks
Inspection
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Lunch
Rest hour
Period 4
Milk
Period· 5
Period 6
Showers & preparation for dinner
Lowering of flag
Dinner
Evening programs
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SCHEDULE FOR, FRIDAY AFTERNOON

4:00
5:00 - 5:30
5:30 - 5:45
6:00 - 7:00
7:00
8:15
8:15

..

All activities end
Strict inspection
Flag lowering
Evening service
~ festive dinner
Dancing
TAPS

DAILY
8:45
9:00
9:30
FRIDAYS
9:0b
9~30
10:00 .

Youngest division
Intermediate division
Senior divisions
Youngest divisions
Intermediate divisions
Senior divisions
SABBATH SCHEDULE
CAMP YAVNEH

7:30
8:00
9:00
. 8:30
9 :00
9:00 - 9:45
·10:00 - 10:45
10:45 - 11:15
11:15 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:45
1:00 - 2:00
2:00 - 3:30
3:30
4:15
4:15 - 4:30
5:45
4:30
5:45 - 6:15
6:15 - 6:30
6:30 - 7:30
8:00
9:00

Reveille
Morning Service
Reveille for girls
Breakfast
But cabins in order
Inspection
Flag raising
Musaf Service
Sabbath lunch
Rest hour
Free swim
Juice
Discussion and walk
Wash-up
Flag lowering
Dinner
Oneg Shabbat

The activities· included in the six scheduled
periods per day consist of arts and crafts, tennis,
baseball, football or soccer, swimming~ studies, library,
volleyball, mahanayim (an Israeli form of dodgeball),
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archery, and basketball.

Of the 36 periods scheduled

/ during the normal 6 ' day week at this camp, formal studies
and classes account for 10 periods; use of library, 2
periods; arts and crafts, 4 periods; swimming, 1 period
a day for a total of 6 periods; 12 sports periods; and
2 periods set aside for the preparation of the Sabbath.
The schedule at the Hebrew camp Massad is quite
similar yet different in some important aspects.

The

general daily and Sabbath schedules are almost identical.
However, of the six activity periods at Massad, two of
them are devoted to instructional swimming or general
swimming or other waterfront activities.

Four periods

are therefore left for the other activities.
no formal studies or classes.

Massad has

It does, however, schedule

discussion sessions.
Of the 24 periods available for activity scheduling, 2 are devoted to discussion; 2 to arts and crafts;
16 to sports including mahanayim, tennis, volleyball,
baseball, punchball, soccer, dodgeball, basketball,
boxing, track and field and newcomb; 2 p_e riods are set
aside for a free choice of selected activities which
include art, choir, dance, scouting and instruction in
reading.from the Torah; and 2 per~ods .are reserved to
prepare for the Sabbath.

These activities are descrip-

tive of a cabin group in the elevbn to twelve age
grouping in camp.
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Daily schedules in Zionist camps vary and change
I

from year to year, depending mainly upon staff factors.
The schedule at Camp Galil, a member of the Habonim
Camping Association, for example, each summer depended
upon the number of Hebrew teachers available, as well as
how many counselors there were who could lead tsofiyut,
scouting or pioneering and how many had work skills and
could organize and lead real work projects.

The following

schedule is therefore a composite sample of a Galil
schedule of several years.
TABLE 37
DAILY TIME SCHEDULE
CAMP GALIL
7:15
7:25
7:30 - 8:00
8:00 - 8:10
8:10 - 8:40
8:45 - 9:45
9:50 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:20
12:30 - 1:00
1:00 - 2:00
2:00 - 3:00
3:00 - 4:00
4:00 - 4:15
4:15 - -5:15
5:15 - 6:00
6:00 - 6:10
6:10 - 6:50
7:00 - 8:00
8:00
8:30
9:45
10:00

Reveille
Calisthenics
Clean-up
Raising of flags
Breakfast
Work projects and/or tsofiyut
Hebrew or Sports ·
Hebrew or Sports
Singing--entire camp
Lunch
Rest hour
Interest groups
Sports and swimming
Milk
Sports and swimming
Free time & wash-up
Lowering of flags
Supper
Discussion groups
Free time or preparation for evening
program
.
Lights out~-10 to 12's
Lights out--remainder of camp
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During the summers when there were a sufficient
pumber of Hebrew teachers~ the entire camp studied Hebrew
at the same time.

Usually this does not happen and the

camp must be divided, with half the group studying and the
other half engaged in some other activity.

The same

applies to the avodah, work period, and tsofiyut, pioneering program.

Maintenance work around the camp generally

can make use of only half the campers and staff who are
assigned on a rotation basis according to a work committee.
If there are counselors who can lead work projects the
remaining half of camp will also work at these projects.
If not, tsofiyut is substituted.
each day.

The pattern is reversed

The class and sports pattern extends for a

week.
During the sports period, campers are generally
free to democratically decide on which ga~es to play.
The camp is relatively small, about 180 campers, and
facilities varied enough so that a number of sports can
be played at the same time, including baseball, basketball,, mahanayim, soccer, volleyball, football, track and
field, archery and instructional swim offered only in the
morning.

Between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. when the interest

groups meet, each camper is given the opportunity to make
a first, second and third choice, and is then assigned,
by lot, in accordance to space to either arts and crafts,
Israeli dance, modern dance and choreography, photography,
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sewing, orchestra, carpentry, nature and junior lifesaving.

These hugim vary each year, depending · on the

interests of the campers and the capabilities of the
staff.
The daily schedule of the Denominational/
Conservative camps are very similar to the sample schedule
of the Educational camp, with certain minor variations.
Camp Ramah in the Poconos, for example, schedules seven
activity periods during the day in contrast to the six
scheduled by Camp Yavneh.

During the morning hours, by

contracting the clean-up time and delaying lunch, Ramah
manages to schedule four periods, divided into units of
two.

The entire camp, campers and staff, including the

director and supervisors, are divided into two groups,
and each group studies for two of the four morning
periods.

The other two periods are devoted to sports.

During the three afternoon activity periods campers are
involved in a specialty program, a waterfront activity
or a land sport.

The camp also operates on a five day

schedule and some periods are arranged to meet three
days a week and some two days a week.

In this way the

camper has a broad variety of experiences.

He chooses

his activities after hearing the specialist describe
what he has to offer by way of skills and program in
the areas of the arts, nature, photography, pioneering,
etc., and the number of campers he will accept in any
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given group.

The campers make written first, second and

third choices and are assigned in accordance to their
first choice, if possible, or if not, their second or
third.

Since Wednesday has been set aside as the day-

off for all teachers and specialists, no specialty groups
meet on this day, and it becomes a day for Divisional
activities.

Hikes are usually scheduled for Wednesdays.

A skeleton staff is assigned to waterfront so that there
is always a lifeguard on duty.
The daily time schedule for Camp Harlam of ~.the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, a Denominational/
Reform camp in our study, follows the general pattern of
Center camps, but offers innovations which are of interest.
TABLE 38
DAILY TIME SCHEDULE
CAMP HARLAM
7:30
7:45 - 8:00
8:00 - 8:30
8:30 - 9:00
9:00
9:40
10:00-10:45
11:00-11:45
11:45-12:00
12:15- 1:30
1:30 - 2:30
2:45 - 3:30
3:45 - 4:30
4:45
5:30
5:30 - 6:15
6:15
6:30
6:30 - 7:15
7:30 - 9:00

Radio Wake-up
Flag raising & brief Service
Breakfast
Clean-up
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Relax--prepare for lunch
Lunch and general singing
Rest hour
Period 4
Period 5
Period 6
Free play
Flag lowering & brief Service
Supper
Evening program by unit
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The radio club at camp installed a communications
hook-up into all living quarters and has taken over the
responsibility of waking the camp, announcements and
music.

After the flag is raised each cabin group with

its counselor, or sometimes slightly larger units will
move off to a quiet spot for a short original service.
At flag lowering, the entire camp is involved in a sermonette by one of the rabbis on .a thought for the day.
The entire camp is organized into three units so
that during the three periods in the morning and the
three periods in the after~oon each unit is engaged, as
a whole, in some activity.

Two of the six_ periods of the

day are devoted to educational pursuits.

The study of

Hebrew, content subjects, discussions, activity projects
in connection with the camp theme are some of the concerns
of these two periods.

Of the remaining four, two are

devoted to the waterfront.

Every camper must have a

period of instructional swim and a period of general
swim.

The last two periods are athleti-cs or clubs.
There is no -question but that these daily

schedules serve as indicators of the values the camps
place on the various aspects of their program.

However,

caution must be exercised in passing full judgment on
the . overall program of a camp and particularly its Jewish·
component by solely evaluating the daily schedule.

There

are too many other factors which play a role that must
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be considered, even in the, area of programming.

The

/most obvious factor of course is not the quantitative
use of time but its qualitative benefits.

The value

judgments projected by this study have consistently
reflected the universal and Jewish goals and objectives .
of Jewish camping proposed by the writer in Chapter I.
A recapitulation of the universal goals is in order at
this point since the content of the daily schedules will
first be commented upon in light . of tnese stated goals.
Universal and General Goals of Camping
1.

To develop the skills and capacities that
make for competent citizenship in a
democratic society.
·

2.

To cultivate independence, interdependence,
self-confidence and become self-responsible,
cooperative, and socially well oriented human
beings.

3.

To acquire the physical skills and habits
needed for efficient, healthful living.

4.

To develop the character traits that make for
good personal adjustments in life--the achieving
of constructive social attitudes.

5.

To develop critical-mindedness as a basis for
judging and evaluation.

6.

To develop cultural appreciations and advance
aesthetic experiences.

7.

To gain a knowledge of the physical world
and man's relationship . to it.

8.

To develop a capacity for the wholesome use
of leisure time.

9.

To explore vocational interests.
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The following comments on the general camping
activities of the daily schedule will be limited to those
areas which have not been dealt with at any length in
other portions of this study or which need some further
elucidation.

For example, we have already discussed the

dining hall and meal~ime in the sections on physical
plant, kitchen personnel, campers and staff.
(1)

Reveille.--Modern electronics have reached

most of the camps.

Public address systems are used not

only to wake the camp, but for interminable announcements
,

throughout the day.

Depending on the closeness of neigh-

bors and the acoustics of the location, the loudspeaker
may be used for the playing of music, bugle calls or even
news broadcasts.

Martial music is sometimes used to wake

the camp; in Jewishly oriented camps, Israeli records
are played.

Being awakened to the traditional bugle calls

seems to be becoming less and less of a practice.
Reveille on the Sabbath in most Private, Federation, Center, and Philanthropic camps is no different
than for the other days of the week, except for a · later
rising time, in some instances.

One Center camp reports,

"Reveille an hour later--without using the blast of the
· P.A. system.

Selected campers walk~d from tent to tent,

and from cabin to cabin, saying 'Shabbat Shalom, everybody up,' a real personal touch. 112

Camps guided by

2Ben Saxe, "Programs and Practices to Achieve
the Purposes and Objectives of the Jewish Communal
,
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tradition do not use the loud~speakers on principle on the
Sabbath, and wake up the campers individually.

Habonim

· camps do not · have reveille at all on the Sabbath--campers
arise individually and proceed to the dining hall to take
their own breakfast up to 9:30 a.m.

(2)

Calisthenics.--A number of camps, Yavneh and

Galil among the ·examples, give the campers ten minutes to
get out of bed, dress quickly, and then have them leave
the cabin and assemble ~sually in Divisions, for morning
exercises.

Simple light gymnastics or running around the

field serves to fully awaken the camper, and may over a
prolonged period actually add to his muscular growth.
Most camps that utilize this practice instituted it as
a technique to speed . the getting-up process.

The daily

camp program offers suf'ficient opportunity for exercise.

(3)

Line-up.--This phrase appeared in the schedule

of the Yiddish camp and is still employed in a small number
of camps.

In this particular camp, campers must group

themselves in front of their cabin, form a line and, accompanied by their counselor, proceed to the scheduled activity.

This formalism is frowned on by most camps where

groups move to activities as groups, but in an informal
non-structured mar.:11er.

(4)

Flag raisingT-lowering.--To the best of my

knowledge all of the camps have flagpoles and exhibit
Camp." A paper presented at the Conference of Full-time
Executives of Jewish Community Camps, January 1967 (mimeographed), p. 4.
,
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the American flag.

A very, small percentage of the

I

!camps fly the Jewis_h or Israeli flag as well.

Many do

not have such a flag at the camp, and view it as the flag
of a "foreign" country.

Even accepting such a designa-

tion of a flag which was the symbol of the Jewish people
long before the . establishment of the state of Israel,
the United States government code of practice with regard
to the display of flags and banners permits for the
appearance of both the American flag and a Jewish flag,
if desired by the camp.

On a single flag pole, the

American flag must be on the top; when flags are displayed
side by side, the American flag is on the right, as one
faces the flagpole. ,
Except for the Zionist camps which display both
flags, al though one Zionist camp reports it flies .t he
Jewish flag only on the Sabbath, the vast majority of
camps in the other categories generally do not fly this
flag.

Two of the Yiddish camps report that they do;

the Hebrew camp does, several of the Educational camps
do, the Denominational/Conservative usually do, the
Conservative/Reform usually do not.

Some camps report

that they fly the Jewish flag on Jewish holidays or if
the camp is visited by Israelis.

Nany camps report that

the flag is permanently displayed in either the dining
hall or the recreation hall.
When this question was posed in the interviews,
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it was one of the few that elicited strong emotional
frespon~es.

Hidden resentments and insecurities came to

the surface.

Evidence of the fact that a number of the

directors had not yet made peace with the reality of
Israel in their lives arose from the question, "Does
the camp fly a Jewish flag?"
Not all camps that fly flags have flag raising
and lowering ceremonies.

For example, no such ceremony

appears in the daily schedule of Camp Ramah which flies
both flags.

Someone si.ITiply raises and lowers the flag

unobtrusively.

In most other camps, this ceremony takes

place every morning before breakfast and every evening
before supper.
like procedure.

It may be an elaborate, precise, militaryIn large camps, this is usually con-

ducted alo.n g Divisional lines; in small and medium sized
camps, the entire camp parti.cipates.

Groups of campers

and their counselors are assigned pre-determined positions,
assemble in straight lines, come to attention, may salute,
or stand in silence listening to the bugle call, or

sing the anthem as the flag goes up or down.

Most

camps impress upon all the participants the fact that
slouching, yelling or horseplay is disrespectful to the
flag, and demand and usually receive compliance.

Cabins

are chosen on a rotation schedule to take charge and
pick the individuals who will personally handle the
flags.

Raising or lowering the flag is treated as a
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task of honor in some camps, and campers vie for the
I

privilege.
So::ne camps have reported some serious problems
in c m··.::ic.: ~tion with the flag, additional evidence of the
incursion of campus radicaljsm in some of th.e camps.
Flags have be en burnt or defaced, and camp aQ.ministration
has had to deal with these OC (i'J.rrences and the effects of
impressionable young minds.

The role of symbols and

symbolism in the life of a nation and its citizenry is
most certainly subject for study and discussion.

The

one instance of flag defacement the writer encountered
at a camp was in connection with an anti-Viet Nam demonstration, and was very poorly handled by the staff, some
of whom were quite sympathetic to the act, most of whom
were too immature to comprehend the ramifications of this
act of defiance in the minds of the campers.
A number of camps in addition to raising the
American flag will also raise a camp flag or a Divisional
banner.

(5)

Clean-up of bunks and general camp

cleanliness.--Cleanliness and good housekeeping are paramount for the health, appearance and moraJe of a camp.
Standards should be set, taught, and implemented on the
basis of expected performance related to a standard of
living.
Some cam~s schedule daily inspections of cabins
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as do the Private, Yiddish and Educational camps among
our sample daily schedule examples.

Other camps, par- ·

ticularly those guided by group work method, take another
approach.
Campers feel our concern as we struggle to
set acceptable standards. The message we try
t6 bring is neither that clean-up is fun nor
that it will be rewarded by gold stars or points,
but rather that there are jobs which have to be
done if we are to live with certain standards.3
Intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation is a
fundamental value in education, and the camps that educate
toward cleanliness without resorting to either rewards
or punishment, except the self-satisfying feeling of
accomplishment, are performing a more credible educational job.
In most camps the cabin group organizes itself
for housekeeping purposes.

While each camper makes his

own bed and sweeps under it and around his own little
area, some type of rotation system is used for the
final sweeping of the entire bunk, the emptying of
waste baskets, the policing of grounds, etc.

Some cabin

groups, with proper leadership, undertake bunk improvement projects like making curtains, additional shelves,
planting flowers around the bunk, making a sign with the
bunk name, making a bunk bulletin board, etc.

It becomes

redundant to always note that it is the counselor who

3staff Guide, Stirprise Lake C[mp, 1968 (mimeographed), p. 5.
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must lead the way.

If he pitches in, works with the group

and guides the suggestions along acceptable lines--if he
serves as an example of cleanliness by the way he keeps
his own bed, shelves and cubby, by his always picking up
papers as he walks across the fields and depositing them
•

in waste baskets--his campers will follow suit.
Most of the camps use maintenance and caretaking
staff for general camp clean-up.

The Zionist camps,

many of whom follow the principle of avodah atsmit,
ae~f-labor, believe that involving the campers as well as
staff in c_a ring for the total community is essential,
if the member of the community is to really appreciate
the functioning of a society and the role of each
individual in it.

Learning the 'importance of the most

menial tasks is a lesson worth experiencing and even the
dirtiest jobs must be approached responsibly.

Under this

system, the camper gains an insight and appreciation of
the contributions hundreds of thousands .of human beings
1

are making to general society, working on a social strata

far removed from the smug middle-class existence of most
of the children who attend all the camps.

The level of

cleanliness may not be as high in these camps as in the
camps where professional cleaners do the jobs, but the
.morale and esprit de corps is generally higher.
A large ~umber of the camps take special pains
in preparing for the Sabbath and in personal and camp
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cleanliness as part of_the process.

As we have seen, ·

the daily schedules of the Yiddish, Educational, De- :
nominational and Hebrew camp set aside activity periods
on Friday afternoon for special clean-up.

The same is

true orthe Zionist camps and for selected camps in the
other cat egories.
At · Camp Galil, beds are taken out of the bunks on
Friday morning, the only day of the week this happens,
to be aired and to pe:rmit the cabins to be thoroughly
swept and washed.

Laundry is returned to camp late

Thursday and distributed on Friday so that bed sheets
will be changed for the Sabbath.

After breakfast, the

dining room crew of campers removes all the tables and
benches fro m the room, +unch is served picnic style outof~doors, ~nd during the afternoon avodah periods, the
dining hall is scrubbed and shined.

The entire afternoon

after rest hour is devoted to cleaning the entire camp,
every public building, every cabin, and finally, every
person.

The entire camp community is mobilized for this

effort and each person is assigned a task by the ·camperstaff Work Committee.
A camper can become very dirty at the end of a
normal· day at camp.

No amount of ~wimming can substitute

for soapy showers.

Most camps establish a shower schedule

to assure each camper at least one shower a day.

Super-

vision is very necessary during this time, especially

,
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for younger campers.

Camps with central shower facilities

are somewhat more successful in luring recalcitrant boys
to the terrors of hot water and ~oap.
is. a socialization point.

The shower house

There is usually less difficulty

with girls, but they too require .supervision and the
teaching of good grooming habits.

Girls in most camps

put away their make-up kits, except for special occasions.
Hair curlers and hair washing is another matter.

Some

camps forbid the use of cosmetics.
(6)

Rest hour and free time.--All camps schedule

a rest hour immediately following lunch.
for unwinding, relaxing and even napping.

This is a time
Some camps

require the campers to lie prone on their beds for the
hour; others restrict the campers to their cabins but
permit the playing of quiet games, letter writing, story
telling, listening to quiet music or holding discussions.
Still other camps permit campers to rest outside of the
cabins, usually under shade trees in th~ area.

One

camp allows the camper to visit the library during this
time, or participate in campe.r committee . .meetings. · No
camp permits active pursuits.
In any case, campers and staff are taught consideration for the resting needs of their peers and
bunk-mates.
Free time is variously interp~eted by camps.

In

some camps it simply refers to unscheduled time with no
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specific assignment rostered for a cabin group.

It is

I expected that the cabin group will remain together as

1

an entity during this period, but may choose to do as it
pleases within certain strictures under supervision.
In other camps, free time is more loosely viewed
and is individualized.

The camper has the free choice,

not merely the cabin group.

The individual is free to

do what he likes without direct supervision, except as
he chooses activities which have. their own supervisory
personnel.

The camper may read, write a letter, take a

walk around a prescribed area, have a catch with a
friend, go to the crafts shop to work on his project,
practice his instrument, etc.

It is a time for informal

socialization and co-eff activities.
F~ee time is ofttimes used for staff meetings or
staff training, since less staff is required to circulate
during times of unscheduled activities.

Various camp

committees also use this time for planning.

(7)

Sick call and health care.--All camps are

concerned with the health of every camper and member of
staff.

Each camp tries to provide the best health . and

medical services.

Most succeed very well; some have

varying difficulties.

We have allµ ded to some of the

considerations when we discussed the infirmary building
:,-

in the chapter about the physical facilities of the
camps.
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The- American Camping Association does not
/ require camps to employ a physician.

It does require

either "a licensed physician and/or a Registered Nurse
acc_r edi ted to practice in the state in which the camp is
located. 114

However, in the absence of a resident

physician, camps must make arrangements in writing with
a nearby licensed doctor to be on call.
The large camps generally have full medical
staffs. ·· Doctors receive approximately $1000 and Nurses
about $550.

As noted elsewhere, doctors are scarce,

are usually young men who have just completed their
residence and have not yet set up a practice, or are
parents of campers who are willing to take their vacation
at camp.
Aqcording to Graenum Berger, consultant on
camping to the Federation camps of New York City,
Nurses are almost impossible to obtain and
camps are now resorting to older women, occasionally
married :_women with accommodations for their entire
family, part-time nurses obtained for the day from
neighboring communities and finally several different nurses · or occasionally doctors to fill out
the season.
Whatever the medical facility, it is the
counselor who is first held responsible for observing
the health of his campers.

In Private -camps, and some

:Organizational camps as well, elaborate forms must be
4 standards Re ort for the Accreditation of
Organized Camps Martinsville, Ind.: American Camping
Association, 1966), p. 37.
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completed by the counselor attesting to the normal bodily
functions of the campers in his charge.

The writer has

seen a form which requires the counselor to list every
bowel movement.

Most camps are not so meticulous about

health record keeping and merely alert the counselor
to scan each camper at rising, breakfast, clean-up, etc.,
for signs of ailment or injury.

If signs are found, or

if the camper complains, he is to be accompanied to the
infirmary during scheduled sick calls, or taken to the
infirmary at any other time if the condition seems to
warrant immediate action.
Most camps provide the staff, usually in the
manual, with information about the most common symptoms
and procedures to follow.

For example, counselors are

admonished never to administer medicine to a camper and
to remove all medications found in the cabin to the
infirmary, well labelled; or to report any first-aid
given to the infirmary; or to look for eneuresis during
the first week at camp by casually but. carefully examining
the sheets.

This information is usually passed on to the

night patrol, who then "taps" the offender and assists
him in going to the lavatory.
Another camp reports,

We have a resident physician on call and a
staff of three Registered Nurses. Regular sick
call is scheduled after breakfast and after
dinner at each camp clinic. A Camp Nurse is in

--
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I

residence at each camp; the Resident Physician
is on call throughout the day and night in emergencies, but attends one sick call a day in each
Camp. If he decides a camper should be isolated
or needs infirmary treatment on an in-patient
basis, the counselor will be asked to get him to
the Infirmary. The Division supervisor will
facilitate this transfer. The counselor must be
sure to take along the bed-clothes, robe, slippers,
towel and toilet articles, etc. of the camper. It
is part of the consideration all decent human beings
feel to want to visit those close to us when they
are ill and away from the grou~. CRmpers can't,
but counselors can and should.?
(8)

Milk call.--Almost all camps set aside

a fifteen minute period during the afternoon to distribute
milk and cookies to the campers and staff.
a pleasant, restful interlude.

It is usually

Since most camps and

usually all camps observing Kashrut serve dairy lunches,
milk is served every day except on the Sabbath when
juices are substituted, since the lunch is frequently
a meat meal.

(9)

Mail call and letter writing.--Helping the

camper to develop a sense of responsibility in communicating regularly with their family and friends while
they are away from home is yet another aspect of the
growth process.

A letter is the primary tie to home for

the homesick camper or for the worried parent.

Here, too,

it is the counselor who must supervise the letter writing,
seeing to it that each camper writes home at least three
times a week.

Counselors are usually instructed to

5staff Manual, Philadelphia JYC Camps (mimeo.
graphed), p. 21.
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assist campers, especially the younger ones, in composing
interesting and informative letters.
Some camps require that charts be kept with a
record of out-going and in-coming mail to each camper.
Other camps make the posting of a letter mandatory before
entering the dining hall on "letter days." . Some campers
send letters but not to parents, and counselors must then
check all mail for correct and legible addresses.
Camps that print their own picture-post cards
frequently supply each camp~r with the first card to
send horn on the day of arrival to report tha_t all is
well.
There are some camps that encourage counselors
to write to parents of campers.

However, in a number

of instances I found that the counselor is asked to discuss the contents with his supervisor.

All camps deny

any censorship of mail; but some camp directors make
it a practice to read out-going post-cards to get a
feel of camper sentiment.

In no case .do I know of a

card being withheld.
In-coming mail is generally distributed during
rest hour unless it arrives at camp too late for such
distribution.
(10)

"Taps" and Curfew.--Children of different

ages require different amounts of sleep, but all campers
need a sufficient amount of good, undisturbed rest.

,
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Most camps e ndeavor to make the bedtime period ·one
which is quieting and restful for both campers and
staff.
· There are certain mitigating factors which affect
this endeavor, primarily the nature of the just-completed
evening program.

In many instances, camps schedule

evening programs which include a great deal of physical
activity on the peculiar theory that this activity will
finally exhaust the child and assure him a good night's
rest.

Frequently, the revers occurs and a considerable

amount of time is required for the camper to unwind and
relax after such stimulation.

Story-telling is another

technique often used, but camps have discovered the
need for supervising and controlling even this simple
activity,_since all too frequently immature counselors
tend to further excite their charges with exciting
ghost or horror stories.

Parenthetically, it might be

noted that this story-telling period offers an excellent
opportunity for the telling or the reading of interesting
stories with Jewish content.
Calmness and firmness is the key to the bedtime
procedures when campers must be prodded to perform needed
cleaning up and prepare :.for bed.
Most large camps, where the Divisions are
physically separated from each other, are able to stagger
more easily the bedtime of the camper according to age

,
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status.

This is more difficult to accomplish in the

/ smaller camps where the noise of the intermediate and
senior campers reaches the youngest campers and the whole ·
camp rarely settles down until the oldest are actually
asleep.
Every boy or girl at all ages needs a personal
good-night, no matter how he behaved during the day.
The moments before sleep are lonely ones for many
children when homesickness becomes more of a factor. ·
It is imperative, therefore, that the counselor of each
cabin be present with his group until the youngsters
begin dozing and, in fact, until all the children are
asleep.
Most camps also set definite bedtimes and curfews
for staff as well, and generally provide a system of checkin and bed-check to be sure that these rules are complied
with.

Eleven p.m. to midnight ·is the general practice;

l a.m. for Friday and Saturday evenings. 'Most camps
also permit cournelorsnot on night patrol duty to leave
the camp premises.

Many members of staff bring their

cars wi~h them to camp.

These cars generally must be

registered with the central office and par~ed in a
specified location.

Any counselorp leaving the camp

must also report this fact to his p~oper supervisor
and also report the names of other members of staff
accompanying him in his car.
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As already described, staff canteens, lounges and
lodges are provided in most camps and staff is encouraged
to remai,n in camp to participate in any staff programs
which may have been planned.

(11) Night Patrol Procedures and Camp Security.-Most camps provide for some kind of night patrol _procedure •
.The primary purpose of the night patrol is to maintain
quiet in the Divisions and to assure the health and
safety of every camper.

In decentralized camps, the

pa~rol generally consists of one or two counselors from
each Division on a rotating schedule drawn up by the
Division Heads ·who act as Divisional "Officers of the
Day" . (note the Army terms).

The Head Counselors, the

·Division Heads and the Specialists usually take turns in
serving as the chief O.D.

A partial list of duties of

the Divisional O.D. 'swill be helpful in understanding
the nature of this responsibility.
1.

Counselors
personally
understood
bunk until

are to remain in cabins until
relieved by the O.D., it being
that no counselor may leave his
all the campers are quiet~

2.

Divisional O.D. 's must make rounds of every
bunk or tent in the Division at least once
every twenty minutes.

3.

All beds must be checked to ascertain that
campers are properly protected from falling
out of bed and have adequate covering.
Second blankets _are to be placed on the
camper if the weather turns cold. Windows
andlor shutters are to be closed if it begins
raining.

.
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4.

Children with eneuresis are to be assisted
in going to t n e lavatory.

5.

Any illness or unaccounted absence must be
immediately reported to the chief O.D.

6.

The Divisional O.D. is not relieved of duty
until ever:; counselor in the Division has
returned aLd gone to bed.

7.

When all t ~e buM s are covered, the Divisional
O.D.shoulc. report this fact to the chief O.D.
and return to his own quarters.

The chief O.D. then has the responsibility to
.make whatever judgme~ts are necessary in the case of
em~rgencies or irregule.rities and either communicate · with
the final authority, t ~e Camp Director, or handle the
matter himself.

In s02e camps, once the night patrol

of staff is completed, members of the caretaking staff
go on duty to continue patrolling the entire camp for
the remainder of the night.

Elaborate security systems

have been installed in a number of camps, including
night watchman stations with time clocks where the men
on patrol,must check i ~ at pre-determined locations in
accordance with a regular scnedule.

Camps fortunate

enough to have a single entrance road or at most · a few
entrance roads generally fence them, and these are
locked after curfew. 6
6While visiting one camp,

I

was unfortunately
not aware of this pheno~enon and when I arose at 6 a.m.,
intending to le~ve the camp· to visit a neighboring institution, I found myself unable to go through the gate
and had to wait until 7:30 before the gates were unlocked.
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tn some of the Zi9nist camps, more so in earlier
years than at present, a system 6f shemirah was a vital
part of the overall ~ducational program.

Since these

camps try to simulate Israeli settlements in as much
detail as possible, included were the night patrols
necessary particularly along the border settlements.
The entire night was usually divided into three "watches"
and members of the leade~ship training group and staff
were assigned this duty.

However, in addition to

~requent periodic patrols of the entire camp area, each
"watch" was given specific . tasks to do which could be
more easily performed during the night.
.

For example,

.

one "watch washed the kitchen floor, another set the
tables for breakfast,etc.
S~curity is becoming more and more of a concern
to camps, and all staff is usually alerted to be sensitive
to the presence of strangers and to report any unusual
persons or happenings immediately to the Camp Director.
Mos_t camps make i _t a point to establish good relations
and a system of communication between the camp and local
police and fire departments.

I have visited camps where

the local Chief of Police or Volunteer Fire Department
was invited to camp to lecture to ~taff and campers
about security and fire prevention techniques.
Internal security is also a problem in some camps
where incidents of petty thievery occur.

If they involve
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hired non-educational staff, the employee is generally
summarily dismissed.

If the incidents involve children

or staff, they become matters for a group work process.
b.

(l)

Miscellaneous Activities .and Additional
Rules and Regulations
Inter-camp activities.--On the one hand,

many camps, particularly the sports-centered Private
camps, have established relationships with each other
designed primarily for inter-camp sports competitions.
A rather complex schedule of "at-home" and "away" games
are scheduled with all .the attendant excitement, including
camp cheers and songs and signs and audience.

On the

other hand, one of the amazing factors that was revealed
at the first Annual Conference on Camping held in
January, ~969 was the utter lack of knowledge and communication camps had about each other, even when they
were physically located short miles apart.

There are

areas around Tannersville, Pennsylvania or Liberty, New
York or Rhinebeck, New York where literally tens of
camps are located, few
of the others.

of whom are aware of the ·existence

A concertPd effort to initiate a program

of inter-camp visitations is one of the objectives of
the Annual Conference on Camping a~d during the past
two years, some efforts have been made in this direction.
Communication between some camps in our study
and especially between camps in a particular category
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are more frequent when dtstance permits.

The Zionist

camps in the New York area have, for example, instituted
an annual Maccabiah usually held -at the Young Judaea
Camp in Barryville, New York which has the best
facilities.

Ten or twelve camps representing the various

Zionist Youth Movements meet for a day of combined
sports competition and cultural interchange.

Among

the three Habonim camps on the Eas~ern Seaboard, a threed~y Maccabiah has been taking place for the past twelve
to fifteen years.

The Camp at Annapolis and the camp

in New York State send their youngest and intermediate
age campers to Galil in Pennsylvania and all three
camps combine their Senior Division campers who participate in a concurrent three-day combination Hike and ·
Jamboree •. These Maccabiot began with a greater emphasis
on sports and have evolved to programming which includes
a requirement that each camp present a play in Hebrew and

a program of song and dance.

It is one of the cultural

~

highlights of the season in all three camps.
More important than having similar camps relate
to each other during the summer is the need for the
different varieties of Jewish camps to meet and understand each other more fully.

Nothing better explains

the ideology or theory of either a Youth Movement or
an organization than observing the tangible manifestation of their theory in action in a camp setting.

The
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Center and Federation camps which are located almost

I
/ within walking .distance from the Hebrew camp or the
Denominational/Conservative camp which is within walking
distance of one of the largest Center camps would learn
a great deal from each other and about each other by
visiting their respective camps.
(2)

Out-of~Camp Activities.--A major criticism

that can be leveled against a large number of the camps
in our study relates to the fact that they resort to too
map.y out of camp activities.

Children are "bussed," they

do not even walk, to a large variety of "city activities."
Camps take the children bowling, roller-skating, to movies
in villages, or drive-in theatres, for ice cream treats
at roadside stands, and the like.

These camps have

eyidently .lost the knack of making full use of the natural
camp environment and traditional camp program to satisfactorily occupy the interest and attention of their
campers.

It is also a commentary about the location of

some of our camps which are too close to civilization
and too tempted to make use of these superficial recreational opportunities.
This is not to suggest for a moment that out-ofcamp activities are completely taboo.

On the contrary,

certain types of activities should be a part and parcel
of every good camp program, including overnight hikes,
boating and canoeing trips, planning visits to places
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of historical or cultural interest in the immediate
vicinity of the camp, and inter-camp activities of a
positive character.
Some camps have established arrangements with
State Parks in the area to make use of their natural
environm·e nt and facilities for good camping purposes.
This is being done •particularly by those camps which
do not have sufficient acreage to allow for adequate
pioneering programs within their own property.

On

the other hand, I visited one camp where the children
never leave the camp grounds; even over-night camping
is done on the premises with campers leaving the cabin
area before dinner on one day and returning to their
activities after breakfast the following day.

This

occurs i~ a camp which is in the middle of one of the
most magnificent physical settings in Northern Pennsylvania!
To accommodate themselves to this out-of- .
camp programming, many camps have had to invest in
elaborate systems of bus and truck tran~portation.

In

most instances, buses are hired but in more and more
cases, camps are purchasing their own vehicles.

In

some instances, they are improperly and illegally using
trucks to transport children and staff, and during the
summer of 1969, for example, an accident occurred to a
group of children in a Zionist camp who were being
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transported to an out-of-camp activity by a truck which
overturned and seriously injured many of the occupants.
Much of the out-of-camp activity is yet another
manifestation of the inadequacy of staff, since planning
and implementing evening programs is a major responsibility
of proper leadership.

By taking children out of camp,

the Director is really taking the "easy" way out.

(3) Hazing, Raids and Discipline~--Hazing and
raids at one time were standard traditions at most
c~ps, just as they were at colleges; but camps,
sensitive to the fe.e lings and emotions of their
children, discovered that "frenching" beds and similar
types of activities usually end up by humiliating or
belittling and in some psychological way hurting a human
being.
While this type of activity is in general disappearing from most of the better camps, it can still be
found ;i..n those camps where s_taff is not understanding
enough or mature- enough to recognize the disadvantages
of such activities as opposed to the momentary hilarity
it brings to the perpetrators.

In many camps such

activities are completely rejected and avoided.

These

camps have discovered that far more creative and friendly
things can be done with normal youthful spirit, and that
childish energy can usually be channeled into _good fun
and sportsmanship.
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While "raids" may, a.lso fall into the same category
in that children can sometimes be physically as well as
emotionally affected and their property physically
tampered with or even destroyed, camps have been more
lenient and permissive in this area.

Conditions are

usually made which in effect frequently remove some of
the "fun" from the activity.

A raid traditionally

took place in the middle of the night when a group of
c,ampers or an entire cabin group quietly and surreptitiously "visited" another cabin and in some way played
a "trick."

The "trick" may have been quite innocent.

like removing all shoes from the cabin, thus causing
wild commotion the following morning.

Sometimes the

sleeping campers' faces were marked with paint which
frequently rubbed off on sheets and bedclothing.

To

avoid raids which were in any way destructive and yet
try to keep the "spirit of adventure" and middle-ofthe-night excitement they engender, the campers are
usually required _to seek permission for a raid and
describe exactly what they intend to do._ Once permission
is granted, the raids are then coordinated.

The writer

recalls one wild night at camp when every cabin group
received separate permission to r~id without any group
knowing about any other, and all of them meeting in the
middle of the field at exactly the same time at 3 a.m.
The problem of discipline in camp is much more
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serious and, of course, . pervades every activity and
program.

The theory of discipline depends upon a

basic understanding and appreciation of human psychology
and of the value of each human being.

The goal is self-

limitation or self-discipline rather than discipline
by authority.
The counselor, for example, is not only a substitute father and mother to the camper but becomes
his ideal and is frequently placed on a pedestal by
-the camper.

This places a heavy responsibility on a

young and relatively immature individual of nineteen
years of age.

He must learn not to play . favorites, to

have special '~pets" or to vent his spleen on the child
who does not respond to his every wish or direction.
"Keeping.one's cool" is a watchword, and remembering
at all times that one cannot expect adult behavior from
children is essential.

Most camps make it very clear,

either in the actual contract or in the staff manual, ·
that "a staff member is never to hit a child no matter
what the provocation."

11 F2ilure to comply to this rule

can -l ead to immediate dismissa1. 117
Other limitations are placed upon so-called
disciplinary actions available to • the counselor.

For

example, .counselors may not "dock" children from food,

p:.

7staff Manual, Camp B'nai B'rith, op. cit.,
B-10.
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including desserts.

This was a vile practice in previous

years and some vestiges of it are still to be found
where a camper is denied a food .treat as a means of
punishment.

Docking _of waterfront privileges are also

beyond the scope of the counselor and only waterfront
personnel may remove the child from the water for an
infraction of water safety rules.

In some camps,

campers may be denied canteen privileges but only if the
discipline problem is in connection with canteen violations.
To really understand the campers and appreciate
their individual differences and understand the reason
for the camper's behavior, ·the counselor must establish
a close rapport with the child in order to help him help
himself.

Humiliating the child or encouraging others

to do so only damages the ego of this human being who
has already shown he needs help by his anti-social
behavior.

Protecting the self-respect .of every individual

is essential and therefore one should not discipline or
embarrass a child in the presence of his peer group.
It takes a great deal of patience and time and effort
to really communicate with a child and to convince him
that you disapprove of his action~ but still like him as
a person.
I have found that camps which. are operated
autocratically from the top are generally authoritarian
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in matters of discipline , all along the line.

A demo-

cratically operated ca.mp creates an environment and milieu
which affects the behavioral patterns of every member

of the community and naturally affects the more human

treatment of behavioral problems and discipline.
The complexities of discipline are still another
example of the great need for mature leadership in
camp and for supervisors who have the time and ability
to guide young counselors.
(4)

Rules and Regulations.-- Strictly Forbidden:

In all camps to the best of my knowledge, there are
certain practices strictly forbidden to both campers
and staff which the camp will not tolerate and which
may lead to a recommendation of dismissal on the part
of staff .or sending a child home, in the case of a
camper, for the infraction of these rules.

Included

are such items as alcoholic beverages on camp property
including beer, drunkenness, fire works, firearms or
weapons of any kind, gambling, necking in divisional
areas, co-ed bunk visitation by camper or staff, ,
curfew violations and disturbing the camp after "taps"
and ~uring campers' sleeping hours.
This list is by no means exhaustive and other
restrictions may be added.

In recent years, the use

of drugs and L.S.D. has become more widespread and it
. is now a "strictly forb:i,dden" regulation of all camps.

,,,,
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Whereas camps generally list gambling as a
restriction some camps do permit card playing.

Other

camps do not even permit card playing on the theory
that leisure time can be put to better use.

"Hitting

a camper" has already been noted as a strictly forbidden act.
Smoking__~--In general, most camps permit smoking
by members of staff, but restrict -the pra ctice to the

out-of-doors.

Th.i.s :1.s generally presented as a part

of fire regulations, rather than as a value judgment on
smoking itself, or its e1fect on the campers.

Since

most buildings in a camp are of wooden or canvass construction, they are potential fire hazards unless great
care is exercised.

Even in the out-of-doors, smokers

are admo~ished to extinguish matches and cigarettes
carefully and to field strip the remains.

A dry spell

makes every open field a potential fire hazard as well.
In some camps, senior campers in the teenage
camp or C.I.T. programs usually aged sixteen or over may
be permitted to smoke if written permission is provided
by the parents.

Most camps try to discourage smoking

even when permission is granted and in any case absolutely
forbid it for junior campers.

I was present at a camp

when three teenage girls, ages fourteen and fifteen,
were sent home because they were found smoking by a
Supervisor.

,
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Phone Calls.--Mo 9 t camps insist that campers
communicate with their families by mail and generally
discourage the use of the telephone which interferes with
program.

This makes a great deal of sense since all

it usually takes to further complicate the problems of
a homesick child is to hear the parent's voice and
appeal through a barrage of tears for whatever is being
requested.

Many children who are homesick and exaggerate

the simplest problems they encounter at camp yearn to
g~t at the telephone.

Consequently most camps pro-

hibited calls to and fro~ campers except in the case of
a real emergency, and even then the camper calls must
be made through a top Supervisor intermediaryT-in many
instances, the Camp Director himself.

Incoming calls

for campers are always handled by the office switchboard
where· a message is taken, to be delivered to the Camp
Director.

In no case is a camper excused from an

activity to receive a telephone call.

The Camp Director

determines whether or not the child should he permitted
to return the call under supervision, or may decide to
call the parent himself to personally follow up the
problem.

The basic principle almost universally followed

is to keep a buffer between any vocal communication
between parent and child.
Counselors may make calls on time off only, and
must usually use the public telephones that are available

,.
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at camp.
/

Most camps will
,. not call counselors to the

'phone during regular programming, but will take
messages and forward them to the individual involved.
Gratuities and Tips.--There is much more
variety in this area than in most of the others we have
just discussed.
There are a number of camps which prohibit staff
from accepting gratuities or tips of any sort and make
this rule a condition of contract.

Some camps permit

gratuities but do not permit staff members to accept
them directly from parents.

The Camp B'nai B'rith
~

contract, for example, has the following clause:
In connection with our Gratuity Policy: we
ask you not to accept gratuities directly from
parents. A Gratuity Fund is established, to
which parents contribute. This money is then
equitably divided among the camp staff by the
Camp . Director. Counselors accepting tips
directly from parents of children will be
subject to immediate discharge.
One of the Yiddish camps includes under the
heading "General Information" in its manual the following paragraph--"·Never speak to campers about 'tips'
. for yourself or others.

This rightly aggravates

parents so much that they lose confidence in the counselor and it creates a hostile attitude toward the
camp."
In my questionnaire, this camp indicated that
members of staff as individuals were permitted to
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accept gratuities.
In some of t ·he Private camps where tips are
permitted, the "Kitty" is usually restricted to the
·cabin staff, sometimes including the junior counselor
· or the C.I.T. assigned to the bunk.
Among the Zionist camps and the Denominational/
Conservative camps, gratuities are absolutely forbidden.

In some instances, pa rents who wish to express

their satisfaction are sometimes guided toward contributing to a special camp fund in honor of the member
of the staff they wish to acknowledge.

For example, at .

Camp Galil the Library Fund is used for this purpose.
As I indicated in our discussion of the division
of the summer into camping "trips," there are a number
of camps in our study where parents never meet the
staff.

When children are sent to camp for two or three

week periods, the parent generally delivers the child
to a depot in the city and picks him up three weeks later
.,

at the same depot.

Consequently, there is really no

opportunity for the passing of a direct gift.

Also,

these are usually the very camps serving low income
families where gratuities of any sort would be rare
because of the economics of the famil.y income.
The question of gratuities sometimes plays a
role in the minds of staff in their selection of a
camp in which to work.

High priced camps involved with
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children fro~ upper midd ~e class, well-to-do families
in addition to salary can provide $100 to $200 to a
counselor through tips.

Camp Massad views tips for

camper-~-rai ters ( Toranim) as rebates toward the fees
they are required to pay the camp.

The camp that

forbids gratuities does so not because it wishes to
deprive the staff member of !!just remuneration," but,
on the contrary, because the camp wishes to protect the
dignity and self-image of the individual by not subjecting him to degradation implied by a monetary gratuity
for eit~er having done a _job over and beyond the norm,
or not--or having a parent place a value _judgment on
his value to the child in the tokenism of the gift.
Aside from equitable salary and proper benefits, a welloriented .and motivated member of staff should find his
greatest remuneration in the satisfaction he gets in
having touched the lives of children.
c.

Activity Periods and Evening Programs

In the discussion related to Specialist~ in
Chapter VI, it was noted that camps reported more than
twenty-five different categories of Specialists.
Activity periods were further described and commented
upon in various other sections of the study, including
the early part _of this Chapter when the study dealt
with the daily time schedules.
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It is not my in~ent, nor is it a purpose of
this study, to review each activity and judge the
qualitative aspects of each activity in every camp.
However, there are s~veral major areas of activity
programming found in almost all camps which do require
some additional comment, as well as some areas which
have not as yet been discussed at all.
Basic activity programming in camps has
probably changed very little since the first camps were
organized in the early part of the twentieth century.
Waterfront activities were at that time the most
popular and remains the number one activity to this
day.

Sports activities fo°llow closely behind in popu-

larity and, in most camps, is still the activity second
in popul_a ri ty.

In Private camps, these two activities

make up the bulk of programming.
Nature Study or Pioneering activities or some
form thereof were historically one of .the major motivating reasons for establishing camps and exposing city
children to country living.

The out-of-doors can be

an exciting aspect of camp programming.

Children

enjoy exploration and generally respond to nature
programs which include hiking anq the observation of the
flora, fauna, animal and birdlife of the environment.
Collecting specimens . of all types such as leaves,
flowers, insects, rocks for personal pleasure or as
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contributions to a camp Nature Museum, taking pictures
or making sketches of natural phenomena and the like
are activities frequently included in a nature program.
A few of the camps in each category have well equipped
nature study buildings; some have collections of
animals, both wild and domesticated.

However, very

few, primarily because of the difficulty of obtaining
qualified personnel, have introduced more intensive
science programs such as Zoology or Botany or Geology.
As a matter of fact, of all the activity programs, the
Nature _program has probably diminished in importance
and scope over the years,with some notable exceptions.
Overnight hiking is perhaps more frequently
off-camp grounds than in the past, and many camps have
elaborate facilities for such trips.

This is par-

ticularly the case with camps relatively close to
rivers or very large lakes, where canoe trips have become
an important pattern of a pioneering program.

Interest-

ingly however, the amount of walking _has diminished
considerably--there is less hiking on foot and more
transportation by vehicles to over-night camping sites.
Some camps provide the campers with all of the _required
paraphernalia for these outings, jncluding canteens,
messkits, pup tents, and the like.

The blanket roll

has been pre-empted by the sleeping bag.

,

.
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Generally speakj ng, the Private, Federation,
/

Center- and Philanthropic camps place greater emphasis
on this aspect of programming than the camps in the
other categories, with the possible exception of the
Zionist camps who do make an effort to include Tsofiyut.
This . is not to say that the Educational or Denominational
camps are not at all involved in a Pioneering program,
but only that it does not occupy the same amount of
time and effort as in the other camps.
Arts and Crafts is one of the most important
activities at most camps.

The program is generally

based on the assumption that every human being is born
with a creative instinct and that with proper guidance
every child becomes an artist in the things he .creates.
These c~eations, upon which ttere is no need to place
critical evaluation, lead to a sense of pride in selfcreativity and develop self-confidence.
Temima Gezari writing in "Brush and Color" (Fall
1968), a public~tion of the Department of Art Education
of the Jewish Education Committee of New York City, was
very critical of art programs she observed in several
children's camps.

Mrs. Gezari said that she

came away with impressions tpat strengthened
my original conviction that the creative approach is the only one that brings out the
best in our children, helps them grow and
develop, and gives them feelings of integrity
and self-worth. All other approaches are
merely an indication of teachers' short-comings.
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·Mrs. Gezari account ed for the weaknesses in the
Arts and Crafts programs by the presence of improper
preparation; poor motivation and lack of faith in self
and others; a lack of knowledge and people's capabilities;
and a lack of knowledge of material~ and media.8
In . too many camps, the Arts and Crafts Program
is largely the assembly of pre-cut or pre-fabricated
items and a great deal of time is spent in decorations
for camp events, such as carnivals, dramatic productions,
etc.

On the other hand, t hose camps which make the

effort to find outstanding creative teachers provide
art programs which vary from simple pro~ects to experimentation in the Fine Arts and Sculpture.

Such pro-

grams include opportunities for campers to learn and
artistic.a lly create in ceramics, woodwork, leatherwork,
metalwork, pottery, weaving, etc.
The Arts, of course, go beyond Arts and Crafts,
and include such areas as Dance, Music, Drama, and Photography, and the . like.
Dancing, for example, has developed in many
camps far beyond -the early years of camping.

Creative

Dance or Folk Dancing or even Social Dancing were almost
totally ignored in the past by the boys; today, this is
no longer the case.
8

Dancing is not only taught, it is
'

Reported in the "Hewslette:r, '' published by the
Association of Jewish Sponsored Camps, Inc., April 1969
(mimeographed).
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also frequently joined with
Dramatics in providing
,
facsimiles of Broadway productions in camping settings.
In many camps the Co-ed "Social~' is still a highlight of
evening programs.

A_ number of the camps located near

De.nc·e, Music, or Drama Festivals, have . been involving
the campers in these cultural events.
One of the concomitants of the Dance is Music.
A number of camps encourage campe~s and staff to bring
their musical instruments to camp and organize bands,
orchestras or dance combos.

Music appreciation oppor-

tunities are available in some camps.

Singing is also

a camp activity, but only rarely programmed during an
activity period.
In the American Associat :i_ on for Jewish Education
questio~naire ur der the gern:;:r-al headi ng "Camp Activities,"
a listing of a series of Camp Activities was provided,
and the participating camps were requested to check
"those activities which are part of your camping
programs."

Two . colurr.ns were provided to be checked,

one for "General" activities and the other for "Jewish"
activities.

The results of the listing for "Jewish"

activities will be discussed under the section related
to Jewish ?rogramming.
The writer has already indicated the great weakness of a check-list which requires only~ simple "Yes"
or "No" answer.

The inadequacy of statistics based on
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such a list are patently obvious in this particular
/

area.

For example, camps were requested to indicate

. whether or not they include the "teaching of songs" as
part of the program, and 82 per cent of the camps responding indicated that they did indeed teach singing; 74 per
cent of the camps noted that they taught dancing; 84 per
cent of the camps noted that "Dramatic Presentations"
were a part of their camp's programming.

One could get

the impression that we are dealing with a highly
cultured and sophisticated group of institutions.

Un-

fortunately, the level of involvement of each camp in
each of these three areas is so varied in both quality
and intensity that generalities are quite impossible to
make.
The writer visited one camp where the excitement
and activity surrounding a Broadway production consumed
the time and the energy of staff and campers beyond any
level of balance.

The time spent for rehearsals, the

construction of. scenery, the making of costumes, etc.,
and preparing to present this extravag~nza to parents on
Visiting Day must be understood in juxtaposition to
another camp where Creative Dramatics was a part of
·group process and the results of . these dramatic creations
were hardly every publicly exhibited.

Both of these

camps checked the fact that they had "Dramatic Presentations" in the questionnaire.

Similar examples could be
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shown for all other areas so that the statistic is
;

/

really quite meaningless.
Evening Programs generally followed camp
"traditions."

For example Friday night is the Oneg

Shabbat, Saturday night in many camps is "Camp Fire
Night"or"Social Dancing Night."

One other night of

·t he week is "Movie Night" and still another is · the
night the group is out of camp for an over-night hike.
This usually leaves three or possibly four evenings
open for a variety of programming.

In a number of

camps I visited, evening programs are basically divided
among bunk programs, Divisionals, Hobby Evenings, and
Special Events which could include various combinations,
e.g., Interdivisional, co-ed activities, or several bunk

groups combining for an evening of boating on the Lake,
or games which require more than eight people to play.
From time to time, a free night is allowed so that
campers can catch up on rest, letter-writing or use the
evening for the planning of future activities.
Evening activities are sometim~s physical,
including such camp games as "Capture the Flag."

At

other times, the activities, determined by the bunk or
the Division, may be simple and guiet.
As we have seen from the Daily Time Schedules,
the time allotment for evening programs is generally
rather limited.

In many camps, a half hour may be
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allotted, in some camps as much as an hour and a half.
A sampling of evening programs from a variety of
camps includes such items . as games and stunts, comic
book night, T.V. commercials, co-ed Camp-fire and Singdown, "Sock-It-To-Me Baby," Movies, "Capture the Arabs,"
"Hippie Party," Hounds and Foxes," Boat Scavenger Hunt,
Belgium Night, Spin the Yarn G~me, Little Abner,
Treasurer Hunt, Roaring Twenties Party and Sadie Cohen •
Day, "Name That Tune" and the like.
d. · Special Days
During the course of the summer the normal Dc:.ily
Schedule is interrupted by special activities which may
take up part of the day or in some instances the entire
day.
The First Day.--Camps have discovered that the
first few days and particularly the first day often set
the tone for the entire summer.

Because of its importance,

a significant portion of the pre-camp orientation session
is generally devoted to the special concerns of these
days and a review of the procedures staff should follow
to help the camper adjust naturally and readily into
the camp environment.

In preparation, for example,

. counselors are urged to learn the names of all of their
campers, even before they arrive.

Many camps prepare

name tags which are place~ on beds assigned to the

,,.
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Most camps limi t t he length of the visit to
approximately three hour s, during which time parents may
visit with children inform~lly.

The camper is encouraged

to escort his visitor around the camp, introduce him to
friends and counselors and show him the results of some
of his activity programs s uch as his creations from
Arts and Crafts, the India.~ Village he helped to build,
etc.

In some camps, some activities are scheduled

during visiting hours, prinarily swimming, to enable the
doting pa rents to observe their children in the water.
Other camps actually prepa!'e a formal or informal program
· for the visitors in . which children exhibit the results
of what has been learned i n a dance group or a choir or
from dramatics.
Camps establish rules regarding visiting procedures which generally prohibit the bringing of
animals into the camp , and sometimes younger children,
under the theory that t h e camp as a self-contained

child-community and should be kept free from outside
contamination.

When polio was a factor, no children

were permitted; today these rules are somewhat more
relaxed.

There are camps which co~bine Visiting Day
with Carnival Day, _ especially if one of the purposes of
the Carnival is to raise money for a "good cause" and
the presence of visitors and parents could "swell the
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coffers."
/

This is not ?, general practice.

However,

camps which are located at considerable distances from
large cities provide expanded canteen services to the
visitors offering food as well as snacks and candy.
The after-effects of the Visiting Day sometimes
linger and a number of the problems encountered on the
"First Day" of camping are repeated.

Homesickness may

again become a factor and staff generally must be extra
sensitive to the emotional well-being of the child after
the parents leave.

In many camps, the meal served after

Visiting Day is better than usual and the evening program
is also special so as to reduce the negative emotional
reactions of the day.
Carnivals.--Many camps sponsor carnivals which
are f_requently the culmination of considerable planning
and preparation.

The carnivals usually revolve around a

"Theme" · such as "A Day in Israel," "Brotherhood" and the
like.

Bunks cooperate with each other or Divisions

prepare booths which usually sponsor a game of some
sort and must be decorated and manned during the course
of the Carnival.

Tickets are sold for the games, and

prizes are offered and the proceeds generally go for
some charitable purpose, sometimes connected with the
camp itself and sometimes not.

In a number of camps,

the Campers' Council determines the allocation of the
proceeds.
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National Holidays.--Most camps are open for
the Fourth of July and usually take cognizance of it
in a variety of ways.

In some camps, a patriotic,

historical pageant is presented, although there is
little time to prepare for this since July 4th generally
falls but a few days after the opening of the season.
Some camps arrange for a legal display of fireworks
with local police supervision.

In other camps, the theme

"Independence" is broadened beyond American Independence
to include the strivings of many peoples for freedom.
There are some ?amps that scarcely pay any
attention to this day and these are generally the camps
that are also remiss in relating the camp to . American
events as well •
. During the summers of 1960-64-68 when the Party
Conventions took place to select candidates for the
highest offices in the land, the writer found it most
discouraging to discover how few camps programmed their
campers to audit these _political Conventions.

We had

expected to find television sets or at least radios
tuned to the Conventions, and opportunities scheduled
for campers to observe democracy in action.

Of the

camps personally visited during t hose three summers,
the writer found only four that scheduled such programming.

Teievision sets were available mainly in

staff lounges and members of staff during time-off
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viewed the proceedings.

But in the main, it was not

an integral part of program planning in most camps.
Many staff and children receive personal daily
newspapers in camp, but very few camps provide daily
papers in the libraries, if libraries exist, or have
bulletin boards for news-clippings.

Some camps have

ham radio stations or other means of intercommunication,
and may include brief news broad9asts as a part of their
radio programming.

However, for the large majority of

children and staff, the summer becomes a great wasteland for current events and exposure to news of the
world.

Too many camps become self-contained communities

oblivious to the world about them and completely
irresponsible to the dissemination of basic information.
This ge~eral charge must be tempered with the observation
that a number .of camps e.re very political-minded, and
make every effort to involve the camper in what are
considered "relevant" issues of the day and consequently
provide various means of keeping campers and staff
informed of daily events.

In addition to daily broad-

casts, some camps have a daily newspaper and subscribe
to news services whose clippings are posted where they
can be easily read.

Most of these activities are more

usually found in other camps and in the Educ~tional,
Zionist and Denominational Camps.
Rainy Days.--A rainy day can be a blessing or

,.
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a curse to a camp progr~m.

A single rainy day can be

a relief and help slow the pace of a very active
schedule.

It can be as interesting, exciting and enjoy-

able ~s any other day even though the weather dictates
that the program be somewhat different.

Obviously,

certain kinds of activities cannot be carried out in
the rain, although a large number of normal camp
activities can.

Some activities even on sunny days

are often conducted under cover, such as Arts and Crafts,
Dramatics, Music, Library, use of the Nature Museum,
rehearsals for dramatic presentations, etc., and are
in no way changed on a rainy day.

However, even outdoor

activities need not come to a complete halt.

Depending

upon the severity of the rain, with appropriate dress
there a~e opportunities for campers to become more
familiar with the effect of weather on nature; and many
campers even enjoy the challenge and excitement of
conquering the elements.
However_, no matter how a rainy day is rationalized,
particularly if there is a period of rainy days, greater
patience is necessary from staff and more creative
planning required.

These are the days when planning for

a hike or rehearsing a skit or writing a scene can take
place.

Many indoor games are available, both for the

bunk and for the Recreation Hall; and many camps k~ep a
i

reserve of movies especially for a ra.i ny day.

The
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manner in which most c~mps cope with the problems posed
by the weather, and the way in which programming is
employed depends on the ·ir:genuity of staff.

Rainy day

programming need not be the deterrent one might expect.
2.

Jewish Living
In the discussion of the goals and objectives

of the Jewish summer camp it was pointed out ·that,
whereas the Private, Center, Federation and Philanthropic
camps generally stress the social and physical growth of
·the camper, the Denominational, Zionist and Educational
Camps give more emphasis to his cultural and religious
development.

We have also noted on a number of occasions that
among the first group named, there are a number of
camps, particularly Center camps, which express deep
concern for their Jewish responsibilities in camping.
Many Center camps view their institutions as extensions
of the _Jewish community center which they serve, and
their policy is to further the objectives of the Centers
in providing the campers and the ·staff with opportunities
to both know and appreciate the cultural and ethical
values of American Jewish life.

.

The New Jersey "Y" Camp, for example, as
point #10 in its official statement of program policy,
states the following:

,
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The camp program must find ways and means of
relating the camper ,to the healthiest kind of
identification with his Jewish community and
its ideals. This we seek to do through the
same kind of noncompulsive but directed kind
of leadership and experience that should be
associated with all program at camp.
Other examples of stated Jewish Goals and
Objectives may be found in Chapter III of this study.
Our concern at this point is to investi"gate the extent
to which the various camps in our study implement these
articulated goals by the actions they take in the
day-to-day programming activities of th~ camps.
A recapitulation of the Jewish educational goals
of camping as developed in Chapter I may be helpful in
the discussion which is to follow:
Jewish Educational Goals of Camp
1.

to develop a sense of healthy selfacceptance as a Jew and clear and positive
feelings of belongingness to the Jewish
people.
·

2.

to develop a positive attitude toward and a
familiarity with the sources of Jewish
cultural and religious literature and
artistic self-expression.

3.

to develop an appreciation for and the
adoption of Jewish ethical and religious
conduct.

4.

to progress in the study and/or use of the
Hebrew and/or Yiddish language.

5.

to develop habits and skills of participation in Jewish ritual, ceremonial and
holiday practices.

6.

to promote the acquisition of such distinctive
Jewish ideals as "love of learnfng" and

,._
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Tsedakah (~s distinct from charity),
Tsa' ar Baale Hayyim" (protection of
animals, prophetic ideals of social
justice, and human brotherhood and the
like.

· 11

7.

to develop an active identification with
Israel.

a.

Kashrut

The following chart lists the camps that
observe Kashrut among the 100 camps in the study, by·
category of camps.

These statistics reflect our

findings as of the 1969 Camp Season and are based on
data culled from the National Jewish Welfare Board
Directory of Resident Summer Camps, from "Jewish Camps
. for All Ages," a Directory prepared by · the Association
of Jewish Sponsored Camps, Inc., of New York, camp
brochures, and in the case of camps which are no
longer operating, e.g., Camp Tel Hai, from the writer's
own data collected during the last season of their
operation.
The table indicates that only 57 per cent of
the camps in our study are Kosher.

As one would

expect, among the Denominational camps, all of the
Denominational/Traditional and Conservative camps
observe Kashrut while none of the Reform camps do.

All

of the Educational camps are Kosher as are the camps which
are part of Camp Massad.

Among the Zionist camps,

eleven of the thirteen camps (84.6 per cent) ar~ Kosher,
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TABLE 39
CAMPS THAT .OBSERVE KASHRUT AIVIONG THE 100 CAIVIPS
· IN THE STUDY BY CATEGORY
Number of
Camps
Observing
Kashrut

Percentage.
of Camps
Observing
Kashrut

Category

Number
of Camps

Private

14

5

35.1

8

1

l2.5

25

17

:· 68.0

Educational

7

7

100.0

Yiddish

5

l

20.0

Zionist

13

11

84.6

Philanthropic

10

4

40.0

Traditional

4

4

100.0

Conservative

6

6

100.0

Reform

7

0

l

l

Federation
Center

Denominational

Hebrew
Total

100

57 ·

.I

,

100.0
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with only the camps or Ha9homer Hatzair, non-observant.
The largest proportion of camps which are nonkosher are to be found among the Federation Camps where
only one of the eight camps in our study observed
Kashrut.

Only 1 of the 5 Yiddish camps is Kosher;

5 of the 14 Private camps are Kosher; 4 of the 10

Philanthropic camps observe Kashrut.

Among Center

camps, 17 of 25 camps, or 68.0 per cent, observe
Kashrut.
It is my contention that Kashrut and Sabbath
observance, however defined, must be a sine qua non

for any Jewish camp purporting to serve the total
Jewish community.

Ostensibly, this should eliminate

those Jewish camps which very specifically and emphatically
limit the nature of their campers and staff, such as
for example, the camps affiliated with the Union of
American Hebrew Congregations in which, as we have
seen, six of the seven camps restrict attendance at
camp to members of that Movement.

Another exception

might be the Yiddish camps which view. themselves as
"secularist" and which insists that they have the same
right to be non-kosher within the overall framework
of Jewish communal life as another camp has to be
Kosher.

They advertise themselves as non-kosher and

are honest about their indifferent approach to the
Dietary Laws.

Private camps, as private enterprises,
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are also free to observe or not observe Kashrut,
since they are under no obligation to the Jewish
community as such.

Those Private camps that do observe

Kashrut are either owned by observant Jews or by
individuals who have discovered that it is good
business practice to observe Kashrut and thereby
attract registration from among _a broader Jewish
clientele.
The camps which I believe have no moral or
ethical right to remain non-kosher are those camps
which claim to serve the "total" Jewish community,
and particularly those camps which receive Jewish
communal funds for this purpose.

The one Federation

camp that observes Kashrut states its position very
SUCCif1:Ctly:

Surprise Lake Camp provides a Kosher food
service in order to make it possible for
those campers and counselors who are observant at home to come to camp. Whether
or not you (the staff--my parenthesis) understand or appreciate fully the meaning of
Kashrut, you must make every effort to
cooperate · in carrying out the Dietary Laws
in the kitchens and dining rooms of Surprise
Lake C2mp.
The Camp Manual then proceeds to provide a
guide for the observance of Kashrut but evidently
limits this to the kitchen and •dining room.

At no

point in the instructions are there any restrictions
placed on the eating of food in other areas of th~
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camp, such as in bunks, packag~s from home, canteen,
etc.

A number of Federation camps serve children

with special disabilities.

The inference is clear.

An orthopedically handicapped child or a child with
emotional problems who comes from an . observant home
· has no place in a Federation camp!
It is most praiseworthy of the Center camps
that 17 of 25 observe Kashrut, but it is hoped that
the 8 that still do not observe Kashrut will consider
it their moral obligation to change their practice
since the Center movement has long been on record as
serving the entire Jewish community.
Despite the fact that Kashrut follows longestablished I:hlahic rules and regulations, a number
of camps have introduced their own peculiar variations.
Camps list themselves in various directories as
"Dietary Laws observed," "Kosher," "Strictly Kosher,"
"Glatt Kosher," or "Orthodox."

In t _rying to determine

the differences among these five categories, all of
whom insist that they are "Kosher" and advertise
themselves accordingly, I have discovered that if a
mashgiah is present, the last three descriptive terms
are usually used.

If there is no mashgiah, then the

simplest terms are used.

•

I am certain that among

certain traditional Jews no camp wtthout an orthodox
mashgiah would be accepted as bona fide Kosher.

I
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If this indeed were so , then most of the Zi on i st
camps and a number of the Center camps would have to
be eliminated from the Kosher category .
Note should be taken of the f act that the camps
listed as Kosher in the tab l e , mashgiah or not , are
conscientiously aware of the significance and i mportance
of the conce pt of Kashrut t o Jewish life and continuity ,
and to the meaning of Jewish participa tory democracy .
Even among a number of camps that are not Kosher ,
their lit erature and advertisements refer to dietary
practices .

For example , among the Federat ion camps ,

of the seven camps which are non- kosher , only two
categ ori cally state this fact .

Of the other 5 , 3

write "Ko sher Style," and 2 i ndicat e no mixing of meat
and milk .

Evidently they a re co nsc io us of pub l ic

concern .
The s ame phenomenon can be found among the]
Center camps that ar e not Kosher .

They either list

th ems elves as ' . Kosher style" or, in the case of one ,
"no pork produc ts ."
Among the Yidd ish camps , three categorical ly
st ate that they are n on- observant .
"Jewish- Americ an cuisine ."

One states

" Jewish Cooking" i s

the term used by Camps Sh omria of the Zionist camps t o
de scribe their diet ary procedures .

Among the Phil an-

thropic c amps , one camp makes it a point to note that
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only Kosher food is used in camp.
Among the Denominationa l/Reform camps , none
of which are Ko s her , one adverti s es "Kosher Style," a
second, "Jewish Style," a third , "No Pork Products,"
and a fourth, "Separation of Milk and Meat ."

The

others make no comment about their food service at
all.
As indicated in the discussion of facilities
and finance , the change from "Kosher Style!' or
"separation of milk and meat " or "all food purchased
i s Kosher" to a Kosher kitchen is the capital expend iture required to make the change .

In light of these

statistics, it is incumbent upon Fed_e rations and
Welfare Funds to provide the necessary money to convert
the ki _tchens so that community camps can be used by
the entire community .
We have stated the case for Kashrut mainly
in terms of the camps serving

all Jewish chil dren ;

we have not discus sed the educational need or validity
of Kashrut as part of Judaism's attempt to teach reverence for life .

Maimonides , in his Guid e (3 :35) told

us that the dietary laws are intended to train us to
master our appetites , and that .eating and drinking p·er
se are not to be considered the end of man ' s existence .
As one of the most co ncrete and tangible daily reminders,
Kashrut has served as an important means of helping
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individ ua l Jews identify with their people .
Th e meani ng and purpose of Kashrut is litle
understood or 2.ppreciate d by ma ny children, even in
c amps tha t technically observe these dietary laws .
As i de fro ~ the Denominational camps where Kashrut
i s yet another mitzvah to be performed among the other
61 2 , the other camps are derelict in their responsibility

i n explaining t he concept s behind the act and
c onsequent ly , contrary to what should occur, some
ch ildren dev elop negative attitudes about the observance
of Kashrut .

Since most of the children come from

non- observant 1:.omes (the rationale , by the way, which
prevented the i ntr oduction of Kashrut in many camps for
many years) the experience at camp is frequent l y their
onl y contact with the pra ctice
motivational process is needed .
t h ere are i nnUI.1erable

and educational
On the other hand ,

reports of children attending

Educational and Denominat ional camps , who also come
fro m non- observant homes, returning home after a
se ason in camp and demanding that their homes begin to
observe Ka shrut .

This phenomenon as well as developed

i nt erests in ma ny other areas of Jew i sh c oncerns, is o~e
of the most cogent arguments that can be used t o place
t h e swnmer camp in its proper educational persp ective .
The ability of camp to " touchn the life of the parti c ipant is its greates t contribution to educati on .
Because many of the non-traditional camps
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observe Kashrut perfunctorily , ma ny inconsistencies
c an be found.

I have a l ready mentioned the dichotomy

between the practices of the dining hall and those of
the re st of camp .

Many camps fr eely interpret the

regulations with regard to time lapses between the
ea ting of meat and milk, the use of a single dishwa shing machine , storage of meat and dairy products
in the same refrigerators , and the like.

I have often

argued with my camping colleagues that Kashrut, like
child-bearing , foll ows a certain logic .
c annot be "pract ic ally Kosher . 11
obligations involved

A kitchen

There are moral

to self and to the community

to whom one proc l aims the fact that the camp is
Kosher .

Thus, de spite the fact that I have just

noted .my sympathetic understanding for those camps
which a re even perfunctory i n the observance, I do
believ e that they must come t o more f ully comprehend
the deeper implications and educational and psyche ~
logic a l over- tones of properly and consistently
ob serving Kashrut
b.

throughout the entire camp operat ion .

Th e Sabbath

If there i s any vestige of Jewish consciousness
or Jewi sh programming at camp, it i s Sabbath-orie nted .
Invariably , whenever I v i sited a Private , Federation,
Cehter or Philanthropic camp and began asking about
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t h e Jewish programming aspects , I was immediately
t old about the Sabbath .

No matter how it is observed ,

i t is the one universal Jewish element present in
every Jewish camp ,
We have already discussed the preparations
for the Sabbath as r eflected in the daily schedule
of Friday afternoons in the various camps .

As one

might anticipate , there is a hi_gh correlation between
the i ntensity of preparation and the quality and
me ani ngfu l lness of the day .
I n many camps , the preparation for the Sabbath
t akes pl ace throughout the week .
Thro ughout the week , all groups prepared
for· the Friday night Oneg Shabbat program .
Thi s c onsisted of a dramatic presentation
bas ed on a Jewish theme , Hebrew songs , and
I$rae l i dance . Preparations were also made
for the b eautiful outdoor Saturday evening
Havdalah service . . . dur ing the music ses sions , the campers were taught both American
a nd Hebrew fo lk songs and special Shabbat
Z' mirot . These songs were als o sung at mealtime s during the week in preparation f or the
Sa bbath pr ograms . 9
Dec orat i ng the dining hall with flowers and
signs welcoming the Sabbath , arranging the tables
differ ently and covering them with white cl oths ,
hav i ng th e entire camp dress i n white cl oth i ng ,
pre paring a special menu--all of these ways , and
more , man i fest a camp ' s approach to the Sabbath .
9Ben Saxe , Dp . cit ., p . 3 .
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In some fe w camps, only the food is different; in
others , everything is done to enhance the joy of the
coming of the Sabbath .
The Kabbalat Shabbat , the a c tual i minent
greeting of the Sabbath , varies considerably in the
many c amps .
service .

The traditional camps have a formal ·

During the Shabbat I spent at a Denominational/

Reform camp I fo und the Friday _evening service t o be
" traditional Reform" wi.th the entire camp participating
and u sing the Un ion Prayer Book .

(This in contrast

t o the cre at ive, i nformal se r vices which took place
on Saturday mornings on Divis ional lines . )

At some

of the Zionist camps, the Kabbala t Sha bbat i s par t ly
traditional and partly inventive .

The camp makhelah

( choir ) which has prepared especially for this occasi on ,
generally open with th e singing of Bialik ' s Ha- Rama
Mei Rosh, usually beside the pool or lake or on a rise in
an open field, or near the garden or near a workprojec t which has been completed .

Selec t ions a re

r ead from the Bible, re a di ngs and songs in connection
with a prede termine d theme a r e heard , and a brief
talk is usually given by the dir ector who summarizes
the accompli shments of the week i n ant icipat ion of the
quie t and re st of the Sabbath .
At Cejwin Camps , just befor e the Sabbath ,
there is a brief ceremony at which time both c ampers
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and staff co n.tribute small sums of money to the Keren Arni
fund in an endeavor to make the traditional concept
of tsedakah not only a part of each participant ' s
consciousness , but somehow related to the Sabbath as
well .

k number of camps utilize the ceremony of
the lowering of the flag or fl ags on Friday evening
as part of the Kabbalat Shabbat .

Sabbath songs may be

s ung and then continued as the entire camp walks to the
dining hall .
Ki ndling the Sabbath candles and reciting or
s i nging the Kiddush usually takes place in the dining
hall.

Many camps provide both candles and wine on

each table .

The writer was present at on e Center

camp where the candles were li t with a brief English
prayer , and there was no Kiddush at all .

Some of the

variations in practice are most difficult to understand sin9e they rarely follow any pattern of
e ither logic or tradition , but rather reflect the
attitudes of the camp director .
Sometimes , a camp may develop certain traditions
of its own .

Some of the Yiddish camps , for example,

have developed an approach to ~he Sabbath which are
f ol~- cultural .

Leibush Lehrer describes the struggles

t o evolve an approach to the Sabbath at Camp Boiberik .
In the early years of the camp the Sabbath began
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wi th a solemn assembly at which was read
the Honor Roll of the week , announcing the
names of those who distinguished themselves
in keeping their bunks clean , in helping others
or the camp , thus emphasizing the loftier ideals
and moral duties associated with the Biblical
i njunction of. the observance of the Sabbath .
This was followed by singing appropriate songs
and story- telling in Yiddish . The stories
were all taken from Jewish history , folklore
and l iterature .10
Si nce then , the Yiddish story- t el l ing was
eliminated , Jewish traditional _practices became more
acce ptabl e even within a framework of "secularism "
and today the beginning of the Friday evening meal
i ncludes the reciting and singing of a poem written
fo r t he occasion by the poet Ephraim Auerbach ,
follo wed by lighting of candles and the rec i t i ng of
the traditi onal blessings 1 the reciting of Kiddush ,
and the s i nging of songs and nigunim .

Another poem ,

."Sholem Al eichem " by H. Le ivick , also especially
wri tten f or the camp , may be recited and the camp
choir may even sing the Lekha Dodi .
One master dietician must plan the meals in
all th e camps for they are almost identical.

A camp

n e ed no~ be Kosher for the Friday evening meal to
cons i st of traditional Jewish foods .

"Gastronomic

Jud aism " is still a f orce t o b.e reckoned with .
The Oneg Shabbat has become the primar y
lOLe i bush Lehrer , Camp Boiberik-- The Growth of
of an Idea . Paper presented , in part , to the adult
audience at Camp Boiberik , SUITLmer 1958 .
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symbol of Sabbath programming .

However , it means

many different things to the various camps .

Again ,

our discussion must be primarily limited to the nont r aditional camps not tied to a formalistic approach
t o halakhah .

This is not to say that these camps do

n ot have an Oneg Shabbat .

The Denominational/

Conservative most certainly do ; the Denominational/
Tr aditional , may .

All the Reform camps have such

Friday evening programming .
One of the major Sabbath problems that the
group work oriented camps struggle with , and these
i nc l ude camps within several categories , revolves
around the question of the "cumpulsory " nature
of a "religious" experience .

One Center camp has

de scribed its approach to such programming as "noncompulsive , but directive ."

Another camp , a Federa-

t ion camp with excellent group work process , offers
t wo kinds of services .

For those who want and

re quire a traditional service , these are held on Friday
ev ening at 7 : 30 (and Saturday morning) in th e camp
synagogue .

The campers and staff who do not attend

t hese services participate in abbreviated ones in
the ir Divi sion areas .

These are prepared and conducted

by a group of campers and their counselor -- each group
t aking a turn at the responsibility .

Some camps

schedul e services of one form or another and an
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alternat e activity which has some relati onship to the
spiri t of the Sabbath .

At one Zi onis t c amp , the

alternat ive i s a series of discussi on groups on the
portion of the week which att r acts approximately 80 per
cent · of the campers .
Most camps , however , require attendance at the
services and the other Sabbath observances .

As a

schedu led activity of the c amp it is mandatory for all
membe rs of the communi ty t o attend , willingly or not .
~he l ength of the program or the service is us ua lly
rathe r brief; a half-hour is the norm--an hour at the
most (except for tra di ti ona l services , of cours e!).
The Oneg Shabbat may consist of a dramat ic
presentation , normally on some Jewish the me , discussion
formats ~-small groups, panels, visiting lecturers,
debate s , etc., music and dance.

Israeli dancing has

become more and more a vogue in an increasing number
of camps as a Friday,evening activity.

As we have

seen , curfew is later than for the rest of the week.
The Sabbath day itself i s also structured differen tly in almost every c amp , as we have seen in the
sample Sabbath time sch edules.

It is generally a

welco~ed change of pace .
The Sabbath goal in most camps i s to try to
achieve a meaningful ba l anc e be tween a somewhat
"res trictive religious " atmosphere and a relaxed sense

...
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. of reverence and well- being .
psychological feeling of

2.

There is a certain

"tyranny of orthodoxy" in

some of the traditional- minded camps .

To avoid any

criticism fro m the traditionalists , as though this
were possible, some of the Denominational/ Conservative
camps tend to be restrictiv e , far beyond the liberal
tenets of some of the intellectual leadership of the
movement .

Pla cing a n ~ , a demarkation line beyond

·which no one is permitted t o walk or carry on the
Sabbath,is an unusual restriction for a child growing
up in a Conservative synagogue in America , where
riding to the synagogue is sanctioned .

The right -

wing conservative restrictive practices followed by
some of these camps raise serious doubts in the minds
of many _thinking campers a bout the problems of ideological
and practical articulation between the various ar ms of
the s ame the ological movement .
At the other end of the spectrum are the many
camps that are so relaxed that they lo se the meani ng
of the day .

Or even worse , believe that their -obliga-

tions to the Sabbath are more than fulfilled if there is
an attempted service in the morning .

After the

service, a regular daily program operates .
Several of the Educational camps seem to have
effec ted a good working balance between the two
extremes .

At Cejwin,
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we observe the Sabbath , not in restrictive
manner, but in posi t ive, constructive and
r elaxing ways . . . the intercamp visiting ,
the afternoo~ parties (Oneg Shabbat) , the closing
Havdalah ceremony--all these create a spirit of
s erenity and beauty and leave a deep impression .
No organized athletic games are conducted but
children go for a dip in the lake and have opport unity for free play and quiet activity .
The search for creative forms and expression for
t h e Sabbath is pursued by a number of camps .

Aside from

t h ose that use p2.rt icular prayer books , a number of
c amps have devised and printed prayer books of their own .
For example , the Religious Director of the Philadelphia
"Y" prepa red a special prayer book for the "Y" camps ,
which includes a number of the tradit i onal prayers buts
a l s o has special reading and sel ections from the Bible
and rabbinic sources on subjects that seem appropriate
for the .camp setting , including sections on nature ,
sunshine , rain , the 4 th of July , Tish'a 1Je...:.Av ,, brotherhood
a nd peace , and the like.

Dr . I r a Eisenstein prepared

a booklet entitled , "Supplementary Prayers and Readings
for Services at Summer Camps " whi ch was i ssued on behalf
of t he Committee of Camp Directors by the Jewish Education Committee of New York in 1947 , and is still used
i n several camps .

Completely in English , it is helpful

to th ose camps wh ere neither staff nor campers are
comfortable with Hebrew .

Camp Kinderwelt , a Yiddish

c amp , has a mimeographed Sabbath morning service which
combines some prayer elements in Hebrew , responsive
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readings in English , ·songs in Yiddish from the bro a d
Sabbath liturgy.

The service includes weekly portion

re adings from the Bible, but the camp does not have a
Sefer Torah, a traditional scroll , and one does not
fe el himself to be in a synagogue setting .
The settings for the services vary with many
c amps making use of natural or constructed outdoor
amphi theatres .

A service facing the lake in the midst

of
... the wonders of God's natural creations helps add
still another dimension to the beauty of the service .
Many camps experiment with the form and nature
of the service.

One of the Zionist camps, long in-

flu enced by Reconstructionist thinking , encourages girls
to actively participate by reading from the Torah and
taking :;Leading parts in conducting the service.
in a variety of uses is employed .

Music

Guitars , present -

day standard equipment at all musical gatherings , fre que ntly provide the background for the service as well .
In one Private camp we v i sited where there was no
Sabbath morning service at all , the Friday evening
service combined the major elements of both services
and the Torah was read during the service .

Games are

someti mes introduced , as h eretical as this may appear .
One camp , for example , with younger children , sent
the children out on a "treasure hunt "--as each child
returned , he discovered that he ha d a word of either
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a prayer or a saying fro m Pi rke i Avot .

When all the

children brought in their "word s " and they were
assembled, the leader then used ths phrase or
sentence as a stimulus for discussion~

Unorthodox

as this sounds, the children were much more excited
and intere sted in piecing the puzzle together and
discovering its import than had the same "saying" been
introduced as part of a sermon in a traditional manner .
The writer had no doubt but that this ended as a true
"religious " experience for the child .
Havdal2.h is le ss observed i n camps than the
other Sabbath rituals .

In a number of the camps we

visited , again the non- tra ditional, it is sometimes
peculiarly observed .

In one camp the writer found

it performed Havdalah at 5 : 00 p . m. when the sun was
still brightly shining .

It was explained to me that it

best fitted into program at this time !

Usually per-

functorily read with no visual or aesthetic accompaniments ,
it makes little impression on the campers .

On

the other

hand, one of the Zionist camps combines the Havdalah
service with an additional aesthetic experience,
listening to a brief selection of classical music, a
brief lecture and viewing of art, etc . ·
Traditional Sabbath restric t ions are also
handled in varying ways.

Some camps do not permit

any smoking on the Sabbath at all ; others restrict
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smoking to non- group or non- facility activity .

This

i s another manifestation of the "non- compulsive"
ob session many camps have , particula rly in any area which
seems to involve personal conscience or "religious
i ndo ctrination ."
Camps are quite imaginative in their program
id eas for Sabbath afternoons .
a re offered .

A variety of activities

In some camps there is an attempt to

conduct non- organized activities , but this is a
r ather moot point .

Games may not be "scheduled " but

equipment is available , supervision of sports fields
prov i ded , and in some cases , " traditional games " seem
to organize themselves , e . g ., camper- staff ball games .
Among the various activities we have found are supervi sed walks , choir and drama re~earsals , formalized
s t udy groups in such areas as language , Bible , portion
,of the week , games , swimming , music appreciation , brothersist er visiting or just general visiting among campers
and staff , free play , prolonged rest periods , library
t i me, story- telling and readings , visiting l e ctures ,
e t c.
Th e 1 963 questionnaire responses indicated
t hat 76 pe r cent of the camps (61 camps --no Private
c amps included) observed the Sabbath in some way ; that
71 p·er cent of them conducted S2.bbath services and
that 81 per cent had Onegei Shabbat .

For the categories
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of camps today , I would estimate that the figures are
po ssibly somewhat higher .

Much more movement in

the direction of Jewish consciousness has been taking
plac e within the past fi ve years than in previous
periods .

A great deal re ~a ins to be done , but a

gre ater willingness to at least consider . change is
apparen t .
c.

Daily Pray er and Ritual

In 1963, only 32 per cent of the camps
· reported scheduling daily services .

This figure has

not i ncreased , unless the~e is a redefinition of what
constitutes such a service .
Daily services , i~ the traditional sense , are
t o be found in the Denomi~ational , Educational , Hebrew
and Religious - Zionist ca~ps .

None of the other

categories of camps program such services .

How ever ,

I fo und evidence that maLy of them will organize a
morning minyan to assist a member of staff or a camper
perform the daily mitswah of reci ting the Kaddish .
Volunteers will be solici t ed in such cases .

The

wri ter recalls this happening in a non- religious
Zionist camp , and the morning service numbered far

.

more than the required te~ persons .

Sometimes , a l most

by accident , a fe w traditional boys will re gister in
a non-traditional camp th at is Kosher and, without
the need for Kaddish , re quest a morning daily service .
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No camp director would ever· deny such a request .
A number of camps start the day usually at
the fl ag-raising ceremony , with either a moment of
"devotion " of a " thought for the day" or in some
manner request the blessing or protection of God for
the day which is to follow .

If one is prepared to

consider such an act a "daily service" the statistic
would increase .

Many of the so - ?alled traditional

minded camps provide a service which is either five
or ten minutes in length , e.g ., Cejwin Camps .
Grace at meals, on the other hand , is programmed by 80 per cent of the camps .

This practice

is us ually limited to the Motsi , the blessing for bread ,
or a general prayer thanking God for the food to be
prov~ded.

Many camps have developed lovely melodies

for these prayers which frequently combine some
Hebrew with English .

The 80 per cent figure, however~, _

does not include Birkat ha- Mazon , the blessings after
the meal .

Again , except for the traditional camps ,

very few of the others take the time for this practice .
In some instances , a shortened version is used that is
sung.

The full Birkat ha-Mazon is left for the

Sabbath meals.
In a number of Zionist camps , particularly
those related to Labor Zionism , preceding the Motsi ,
the camp usually sings Bialik ' s Shir ha-Avodah , which
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fre ely tra nslat ed reads,
Who will s &ve us fro m hunger and thirst?
Who will provide shelter a nd light?
Who will plant and build?
Whom shall we thank for the bounty that i s ours?
Let us give thanks to l a bor and to toil . 11
d.

Holidays and Commemorative Da ys

Aside from Tish ' a be - Av , the summer calendar
doe s not i nclude any other universally accepted Jewish
commemorative anniversaries or holidays .
The treatment of Tish ' a be - Av in the camps varies
· from ignoring it completely or observing it in the
traditional prayer- ritual manner .

Sixty- five per

cent of the camps participating in the 1963 questionnaire reported some form of Tish'a be - Av observance .
The camp had an effective Tish ' a be - Av progra m
on .the night of Tish ' a be - Av and a brief service
on Tish ' a te - Av morning in lieu of the general
swim period . The evening program included a
dramatic reading leading to the recital of the
Shema, an explanation of Tish ' a be - Av , followed
by re ading from the Book of Lamentations . The
room was lit so lely by the use of candles . A
miniature Temple (constructed in the arts and
crafts shop ) was placed on the stage of the
social hall , and was illuminated by the beam of
a fl ashlight . Previously taught traditional
songs, Avinu Malkainu and Eli Zion served t o
cre ate a special atmosphere for the night . A
Tis h ' a be - Av play was presented by the counselors . Then the entire camp , humming Eli Zion ,
wa l ked d own to the l ake to witness the burning
of the Tempe which was plac~d on a r aft in the
middle of the lake . 1 2
11 s ongs of Zion , compiled and edited by Harry
Coopersmith (New York : Behrman House Inc ,, 1 942) p . 66 .
1 2Excerpts from Ra bbi Menachem Meier ' s Fina l
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The above description is rather typical of the
type s of programs taking place in a number of Center
camps .

"Burning the Temple " seems to be a favorite

part of the ceremo4y .
Other camps, depending upon the Jewish background and sophistication of the staff in charge,
genera lly recognize the fact that Tish'a be - Av commemorates not only the destruction of the two Temples
in Jerusalem , but that this date has been associated
through the centuries with tragedies perpetrated on the
Jewish people , and in many camps Ti s h ' a be - Av is made
the occ asion for memorializing the six million of our
people destroyed in the Nazi holacaust .
An excerpt from a memorandum for staff at
Camp B'. nai B ' rith in Pennsylvania illustrates another
approa ch .
In preparation for Tish ' a be - Av observance,
may we be directed to reflect upon our peoples
past and pray for its future security and welfare .
May we be moved to compassion and dedication
toward the people, Torah, and land of Israel .
Tish' a be - Av this year begins at sundown (7 : 30)
on Monday and ends Tuesday evening at 7 :45 . Jeremiah ' s
Book of Lamentations (Megiles Eicha) is read on
Monday evening and Tuesday morning . Neither Ta lis
nor Tefilin are worn at the morning services .
They are worn at the Mincha service instead .
Slippers or sneakers are worn in place of shoes
by observant Jews . . . It is customary for Jewish
boys and girls under the age of thirteen to fast
Repor t of h i s activities as "Jewish Snecia list" in
Camp Edward Isaacs. Quoted in Ben Saxe , Q_Q . cit ., p . 5 .
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on the night of Ti sh ' a be - Av . Those older boys
and girls who wish may fast the enti re day or
until lunch. There is no "requirement" that you
fast or not . Campers (and staff to o I i magine -my pa renthes is) will be served in the dining hall
at 7:45 p . m. A special Tish'a be - Av program will
.follow evening services . . . . Those campers who
are fasting will spend the day in r egul ar services
and discus s ion with the Rabbi . For all others ,
regular activities will prevai l .
These directions to staff again reflect the
"non- compuls ive" syndrome .

The camp tries to be all

things to all campers, a r ather difficult and educ a tionally questionable task at best :
confusing practice at worst .

a divisive and

If the camp i s trying

to create an atmosphere and an environmental appro ach
to Jewi sh values , how doe s one reconcile the "fasting"
of some children and the "regul a r act i vi ti.es " of
others .

True , in the general world such variances

occ ur-~but a purpose of the camp is to create a world
of its own .

Must it be but a reflection of the con-

fusio n and diversit y of the outside world?

What of

the individual ' s rights on the other hand?

Doe s the

camp have the moral or educational right to insist on
a uniform policy based on the objective of either
introducing children to new Jewish experiences (for
them) or a llowing a Jewish " elite " ( purely psychological)
to func tion in camp.

There are' no easy answers , and

camps are struggling with these problems all the time .
Some camps arrive at co mpr omises .
l

Some of

the s e camps , particularly among the Zionist group
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(Ti sh ' a be-Av is regarded by them as having more national
than religious significance) fast for half a day and
then make fasting optional .

The money the camp

"saves " on breakfast is contributed to the Jewis h
National Fund .
Tish'a be - Av at Camp Galil, a Zionist camp,
comb ine s many elements and adds still an additional
dimension .

The program begins on the evening of

Tish ' a be - Av when darkness falls .

Each cabin group

dre ssed in dark clothes lines up in front of its
c a bin.

At the head of the line 'stands a torch

bearer with an unlit torch .

The camp director and

supervisory staff begin a procession , lighting a
torc h and accompanied by the solitary beat of a
drum. . The camp is in complete silence and will remain
silent until the very end of th e program except for
the participants .

The procession winds its way

from cabin to cabin, each torch being lighted in
turn, each group joining, s i ngle file, the developing
line of march .

The sl ow movement from Be ethoven's

Eroi ca Symphony plays on the camp loudspe ake rs.

The

proce ssion ends its march in a large field where each
group lines up behind a memorial candle (yahrzeit l amp) .
A voice fr om out of the darkness re cites the dates of
the many trag~dies which have been -t r a ditionallj
a sc rib ed to Tish ' a be - Av , and as each date is called
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with the admonition-- ZeKl:. or !
is lit .

Remember!...,-the candle

A child in each line describe s the event of

that particular date , e . g ., Tish ' a be - Av , 1492 , the
expulsion of the Jews fro m Spain .

When all the candles

are lit, the proces s ion ~oves on to the banks of a
small stream which runs t hrough the camp .
places in silence .

They take

The setting has been prepa red and

c andles have been placed on rocks and on the far side of
the stream .

Unseen voices then begin a series of

r eadings from both the tra ditional Ti s h' a be- Av liturgy
as well as from other li t erary sources .

Singing adds

t o the mood , both by individuals and by a specially
pr epared choir and by the entire camp .

This portion

of the program ends dramatically with all of the
t orche$ being tossed into the stream and extinguished .
The entire camp returns to their cabins , camper and
a l l staff , and everyone goes to bed in complete silence .
The effect is quite emotional .
The following morning , the entire camp gathers
i n the dining hall , tables are covered with black
cre pe paper , a memoria l candle on each table , benches
overturned , and the room generally dimmed .

Prayers of

consolation begin the program and the tone slowly
changes :

from reme mbra nce and despair to confidence

and hope in the Jewish future and in Israel .

The

morning become s filled with the determi nation that the
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events of the Tish'a be- Avs of the past will never be
permitted t o recur and that each person present must
commit himself t o the struggle for Jewish rights all
over .

The program ends on a f estive note .
Depending upon the Jewish consciousness of the

c amp , many other days or programs may be set .as ide durir:g
the summer to commemorate birthdays of famous Jews ,
annivers a ri es of people or important events i n Jewish
history .

The birthdays of Theodor Herz l and Hayyi m

Nahman Bia lik fall out during the summer and more and
more camps are taking cognizance of these two days an d
us i ng them to highlight I srael or Jewish li terature .
Th e Yiddish camps commemorated the fiftieth yahrzeit
of I saac Leib Peretz as did others .

Duri ng the summer

that marked the 200th anniversary of the Baal Shem To~,
a _n umber of camps uti lized this yahrzei t for interesting
programming on hasidism .

Imaginative and informed

pr ogram direc t ors can fi nd any number of persons or
events for Jewish program purposes .

Very few of the

non- educ at iona l camps do .
I n the absence of Jewish ho l idays during the
s ummer , a numb er of camps utilize programs fro m the
re st of the Jewi sh c a lenda r y ea r .

"Jewi sh Her o" prograIIB

or "Holidays on Parade" have become almost standar d
evening programs i n a number of camps .

The writer

a l wa ys finds it r ather disconcerting to sit through
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the Hanukkah story in July- - however, perhaps it is better
than nothing .
e.

Camp Terminology

Reference has been made on a number of occasions
to the question of language or languages in the camps .
We have stated that of all the camps visited and from
the information available, Camp Massad is the only
fully Hebrew-speaking camp in the country.

The

Denominational/Conservative camps also consider themselves Hebrew- speaking and in large measure they are .
The differences relate to the preparation of the
campers ; those at Massad are largely products of day
schools while campers at Ramah in the main come from
supplementary Hebrew schools .

We found that while

casually strolling around Massad and overhearing groups
of children frequently unsupervised at the moment , they
invariably were speaking Hebrew .

At Ramah under the

same circumstances , the children were speaking English .
However, in neither camp nor in the camps sponsored by
the Hebrew Teacher Colleges is there a question of
Hebrew terminology .

The official language o.f the camp

i s Hebrew ; all announcements and activities are conducted in that language .
There is also no need elaborating on the lack
of Yiddish in the so- c a lled Yiddish camps . . We have
a.lready noted tha t only one camp still has a modicum of
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Yiddish i n its daily progra m.

Howev er, all of the

Yiddi sh camps do use "Yiddishisms " and employ Yiddish
c amp expressions dating from earlier ye a rs when Yiddish
was indeed in use .

At one camp, the Divisions have

Yiddi sh names- - the "yingste," "mittleste ," "eltste ,"
and so on .

Choir is "chor ," the Sabbath is "Shabos ,"

night patrol is "vach" and so on.
Most of the Zionist camps are Hebr~w- centered .
Thi s usually means that Hebrew i s employed to the
greatest possible extent , varying in each camp with the
Hebraic background of staff and campers .

Announcements

are made in Hebrew , sometimes with an English summa ry .
Individ uals who can speak are encouraged to speak so
tha t an Hebraic atmosphere i s felt by the campers .
Mo st of ~11 , hundreds of Hebrew expressions and Hebraisms are integrated into the English vocabulary .

Every

physic al location, every qctivity , is refe rred to by
its Hebrew name .

In short hours , even the child arriving

at camp with no pri or knowledge of the language is
immersed in Hebrew terms .

It was estimated that more

than 250 functional words are learned in th is manner
during a f ew short weeks of the summer .
It is r are to fi nd the use of either Hebrew
or Yiddish, even in fragmentary forms in almost any
of the other camps .
The wri ter a l s o referred to the degree of usage
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of Indian names and t erms for cabins and groups in
many camps , particularly the non- educational.

It is a

continuing struggle to change lo ng- held patterns and
convince camp directors and staff to utilize Jewish
names instead of others or in place of no names at
all.

Many camps simply number their cab ins and

identify Divisions by age category--Juniors , Intermediat es , Seniors , etc .

This is true even in educational

camps .
However , a number of camps evidently recognizing
t he value of establishing an environmenta l tone , do ,.
give meaningful Jewi sh names to either camp groups or
f a c ilities or both .

One Center camp named all of its

Boys ' Divisions after the Tribes of Israel; they didn ' t
qui t e get around to the girl Divisions which were
named non- Jewishly .

Some camps allow the campers in

e a ch cabin to choose the name of its own cabin within
the f ramework of some Jewish theme .

In the Yiddish

c amps , names of. great Yiddish writers and poets are
hon ored by naming paths or "vinklech" (literary areas
for r eading or lectures ) after them .

Some buildings

a re named after benefactors who also happen to be
Jewish .

This last example is hardly intended to illus -

t r ate the educationa l point , but is a reality of instituti ona l life .
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f.

Formal Classes

The Denominational camps all have formal
classes in varying degrees of intensity .

This is

also true for some of the Educational camps and Zionist
camps as well .

Formal classes r efers to structured,

re gularly scheduled classes in which all campers ,
and in many i nstances , all staff must participate .
The se classes are devoted to Hebraic and Judaic studies
on all level s .
Some Educational c amps do not include formal
classes in their camp programs .

Generally speaking ,

these c amps fe el that the Jewish experiences of camp
are complementar y and supplementary t o formal Jewish
education .

They believe that camping is primari l y

an emotional experience for children and that "textbook
learning" is n ot a desideratum .
For Massad ,
the core of its camping (program is Hebrew
spee ch . . . Massad does not offer Hebrew on
a formal study ; rather as an atmosphere . This
aim is achieved both through the variety of
cultural act i vities and through the daily, ·
f amiliar camp activities --without resort to
formal study .13
Camps which do offe r formal classes are not
uniform in their offerings or in the quality of the
te a ching staff.

A few c amps are in effec t summe r

schools in a c amp setting .

Not only are fonn a l classes

13 Shlomo Shulsinger , Mas sad- The Storv of Hebrew
Camping in the Uni t ed States (New York : Massad Camps ,
1959) , pp . 14 - 1 5 .
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offered , but an establi shed curriculum and a credit
system a re employ ed .

Campers at C&mp Yavneh c an

a c cumula te advaLced credits at camp t oward their studies
a t Boston Hebrew Tea ch ers Colle ge or a Hebrew High
School .

Similar a rrangements have been made between

Gratz College i~ Phila delphia with Camp R2mah in the
Poconos (a few ot her camps as well) with regard to
s tudents of the Gratz Hebrew High School Department
i n atte ndance a t camp .

Today the c amp organizes

speci a l classes t o meet the needs of these students
wh o must either Bake - up wo rk or wi sh to a dvance in
grade .

There i s articulation between the principal

of the High Schoo l and th e camp , examinat ions a re
given , and a re po rt on ea ch s tud ent submitted to the
s chool . . The othe r camp ers study _Torah li - shmah- - study
for the sake of study .

Generally the camp tries not to

duplicate th e s tu dy programs of the city schools s o as
to av oid student placement difficultie s .

Cert a inly

t h er e i s sufficient materials available i n the
tradit i on and its literature for unduplicated study ,
a nd new material especially cre ated for camp us e is
add ed ye a r by year .

Some of the experimental editions

of material pre pared by the Melton Research Cent er have
be en tried in R2..:1ah camps since the swmner f a cul ties
a r e genera lly quite expert .

We have already mentioned

the double staff at Ramah--counseling and t e ach i ng .
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The Denominational/Traditional camps also
offer two hours a day of formal studies , while a
number of the Zionist camps also schedule formal
clas ses , with less expert faculty and usually limited
t o l anguage study rather than to the very wide gamut
of studies available in the above mentioned camps.
None of the Private (one exception--a camp
that offered summer tutorial programs), Federation 1
Center , Yiddish or Philanthropic camps offer formal
classes on a meaningful sustained basis .
Most camps , however, will accommodate individual
campers with special learning problems .

Cejwin Camp , .

for example , offers a tutorial service to parents at
an additional standard fee rate, for campers in almost
any area of instruction, general as well as Jewish .
Camps, if they have the personnel , will work with
Bar- Mitzvah preparation or at least supervise the
boy in using his record or tape .
g.

DiSCUS§:i-Op._

Groups

Camps tr.2t reject formal classes frequently
include discussion sessions in their schedule .

We

r efer to structured time s lo ts and- even a "co u:r-s e
of study"

!"2.0t

r:erely disc ussions which may be planned

as part of an evening program or an Oneg Shabbat or the
like .
One of the Yiddish camps which at one time had
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daily formal classes now structures one period a week
for discussion and one period for language .

What can

be accomplished in forty - five minutes in either area
is questionable .

In most Zionist camps there is a

d iscussion period once a day, five days a week and
t he se sichot form the basis for the educational program
of the camp .
Ichuq Habonim , the Labor Zionist Youth Movement
which sponsors eight summer camps in the United States
and Canada , gives considerable attention to the preparation of educational program material for these dis cuss i on groups .

The programs generally operate on a

thr ee year cycle--Am Echad (Peoplehood), Social
Just i ce and Israel .

However , during the course of any

s ummer , the siha program must somewhat reflect the
follo wing basic areas :
1. Jewish Peoplehood--Am Echad --pride in
Jewi sh identification ; the many aspects of being
Jewi sh ; the diversity and unity of world Jewry ;
t h e significance of Israel in Jewish civi lization .
2. Gal ut --Exile --how living - outside its home
has affected Jewish life ; the validity of the concep t of G2.lut as applied to North American Jewry .

3. Zio nism--a revolution in Jewish life ;
chal lenge to the physical , spiritual and psycho logical aspects of Galut ; the meaning and ro l e
of Zionism today ; pride in and identification
wi th Habonim and Zionism .
4. Israel Today--pride and personal identificat ion ; the ideal , the reality , the challenges .
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5 . Israel and American Jewry - -the ideal
r elati onship , the reality , the challenges ;
Habonim's role . 14
One more example from a Zionist camp will
illustrate the educational emphasis placed by these
c amps on the discussion technique :

a leader and a

gro~p meeting informally in an outdoor setting with
knowl edge and commitment on the part of the leader ,
a nd a good degree of i nterest and motivation on the
part of the camper .
I n this instance we quote from the Introduction
to the educational summer program of a camp affiliated
wi th Bnei Akiva , a religious - Zionist youth movement .
De a r Madrich , Hashem Imcha :
Here we present the tochnit for Moshevet
Magshimim . This tochnit deals with a period of
u tmost importance , the period of the realization
of the Zionist ideals starting from the famous
aliyat Bilu until the establishment of the State .
The material covers a variety of topics which are
unknown t o the chanichim ; therefore if it will be
del ivered to the chanichim in the· right m2nner , we
c an be assured of a successful Moshava .
I n the f ollowing pages you will find 15
sichot which include the basic material so as to
f amiliarize the madrich with the subject matter .
Remember that in Moshava the sichot are only a
pa r t of the entire program . You have to emphasize
t he special daily projects , t o pr epare them well
and to carry them out properly . Use your imaginat i on in organizing projects such as Yorn Tirat Tzvi
(building sett l ement) , Illegal Immigration (the lake
and boat can be very handy in carrying out this
proj ect) , etc .
14 Manual for Madrichim , prepared by the Vaadat
Chinuch of Ichud of Ichud Habonim (mimeographed) .
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- Arts and crafts , scouting , nature walks around
the Mo shave. , outside and inside games have to be
used as an integral part of the tochnit .
Keep up with the daily schedule , Know the
chanichim in your kvutza and take proper care
of their material and spiritual needs .
Hatzlacha Raba
B' virka t Chaverim
Misrad Chinuch
Discussions on Jewish sub jects are generally
limited to the Oneg Shabbat programming in most of the
other camps .

Older campers , particularly in teen

-c~mps or in C. I . T. programs , may have more frequent
di scussion periods .

The most important discussion

on J ewish themes and topi_c s undoubtedly take place

in the indi vidu~l cabins when the campers are "~;i tting
around" and getting ready for bed .

Perhaps a news

i tern ha.'s caught someone ' s attention or something

happened during the day which excited some children .
The unfulfilled role of the camp in meeting the
challenges of Jewish programming is exemplified in
part by the inability _of staff to cope knowledgeably
with such Jewish disc~ssions on the cabin level is
cause for great concern. .
h,

Integra ti on. of Jewish Material

The rnore progressive camps have long learned

of the education.al values of integrat ing or correlating
various areas of the arts and their activity programs
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into manageable entities, usually around a specific
theme or project .
Many camps are integrat ing music, dance and
dramatics with good re sults .

If a production is

involved, arts and crafts c an be added.
The writer visited a Center camp that was
doing an excellent job in the area of general camping.
The staff used "themes " under which various camp
activities could be integrated :

the dramatic groups

prepared a play ; the scenery and costumes were made by
arts and crafts and the sewing club; the music
specialist taught the music ; the dance specialist
pre pared the choreography and rehearsed the dance
group.

This, I believe, was good educational planning.

However, the themes for the summer were, "When Knight hood was in Flower," "Greek Mythology ," and "The
American Indian ."

When I asked the camp director why :

no Jewish theme was used he replied that he had no one
on staff with a sufficient Jewish background who had the
requisite knowledge to carry out such a Jewish program .
The use of Jewish thematic material and subject
matter in the arts themselves i _s woefully weak in most
' of the Private , Federation , Center and Philanthropic
camps.

I have noted the criticism Temima Gezari

level ed against the camps in the area of arts and
crafts .

I omitted one observati on in the discussion
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of general programming which is appropriate at this
t i me .

Mrs . Gezari notes that in addition to the other

t eacher or specialist shortcomings, "They lack a
kn owledge of Jewish content ."
In the 1963 questionnaire , 70 per cent of the
c amps ind•icated that they offered "Jewish " arts and
cra f ts as part of their general program .

I cannot

i magine what this means in some camps , unless painting
a "We l come Sabbath Queen" sign and making a Star of
David necklace qualified the camp in Jewish content .
In many camps , of course , great success is
ach i eved in introducing Jewish content into all the
ac t i vity programming .

In one summer Cejwin Camps

reported its dramatics programs including fourteen or
fif t e en . plays with Jewish themes presented in six camp
un i ts .

During another summer an Art Studio was set up

for i nterested and talented campers and staff µnder

t he guidance of an Israelt' professional artist -- this
in a ddi ti on to the regular program .

Camp B ' nai B ' rith

will present special ' l'Bezalel Jewish Ar t Awards" to
c ampers who create the most interesting ob j ects of art
de al i ng with a Jewish theme .

The rules for these

awar ds i ndicate that objects can be Jewish by their
very nature , e . g ., ritual ob j ect , by possessing a
Jewish symbol , by depicting a scene from the Bible
or Jewish history , or by otherwise expressing Jewish
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experience .

A special award will be given to groups

which do special projects such as decorating the
· chapel ark, building an outdoor chapel , etc.
Jewish themes form the basis for almost all
programming in the Denominational , Educational, Hebrew
and Zionist camps .

Aside from language, which while

a vehicle for communication is really much more than
j ust that , the activities conducted in Hebrew are -J ewishly motivated and designed .

The subjects for

the plays , the songs , the dances and dance themes are
generally, but not exclusively , Jewish .

Sometimes a

musical will be translated into Hebrew as a creative
effort by a group and performed with the participation
ofvarious cooperating activity groups .

Music and

dance are folk oriented , but Israeli singing dominates .
Organized singing is one of the greatest unifying and
humanizing activities in the entire program .

Learning

t o sing together in unison or in harmony is an exciting
and enjoyable experience and one of the most significant
s ingle differences between the educational minded camps
and the non- educational .

Most Zionist camps are

s inging camps ; most Federation camps are not .
As with every other aspect of camping , the most
essential ingredient necessary to carry out a reasonably
g ood Jewish program is a Jewishly competent staff
working with a willing administration .

The second
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essential element is program material and manuals which
can easily guide a willing novice into Jewish pro gramming .

Suggestions for evening programs and detailed

de sc rip tions of procedures to be followed , examples of
model Oneg Shabbat programs , suggested topics for
discussions and outlines with refer ences for each topic ,
bibliographies of materials in all media which can be
helpful , games with a Jewish twist , arts and crafts
project s with meaningful Jewish content , sample plays
with Jewish themes ,

Jewish mus ic for the guitar , etc .--

these and many more program aids are needed .

In many

cases camps have experienced successful programs in
some or even all of these areas .

It is necessary that

a means of exchanging information and material between
c amps be _established .

Some camps are struggling for

programs that are commonplace in other camps .

Inter -

camp visitation , seeing other programs in action , is a
most helpful experience .
The camps that have the " environment of Jewish
group living " that Ce j win describes of itself may n ot
need to consciously infuse Jewish motifs into every
activity .

On the contrary , it may be important at

the se c amps that the more universal aspects of camping
be given more attenti on .

In one Hebrew- speaking camp

an Israeli musician who conducted the orchestra spoke
to the children in Hebrew .

The children a l so spoke to
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each other in this language.

The music was being

prepared for a camp concert and the conductor objected
t o the fact that he was being "guided II to play only
J ewish music .

Was this really necessary in such a

camp environment?
too?

Could not these children play Bach ,

We believe that the answer is in the affirmative ,

for this camp .

In most other camps it would be a

st r uggle to introduce Jewish music to any perceptible
d egree .

Appropos , we were both amused and chagrined

by another statistic of the 1963 study .

No less than

93 pe r cent of the camps reported that there was Jewish
singing in their camps .

Having personally visited a

g ood number of them , it can be noted that while none of
t he camps misrepresented themselves , in some camps
on e c ould count the number of Jewish songs in the
re pertoire on the fingers of one hand if one

excluded

the Sabbath liturgy.
In c amps where there is no " environment of Jewirn
group l iving " conscious efforts must be ma de and
techni ques developed to find appropria~e ways and
means of introducing or intensifying the Jewish component in every activity .

At the outset , this may be

pat ent l y artificia l, but it is nqnetheless an essential
task .
The synthesis between the general activities
a nd the J ewish has been achieved by a number of camps ,
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so that the thesis has been proven valid for those
c amps that still resist the effort.
In a c amp such as ours , Jewish objectives and
values play a major role . Utilizing the bunk group
in a f amily- like fashion enables the counselor as
a parents ' substitute to transmit information and
values about Judaism which are helpful to the
camper throughou t his life . Of course, this demands
some understanding and positive Jewish identificati on for the counselor himself . When people live
closely together as in a bunk group , th e opportunity for questioning and exploration of philos ophies of life tied together with a Jewish heritage
fre quently abound . To utilize this excellent
atmos phere as a means of strengthening understanding and ties with Jewish values is a basic
objec tive of our camp ; the counselor can make a
profound impa ct upon the camper by not limiting
his alertnes s for Jewish programming_to me rely
the Sabbath.t._bui._beinf prepare d to i nco rporate it
at every opportuni,!y italics mine) . I ~
i.

Library

Every educational institution, camps included ,
needs a ·good , working library .

As we have already

pointed out, very few camps have such a facility or
make full use of its potential when there is even a
semblance of a book collection .

This, despite the

fact that· 83 per cent of the camps reported that they
h ad a children ' s library with a collection of Jewish
books .

Library f acilities have been described i n

Chapter IV .
There are notable exceptions among c amps in
all categorie s to the general observation that libraries
15 st aff Manual , Camp B ' nai B' rith , op. cit .,
p. A- 5 .
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play a small role in the cultural life of most camps .
As would be expected, most of th e f unc tioning libraries
with professi onal or semi- profe ssional staff are to be
found am ong the Educational , Denominational , and Hebrew
camps.
Ea ch c amp unit also needs a small library
building . We a r e beginning to provide such
f a cilities using old reconstructed buildings
for this purpo se . We have an excellent film
strip library containing the best film strips
now available . Last summer . . . movie films
with Jewi sh cont ent were avail able for use in
addition to the film strips . . . . Each camp
has its own film strip projector . I n addition ,
our libra ry contains many recordings .
The librar i an distributes bo oks and audiovisua l aid materials and many children love to
re ad the books mad e availab le , part ic ul arly d~ring
rainy weather and re st periods . The J . E . C., the
U.A.H. C., and the Seminary have made availab le to
us free of cha r ge their children ' s publications
which are used extensively .16
The above report i ndicates how a library
c an serve as a center for the distributi on and dissemination of n on- book mat eria~s as well .

I n other camps

where special libr ary buildings have be en const ructed ,
its purpo ses and effect s can be even mor e widespread .
The library is available to both camp ers and
staff a like . The camp maintains books of interest
as well as r ecords . The library will also serve
as the place where information about vocations will
be available ( italics mine) in connection with the
program b~ing conducted by the Voc ati~nal Counselor .
The libra r y will also be avail able for quiet mus ic
or re ading or writiQg_in the evening§_ (italics mine) .
. 16 Abraham P . Gannes, "Notes on the 19 63 Educational Program ," Cejwin Camps (mime ographed) .
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Books and r ecords may be checked out for pr ograms
or for pe rsonal use . . . 17
Whereas general book collections may be borrowed
fro m Public Libraries for use by camps during the
summer, no such service i s avai l ab le for books of
Jewish interest , unless they can be found i n Public
Libraries and ordered in advance as part of the general
collection .

Jewish library material s must be puichas~d

or assembled by the c amps t h emselves .

Camps closely

affiliated with city institutions do borrow books and
other materials fro m the J ewish collection of their
libra rie s .

The Division of Community Service s of Gratz

College in Philadelphia permits camps in the a re a t o
borrow books and audio - v i sual material s for extended
s umme r use .

Other Bureaus of Jewish Education cooperate

with camps serving their communities i n a like manner.
However, each c amp must dev elop its own collec t ion .
The New Jersey "Y" Camps , a Center camp , has an
excellent libra ry facili ty , a full- t ime librarian and
helpers, and ari expanding collection of Judaica and of
audio-visual mat erials.

This library also has r e serve d

shelve s for staff refere nc e, and the library becomes a
center for a great de a l of the planning for cultura l
activi ties .

-

A number of libra ri ans se r v e as resource persons
17 st a ff Manual, Camp B ' na i B'r ith , op. ci t .,
p. B-12.
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for all are a s of the camp program .

Mat eria ls for

exhibits are made availa ble and in a few camps the
library itself offers an exhibit of books or other
material on a pa r t icula r theme .

Th e cons cient ious

librari a n use s all the devices she would use in the
city library to stimulate readership a nd use of the
facility.
j.

Role of Isra el

In 1963, 70 per cent of the camps reported
.that Israel pla yed some role in camp programmi ng.

As

an advent of the Six Day War and the f a ct that Isra el
has been a concern of the da ily press ever since June,
1967 , and on the basis of revisits to camps during
the past three summ ers that I had been to five ye a rs
previously, I believe tha t the 70 per cent figure is even
higher today.

The ~uality, level and intensity of the

Israel experiences in camps , of course, varies very
c onsiderably.
Clearly, the camps most ac t ively involved
with Israel are the thirteen Zionist camps where

Israel is central to their philosophy of Judaism and
t o their program.ming at camp.

The Hebrew camp and

several of the Educational camps are almost as intensive
in their programma tional empha sis on Israel .

One of the

Yiddish camps is also affiliated with a Labor Zionist
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Order and it, too , has a philosophic commitment, but
is much weaker programmatically than the specifically
iden tified Zionist camps .

I have a l ready alluded to the

fac t that the Denominational/Conservative camps do not
consid er themselves Zionist in orientation , but there
is no question that I s rael plays an important role in
the total camp program .

In these camps , religion is the

centra l dominating force .
The centra lity of religion , however defined , is
also dominant in the other Denominational camps , with
the messianic 'ideal ' of Israel playing a more important
rol e in the more traditional camps and the ' real ' of
Israe l holding sway in the· others .
The so-called secula rists have long given up
t he de ep- rooted bitterness against Zi onism that charac t erized them prior to the establishment of the State .
While many are still far fro m Zionism , th ey are a ll
concerned with Israel, and some aspect of Israel is pre sent
in the programming in the Yiddish camps .
Concern for Israel is probably more manife st in
the Private , Federation , Center and Philanthropic camps ,
with many exceptions , than gene r al Jewish c ultural
concerns or these are identified asbeing synonymous .
The rol e of Israel in camps has been shown in
almost every phase of this study .

T~e expanding use

of Israeli counse lors , the useof Israeli music , dance
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and motifs in the a rts, discussions which often center

around the problems of Israel, the study of Hebrew not
merely as the l anguage of the heritage but generally as
the spoken language of modern Israel--all of these and
others as 1rnll indic ate the growing place of Isra el in
the life of the summer camps .

As a matt er of fact,

particularly in the non- educational c amps , it will be
through the influence of the impa ct of Israel that
expande d Jewish programming will be fur ther introduced .
k.

Cultura l Visits and Visitors

Camps in larger and l arger numbers are beginning
t o make greater use of broad community or national
resource s in expandi ng the scope of their educational
and cultur a l programming , Jewish as well as general .
The Jewish National Fund Caravan, for example ,
which usually consists of several talented and personable young Israelis, travel from camp to camp and
present an exciting pro gram of Israeli song and dance
fo r the c ampe rs and staff .

After the performance they

generally spend some time in teaching simple songs and
dances to th e group .

This has been a very highly suc-

c essful program , beginning slowly,and now so popular
that camps must reserve dat es months in advance .

The

Caravan is most effective in the camps which are
uns oph i st ic at ed in I s raeli song and dance , although
the knowledgeable c amps also request their visits .
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Anothe r Jewish Nati onal Fund cultural service
which has prov en itself over the summers is an exhibit
and lecture on Israel stamps which also travels around
the camps.

Since a large number of children are incip-

ient stamp collectors, they are motivated to learn about
Israel and Jewish history through stamps .
Israeli consuls and their staffs have wisely
been making themselves available for camp visits .

An

"offic ial" representative of the Israel government
generally ~aY-es a_ lasting impression on the camp and the
preparation for his visit enables the camp to expand its
Jewish programming .
The educational camps , either through the Depart ment of Edication and Culture of the Jewish Agency or
through institutions of higher learning, as they
become aware of outstanding personalities and scholars
either visiting the United States from Israel or visiting
the area of the camp fro m other communities in America ,
try to arrange for these personages to come to camp.
Jewish musicians and artists are also invited.
Such visits are more common in the Jewishly
committed camps , but could take place readily in all
camps if camp directors were made aware of the possibilities .

True , some of the Jewish agencies send

announcemen ts to the camps, but generally the camps
themselves must show the initiative .

A lecture bureau
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and cultural-program-visi t ation service to camps would
be innovative a~d could help camps in their quest for
Jewish progra~ ing .
1.

Furd Raising Activities for Jewish Causes

Very fe~•:- camps are act ively engaged in fund
r aising programs .

We have a lready noted that some

c amps use the carnivals to r aise small sums which are
then contributei to various causes .

The most elaborate

program of fund raising is to be found at the Cejwin
_c amps .
The Keren Ami (fund of my people)program at
Ce jwin is a major and regula.r on- going project .

Cultural

counselors are expected to pre- pl an ei.ght weekly Keren
Ami programs in addition to special projects which
must be• planned at camp .
• . • is a significant function in the camp 's
program of ~ewish group living, and aims to provide
opportunities and experiences for campers to participate iI'-t elligently in American Jewish communit y life. The primary purpose of the Keren
Ami program is to develop within the individual
campers a sense of Je,;-rish community consciousness
and a feeli~g of personal identity with the
Jewish people .18
The pro gram is implemented on a continuous
basis as an integrated activity during the entire
c amp season .

These activities cover agencies dealing

18 samuel H. Dinsky , "Cejwin ' s Keren Ami Program ,"
pr epared for the Department of Jewish Culture , Cejwin
Camps (mimeogra~hed).
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with Jewish education , Religion , Israel and Philantpropy .

Activities include discussion and study,

viewing films and film- strips , _relating arts and crafts
activitie s , presenting a weekly dramatic skit each
Friday evening immediately before evening services,
campers offering the weekly Keren Ami contribution bunk
by bunk after the dramatic presentation .

The campers'

carnival and bazaar are tied to thi s project and the
culminating event is the Annual Keren Ami Breakfast ,
which i s planned and executed with great detail .

Each

camper receives an "allocation ballot" and votes on the
distribution of the money coll ected during the summer .
Among the major allocations made over the years are
included the United Jewish Appeal , other Israeli funds
and the Neve Hadassah project .

Agency beneficiaries

vary fro m year to year but a brief listing of some of
the re cipients illustrates the breadth of the program :
American Association for Jewish Education , Einstein
Medical College , Federation of Jewish Philanthropies
of New York , Jewish Publication Society , United Nati ons
Children ' s Fund and Cejwin Camp Scho l arships .
To the extent that funds are raised , the most
freque nt recipient of the funds is the United Jewish
· Appeal or, in recent years , the Israel Emergency Fund .
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m.

World, Na tioLal a nd Loc a l Jewish
Current Event s

If camps are remiss in providing adequate
infor3a t ional services to their campers and staff
with rega rd to general current events as was indicated
previous ly, they are even more negligent in matters
conceining Jewish informat ion.

The correlation between

the camps doing well or poorly in one area and the
other is quite high.
During visits to camps j ust short weeks a f ter
the Six Da y W:::-r, the general l ack of information
available in the camps about the conditions in the
Middle Eas t was appalling .

Discussions with campers

and s t a~f revealed ignorance of basic facts which
could e2sily have been provided by the camp via
bulle t i n board displays , newspaper clippings, exhibits
and the like .
many cao ps .

Maps of Israel were difficult to find in
In on e camp, suggestions for putting up

a bulle t in board outside the dining hall were met
with lukewarm enthusi a sm, but once it was up and
clippings and interesting eye catching items exhibited,
many on staff were surprised at the numbe r of children
who s.,_opped to read a nd then casually discuss the display.
Such a simple technique, so ~eldom employed.
Interes t in Jewish current events comes first
and foremost fro m st a ff concern.

The adults in the

c amp community set the tone in this area as in so many
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others .

The camper who asks the adult with the news -

pape r, "who won the ball game? " should , of course , be
answered , but attention then fo cus ed on news of a
li ttle greater import .
The key to any and all programming is the nature
of the camp staff .

'

CHAPTER. VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Summation
In light of the many problems facing the

Ameri can Jewish community in its struggle to assure
creative continuity to Jewish life and Jewish values
in the United States , this study illustrates the
potentialities of the resident J·ewish summer camp
as an important instrument and effective ally to
existing institutions of Jewish life in meeting the
chal lenges to our youth of Jewjsh identification ,
kn owledge and commitment .
I n briefl y analyzing the state of the present day Jewish community , particular attention is focused
on J ewish co l lege youth , pointing out the serious
problems of apathy , alienation and negativism toward
Jewi sh life as we ll as the l ow levels of Jewish know- ·
ledge of many of these young people on campus who
r epresent between 80 and 85 per cent of the collegea g e members of the J ewish community

This negativism

exi sts despite the f act that most of these students
r e ceived some form of Jewish education during their
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childhood years.

Our analysis of the _Jewish educational

establishment highlights the overwhelming problems
affecting every aspect of its attempt to provide an
adequate Jewish education to the young generation .

We

note serious shortcomings in the qualifications of many
educators themselves , apathy , and lack of "Jewish
l iving" of many homes and parents , the effects of the
Bar Mitzvah syndrome, budgeting and fiscal problems, the
school time factor including the rising encroachment
of public education, the complexity and breadth of the
sch ool curriculum and the courses of study of the
schools , which are all factors which mitigate against
enabling the Jewish school,by itself,to fulfill the
r esponsibilities placed upon it by the Jewish community ,
generally by default .

As a result , even the best of

these schools can provide only an elementary Jewish
education and the large majority of Jewish children
(90 per cent) gain but a childish understanding of

themselves as Jews and of their culture and heritage.
It has been, therefore, a major purpose of this
s tudy to ascertain the role being played by resident
Jewish summer camps in formal and informal Jewish
education and, by investigating and evaluating the
general and Jewish programs 0f such representative
c amps·, to attempt to illustrate the important ro l e
that a good camp can play in creating a Jewish atmos -
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phere, imparting knowledge, motivating commitment to
a Jewish way of life and demonstrating the relevance
~f Judaism to all participants in the camp program,
campers and staff alike .
The writer , to establish criteria for his
eval uation of these camps , projected his own goals and
ob je ctives after a study of such goals in the writings
of general and Jewish educational thinkers and based
u pon his own many years of experience as a director of
summer camps and as a Jewish educator .

In the process

of establishing these "universal" and "Jewish " ob j ectives,
a · series

of questions have been raised , the answers

t o which are sought in the body of the study .

While

s eparate goals and objectives are projected for both
aspects of Jewish camping , the writer remains sensitive
to the distinctive similarities between the goal s of
g eneral education and those of Jewish education and to
the f act that the camp community deals with a "total
child" in a "total camp setting ."

Attempts have been

ma de thr oughout the study to illustrate those areas
of c amp l ife where a natural fusion and integration can
be wr ought between the "univer sal" elements which should
be fo und in any good camp , and the "Jewish components "
which should be peculiar to the Jewish summer camp .
Chapter II of the study concerns itself with a
bri ef survey of the historical development of b oth
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general and Jewish camping and place s the orga nization
of the camps within the perspective of a dynamic development of both the total American community of which Jews
are an integral part and the Jewish community within
the f .r amework of the principle of cultural pluralism.
In Chapter III, the writer establishes his rationale
for dividing the 100 camps which form the basi s of the
study into nine categories, assigned primarily according
to institutional sponsorship , representing a stratified
random sampling .

These categories include Private ,

Federation , Center, Educational , Yiddis h, Zionist ,
Philanthropic , Denominational (Traditional- ConservativeReform) and Hebrew camps.
The goals and objectives of these various
categories of camps are investigated as viewed by the
owners, sponsors, camp directors, parent s and campers.
In the main, it may be concluded that Private, Federation ,
Center, Philanthropic and most Yiddish camps stress the
social and physical growth of the camper whereas the
Educational, Zionist, Denominational and Hebrew camps
emphasize their Jewish cultural and religious development.

Exceptions to this generalization may be found

in each category.

It is also noted that a number of

camps could technically fit int o two or more c a tegories,
e.g., some Center camps receive financi a l support
fro m Federations, but the final criteria for the place-
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ment of a camp in a particular category is dependent
upon the specific sponsorship of the camp .
Chapter IV reveals that fifty-eight of the
100 camps are accredited members of the American
Camping Association .

The standards established by the

Association are used as criteria for the adequacy of
the camps in the areas of general camping, particularly
with relation to health , safety , sanitation, site and
facility, personnel, program, and administration .

It

is noted that _forty-two of the camps either had not
applied or believe they do not qualify for American
Camping Ass ociation accreditation .

Si nce this

accredit ation represents the fulfillment of at least
minimal standards as established by the largest professiona l camping organization in the world, it is
essential that those camps not yet accredited seek
such recognition with due haste .
While it may not be completely valid to assume
that a camp that is not accredited does not meet these
standards, my conclusion is that more often than not,
this assumption is correc t .

However, it is also pointed

out that because of the large membership in the American
Camping Association and infrequency of regular reaccreditation and because of the rapid changes i n the
camp env ironment , a number of the accredited camps
have unfortunately permitted standards to deteriorate.
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Of the nine camp categories in our study ,
those which least meet the minimum general standards
of professional camping criteria are the Zionist ,
Yiddish , Denominational/Traditional and Federation
s ponsored camps .
-

The study found that 60 per cent of the camps
are lo cated in New York state and Pennsylvania and that
a n other 14 per cent are in the northeastern section of
the United States , 6 per cent in Canada and the r emaini ng 20 per cent located throughout the country .

Most

c ampsites , while ranging in size from sixty- eight to
2 ,000 acres , do not all meet American Camping Associatim
reqvirements , but are generally adequate in meeting camp
n eeds .

Facilities are substantially adequate , except

i n Zi onist and Federation camps where sports facilities
among others are below standard .

While housing of

c ampers , either in cabins or tents , is usually adequate ,
s taf f housing requires priority attention in a number
of c amps.

Other camp facilities , buildings , recrea-

t i onal halls , etc ., show imagination and creativity
a nd building needs vary among camps in every category ,
with the Zionist and Federation camps requiring more
c apital building funds than most of the other categories
of camps .
Seventy- four per cent of the camps are co-ed ,
and the tendency toward co-educational camping is

.
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predominant and growing .

This fact has implications

both in regard to the physical organization of the camp
site and programming .

Decentralization is also an

accepted principle of camp organization .
We have seen that camp fees increased by 25 . 7 per
cent between 1963 and 1969 and are still on the uptrend .
Aside from Federation and Philanthropic camps which seem
t o be intended primarily for children whose families
cannot ordinarily pay any fees or pay token fees at
best , the cost of camping is a considerable expense to
the budget of a middle - class American Jewish family .
Unless funds are found from a variety of sources to
subsidize camps or provide scholarships for campers ,
,

the growth of camping may be hindered simply by the
l aws of economics .

Our study indicates that in 1963,

among forty - one camps that reported, some 6 , 882 scholarships valued at $705,104 were granted .

The figures

have undoubtedly increased over these past years , but
a r e still far below the real need .
Communal support for camping from one source or
another is evidenced in 61 per cent of the camps , either
in the form of direct allocations and subsidies from
Federation and Welfare Funds , e . g ., all Federations
camps in the study receive direct support from central
c ommunal funds to the average extent of 29 per cent of

their total budget , or from contributions by individuals ,
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organiz ations or ~nstitutio~s .
F~rther additional community budgeting is re quired and Federation and ~elfare Funds wi ll have to
recogniz e the validity of tirn educat ional values i n
camping and help provide the necessary capital funds
fo r dev elopment 2nd operating funds for programming .
In Chapter V, in the study of the camper,
we found that forty - two ca~ps have special requirements
fo r admission .

T:.vii s fact was particularly di stres s ing

fo r Federa tion , Cent er and Philanthropic c amps whi ch ,
while mainly cornr:.unally supported , a re n ot ope n to all
children of the Jewish community .

Thi s di st re ss does -

n ot rel at e t o carrps organized to meet the sp ecia l needs
of children with spec ial problems .

We believe that

while it i s understandable that camps organ ized
specifically to rreet the needs of the sponsoring organi zations , e . g ., Cons ervat ive camps for children from
the Conservat i ve mov ement may have validity , community
camps sho uld be avai lable to all children in the
community .

Two conclusions may be drawn .

On the one

hand , the fr agmentation that characterizes the adult

.

J ewish community is unfortunately pre s ent in camping
as well, and on th e other hand , t 4at more camps are
n eeded , pa r t icularly community oriented and sponsored
c amps .

Th e study is also critic a l of the admission

procedure s followed by a significant number of camps
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in which the process of intake of campers is poorly
handled.
Compariso~s are offered between the statistics
available in the general field of camping, and the
dat a of this study with regard to the differences and
change s in the age and sex distribution of the camping
population.

An analysis of our data reveals that among

girls, the largest group of campers are in the thirteen
ye a r old age range and that among the boys , the largest
group is between 11 and 13.

In 19 50, the eleven year

old girls represented the l2rgest age group .
6f campers is clea rly rising.

The age

We observe that the vast

majority of our camps deal with children between the
fifth and tenth grade in public school.

Our statistics

also indic ate an increased emphasis on teen- age camping
and that the retention rates for this age group is
much higher than for the younger campers.

The writer

believe s that efforts with the teen-age gr oup, particularly with re gard to Jewish concerns , is much more
educ ationally needed and productive and concludes that
teen-age camping requires much more attent ion .
One of the most appa rent limi tations to any
student or researcher of camping is the f act that
no accurate data are available with regard to statistical
informati on on Jewish camping and one of the ma jor
contributions of this study may well be the f act that
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the data assembled here representing the largest sampling
of camps in any published or unpublished study, provides
figures which can be of significant use to practioners
in the field .
The study also indicates a trend toward longer
periods for camping .

Most of the educational camps which

emphasize Je;'rish programming insist on an 8 week season
season and most of the other camps whose "trips " may be
of 2 , 3 , 4 , or 6 week duration tend to extend the stay
i n the direction of 6 weeks .

This is further evidence

of the need for additional camps s i nce the major argument for short camping periods has been to enable
lar ger numbers of children to make use of the same camp
f acility .

If the"trip " is lengthened , fewer children are

served . The retention rate of camps , that is , the number
of "old campers " who return to the same camp the follow i ng season, varies with an average retention rate of
approxima tely 53 per cent .

An analysis of data available

suggests to the writer that one may conclude that given
a more meaningful and relevant program , children tend to
r eturn to such a camp f or several years .
Most campers come from at least middle - class
i ncome families in the majority of the camps in our
study .

Aside from economic background , the socio -

r el igious backgrounds of the parents vary and no
trends are discernible except f or those camps which
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serve special interest groups .

The only exception

relates to those camps which do not observe Kashrut
and therefore exclude children from traditional or
observant homes from their camps .
All of the camps serve Jewish children but
s ome of them do not serve Jewish children exclusively .
The problem of the non- sectarian camp sponsored by a
purportedly Jewish agency is a matter of serious concern and I have concluded that if the camp is indeed
t o f ulfill its purpose as an agency f~r Jewish survival ,
a camp sponsored by the Jewish community and receiving
Jewish communal support must serve Jewish children excl usively .

This statement is in no way intended to
..

d etract f rom the educational validity within the general
community of non- sectarian , inter- denominational and
i nterracial camping .

However , the responsibility for

such camping must rest with agencies of the general
community of which Jews are a part .

The crisis within

the Jewish community is of such a nature that the
organized Jewish community must concentrate its full
att ention and resources on Jewish camping for Jewish
childr en .
Am ong all the categories of camps , notwiths tanding singular excepti ons in each category , the
Center camps with their core of trained group workers
on staff were found to be better equipped to provide
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creative opportunities for individual camper development through group orientation than any other camps.
The greatest participation of campers on all
levels of programming is to be fo und in the Zionist
camps where the philosophy of "youth leading youth"
is practiced.
Most of the other camps fall somewhere between
the rather full participation of campers in the
Zionist camps and the non or little participation of
campers in program- planning in other camps.

Camps

with teen programs have discovered that only by involving the camper can the program be successful. ,
The same conclusion is yet· to be reached for the young
campers but is not less valid a principle .

A mark of

a succes sful camp included the willingness of the
director to be flexible, to regroup his r~sources ,
allow new plans to replace pre-plans and to eliminate
rigidity from the programs .

The principle reflected

in programming by camper councils that camp is the
only environment in our society where children can be
given equal consideration with adults is generally
not apparent in significant numbers of the camps
in our study.

Too many camps ~espite their protesta-

tions to the contrary are still autocratically operated .
In Chapter VI we found that ~he quality,
training , kno.-rledge and preparation of staff is the
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central measure of the success or f a ilure of a camp
program on any l evel .

At every turn , whenever the

s tudy concerns itself with program , activities , leadership, counseling, guidance , etc ., it is the quality
of staff personnel that determines the success of tre
effort .

The greatest single shortcoming in all the

camps in this study , barring n one , although the intensity of the problem varies from camp to camp, is the
lack of qualified staff !
The study undertakes a careful analysis of the
structure of the camp staff including tables of organization and job descriptions as well as the qualifications required by camps of staff for the performance
of their stat ed duties .
It is noted that procedures for the recruit ment and employment of staff , except for the educational
camps , almost completely ign ore any Jewish considerations.

Obviously , camps that do not se ek personnel

wh o are Jewishly knowledgeable or vocat ional agencies
which do not recruit or refer such personnel , cannot
staff camps with the kind of persons who are ab le to
c a rry ou t the mandates the camps theoretically set for
the mselves in their list ing of goal s and objectives .
There is a dichotomy between the job descriptions
of many camps and their stated goals and objectives of
whi ch are basically contradictory .

In many
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inst ances the stated goals and objectives are not
acted upon .

In practice the camps make little or no

effort to h ir e personnel t o implement these aims .

The

most f requent offenders included Federation , Center ,
Philanthropi c and Yiddish camps .
The study clearly concludes that the maj or
probl em f acing the resident Jewish sponsored camp
tod ay i s the recruitment and selection of personnel
c apable of i mplementing the stated programmatic goals
of the c amps .
Further evidence that the recruitment and
selection process for staff is wanting is reveal~d
in the study by the f act that camps report a number
of s taff who a re negative about their Jewishness or
show ir evidence of self- hatred around Jewishness ."
Obvious ly these individuals were not properly sc re ened
at some point in the selection process and should neve r
have been employed in a Jewi sh spons ored camp .
Some serious misgivings are voiced about the
use of "foreign counselors " in Jewish sponsored camps .
This re s ervat ion is made notwithstanding the fact that
in many camps with proper supervis ion, the s e counselors
add a cos mopolit an fl av or to the program .

The is sue

as the writer see_s it is the fa ct that these "foreign
counselors" a r e non-Jewish and bring unnecessary
problems to the camp together with any positive
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contributions..

"Foreign counselors" who are Jewish

should be employed fr nm countries thro;_;_ ghout the woTld
so as to enhance the fe eling of klal yisrael in the
world .
Israeli counselors who ma y technically be
categorized as "foreign ," can be , with proper selec tion and supervision , important contributors to the
program of camp .

Israeli students in the United States

should be recruited for camps but yordim should not
be employed ..
I sraeli staff will begin playing a mo re and
more significant role . i n American J ewish camping but
by no stretch of the imagination will begin to solve
the staff shortage problem .

As with all other aspects

of Jewish life, le adership , teachers , social workers ,
camp personnel , will have to be developed indigenously
by the American J ewish community .

We will either

d evelop and train our own personnel or our institutions
will wither away .
Because salaries paid to camp personnel are
major factors in the recruitmen t of qualified candi dates , efforts must be made to r aise the salary scales ,
pa r ticularly for f ull - t i me camp ~mpl oyees .

The

shortage of qualified personne l is so acute that
subsidie s should be provided to camps specifically for
staff salary purposes .
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Camps must also provide their employees the
benefits of a full code of practice including all
the health and welfare considerations normally provided
employees of educational institutions .
Unless the education , training and preparation
of camp staff becomes a primary concern of camp boards
and administration , the camps will fail in their
J ewish purposes.

Efforts must be accelerated to

professionalize the field and develop an increasingly
l arger core of full - time Jewish educators or Jewishly
educated social workers who will devote their prof essional career to Jewish camping .
Tbe study shows that there is little or no
year- round training for Jewish camps ; that pre- camp
t r aining is limited to several days before the opening
of camp and that there are still some camps which do
n ot have even this minimal program .

Further , even

th e best of the programs afford little time for anythi ng but a general orientation to Jewish programming ,
i nsuf ficient to intelligently carry out a full summer ' s
Jewi sh activities .

In- service training is also gen-

era l ly haphazard or administrative - centered or crisis c entered with l ittle time given to an organized ongoing program of study .
There are no planned programs for camping in
existence in ani school of social work on either an
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undergraduate or graduate level or in any school of
education or in any Hebrew Teachers College , individual
c ourses being discounted .
Most camps neither encourage , subsidize nor
provide bonuses for members of their staff who are
conscientious enough to take courses in Judaica or
for that matter psychology , etc ., during the year
whi ch would benefit them in their work at camp .

This ,

in j uxtaposition to the camp ' s willingness to subsidize
and increase the salaries for waterfront counselors
wh o enroll in water safety instructor courses .
Exceptions to this are the educational camps where
such practices sometimes ~o exist .

These Jewish camps

a r e clearly much more concerned with general programming than with Jewish programming and in practice
support efforts at Jewish programming in a tertiary
manner.
One of my ma j or conclusions, borne out by the
s tudy, and particularly by my visits to fifty - eight of
the 100 camps is that the staff constitutes a "service
client " and that therefore the educat i on and growth
of t he staff member must be a concern of the camp
admi nistrati on .

This is particu~arly important in

regard to Jewish knowledge , identification and
commi tment .

Until camps assume the responsibility

fo r staff programming in matters of Jewish concern ,
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the camp cannot be considered as being serious about
its "Jewi sh component . "
The "C a reers in Social Work" programs instituted in many Center camps operate with varying de grees
of success.

Such programs sh ould cont i nue and expand .

The career programs should , h owever , _be broadened t o
i nclude c a reers in other areas of Jewi sh communal
service including Jewis h education .
We were surpri s ed to find that camps which
yearly f ace the problem of serious shortages of
-

qual ified personnel are among the camps that have not
d eveloped counselor- in- training programs s o that they
might in some meas ure help train their own indigenous
staff .

The study reve a ls that on ly 40 per cent of the

camps offer such programs , but that camps that do have
them almost all repor t their effec tiveness in the
training and recruitment of staff.
This study is not original i n substantiating
any numbe r of principles long known and understood by
knowl edge ab le camp people .

General camp literature is

r epl ete with articles a ttesting, for example , to the
f act that the key figure and most influentia l of all
f actors operating in the camp setting is the cabin
counselor .

If this is true generally, how much more

i mp ort ant is the task of this individual in the
J ewish c amp where his influence by example is of
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paramount importance .

Staff deficiencies,serious

enough on supervisory levels , are even more aggravated
on the counselor level .
The lack of democratic processes relating to
staff among the fifty - eight camps is pointed out .
Wi th a few notable exceptions _which merely pro~e how
i mportant and successful staff participation in decision making can be , _ most camp staffs are regarded as
employees who must follow directives from the adminis tration .

Too many camps are still autocratically run .
Democratic processes are probably more prevalent

among the Zionist camps than any others , but one may
question certain forms of democratic over- permissiveness
at times found in some of these camps .
.The social upheaval and the rapidly changing
v a l ues of campus youth are finding their way into the
camp setting and will have to be dealt with realisti cally and honestly .
The final concern in our study of camp staff
relates to the appraisal and evaluation of the ·staff
a nd i ts accountability to self , to the camp administration , to the sponsoring agency , and to the rarent and
c amper and , in the final analysis , to the Jewish
c ommunity .

One thought is clear and recurr i ng-- the

essence of a positive Jewish educational camp experi ence undoubtedly emanates from a qualified staff .
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Chapter VII concerns itself with the manner
i n which the camps in our study implement their stated
goa l s and objectives as well as the goals and objectives
pr oj ected by the writer , through activity programs in
th e camps ' daily schedules .

A description and evalua-

tion of these schedules is undertaken in both the
general and Jewish areas of program , with an emphasis
on t he Jewish aspects .
The analysis of the daily schedules illustrates
how the various camps apportion blocks of time for
v a r i ous activities and consequently indicate the value
pl aced upon that activity by the camp by the allotment
of time given the activity .
I t is apparent that the Private camps are
primarily sports - centered , giving a minimum of time
t o what might be called cultural activities .

The

Fed e ration , Philanthropic and Center camps also tend
t o a ccentuate the sports program ; however , there is
a gr eater attempt at balance in the C~nter camps with
regard to creative arts activities .
camps

The Yiddish

i n the apportionment of the i r time are similar

to t he Center camps , with _a f ew adding token f ormal
class t i me for discussi on or language instruction .
The da ily schedule of these camps also reveals a greater
r el ative emphasis on traditional camping activities ,
such as scouting , hiking , nature , than in the other
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categorie s of camps.
The Educational caEps vary in their schedules
with several following the patt ern of the Center
camps, l aying greater stress, however , on cultural
activities, and others following the pattern of the
Denominational/Conservative, Traditional and Reform
in the inclusion of formal class period~ within the
d aily schedule .

The Zionist camps also include class

time on a more limited basis than the others , but
provide more time for informal discussion groups than
do the others .

The Hebrew camp , in general , follows

the daily schedule pattern of the Center camps , has
n o f ormal classes , but allows time during the week
f or scheduled discussion periods .
The most effective and democratic use of
scheduling is found in the Center camps where "elective
periods" and unstructured time are more available to
c ampe r s than i n any other category of camp, although
t h i s proced ure is not exclusive with the Center camps .
Inter- camp activities are reviewed and it is
concluded that concer t ed efforts should be continued
t o br oaden communication between the various camps
and their camper and staff personnel .
A major criticism leveled against a l arge
number of camps in the study in most categories relates
to the fac t that they resort t o too many out - of- camp
activities .

This is yet another manifestation of
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the inadequacy of staff in planning and implementing .
evening programs which should be indigen ous to the
camp environment .
The study also reviev.rs t he rule s and regulations
that ·govern programming, and then analyzes the activity
periods and the evening programs .

Essentially, camps

have changed very little since they were organized .
Activities which were popular to children fifty years
ago still attract their interest today , with exceptions
of course .
Relatively few c amps fully capi talize on the
natural environment and primarily because of the
d i ffi culty in obtaining qua lified personnel , give insufficient attention to nature study and pioneering .
Whil e "tripping" is done in many camps , hiking is a
lo st art .

Transporting campers to overnight camp

s i te s instead of walking to them has become the norm .
Arts and crafts is probably the most universally
sch eduled activity , second only to sports . · However ,
the level of creativity in this a r ea is seriously
wanting , and this program i s largely devoted to the
as sembl y of pre - cut or pre - fabricated items and free
artistic expres s ion and guidance is lacking in many
c amps .
Mu sic , pa rticularly organized. singing , whi le
c arr ied out informa lly in many camps , does not receive
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the attention .it warrants as an educationa l activity .
Dramatics in too many camps is performance centered , and creative dramat ic s is missing from most
c amps with the exception of those camps committ ed to
imaginative group process .
Most . camps are "islands unt o themselves " and
practic ally disassociate themselves fro m the world
about them duri ng the weeks of the summer .

Very few

camps actively concern thems elve s with news events ,
politic a l conventions , bulletin boards and the like.
In genera l, camps are qui te weak in "d evelo ping the
skills and capac ities that make for co mp etent citizenship in a democratic society ."

Exceptions to this

ob servation are mainly to be fo und in the Zion i st
camps where pol i tical consciousness i s on a high
level, and in some sele c t ed camps in other categories .
The study describes and analyzes Jewish living
in the c amps .

We have reserved reporting on one aspect

of the study until n ow i n the belief that these findings
relate to the conclusions of the study .
When c amp direc tors are asked "What are some
of the major problems you are f ac i ng in implementing
the Jewish educ ational a i ms of your camp?" -- the
answe r s are not only reve aling , but in effect, illustrate and highlight som e of the most s e rious short comings f aced by the Jewi sh resident summer c amp .
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These problems have been discussed at various times
during the course of this study .

The fact that they

are here articulated by the camp directors themselves
adds even greater credence and further substantiates
the conclusions arrived at by the writer .
Among the Federation camps , the following
comments are noted :
For this special-purpo se camp the Friday evening
service seems appropriate .
Problem No . 1 is that we get very few children
coming from homes where (Jewish) education is
stressed .
This is a non- sectarian , interdenominational
camp, although over 90 per cent of the _campers
are Jewish .
Family culture which (a ccompa nies) children and
staff is not basically Jewish . Therefore , a
Judaic ori entation is outside of their experience except in a negative situation .
Staff who are oriented and positive about their
Jewis hness .
Among Center camps, the responses are quite
varied as evidenced by the following ·quotations :
The ambivalent mot ivati on of counselors and
c ampers . In addition , it is difficu lt to
develo p a curriculum which is specific e nough
and yet broad e~ough to include points of view .
Staff! CEmper interest and good reference
material in dramatics and for the Oneg .
H~lping the staff to use Jewish content in a
creative manner .
Finding a Jewish staff . This is most important .
If we c an loc ate such a staff , then our problem
r elates to the staff ' s background , knowledge and
intere st of things of Jewish interest .
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Availability of personnel who have knowledge
and personalities to transmit the important
basic values of Judais m and who are themselves
reasonably good examples of well-adjusted human
b eings .
Since our aims are not primarily towards a Jewish
education , our problems do not run a l ong these
lines .
Evi dence of self- hatred around Jewishness is
quite common . Some staff consider any type
of J ewish programming, music, dancing , Jewish
st ory- telling, etc ., as religious indoctrination .
Some staff f e el quite uncomfortable about anything
Jewish whether it is in discussion , observance
or language .
The major problem in implementing the Jewish
educationa l goals of our c amp is the resistance
f requently encountered amongst our counselors
wh o are themselve s Jewish young adults , many of
whom have not yet resolved their attitudes and
f eelings regarding their own Jewishness .
·_r·

Resistance of staff and apathy and ignorance
of others on staff .
Making Judaism a vital concern and interest of
s taf f . Relating Judais m to non- curriculum
cent ered camping program .
"What may please one sect " may not please another .
Br inging services to the level of the campers .
Staf f who are not Jewish- oriented .
Obtaining qualified Jewish counselors --pa rticularly
boys .
Among the Educational camps , the comments in
some measure echo some of these set forth above .

For

exampl e , " to induce the parents t o enroll their
childr en in a camp observing Jewish Dietary Laws and
offering Jewish cultural influences .".
This l ast statement was made by the only
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Private camp i nclud ed a::Jon 5 the Educati onal camps
because of the nature of i ts educational programming
and the ct liber of the owner who is an outstanding
Jewi sh educato r.
The statement aLtests to the f a ct that one of
the difficul ti es this c amp faced as a Private camp
with Jewish cultura l co.'.::illli:ments was recruiting campers.
In fac t , this problem beca~e so acute that for this
reason as well as others tte camp is no longer opera ting.
Staff qua lified to handle the program materials
suited for our program .
Clarification of what ought to const itut e a
meaningful, relevant , 2nd inspiri ng educ at ion
for living as an American Jew. Creative appro ach
to Hebrew educ ation i n a camp environment . How
to make basic Jewish v2lues meaningful to
American Jewis h ch ildren so as t o influence their
attitude s .
Neither of t he tw o Yiddish camps responded
to this ques t ion .
Among the Zionist camps , the answers are
of three type s .

In one case,

Financial difficulties curb out ability to enrich
the program t o t he degree we would wish.
Another camp is conc erned about the need for
material, pa rtic ularly
A good, fas t Hebrew- teaching method--books--tape s -visual aids .
And . finally, as fur ther evidences of immaturity
and l a ck of real comprehensi on of the needs of camping,
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a Zionist camp notes :
No problem at a l l .
The answers among the Philanthropic camps
paral lel in large measure some of the answers we
hav e · a l ready Jeen in the uncommitted Federation and
Center camps - -a few Philanthropic camps , however , do
seem to be deeply concerned .
We have never stressed the Jewish education aims
in our camp . We are not sponsored by the Federat i on or any of the Jewish organizations and have
never thought along these lines . We were
organized on a cultural level rather than on a
rel igious and the camp has remained thus .
Some counselor opposition .
Our camp is non- sectarian .
Staff ! Whenever we have enthusiastic, trained ,
c apable , education people , we do very well .
Als o, indifference of counselors not trained
i n these areas who we must hire since there
a r e hot enough of the others .
Th e counselors ' poor Jewish background .
How to add programs which are motivating and
acc epting to children as well as c ommunity .
Among the Denominational camps , the one
re sponse from a Traditional camp consists of a single
word , "Money . "
Among the Denominational/Conservative camps ,
th e c omments are generally similar .

However , camps

servicing geographical sections of the country accentuated particular regional problems .

For example :

Th e poor preparation which many of the
y oungsters receive in their Hebrew schools ,
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especially those who come from areas outside
the l a rge met ropolit an areas . The fact that
many of the things that we teach at camp are
fo reign to the youngsters as well as their
parents . Difficulty in finding staff, especially
teachers and specialists , who are oriented
t oward our typ e of program .
Adequa te f a cilities and poorly prepa red staff .
The basic problems of Jewish educ at ion . How
d oes one transmit a value system? How doe s one
i nfluence a child to live in accordance with
Jewish observances , etc? We could use more
personnel who unders tand our problem and are
committed to our program .
Staff--Hebrew speaking c amp--finding staff
wi th proper background and ability .
The Denomina tiona l /Re form camps can be just as
s ucc i nct as their Tra ditional bro the rs .
for example , answers simply "Staff . "

One camp ,

Other Reform

c amps are somewha t more explicit in stating their
n e eds .
Skil les , general and Spe cia lty Counse lors . A
ba l ance between (general) camping activities
a nd the Jewish goals for which we exist .
Bi ggest problem is adequate staff with proper
ba ckgr ound , but our program structure seems
to compensate f or any inexperienced help .
The r esponses from the various camp directors
g eneral ly reflect three levels of approach to the
qu estion of the implementation of the Jewish educat i onal aims of the camps .
I n the first place , there are clea rly a number
of c amps which still r efuse to accept any responsibility
fo r J ewish concerns .

They reject i nv olvement by
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blaming administration or absense of camp goals and
objectives on the one hand, or by being very "realistic"
about the nature of the staff they employ and conclude
that under such staff conditions, it would be foolish
for -them to even attempt to introduce Jewish programming .

Since in the main , most of these camps are

recipients of Jewish communal funds, it becomes obvious that nothing will happen at the camp until clear
directives are issued by the funding agencies making
it explicitly understood that these camps do indeed
have a responsibility to meet the needs of the Jewish
community which supplies them with the wherewithal for
their operations , and that Jewish programming must
become part of the c amp program .
Among the second group of camps there is a
tacit understanding and agreement that the camp
program should include a Jewish corrponent, however
narrowly or broadly defined, but thes~ camps neither
recruit nor attract staff that are Jewishly knowledgeable.

In the case of such camps where there is no

longer need to argue the principle of including Jewish
programming , it is necessary to offer ways and means
to the camp to secure at le ast a core of staff who
will be able to cope with Jewish programming .

These

camps must also be supplied with simple , explicit,
succes s fully-tried programs for easy implementation
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assuming the presence of a mi ni mal Jewishly oriented
staff .

The excuse of not having ma terial must not be

permitted to affect even the most minima l attempts at
Jewish programming .
The third level of response include those
fr om camps deeply committed to Jewish programming who
als o have needs on more sophisticated levels .
c amps also need staff .

These

However , these staff require -

ments are generally of a more special na ture .

Material

i s a l so needed by these ca mps on a somewhat higher
level.

These camps need professional guidance in the

a r t of integrating the general and Jewish aspects of
program , and in ma ny cases these camps require
specialists in the area of general camping even more
than i n the area of Jewish programming .
The study reveals the fact that only _fifty sev en of the 100 camps in the study observe Kashrut .
The l argest proportion of camps which are non- k osher
are fo und among the Federation camps where only
one of the 8 camps in the study comply with dietary
re gul ations ; among the Philanthropic camps where only

4 of the 10 observe Ka shrut ; among the Private camps
where 5 of 14 are observant ; among the Yiddish camps
wh ere 1 of 5 is Kosher ; among the Reform camps where
non are Kosher and among the Center camps where 8 of
the 25 still do not observe Ka shrut .
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It is my belief that Kashrut and some meaningful form of Sabbath observance are the sine qua non
fo r any camp purporting to serve the total Jewish
community and receiving communal funds ·for this
purpose.

Camps serving special interest groups may

fo llow their own prerogatives ; communally supported
c amps may not !

These camps must be open for enroll-

ment to any child in the Jewish community who either
n eeds the service or desires to attend the camp .
Any other arrangement is contrary to the democratic
and ethical ideals of Jewish communal organizational
life .
The primary obstacle in converting most of the
n on- kosher camps to observant camps is the lack of
the necessary capital funds required to reorganize
the kitchen and employ a mashgiah.

It is incumbent

up on Federations and Welfare funds that subsidize
t h ese camps to provide the needed funds .
The study noted that if there is any vestige
of Jewish consciousness or Jewish programming at a
camp, it is primarily Sabbath oriented .

The quality

of the Sabbath programs, beginning with clean- up on
Friday and extending through Havdalah on Saturday
evening varies considerabl~ with the more traditional
mi nd~d camps in all categories providing for richer
programming and many of the others , for tokenism .
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I offer n o judg:nent regarding the conten t material
of S2bbath progra~ ing ; my concern is prima rily
dire c t ed to the atmosphere created and the attitudes
engendeTed by th e program on the camp popula tion .
I am convinced that the success or· failure of a
camp to achieve a "fe eling " of the Sabbath is
rela ted to th~ Jewish sensitivity and knowledge ability
of the staff .
The Educational camps seem to have effected
the bes t working bal ance between a restrictive appro a ch
to t he Sa bbath and an attenuated appro a ch , limited to
a simple service .

The most creative innovative

Sabbath programs were found among the Zi onist and
Den ominational / Ref orm camps.
Most of th e anomalies found in camps related
to Jewish practices , e.g., Havdalah in the bright
sunshine of the aft erno on , reflec t gross ignorance
of f undamental Jewish concepts on the part of staff-a redundant the me of the study.
As might be expec ted from the comments
above, onl y 32 per cent of the camps re port the
scheduling of daily services which are limi t ed t o
the Denominational , Educational, Hebrew and Re ligi ous Zionis t camps .
Grace a t meal s , on the other hand , is programmed by 80 per cent of the camps but i s usually
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limited to the blessings before the meal .
Sixty-five per cent of the camps report that
Tish ' a be- Av is somehow observed in their camps .

The

most elaborate programming is found in the Zionist
c amps .
The use of Judaic or Hebraic terminology in
c amps is primarily limited to the educationally
minded camps with some use found in selected camps
i n other categories .
The study f ound that while a number of Educati onal , alffiost all Denominational/Conservat ive and
s everal Zionist camps successfully promote a Hebrewspeaking environment in their camps, the one completely
Hebrew speaking camp is Massad .

Other Zionist camps

,

pr ovided . a Hebrew- centered program.
With the exception of one camp, the study
fo und that no appreciable amount of Yiddish is used
i n s o-called Yiddish camps .

Some Yiddish terminology

is stil l employed .
Forma l structured classes are t o be fouhd in
all Denominational camps , to greater or lesser degrees ,
a nd i n some of the Educational and Zionist camps as
well .

The Denominational/Conservat ive camps offer

th e most elaborate system of classes with the finest
qual ity of teaching staff .

Camps sponsored by the

Hebrew Teacher Colleges offer similar opportunities .
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An outstanding aspect of these programs is the ins istence that attendance at classes be mandatory for
s taff as well as campers .
The Zionist camps offer the most elaborate
s ystem of organized discussions , sihot , of any camp .
Di scussions play a varying role in all camps , are
st r uctured during day time periods in a few , but are
g enerally limited to the Oneg Shabbat or some other
evening program in most .
The lessons of progressive education,with
re spect to the educational validity of integrating or
co rrelating various areas of the arts or activity
programs around specific themes or projects , have
r eached some of the camps , but are limited usually
to the general camp program .

Most camps have not

yet di scovered the technique of integrating or fusing
t h e Jew i sh elements with the general .

The major

re ason for this, the study concludes , is the lack of
knowl edge of Jewish content on the part of specialists
a nd staff , particularly in the non- educationally minded
c amps .
The educational validity and the success
i ntegrated Jewish and general programming can produce

.

i s ev i dent in many educationally oriented camps , and
where attempted , in Center and Federation camps as
well. Jewish thematic material forms the basis for
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almost all programming in the Denominat ional , Educat ional , Hebrew and Zionist camps .
In reviewi ng the data on librarie s , the writer
cautions against attributing great s ign ific ance to the
f act · that 83 per cen t of the c amps report that th ey
have a children ' s libra ry with a collection of Jewi sh
books .

Visits to camps and cl ose hand exami nat ion of

these libra rie s indicates that quali tat ively th ey are
poo r , with s ome notable exceptions .
The role of I s rael i n camps has been a recurring
theme throughout the study .

The expanding use of I

I s r aeli counselors , the u s e of Israeli music , dance
and motifs in the arts , di·s cussi ons which invari ably
ce nter around the problems of Israe l, the burgeoning .
s tudy of Hebrew , not merely as a language of the heritage but as the spoken language of modern Israel-a ll of the s e activities reflect th e growing role of
I s r ael in the life of the summer camps_ .

I believe

that the influenc e of Israel , pa rticular ly in the noneducationa lly orient ed camps , will influence the
ex pa.nsion of Jewish programmi ng more than any oth e r
f a c t or .
I n camps where there is no " environment of
J ew i sh gro up living" conscious efforts must be made
a nd techniques developed , together with the key
pe rsonnel of those camps , to find appropriate ways
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and t he means of either i ntroducing or intensifying
the Jewi sh component into every aspect of the camp
program.
2.

Recommendations
The recommendat ions offered below are not

presented in any order of priority .

It should a l s o

be noted t h at no inferenc e of a cause and effect
relat ionship a re necessarily implied i n the instance s
where some of the se recommendations have been acted
upon during the past fe w years .

I have di scussed a

number of these recommendati ons at meet i ngs of
such organizations as the National Council of Federa tion and Wic lfa re Fund s , the American Ass ociat io n for
.Jewish Education, the Annual Conference on Jewish
Camping; the Boa rd of Overseers and Fa culty of Gratz
Collge, t o name a fe w; and participat ed in a common
eff?rt which included many other like-minded individuals
in initiating co ns ideratio n for th e implementation of
these and othe r recommenda t ions .
a.

The Role of Bure aus of Education

1.

Bureaus of Education where pos sible should

establish community camps directly under their auspices .
Community re spons ibility in Jewish education calls for
the establishment of such summer educat iona l inst itutions which could be molded along the line s of the
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two camps i nitiated by Dr . Samson Br nderly described fu
this study.
2.

Provide the services of consul tants and

consultation to camps which serve children fro m the
community served by the Bure au .

The s e consultant s

duri ng the winter should actively assist c amps in
planning programs and assembling the necessary mate ri a l s
and during the summer be available upon reque st by the
camps to vi s it the camps and consult on all levels of
programming in a manner s i mila r to the service offered
to schools during the a cademic year .

3,

Ad a pt schoo l mate ria l s for camp use and ,

where necessary and possible , prepare special
materia l s t o meet s pecia l needs of camps being served .

4,

In sma ll co mmunities where no ins t itutions

of higher le a rning exist, conduct seminars , clas s es ,
workshops , etc. for camp per s onnel, particularly i n
the are a of Jewish programming and the integra tion of
Jewish thematic mat erial in the general c am p programming.

5,

Assist in the recruitment of c amp staff

from the educational staff of Jewi sh school s in the
community .
6.

Ass i st i n the recruitment of campers from

Jewish schools for camps offering Jewi sh programming .

7.

Ra ise and provide s chola r ship ass i stance

for campers to all camps with Jewi sh programming.
8.

Ass i s t in the articul ation and communica-
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tion between t he Jewish sch ools and the camps , with
particular emphasis on studies both forma l and informal , l anguage goals, etc.

Arrange for a system

of credits a nd t r a nsfer of credits between bona
fide camp study programs and school"s .

9,

Provide library loans of books and other

materials of J~wish interest and other iibrary
services to camps .
10.

Encourage and a ssist in the development

of winter camping , particularly Jewish school camping
and week- end seminars.
· ··. 11. _While the prima ry ini tial concern should
be direc ted tow a rd the camping need s of children and
adolescents, the Bureaus should also be sensitive to
the needs of adult education in camping and the use
of camps for winter kinnusim .

b.

Hebrew Teacher Colleges and Gra duate
Schools

1.

Hebrew Teacher colleges should establish

summer ca.mps in cooperation with Bureaus of Jewish
Educ ation , where possible, followi ng the successful
pattern of both the Bost on Hebrew Teachers College
and the Chicago College of Jewish Studies .

Considera -

tion should be given to the po s sibility of providing
a multi-educationa l camp program which could combine
Hebrew summer school and camping and provide for
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lingu1stic a lly able and non-linguistic campers as well
so as to accommodate the growing number of students
i n high schools of Jewish studies where both intensive
and extensive studies are followed .
2.

Where the establishment of a camp is not

i mmediately feasible , the establishment of Hebre1v
Sections or Divisions in existing comm~nity camps
should be investigated

along the ps.tt ern success -

f ul ly experimented with by the United Hebrew Schools
i n Detroit and the Community Camp .

3.

Curricular innovations to include covrses

i n group work method , camping orientation , educational
workshops in music , the Arts , etc ., aimed at the
preparation of specialists for camps .

Hebrew College

f a cul ties should be expanded to include Visiting
Pro fessors and specialists from Graduate Schools of
Social Work .

4.

Sponsor winter·seminars and kinnusim for

stud ents in all departments , including adults .

5.

Expand existing student guidance programs

to i nc l ude recruitment orientation for staffs of camps.
6.

Encourage students to consider careers

i n Education as including opportunities in camping .

7.

Es tablish in Graduate School s of Education ,

such as the Division of Education at Dropsie Universit;y ,
a sub - department on Jewish Camping whose purpose would
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include the prepara tion of personnel for supervisory ,
admini strative and educati onal positions in Jewish
summer camps .

Close coop erat ion and art icula ti on

between Jewish Gr aduate Schools and Gradua te Schools
of Socia l Work should be i nst ituted s o as to enable
student s in both types of institutions to i nterchange
studie s and credits .

Student s in Gr a duate Schools of

Social Work who require Jewish content background
could register for such courses at an institution such
as Dropsie University , or such courses should become
a part of the Curriculum of th e Scho ol of Soc i al Work
it self; student s at Dropsie University co uld either
take courses in group dynami c s with visiting Profe ss ors fro m Schools of Soc i al Work or take classes
at Schools of Social Work wh ich would be credited at
Dropsie University .
8.

Stud ents on both the undergraduat e

but

particularly the Graduate level should be encouraged
to pursue re search projec ts in the area of J ew ish
camping.
c.

The Jewi sh Educat or and C2mp i ng

1.

The Jewi sh summer c amp i s indeed a ma jor

Jewish educat iona l inst itut ion .

Consequently , this

institut ion re qu ire s the services and staff of qual ified
Jewi sh educ at ors .

Jewi s h education c an no longer be

viewed as a nine or ten- month profe s sion , but must be
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seen as a full - year job which includes teaching formal
classes , le a ding y outh groups during the school year ,
and serving on the staff of c amps during the summer .
2.

The Jewish educators , part ic ul arly the

younge r educators in the field, must be encouraged t o
prepa re themse l ves for camping re sponsib ili t ie s by
enrolling i n necessary courses and workshops in gene ral
camping , and agreeing t o serve periods of a pprent iceship under supervis ion in summer c amps in preparation
for re sponsible camp po sition s .

3.

It i s particula rly i mportant that Jewi sh

educ at ors not limit their camping ambit ions to the
Educa t iona l and Denomina t i ·onal camps but seek positions
in the other camps where their talents and re s ource s
are in gre ate r need .

4,

Professional teacher placement service s

should begin t o recruit for summer camp positions as
well as for sch ool po sitions .

A first step in this

direc tion would be for the Placement Service to poll
educ ators with reference to their camp i ng experience
and interest so as to build up a re se r v oir of potential
personnel for c amp plac ement .

5.

J ewish camping has played a relat i vely

minor role in educ at ional li terature .

Focus should be

given to this general area s o as to fur ther stimulate
concern and interest .
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6.

National conferences of Jewish educational

bodies should place Jewish C~mping on their agendas
and meetings of educators involved in c amping should
t ake place at these conferences .
d.

The Jewish Communal Worker and Camping

1.

A concerted effort must be made among

Jewish communal workers , particularly those who work
i n camps , to underst and and appreciate the role of
J ewish programming in the overall program of the camp .
· To this end , it is necessary that
(a) communal workers be required to
i n crease their Jewish knowledge by enrolling in
cour ses in Judaica and Hebraica offered in Jewish
i nst i tutions of higher learning , or by Bureaus or
similar groups .
(b) to encourage attendance at these
co ur ses Agency and Camp directors must offer "released
t i me " for this purpose and provide salary or bonus
i ncentive s to the worker .

Tuition fees should also

b e subsidized by the Agency or the camp that employs
t he worker .
(c) communal workers who expect to serve
i n areas of specialization at camp should be required
t o regi ster for workshops in their given specialty
conducted by experts in the field who are also Jewishly
knowledge able .

The same incent ive s referred to above
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should apply in this insta~ce as well ,
2.

Concerted effo~ts must be made to fur the r

encourage the process of articulation and communicat i on between group workers and Jewish educators who
are both in effect Jewish communal workers.

The

i nitiative can be taken by either the national organi zation or the local chaptsrs of the profe ss ional
organizations to which bot~ practitioners belong ; or
agencies such as Bureaus of Education or Centers or
"Y"' s can take the first ste ps .

I n any event , an

und erstanding must be reac ~ed between the individua ls
i n these two professions to make cooperative camp
work po ss ible .

Educators should be invited to visit

gr oup work agencies and vice versa , so that both may
c ome to understand how each is working with the Jewish
ch i ld and helping to shape his destiny .
e.

National Organizat ions and Camps

1.

The American Association for Jewish Educa-

tion .
(a) to expand its pa rt - time camping
department to a full - t i me department with a full - time
dir ector .
(b) close articulation and cooperation
with the Na tional Jewi sh Welfare Board including
1. the possibility of j oint staff .
2 . an equitable s haring and distribution
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of responsibilities to Jewish sponsored and communal
camps .

The AAJE would concentrate its major efforts

and concerns in servicing the Educational , Zionist ,
Yiddish, Hebrew and Denominational camps .

The JWB

would expand its present camping services to include
in addition to the Center camps the Federation and

Philanthropic camps as well .

Joint efforts would be

initiated in the following areas :

1) Prepar~ educational material
2) Gather, edit, collate and disseminate
program material s from camps which could aid and
strengthen the Jewish programming of all camps .
3) Provide educational and other con-

sultation services to camps upon request .

4) Provide central staffing and personnel
services, including recruitment guidance .
5) Se rve as the center for the collection

and proce ssing of all statistical data relating to
Jewish·camps .
6) Initiate a program for the accreditaticn
of Jewi sh sponsored and communal camps for Jewish

educational programming , it being understood thc": t the
1

American C2mping As sociation will continue to accredit
the general camping aspects of the camping program .

7) Publish an Annual Nati onal Directory
of Jewi sh Camps .
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8) Ini t i ate a publ ic r el at i ons program
to inform the Amer i can J ewish Community of the nat ure
of Jewi sh campi ng and of i ts pro bl ems and chall enges .
9 ) Publis h a _-at ional News l etter for

Jewis h c amps wh i ch would k eep al l camps a ppr i sed of
the l a te st d eve l opments i n the fi el d of c amping pa rticula rly as a pplic able to th e J ewi sh camps .

Thi s

News let ter woul d a l s o ke ep camps i nf ormed of n ew and
innovat i ve ideas be i ng co ns i dered or success f ully
att empted by c amps thro ughout the count r y .
10) Ser v e as l iai s on wi th the Ame ric an
Zionist Youth Fo undat io n in the se l ecti on and ass i gnment of I s r ael i staff .
11) Serve a s lia i s on wi th Jewi sh agencie s
overs eas i n th e se l e c t io n and ass i gnment of Jewi s h
"for eign co uns elors " fro m Weste r n Europ e .
12 ) Spo ns or a Nati onal Ass ociat io n of
Jewish Spons ored C• mps wh ose organi zat ion and dev elo pment could ass i st t h e AAJ E and th e JWB in the i mplementation of a numbe r of the list ed activi t ies .
13) Fina nce , i ncluding ass i st i ng camps t o
secure c a pi tal f und s a nd loans and i n i t i at i ng a
nationa l and loc a l program of s c hola r ships and fello wships for cam pe r s and the t r a i ning of staff .
14) Coo r dinate efforts on behalf of campirg
by na tional or gani zat i ons , loc a l Bur eaus of Educ at io n ,

\
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Centers and Welfare Funds and the like.

Where neces-

sary , the initiation of programs for camping on local
or regional levels such as described under the recommendations for Bureaus .
2.

The National Jewish WElfare Board
a . Expand its part - time camping department

t o a full - time· depa rtment with a full time director .
b . Cl ose articulation and cooperation with
the American Associa tion for Jewish Education including
a ll of the items listed above .

3.

Council of Federation and Welfare Funds
a . Establish a sub- committee on Jewish

Camping as an integral part of its standing committee
on Jewish Education .
b . Encourage and stimulate local Federa t ions and Welfare Funds to accept Jewish camping as
a priority item for inclusion in both capital and
op erational budgeting .

Within the ca.mping priority,

fir st consideration should be given to convi ncing
lo cal Federations and Welfare Funds to provide the
funds necessary to c ommun i ty sponsored camps to
i nstitute the practice of Kashrut .
c.

I n i tiate and coordinate the joint

activities of the Ameri can Association for Jewish
Education and the N~tional Jewish Welfare Board , and
he l p provide the budget necessary for both agencies
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to carry out it s assumed responsibilj_ties in the field
of Jewi sh camping.
d . While initial emphasis should be placed
on the resident camps, community programs for Jewish
camping should eventually include the day camp as well .
f.

Expanding the Use of Camp Fr cilities

1.

Concerted effort s on the part of camps ,

schools and Bureaus of J ewish education must be forth coming in making greater use of camp f aci lities during
the Spring and early Fall.

Winter camping i s also

feasible, and capital fund s must be obt a ined to winterize the camps or parts of camps for Hebrew school
camping, seminars and winter encampments of all types .
2.

While initial emphasis should be placed on

expanding camping services to children and adolescents,
attention should also be directed to the use of camp
facilities for adult educat iona l endeavors .
g.

Articul2tion between Camps and the Jewish
School

1.

To assure a clo se r relationship between

c amps and other Jewish educational institutions it is
necessary that national and loc a l oppor t unities be
organized for frequent periodic communication .

Such

opportunitie s could be initiated by the American
Association for Jewish Education on a national scope,
and by Bure a us on the local levels .
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h.

Articulation Between C~~.E§.

To assure a better understanding of the
v arieties of Jewish camp programs available and to
observe the operation of a camp during the summer ,
i nter- camp visiting must be organized .

The arrange -

ments and scheduling of such visits could be the
re sponsibility of the National Association of Jewish
Sponsored Camps or o f the AAJE or JWB .

Camps them-

· s elves should take the initiative and begin such
vi s i tation as soon as possible .
i.

A Na tional Association of Jewi sh Sponsored
Camps

1.

In order t o pr·omote the better understanding

of the camping services and pract i ces currently available t o the American Jewish community among the camps
t hemse l ves, to enabl e par ticipating camps to examine
and d iscuss areas of mutual concern in the f iel d of
Jewish camping , parti c ul arly in rec ommending ways of
strengthening the Jewish identifi c ation and commitment
of c ampers and sta ff, i t i s e ssent i a l that a National
Ass oc iation of Jewish Sponsored C5rnps be f ormed .
2.

The particulars of such an organization

and i ts program should be d etermi ned by a fo unding
confe rence to which all J ewi sh sponsored camps in the
Uni ted States be invited .

3,

While a prima ry task of this organization
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should be the convening of an annual conference,
depending upon i ts direction and the enthusiasm and
interest of the membe r shi p , the organization on a
v olunteer basis could assume re s po nsibility for some
of the activ itie s suggested above for the Departments
of C8mping of the AAJ E and JWB .
j.

RecorJnendations for Additi onal Research
in Camping

Thi s study was not intended as a study of all
aspects of t he J ewi sh summer camp .

A number of ar eas

of camping con cerns a r e not treated at all , e . g . , the
· non- educationa l staff .

The list i ng below is by no

means exhaust ive ; it i s merely suggestive .
1.

The Hist ory and Development of Jewis h
Camping .

·2 .

The Philo sophie s of Jewish Camping as
interpreted by the Sponsori ng Movements
or Organizat io ns .

3.

Admi ni st r at i v e Practices in Jewish
Spons ored Camps .

4.

Goals , Objec t ive s and Problems of Pa r ticula r Jewish C2mping (Catego ri es of
camps , Hebrew speaking, Hebrewc entered , Teen- camps , Camps for College
age students , etc . ) .

5.

Atti tudinal Studies of Campers to the
Jewi sh Camp, including camper re sponses
t o all aspects of programmi ng .

6.

An E,: a lua t io n of the Effects of Camping
on t he Jewi sh Child .

7.

Effec ts of Jewi sh Camping on Career Choice s .

8.

Lea d ershi p Training Methods for Jewi sh
Camp Counselo r s .
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9.

Attitudinal Studies of Parents and the
Jewish Camp .

10 .

Jewish Camping in Relation to other
Jewish Professional Fields .

11 .

The Place of Non- Sectarian Camping .

12.

Integration of Various Phases of Camp
Program with Jewish Elements .

13 .

The Role of Religion and Spiritual Values
in Jewish Camping .

14.

A Pro j ected Curriculum for the Jewish
Summer Camp .

15.

A Pro j ection for the Jewish Accreditation
of Camps .

16 .

Recent Trends in

17.

Articulation Between the Jewish Camp and
the J ewish School .

18 .

The Role of Israel in the Jewish Summer
Camp .

19 .

An Evaluation of the Israeli Counselor on
the Staff of .American Jewish Summer Camps .

20.

Jewish Summer Camps in America and Israel .

21 .

An Evaluation of Published Materials i n
the Field of Jewish Camping .

. in Jewish Camping .

Thi s study has i n large measure indicated how
t he Jewish summer camp can be an effective instrument
of the Jewish community in furthering the community ' s
s ur vivalist goals .

The study has noted with regret

th e f act that many camps are not yet committed in
practice to their own stated goals and objectives
v i s .§:. vis the Jewish compo nent of their program ;
t hese camps are even f urther away from achieving the
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Jewish educational goals of the camp postulated by
the writer .

Many camps are deeply conscious of their

re sponsibilities to the Jewish community and keenly
aware of the limitations seemingly inherent in their
particular camp situation .
ment and support .

These camps need encourage -

No purpose i s served by exaggera-

ted criticism of intent .
This study has attempted to objectively
ascertain the actual role being played by the summer
camp.

That some of the findings will be disturbing

to many people is understandable .

More important ,

however, i s whether or not these findings will st i mulate
increased attention to the potential of the resident
Jewish summer camp.

APPENDIX A
CAMPS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY BY CATEGORY
Private Camps
1.

Camp Akiba
, Reeders , Pa .

2.

Circle S . Ra nch
Nassau , N. Y.

3.

Camp Derry
Londonderry , Vt .

4,

Camp Kewa nee
Nevers ink , N. Y.

5.

Camp Kent
Kent , Conn .

6.

Comp Na tchez
West Copake , N. Y.

7.

Camp Pinelake
West Copake , N. Y.

8.

Cs mp Shadybrook
Moodus , Conn

9,

Camp Shangri La
Accord , N. Y.

10 .
11.

14 .

Camp Star Lake
Duane , N. Y.
Camp Shawnee
-Shawnee - on-Delawa re , Pa .

12.

Camp Tanglewood
Mt . Washing-con , Ma ss

13 .

Camp Tanalo
Tannersville , Pa .
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Camp Eton
Rhinebeck , N. Y.
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Federat ion Camps

1.

Camp Isabella Fre8dman
Falls Village, Conn.

2.

Camp Loue mma
Rd . 2 , Suss ex , N. J .

3.

Bronx House --Emanuel Camps
Copake, N.Y .

4,

Camp Wildwood
Central V~lley , N. Y.

5.

Camp Oakhur st
Oakhur st , N. J .

6.

Camp Rainbow
Croton- on- Hudson , N. Y.

7.

Camp Ramapo Anchorage
Rhinebeck , N. Y.

8.

Surprise Lake Camp
Cold Spring , ·N. Y.
Cente r Camps

1.

Camp Arthur
Zieglersville , Pa .

2.

Camp Reeta
Zi eglersville , Pa .

3.

Camp Ella Fahs
New Milford , Conn .

4.

Camp Hatikvah
Lake Cohasset , Bear Mountai n , N. Y.

5.

Camp Mikan- Recro
Arden , N. Y.

6.

Camp Poyntelle - Ray Hill
Poyntelle, Pa .

7.

Camp H. E.S .
Southfield s , N. Y.
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8.

Camp Mogen Avraham
Central Valley, N. Y.

9·.

Camp Sternberg ·
Mountaindale, N. Y.

25 .

C2mp Tikvah
Ai tkin , · Minn .

10 .

Camp Edward Isaacs (East N. Y. )
Holmes , N. Y.

11.

Camp Cummings
Br ewster , N. Y.

12 .

Camp Naomi & Camp Joseph
Raymond , Me ., & Harrison , Me .

13 ,

Camp Seneca Lake
Penn Yan , N. Y.

i4.

Camp Tall Trees
Vine Grove , Ky .

15.

Camp Wi se
Pa i nesvill e , Ohio

16 .

Camp Hawthorn
Ka i sen , Mo.

17.

Camp Si sel
Mendon , N. Y.

18 .

Camp Wooden Acres
St . Ad olphe de Howard ,
Quebec , Canada

19 .

Camp J . C. A.
Angelus - Oaks , Cal .

20.

Camp Edalia
Lake Ti orati , N. Y.

21.

New Jersey "Y" Camps
Mi lford , Pa . and Lake Como , Pa .

22 .

Camp Pinemere
Stroudsburg , Pa .

23,

J Bar Doubl e C Ranch
Elbert , Co l o .

24.

Camp B ' nai B'rith
Ne otsu , Or egon
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Educational Camps
1.

Camp B ' nai B'ri th
Starlight, Pa .

2.

Cejwin Camps
Port Jervi s , N. Y.·

3.

Camp Tel Hai
Jami son , Pa .

4.

Camp Lown
Oakland , Me .

5.

Camp Avodah (Sura)
Clear La ke, Buchanan , Mich .

6.

Camp Yavneh
Northwood , N. H.

7.

Camp Hi Li
White Lake , N. Y.
Yiddi sh Camps

1.

Camp Boiberik
Rhinebeck , N. Y.

2.

Camp Kinderwelt
Highland Mills , N. Y.

3.

Camp Kinderland
Hopewell Junction, N. Y.

4.

Camp Kinder~ring
Hopewell Junction, N. Y.

5.

Camp Hemshekh
Hunter, N.Y.
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Zionist Camps
1.

Camp Betar
Liberty, N.Y.

2.

Camp Moshava (B ' nei Akiva)
Beach La ke, Hone~dale, Pa .

3.

Camp Tel Yehudah
Barryville, N.Y .

4.

Camp Shomria
Perth, Ont a rio, Canada

5.

Camp Biluim
Huntsville, Ont a rio, Canada

6.

Camp Ein Harod
Ellenville , N.Y.

7.

Camp Ga lil
Ott sville , Pa .

8.

Camp Naaleh
Red Hook, N. Y.

9.

Camp Shomria
Libert y , N.Y.

10.

Camp Kadima
Halifax, N. S . Canada

11.

Camp Gilboa
Big Bear La ke, Cal.

12.

Camp Miriam
Gabriola Is., B.C ., Ca nada

13.

Camp Bonim
Hunter, N.Y.
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Philanthropic Camps
1.

Camp Eva
Mountainda le, N. Y.

2.

Camp Bauercrest
Amesbury, Mass .

3.

Camp Henry Horner
Round .Lake , Ill.

4.

Camp Pembroke
Pembroke, Mass .

5.

Camp Kunatah
Narrowsburg, N.Y.

6.

Camp Carola
Spring Va lley, N. Y.

7.

Camp Sussex
Sussex ; N. J .

8.

Camp Livingston
Bennington , Ind .

9.

Golden Slipper Square Club Camp
Bartonsville, Pa .

10.

S . G. F . Vacation Camp
Collegeville , Pa .
Denominational Camps
Tradi tional

1.

Ce.mp Agudah

Ferndale, N. Y.
2.

Camp Enos
Liberty , N. Y.

3.

Camp Emunah
Greenfield Park , N.Y.

4.

Camp Morasha
Lake Como , Pa .
r--//
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Conservative
1.

Camp Ra.mah--Poconos
Lake Como , Pa .

2.

Camp Ramah- - Conn .
East Hampt on, Conn.

3,

Camp Ramah--Canada
Vit terson , Ont ., Canada

4,

Camp Ramah--California
Ojai, California

5.

Camp Ramah--Berkshires
Wingdale, N. Y.

6.

Camp R~mah--Wisconsin
Conover, Wisc .
Reform

1.

Camp 2wig-Union Institute
S2.ratoga, Cal .

2.

Jo seph Eisner Camp
Gre at Barrington , Mass .

3.

Camp Joseph and Betty Harlam
Kunkletown, Pa .

4.

Union Camp Institute
Zionville , Ind .

5.

Camp Coleman
Cleveland, Ga .

6.

Camp Hess Kramer
Malibu, Cal .

7.

Union Institute
Oconomowoc , Wisconsin
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Hebrew Camps
1.

Massad Camps
Camp Aleph
Tannersville, Pa .
Camp Beth
Dingman' s Ferry, Pa .
Camp Gimel
Effort, Pa .
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APPENDIX B

JEWI SH CAMP QUESTIONNAIRE
Owned by : - - - - -

Name of Camp : - - -- Camp Addres s : _ _ __ ____

Ci ty Address : - - - - - - - -

Per son answering que s tionnaire : ______Pos i ti on : _ _ _
Date the camp was founded

American Camping
- - - -Member
Assoc i ation- - - - -

Original purpo ses and objectives of the camp : - - .

.

Changes in objective s and purpo s e p : _______

Open to :
Season :
Fee s :

Boys
Full , from

Full

Girls _ _ Ages

Ages
to

Half, f rom
to
Members , Full
Half

Half

Any income other than f rom tuit i on :
Sch ola r ships :

Sourc es : - - - -

- - - - -Off er ed by

Appro ximat e annual budget
Re g i stered campers :

Val ue of camp
pro perty

Boys : Ages 5- 7

; 8- 9

;

10-11_ _ ; 1 2- 13_ ; 14-15

Girls :

Ages 5- 7

; 8- 9

10-11_ _ ,; 1 2-13===; 1 4 - ~

Tot a l Boys

Total Girls

I s the camp operating at f ull capa city?
If no t , number short
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Physical Facilities a nd Activities
Si ze of camp i n acres : - - - - - Cabins :
Tents :

Camper capacity
Washroom facilities

Tota] number

Camper capacity

Total number

Inf irmary
Doctor

Cent r al Washrooms:
Pool:

Size

Lake

Re creation H~ll

Capacity
R. N.
Creek- - -

Size

Size or capacity
Counselor Social Hall

Chapel _ _ Capacity _ _ _

Used for other purposes

Library ___ Total vo l umes ___ General
Jewi sh content
Hebrew ___ Yiddish ___
Tel evision

Scheduled

Permanent Col lection
Loaned _ _ _ From

- - - ; Radi o

Movies

How of ten - - - - ; Adul t Guest Houses : Number
Baseball _ _ , Basketball _ _ J Soccer _ _ , Tenni s
Badminton _ _ , Archery _ _ ; Horseback riding _ _ ,
Rifl ery _ _ , Volleyball _ _ , Boating _ _ , Swimming

__ ,

Canoeing , Hiking _ _ , Overnight camping _ _ , Sc out i ng
Natur e lore _ _
· , Choir _ _ , Dramatics
Cra f ts
· s oc ial

- - ' Arts and

__ , Band __ , Dancing : Modern - - '

- - ' Israeli _ _ , Newspaper

;

Other interest groups
Staf f :
Supervisory :
Counselors :

Dire ctor
; Ass ' t . Director
Div i s i on Heads
Boys : 18- 19 _ ; 20- 21 - - '. 22- 23
, Radio
24 -

__

Girls : 18- 19
24

---=--=

20- 21
Ratio

22- 23

Folk

__ ,
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__ .

17

__

17 - - .'

, 16
Boys : 15
Rati o to campers

J uni or Counselors :

, 16
Girls: 15
Ratio to campers
:aoys : 15

Camper- Waiter :

__ ,

· 16
Pay

; 17 _ _ ;
Are Paid

. . 16 __ ; 17 _ _ ;
Gir ls : 1 5 - '
Are Pa id
Pay

Specialists :

Full time

i ndicate
- - - : ( For
P)

Part t i me

Ar ts and Crafts - - ' Nature __ , Scouting --'
Sports __ , Music __ , Dramatics
Waterfront

- -'

--'

General __ , Hebrew __ , Yi ddish

Dance __ , Teachers :

--'

Rel igious Direc t or __ , Others
Employment Prac t ice s and Requirements
References required
Followed up

Personal interviews

Ob j ective tests administ ered : _ _Personality

--'

I n t erest _ _ , Skills
General Education :

Di vision Head

- - -Counselor
Jr.

Jewish Education : Divi si on Head

Counsel or
J r.

Do you actively seek staff competent in Jewish programming _ _ : Sour c es of such personnel_____
Do y ou employ Israeli c ounselors

How many

Do you actively seek Israelis ·- - - Wh.Y
To qualify for e3 ployment must counselors be members
of any denominational group
Which __________
of any organiza tion _ _ _ _ _
Whi ch
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Sal ary sc8,le :
Di r ector :

R2.nge

Counselors :

- - -' t o

Division Head :
Range ___ to
to ___ ; Jr . Counselors : Pay_ __
Are Pd. - - -

Range

to

Spe cialis ts : Range
Sco p·e of Re spons i bili ~
Di r ector:

Assist ant Director : - - - -

Division Head :

Counsel or :

Jun ior Counselor : - - - St a ff Meetings :
Tota l Staff :

Divi s io n Staff :

Spe ciali sts :

How often

Typical agenda

How often·

How often

Typical agenda

- - - - Typical agenda
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Jr. Counselors : _ _ How often _ _ Typical agenda_ __

Training Program for Jr . Counselors

Curric ul um

---

Conferences with staff re: i ndividual problems
Conducted by
Doe s staff have right to change program _________
Are demo cratic procedure s used during meet ings
Are counselo rs given plann ing re spons i bilities
Such as
Regulations :
Curfew:

Counselo r s

Days off:

Tips:

Jr. Counselors
Time

Time

Divis ion Head _ _ _ ; Counselors
Specialists :
Jr's.
Camper-Wa i ter

I ndividual _ _ _ Kitty

Included in
fee

Pre-Camp Orientation
The Cabin Unit :

_Size

# of Couns elors
Jr. Counselors

Responsibilities of camper for self; .

Responsibilities of c amper to group:

Incentives
Puni shment :
Activi ties on a cabin level :
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Is the same counselor assigned to a cabin for the summer :
How long

.

Does counselor stay with unit all day

Separate

schedule
Does counselor sleep in same room as campers
Where
Do es each cabin have a name

- - - How is it chosen

List several typical cabin names
The Division Unit :

Size

Age range

Activities on unit level :

Do es each division have separate f acilities
List them

Are there any inter- division activities
List them

--------------------------

Camper Responsibilities :
Is there a Camper Council
mee t

- - - How often does it

A typ i cal agenda inc l udes

Offi cers
Camper Planning Committees

I n what a r eas

Scope of planning :
Doe s the camper have free choice in act i vities
In what areas
Whi ch activities are compulsory

(
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Doe s the camper participate in camp building or
beautification projects ______

Examples

General Camp Programming :
Doe s camper participate in camp maintenance
Such as
Were po l itical convent i ons audit ed

Par t of
Program

Are there daily news bulle t i ns

Organized oppo r tuni ty

to d iscuss world current events
Did you celebrate J ul y 4th

How

Doe s camp f l y the Ame r ican fl ag
Roll ca l l ___ Bugle ca lls
unifo rm

Formal ceremonies
I s t he r e a camp

When i s i t wo r n

Color War

Campers Day

Does camp have a
Other special events

How many visiting days ___ Is a pr ogram f or pare nts
prepared _ _ _ _ Typi cal program
How many children t o a tab l e i n the Dining Hall
Counselors
Food i s served by i nd i v i dual platt er
Family styl e _ _ _ Milk i n th e a f t e rnoon
Sna ck at night

Is t h ere a camp cante en

Operated by

Do campers handl e own money

Cred it accounts
spending

Any limi tati ons on personal
Types of evening programs
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Jewish Camp Programming :
Does the camp fly a Jewish flag _ _ _ _ Why
Is the camp Kosher

Are there da ily services

When

Are they compulsory
Before

Are blessings reci ted at meal s
After ______ Daily
Sabbath Observances :

On S.- bbath onl y

Is there a special c amp clean-

up _ _ _ _ _ Special clothes _ _ _ Special food s
Candles- --' - - - Blessings over the candl es
Zmirot

Kiddush

Special decora -

tions and . signs
Sabbath Observance :
Table flower s
Services:

Tableclo ths

Kabbalat Shabat

Formal
Program

Oneg Shabat _ _ _ _ Program
Morn i ng

Length of service

Led by

Camper

Sermon

- - - - - - - Given by

Topics

- - - - - - -Prayer Book used

Published by

Sabbath

Sabbath Study Circl~s

Topic s __________ Havdalah _ _ _ _ Does the
daily program on the Sabbath differ fro m the weekday ,
aside fro m services

How

Are all religious activi t ie s compulso ry _ _ _ _ __
Alternative programs
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Is smoking permitted

Where

Riding

----

Is Tisha B'av commemorated

Writing
How

Bialik

Herzl's Anniversary

Does the
Does

J.N.F. Caravan visit - - - - - U.J.A.

camp conduct any fund raising for Jewish communal
purposes

Approximate

Which

amount raised

- - - - - -Hebrew classes

Yiddish classes

Discussion groups

Topics
Ar e Jewish themes integrated in Arts and Craft s
How
in Dramatics
in Music
in Dance

How
How
How

Other forms of integration

Library books of Jewish interest on the campers level
List some title
When children apply to camp is any information requested
as to Jewish background

Such as

Are children given achievement tests in Hebrew
Yiddish

Do parents ·. request Jewish programming
Nature of requests

Is camp aware of the denominational affiliation of the
c ampers

If yes , how many are Orthodox
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Reform

Conservative

Unaffiliated

/ Are there organi z ed discussions of Jewish current
Examples

events

When returning the questionnaire would you kindly
include :
Camp brochure

Camper application form

Staff application form
Parent Bulletin
Program schedule

Medical form
Clo thes l ist

Daily

Sampl e camp :programs (dramatic

:presentations , evening :programs , holiday :programs , etc . )
Class lists and Subjects studied

Any

li t erature that has appeared in print i~ connection with
yo ur camp or its :program , or a listing of such articles
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AMERICAN ASSOCI ATION FOR JEWI SH EDUCATION
INQUIRY ON COMMUNAL JEWI SH CAMPI NG
If you operat e separate camps , please fill out a sepa rate
form for each c amp .
A.

Background Data
Name of Camp __________ Summer Address _ _ _ _ __
Year Round Address
Name of Sponsoring
Organiza tion

Address

1.

Is the camp owned

rented?

2.

Year c amp was founded

3.

Are campers admitted for les s than full season?

9

Yes ___ No

4.

If "Yes," please indicate what period _ _ _ _ __

5.

What is the capacity of the camp?
No . of Boys _____ Age range
No. of Girls _____ Age r ange

B.

,

6.

What was last year's enrollment?
No . of Goys ____ No.of Girls _ _ __

7.

Do your campers have to meet any special
qualifications? Yes _ _ _ No

8.

If"Yes, "what are they? _______________

Finances
1.

Fees:

Full season $

Part Season $
2.

No . of weeks

No . of weeks

Are scholarships awarded? Yes

No
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3.

If "Yes ,n how many scholarships were awarded
in 1963?- - - - - - - -

4.

What i s the total cost of scholarships? _____

5.

What are your scholarship qualifications?

6.

Does your camp receive communal support?

7.

If "Yes," from what sources?

Yes
No

C. Staffing
Please indic at e minimum general and Jewish educational
qualific at ions, if any, which you require for each
position listed below :
Minimum
_T_i_t_l_e_o_f_~p_o_s_i_t_i_·o_n__~S~a~l~a_r--'-'-y range No . of staff Qual .
1. Director
2. Ass 1 t . Director

3, Head co uns elor
4. Program director
5. Special activity
counselors :
specialty
specialty
specialty
6.

Counselors

7.

Counselors - intraining
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8.

Others:

9.

Does your camp provide pre-season orientation in
Jewish programming for your staff? Yes
No

10.

D.

Aims of your camp
1.

E.

If "Yes," please describe

Please state the basic aims of your camp.

Camp Activities
Listed below are a series of camp activities. Please
che ck in column "A" (General) and column "B" (Jewish)
those activities which are part of your camp programs.
Space is also provided for you to add activities which
are not already listed.
·
Column A
Column B
Type of Activity
(General)
(Jewish)
1. Dramatic
Presentations
2. Film Presentations

3. Listening to tapes
4. Teaching of songs
5. Teaching of dances
6. Story telling

me
7.

of Activity
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Column B
(Jewish)

Column A
(General)

Discussion of
current events - - - - - - - · - - - - - ---

8.

Group discussions

9.

Arts and Crafts

- ----

10.

Camp newspaper ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

11 .

State of Israel

12 .

Others- - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

13 .

Do you have a children's Yes
l ibrary?
1 4 ~. Do you have a staff
Yes
r eference library?

15 .

No _

Ye s

No

No

Yes

No

Do es y our camp offer formal classroom instruction?
Yes

No

16 .

If "Yes ," please indicate below the subjectmatter and approximate number of hours of
i nstruction per week .
No . of hours per week taught
Sub je ct Matter
(approx) .

18 .

Which of the following activities do y ou include?
( Please check)
Da i ly Servic e s

On e g Shabbat

Sabbath Services

Tishe B ' Av
observance

Special Sabbath
p rogram

Si choth .
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19 .

F.

Does your camp observe :
dietary laws

Yes

No

Sabbath regulations

Yes

No

Saying of grace at
meals

Yes

No

Comments
What are some bf the major problems which you are
facing in implementing the Jewish educational aims
of your camp?

Would you be good enough to attach a copy of the daily
schedule , the program schedule , and . program material
used in your camp .
Signature
Position

----------------

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
101 Fif th Avenue
New York, New York 10003
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